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February 16, 1994

Docket No. 52-002

Mr. C. B. Brinkman, Acting Director
Nuclear Systems Licensing
Combustion Engineering, Inc.
1000 Prospect Hill Road
Windsor, Connecticut 06095-0500

Dear Mr. Brinkman:

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (TS) FOR SYSTEM 80+

The Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) staff has reviewed the System 80+ TS,
including applicable portions of Amendment U, and the comments are shown on
the markup copy of 'he affected TS in the enclosure. Provide responses to
these comments no later than two weeks from your receipt of this letter to
allow us to maintain our review schedule.

This affects nine or fewr respondents, and therefore, is not subject to
review by the Office of i.anagement and Budget under P.L. 96-511.

Sincerely,

kristYnYh.sgngar"ger, Project Managere

Standardization Praiect Directorate
Associate Directore a for Advanced Reactors

and License Renewal
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated
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ABB-Combustion Engineering, Inc. Docket No. 52-002

cc w/ enclosure:

Mr. Stan Ritterbusch
Nuclear Licensing
ABB-Combustion Engineering
1000 Prospect Hill Road
Post Office Box 500
Windsor, Connecticut 06095-0500

cc w/o enclosure:

Mr. C. B. Brinkman, Manager
Washington Nuclear Operations
ABB-Combustion Engineering, Inc.
12300 Twinbrook Parkway, Suite 330
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Mr. Sterling Franks
U.S. Department of Energy
NE-42
Washington, D.C. 20585

Mr. Steve Goldberg
Budget Examiner
725 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20503

Mr. Raymond Ng
1776 Eye Street, N.W.
Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20006

Joseph R. Egan, Esquire
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037-1128

Mr. Regis A. Matzie, Vice President
Nuclear Systems Development
ABB-Combustion Engineering, Inc.
1000 Prospect Hill Road
Post Office Box 500
Windsor, Connecticut 06095-0500

Mr. Victor G. Snell, Director
Safety and Licensing
AECL Technologies
9210 Corporate Boulevard
Suite 410
Rockville, Maryland 20850

i
_ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _
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Throughout:,

1. Placement of the word " continued" is contrary to the STS WG. Example:
The continuation of SR 3.8.1.19 to the next page should be denoted by a
" continued" at the bottom corner of the Frequency column, not below the
table boundary. This is a general problem that occurs in ACTIONS tables
also.

NestingofLogicalConnectorshasbeenignored;thiksdetractsfromthe2.
usability of the ACTIONS tables based on human factors considerations.

3. Bottom spacing for Conditions (usually seen in the Required Actions and
Completion Time columns) and SRs is contrary to the Writers Guide
formatting instructions: there is no blank space.

4. A different font than used in the STS is used.

!

l
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AC Sources - Operatmg
3.8.1

SURVEII. LANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.17 NOTES
1. This surveillance shall not be performed in MODE 1, 2, 3,

or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this
SR.

Verify, with a DG operating in test mode and connected to its bus, [18 months)
an actual or simulated ESF metuation signal overrides the test mode
by:

a. Returnmg DG to ready to load operation; and

b. Automatically energizing the emergency loads with offsite
power.

SR 3.8.1.18 NOTES
1. This surveillance shall not be performed in MODE 1, 2, 3,

or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned evmts that satisfy this
SR.

Verify the interval between each sequenced load block is within [18 months)
[10% of design interval] for each emergency [and shutdown] load
sequencer.

SR 3.8.1.19 NOTES
1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine prelube period.

2. This surveillance shall not be performed in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this
SR.

e :x

(Continued)

SYSTEM 80 & 3.8-11
16.3 Tech Spec Ammd-tU- 12/31/93
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AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

NOTE
Enter applicable Conditions and Required
Actions of LCO 3.8.10, with one required
division de energized as a result of
Condition A.

A. One requued offsite circuit A.1 Declare affected required immad; 'aly
inoperable. feature (s) with no offsite power

available inoperable.

DE

A.2.1 Suspend CORE T m m adi='a!y

TERATIONS.

Ib
'Ma

4o

Q2 S handling of irradiated imm~iiately
fuel assemblies.

M

A.2.3 Initiate actions to suspend imm~4ia'aly
operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel.

M

A.2.4 Initiate action to suspend Immediately
operations involving positive
reactivity additions.

M

A.2.5 Initiate action to restore Immediately
requued offsite power circuit to
OPERABLE status.

(Continued)

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-15
16.3 Tech Spec Amandmant U - 12/31/93
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.15

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.15 RCS Snecific Activity

LCO 3.4.15 The specific iodine activity of the reactor coolant shall be limited to:

a. DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 specific activity s 1.0 pCi/gm; and

b. Gross specific activity 5100/$ pCi/gm.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and, MODE 3 with RCS average temperature (T ,,) ;> 500*F.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. DOSE A. Verify DOSE EQU5 VALENT Once per 4 hours

/yy my-[EQUIVALENTI 131 1-131 s 60 Ci/gm. ,
> 1.0 pCi/gm. ~/ /g

# 3
A.2 Restore DOSE EQUIVALENT 48 hours Q-- J f.// -/

I-131 to within limit. g
B. Gross specific activity B.1 Perform SR 3.4.15.2. 4 hours

of the reactor coolant pq // ?.

not within limit. M g/wf # '

D#5 7B.2 Be in MODE 3 with 7 6 hours,,, f
< 500*F. .(A/)/& [

v
C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3 with * ',, 6 hours |,

associated Completion < 500'F.
Time of Condition B

~ 3 Y, [6'E yM M/w )not met.

2hs D &%rs/y dhE}i n
s"

-

_
EQUIVALENT I-131
s 60 pCi/gm.

_ _ _ _ _

SYSTEM 80+ 3.4-27
16.3 Tech Spec A=d-t U - 12/31/93
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.15

SURVFTT.T.ANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.15.1 Verify reactor coolant gross specific activity s 100/$ pCi/gm. 7 days

NOTE
Only reqmred to be performed in MODE 1.

SR 3.4.15.2 Verify reactor coolant DOSE EQUIVALENTI-131 specific 14 days
activity s 1.0 pCi/gm.

Ah32

Between 2 and 6 hours after
THERMAL POWER
change 215% RTP within
a 1-hour period.

SR 3.4.15.3 NOTE
Not regmred to be performed until 31 days after a mmimum of
2 EFPD and 20 days of MODE 1 operation have elapsed since
the reactor was last suberitical for 2 48 hours.

Deterna ~ $ from a sample taken in MODE I after a mimmum ' 184 days
of 2 'eFPD and 20 days of MODE 1 operation have elapsed
since the reactor was last suberitical for A 48 hours.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.4-28
16.3 Tech Spec

A-A-t U - 12/31/93
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RASES RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

APPLICABLE

SAFETY ANALYSESWhen specific activity exceeds the LCO limi+ 2 _

(Continued) pCi/gm, plant operation is considered acc:

to iodine spiking but is limited to 60
accident occumng during the established 48 heptabir. based upon the low probability of an
iodine spiking is considered in the safety anal i- our time limit, together with the fact thatp s.

design basis accident that either assumes th f ilHe reactor coolant specific activityis a process v i bl
ar a e that is an initialcondition of aintegrity of a fissionproduct barrier Ae a ure of, or presents a challenge to th_ of the NRC Policy Statement. s such, it satisfies the reqmrements of Criterion 2

.

, e

LCO

The specific iodine activity is limited to 1 0 mic _

I-131 and the gross specific activity in the pnmrocurie per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT
.

microcuries per gram equal to 100 divided by E (aary coolant is limited to the number of
sum of the average beta and gamma energies of the coolant nuclides).verage disintegration energy of theDOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 ensures the t
boundary during design basis accidents will bwo-hour dose to an individual at the siteThe limit on

individual at the site boundary durindose. The limit on gross specine activitye a small fraction of the allowed thyroid

g design basis accidents will be a small fractionensures the two-hour whole body dose to anthe allowed whole body dose
.

of

within acceptable limitsHe SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that th 2
hour site boundary dose levels are

e

Violation of the LCO may result in react
event of an SGTR, lead to site bounda y door coolant radioactivity levels that could in thline. .

ses that exceed the 10 CFR 100 dose guide-
-

, e

APPLICABILITY

In MODES 1,2, and MODE 3, with RCS _

within the LCO limits for DOSE EQUIVALENTaverage temperature A 500*F operation
necessary to contain the potential consequenI 131 and grors specific activity areboundary dose values. For operation in MOces of a SGTR to within the acceptable site

line break is small due to the low pnmary a d<500*F, and in MODES 4,5, and 6 the pr hbiliDE 3 with RCS average temperature, o

ty of a steam, feedwater or letdown
radioactivity in the event of a SGTR is pre n secondary pressures and the release of
reactor coolant is below the lift pressure settivented since the saturation pressure of th
applicable MODES, with the LCO limitsngs of the main steam safety valves. In all

e'

reduce the specific activitylevel. concentration is appropriate to monitor the a ti iexceeded, an isotopic analysis for iodine
c v tylevel while actions are being taken to

SYSTEM 80+
16A Tech Spec Bases B 3.4-63

Amendment U - 12/31/93
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

BASES

APPLICABLE When specific activity exceeds the LCO limits due to iodine spiking but is limited to 60
SAFETY ANALYSES pCi/gm, plant operation is considered acceptable based upon the low probability of an

(Continued) accident occurnng during the established 48-hour time limit, together with the fact that
iodine spiking is considered in the safety analysis.

The reactor coolant specific activity is a process variable that is an initial condition of a

design basis accident that either assumes the failure of, or presents a challege to, the
integrity of a fission product barrier. As such, it satisfies the reqmrements of Criterion 2
of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO ne specific iodine activity is limited to 1.0 microcurie per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT
I-131 and the gross specific activity in the pnmary coolant is limited to the number of
microcuries per gram equal to 100 divided by $ (average disintegration energy of the
sum of the average beta and gamrna energies of the coolant nuclides). The limit on

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 ensures the tw& hour dose to an individual at the site
boundary during design basis accidents will be a small fraction of the allowed thyroid
dose. The limit on gross specific activity ensures the two-hour utole body dose to an
individual at the site boundary during design basis accidents will be a small fraction of
the allowed whole body dose.

He SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that the 2 hour site boundary dose levels are
within acceptable limits.

Violation of the LCO may result in reactor coolant radioactivity levels that could, in the

event of an SGTR, lead to site boundary doses that exceed the 10 CFR 100 dose guide-
line.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and MODE 3, with RCS average te+ae A 500'F operation
within the LCO limits for DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 and gross specific activity are
necessary to contain the potential consequences of a SOTR to within the acceptable site
boundary dose values. For operation in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
<500'F, and in MODES 4,5, and 6, the probability of a steam, feeduster or letdown
line break is small due to the low primary and secondary precsmen and the release of

i

radioactivity in the event of a SGTR is prevented since the saturation pressure of the
i reactor coolant is below the lift pressure settings of the main steam safety valves. In all |

applicable MODES, with the LCO limits exceeded, an isotopic analysis for iodine
concentration is appropriate to monitor the activity level while actions are being taken to l

reduce the specific activity level.
|

3

|

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.4-63
16A Tech Spec Bases Amm ht U - 12/31/93 f
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RCS Specific Activity |
,

B 3.4.15 !

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 greater than the LCO limit of 1.0 pCi/gm,
frequent samples at intervals not to exceed four hours are to be taken toamonstrate that
the limit 60 pCi/gm is not exceeded. De Completion Time of four hours is reasonable
based on the typical time to obtain, transport, and analyze a sample. Sampling is to
continue to provide a trend. If the limit violation resulted from nominal iodine spiking,~

then the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 should be restored to nominst within 48 hours.

El

If a Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A are not met, or if
the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 exemh the 60 Ci/gm limit or is > 1.0 pCi/gm for
a continuous time interval of 48 hours, an abnormal condition is indW and the reactor
must be placed in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature < 500*F within 6 hours.
He Completion Time of 6 hours is based on engineeringjudgment and is considered a
reasonable time to get to MODE 3 below 500'F from full power without challenging
plant systems.

C.1 and C.2

With the gross activity in excess of the allowed limit, an analysis must be performed
within four hours to determme DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131. The Completion Time of
four hours is reasonable based on the typical time to obtain, transport, and analyze a
sample. The change within 6 hours to MODE 3 and RCS average tee J - < 500*F
lowers the saturation pressure for the reactor coolant below the setpoints of the main
steam safety valves. His action prevents venting of the steam generator to the
environment in the event of a SOTR. The Completion Time of six hours is reasonable
based on operstmg experience to reach MODE 3 below 500*F from full power without
challenging plant systems.

,

1

l
|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.15.1 I
REQUIREMENTS

ne Surveillance is performed at least once per 7 days to monitor the gamma isotopic
analysis of the reactor coolant. It basically is a quantitative measurement of radionuclides
with half lives > 15 minutes, excluding radiciodines. This measurement considers the
sum of the degassed gamma activity and the total of the identified gaseous activities in
the sample taken. His Surveillance provides an indication of any increase in gross
specific activity of the reactor coolant. Monitoring of the results of this Surveillance l
allows for proper remedial actions to be taken prior to reachmg the LCO limits under ;

'

normal operating conditions. This Surveillance is applicable in MODES 1,2, and in

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.444
16A Tech Spec Bases A=d-t U - 12/31/93
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q RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15 I

BASES 1

SURVEILLANCE MODE 3 with RCS average temperature at least 500*F. He frequency of 7 days
REQUIREMENTS considers the nahUbnod of a gross fuel failure during the time.

(Continued),

SR 3.4.15.2
1

] nis Surveillance is performed to ensure iodine levels remain within limits during normal
; operation and following fast power changes when fuel failure is more apt to occur. The

14-day Frequency is adequate to trend changes in the activity level considering that gross ):
I activity is monitored every 7 days. The Frequency between two and six hours following

a power change 2: 15% RTP within a one-hour period is established because iodine
spikes during this time following fuel failure. Samples at other times would provide
maccurate results.

I

| SR 3.4.15.3
i

! A radiochemical analysis for $ determination is required to be performed every 184 days
4

(six months) with the plant operating in MODE 1 with equilibrium conditions. These
reqmrements for $ determ= tion directly relate to the LCO and are reqmred to verify
plant operation within the specified gross activity LCO limit. He radiochemical analysis

. for $ is a measurement of the average energies per disintegration ofisotopes with half
lives > 15 minutes, excluding iodmes. The Frequency of six months is based on the fact.

'

that $ does not change rapidly during operation. He Frequency of 184 days recogmzes
,

'

i $ does not change rapidly.

l!

1i
His SR has been modified by a Note that indicates sampling is required to be performed

! within 31 days after 2 effective full power days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation have
'

elapsed since the reactor was last suberitical for at least 48 hours. His ensures the
'

radioactive materials are at equilibrium so the analysis for $ is representative and not
s

; skewed by a crud burst or other similar abnormal event.

,

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100, "Determmation of Exclusion Area, I.ow Population Zone, and,

Population Center Distance," USNRC,1973.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
'

,

. |

|
|

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.4-65;

16A Tech Spec Bases Anwad aaat U - 12/31/93 |
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RCS Loops - Test Exceptions
B 3.4.16

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEMS (RCS)

B 3.4.16 RCS Loons - Test Exceptions

BASES

BACKGROUND Ris special test exception to LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops- MODES 1 and 2,* and
LCO 3.3.1, "RPS Instrumentation " permits reactor criticality under no flow cenditions
during PHYSICS TESTS (natural circulation demonstration, station blackout, and loss
of offsite power) while at low THERMAL POWER levels. Section XI of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B (Ref.1), reqmres that a test program be established to ensure that
structures, systems, and components will perform satisfactorily in service. All functions
necessary to casure that the specified design conditions are not exceeded during normal

operation and anticipated operational occurrences must be tested. His te. ting is an
integral part of the design, construction, and operation of the power plant as specified in
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 1 (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test program are to provide assurance that the facility has been
adequately designed to validate the analytical models used in the design and analysis, to

verify the assumptions used to predict plant response, to provide assurance that
installation of equipment at the facility has been accomplished in accordance with the
design, and to verify that the operstmg and emergency procedures are adequate. Testing

is performed prior to initial criticality, during startup, and following low power
operations.

He tests will include verifying the ability to establish and maintain natural circulation
following a plant trip between 10% and 20% RTP, performing natural circulation
cooldown on emergency power, and during the cooldown, showing that adequate boron
miring occurs and that pressure can be controlled using auxiliary spray and presrunzer
heaters powered from the emergency power sources

APPLICABLE RCS loops - test exceptions do not satisfy any Criterion in the'NRC Policy Statement,
SAFETY ANALYSES but are included as they support other LCOs that meet a Criterion for inclusion.

LCO The LCO is provided to allow for the performance of PHYSICS TESTS in MODE 2
(after refueling), where the core cooling requirements are significantly different than after
the core has been operating. Without the LCO, plant operations would be held bound
to the normal operating LCOs for reactor coolant loops and circulation (MODES 1 and
2), a muumum temperature for criticalities, and mimmum pressure, temperature air flow

limits. Hence, the appropriate physics tests could not be performed.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.4-66

16A Tech Spec Bases A A-t U - 12/31/93
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

..

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

t3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity

LCO 3.4.16 The specific activity of the primary coolant shall be
limited to:

A gross specific activity 5 100/l pCi/gm; anda.

b. A DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 specific activity
s 1.0 gCi/gm.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2,
MODE 3 with T,,,1 [500]*F.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Gross specific A.1 Determine DOSE 4 hours
activity of the EQUIVALENT I-131.primary coolant
not within limit. M

A.2 Be in MODE 3 with 6 hours
T,,,< 500'F.

B. DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 B.1 Demonstrate DOSE Once per 4 hours> 1.0 pCi/gm. EQUIVALENT I-131
within the
acceptable region of'
Figure 3.4.16-1.

M i

B.2 Restore DOSE 48 hours
EQUIVALENT I-131 to
within limit. i

.

l(continued)

I

CEOG STS 3.4-42 01/01/91 4:30pm
;

|

|
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: RCS Specific Activity

3.4.16
i

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3 with 6 hours )
associated Completion T"' < 500*F. 1

iTime of Condition B
not met.

93

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131
in the unacceptable
region of Figure

;
3.4.16-1. j

|
'

1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.16.1 Demonstrate primary coolant gross specific 7 days
activity 5 100/E pCi/gm.

.

SR 3.4.16.2 Demonstrate primary coolant DOSE EQUIVALENT 14 days
I-131 specific activity 1 1.0 gCi/gm.

MQ
; Between 2 and !

6 hours after>

THERMAL POWER
,

change of 2 15% ,

of RATED '

THERMAL POWER
within a 1-hour
period

(continued)

1

i

CEOG STS 3.4-43 01/01/91 4:30pm
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

*
.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

----------------NOTE-----------------------
SR 3.4.16.3 1. SR 3.0.4 is not applicable.

2. Sample after a minimum of 2 effective
full power days and 20 days of MODE 1
operation have elapsed since the reactor
was last suberitical for 2 48 hours.

___________________________________________

Determine 1. 184 days
,

L

|

|

i

i
1

!CEOG STS 3.4-44 01/01/91 4:30pm |
:

|

'
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _. __
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RCS Spacific Activity*

3.4.16
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FIGURE 3.4.16-1 (Page 1 of 1)

Primary Coolant DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 Specific Activity Limit Versus Percent
of RATED THERMAL POWER With Primary Coolant Specific Activity > 1.0 gC1/gm
DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131.
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown_ .

3.3.2

Tra ! 3 J.2-1

REACTOR PROTECTION IutTMsENTATION - SEND 0lN

Appticable plades or other survel11anoe
Fwrtion tiecified Carufitions Reissirements Attawable Value

1. Logarithmic Power Level - 3"', 4"', 5 "' SR 3.3.2.1 5 (0.018)
Nigh** SR 3.3.2.3 % RTP

SR 3.3.2.4
st 3.3.2.5
sa 3.3.2.6
st 3.3.2.7
st 3.3.2.8

' 2. ) steam Generator Pressure #1 - 3"' sR 3.3.2.1 m (843 pela)
'

J Low"' sa 3.3.2.3
st 3.3.2.4 !

sR 3.3.2.6 |
st 3.3.2.7 !

SR 3.3.2.8 !
-

3. ) steam Generator Pressure #2 - 3"' st 3.3.2.1 t (843 pale)
# Low"' st 3.3.2.3

st 3.3.2.4 |sa 3.3.2.6
1

st 3.3.2.7^ st 3.3.2.8
4. Reactor Coolant Flow - Low"' 3 "', 4"', 5"' st 3.3.2.1 Rates (*) pel/sec

- st 3.3.2.3 Floors (*) psid
st 3.3.2.4 step: [*] psi
sa 3.3.2.6
SR 3.3.2.7
st 3.3.2.8

5. Local Power Density - High"' 3"8, 4 "8, b st 3.3.2.1 5 (21.01 kw/ft
SR 3.3.2.2; st 3.3.2.3
st 3.3.2.4

iSR 3.3.2.5 1

st 3.3.2.6 I
st 3.3.2.7 i
st 3.3.2.8

6. Departure from Nucleate 3"', 4"8, 5 "' sa 3.3.2.1 t (1.243Bot ting Ratio - Low"' st 3.3.2.2
;st 3.3.2.3 1

at 3.3.2.4
st 3.3.2.5
st 3.3.2.6
st 3.3.2.7
SR 3.3.2.8

(a) With any Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCss) closed and any Control Element Assembly capable ofbeing withdrawn.

(b) Trip may be bypassed when THERML POWER is > 11E-43 RTP. Operating bypass shall be outcasticatty
removed when THERML POWER is 5 (1E 43% RTP. Trip may be manuelty bypassed charing physics testing
pursuant to Lc0 I3.4.173 "RCS Loops - Test Exceptions".

(c) The Steam Generator Pressure - Low trip setpoint may be menuelty decreased as steam generator
pressure is reduced, i.provided the mergin between steam generator pressure and the setpoint ismaintained at 5 200 ps The setpoint shall be increased automaticatty as steam generator pressureis increased.

(d) The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low trip setpoints may be manuelty adjusted when THERML POWER is < 10-".
(e) Trip may be bypassed when THERML POWER is < [1E 43% RTP. Operating bypees shal1 be automaticatty

removed when THER M L POWER is t 11E-41% RTP. During testing pursuant to F.C0 3.4.17, trip any be
bypassed below [5%3 RTP. Operating bypass shall be automaticatty removrA idwn THERML POWER is
> [5%3 RTP.

* Value to be deteraired by system detsit design.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-14
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3

4, Jt, slo da" f"y , 3.3.8

A JN N k 4g g d e ss4A -D$, b g f, TABLE 3.3.8-1

ude.:.9 Hs
MA Md. ALTERNATE PROTECTION SYSTEMy

Function Applicable Modes AllM
h Pressunzer Pressine - 1,2 2 [2420 psia]

| Reactor Trip

2? Steam Generator 1 Level - 1,2 s [23.4]%
AFAS I

"

3} Steam Generator 2 I.svel - 1,2 s [23.4]% j

AFAS f j,

4. CEDMCS Bus Under 1,2 s [*] j
Voltage - Turbine Trip'

-

|
1

* WJue to be determined by system detail design.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-33
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RCS I.copa - MODE 5 (Imops Filled)
B 3.4.7

BASES

LCO if the standby SCS division is not OPERABLE, a sufficient alternate method to provide

(Ch=d) redundant paths for decay heat removal is two SGs with their secondary side water levels
2 [25 %). Should the operstmg SCS division fail, the SGs could be used to remove the

decay best.

Note 1 permits all SCS pumps to be de-energized s 1 bour per 8 hour period. M
circumstances for stopping both SCS trains are to be limited to situations where pressure

and temperature increases can be maintamed well within the allowable pressure (pressure
and ten:oersNre and low temperature ovey. we protection) and 10*F subcooling-

limits, or an alternate heat removal path through the SG(s) is in operation.

This LCO is modified by a Note that prohibits boron dilution when SCS forced flow is
stopped because an even concentration distribution cannot be ensured. Core outlet
temperature is to be maintained at least 10'F below saturation % ems, ao that no
vapor bubble would form and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction. In
this MODE, the SG(s) can be used as the backup for SCS beat removal. To ensure their

availability, the RCS loop flow path is to be maintamed with subcooled liquid.
_

In MODE 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all RCP or SCS forced circulation. This
is permitted to change operation from one SCS division to the other, perform surveillance
or startup testing, perform the transition to and from the SCS, or to avoid operation
below the RCP mimmum net positive suction head limit. h time period is acceptable
because natural ctreulation is acceptable for decay heat removal, the reactor coolant
temperature can be maintamed subcooled, and boron stratification affecting reactivity
control is not expected.

Note 2 allows one SCS division to be inoperable for a period of up to 2 hours provided
that the other SCS division is OPERABLE and in operation. This permits periodic

g% surveillance tests to be pdm-ed on the inoperable division during the only time when
such testing is safe and possible.g

@.hU
t

Note 3 requires that either of the following two conditions be satisfied before an RCP

"Y may be started with any RCS cold leg tewam s [285]'F:
e s

LC H 7, "b '3
, a. Pressurtzer water level must be < [60]%; or

b. Secondary side water temperature in each SG must be < [100]'F above each
of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

Satisfying either of the above conditions will preclude a low k+swo ovey r,-e

event due to a thermal transient when the RCP is started.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.4-29
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SIS - operstmg i
3.5.2 |

|
3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOUNG SYSTEM (ECCS) |

1

3.5.2 Safety Iniection System (SIS) - Ooerstme

1

LCO 3.5.2 Four trains of SIS shall be OPERABLE.

I
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2 and 3

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Requued SIS train A.1 Restore train to OPERABLE 72 hours
moperable. status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
at& atswt

Completion Time not M
- met.

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-3

16.3 Tech Spec Amendment U - 12/31/93
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Boron Concentration
3.9.1

3.9 REFUEUNG OPERATIONS

3.9.1 Boron Concentration

|

LCO 3.9.1
Boron wracetrations of the Reactor Coolant System [the refueling canal and the afueling cavity)
shall be maintamed within the limit specified in the COLR. cQ,,L

fds w$NYi APPLICABILITY: MODE 6
4 cod {) p[m (p% 4|

'

s.~ f c a wJA TS 1 9ACI"!ONS
l

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
A.1 Boron Concentration not A.1 Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS T==adia*aly

within limit.
!

AhlI!
_

A.2 Suspend positive reactivity T==ad;-*-ty
additions.

AND

A.3

Initiate actions to restore boron T=madia*-!y
concentration to within limit.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

| SURVETT T ANCE
| FREQUENCY |

! SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration within limit as specified in the COLR. 72 hours
\

|
|

|

l
|

1

SYSTEM 80+ I
3.9 1

16.3 Tech Spec
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TSP I

B 3.5.5

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

B 3.5.5 Tri=adium Phrek=*= (TSP)

BASES
I

BACKGROUND The IRWST is the suction source for the SI pumps and CS pumps dunng short-term

injection and long-tena cooling modes of post-accident operation. Reactor coolant lost
out through a break (LOCA) sprayed by the raat =ia===t spray pumps is coBected by the
Holdup Volume Tank (HVT). Spillways allow =aca==i1=*=d water in the HVT to spill
back into the IRWST, thereby replanishmf IRWST wasse volume dunng accident
operations. Trisodium p- ;' "- (TSP) is placed in the Holdup Volume Tank (HVT) of.

the contmiannant to assure that iodme, winch may be dissolved in the recirculated reactor

cooling water followng a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), remaina in solution. TSP
also helps inhibit stress corroman crackmg (SCC) of austenitic stainless steel ra pa== ate
in contam-t durmg the long-term cooling phase foBowag an accident.

_

Fuel that is damaged dunng a LOCA will release iodine in several chamiral fo:ms to the
reactor coolant and to the containment staiamphans. A porean of the iodine in the

containa-t =*=a=phare is washed to the HVT by "=*====at sprays.1he emergency @
core cooling water is borated for reactivity control. This barated water causes the HVT 4
solution to be acidic. In a low pH (acidic) solution, dissolved io&ne willbe converted j

jto a volatile form. b volatile iodine will evolve out of solution into the anctal===at ,

atmosphere, significantly increasing the levels of airborne iodine. The increased levels 5
-

of airborne iodine in cont =ia-t contribute to the radiological releases and increase the f
consar- from the nacident due to contain-t tma ph-e leakage. a |

.I.y

After a LOCA, the components of the core.coolmg and eaataia-t spray systems will / f
be exposed to high temperature borated water. Prolonged exposure te.thpesolmg2

I'

water combined with stresses imposed on the components can causESCC) The SCC is
a function of strees, oxygen and chloride concentrations, pH, ^ -; A , and aBoy
composition of the ra-pan = ate High temperatures and low pH, which would be present
after a LOCA, tend to promote SCC. This can lead to the failure of necessary safety

systems or components.

Adjusting the pH of the recirculated solution to levels above 7.0 prevents a significant
fraction of the dissolved iodine from converting to a volatile form. The higher pH thus
decreases the level of misborne iodine in containmaat and reduces the radiological

consequences from containmaat atmosphere leakage following a LOCA. Maintaming the
solution pH above 7.0 also reduces occurrence SCC of austseitic stainiees steel
components in cont ====at Reducing SCC rarhir== the probability of failure of

components.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5-22
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TSP
B 3.5.5

BASES

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the RCS is at elevated temperature and pressure, providag an j

energy potential for a LOCA. De potential for a LOCA results in a need for the ability
to control the pH of the recirculated coolant. j

In MODES 4,5, and 6, the potential for a LOCA is reduced or -he. and TSP is
not required.

ACI' IONS M

If it is discovered that the TSP in the HVT is not within limits, action must be taken to
restore the TSP to within limits. Dunng plant operation the HVT is not accessible and
counctione1nsy not be possible.
cortedue. ochM ;

The Completion Time of 72 hours is allowed for restormg the TSP within limits, where
possible, because 72 hours is the same time allowed for restoration of other ECCS

va Ha Mit
B.1 and B.2

If the TSP cannot be restored within limits within the Completion Time of Required
Action A.1, the plant must be bmught to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.
De specified Completion Times for raaehmg MODES 3 and 4 are those used throughout
the Technical Specifications; they were chosen to allow reachmg the specified conditions

from full power in an orderly mannar without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.5.1

REQUIREMENTS
The stainless steel baskets, which are atta-hed to the walls of the HVT, have a solid top

and bottom with mesh sides to permit submergence of the trisodium pMa'- De
elevation of the baskets is above the normal operstmg water level in the holdup volume

tank and below the IRWST spillway. Access is provided to the baskets for inspection
and sampling. Periodic determmation of the volume of TSP in the contamment must be
performed due to the possibility ofleaking valves and components inside contamment that
could cause the dissolution of TSP during normal operation. A Frequency of 18 months ;

is required to determme visually that a mmimum of [7%] cubic feet is contamed in the |

TSP baskets. His requirement ensures that there is an adequate volume of TSP to adjust |
the pH of the post LOCA solution to a value it 7.0. )

|
|

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5-24
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TSP
B 3.5.5

BASES

BACKGROUND Oranular TSP is employed as a passive form of pH control for post LOCA anat=imaant

(ra=+W spray and core cooling water. R== hts of TSP are =t*= cud to the walls of the Holdup
Volume Tank in the contammant to dissolve with released reactor coolant water and
contamment sprays aAer a LOCA. Recirculation of the water for core cooling and
contammant spisys then provides auxing to achieve a uniform solution pH. The
dodecahydrate form of TSP is used bran =a of the high humidity inside na=*=ma==t
during normal operation. Since the TSP is hydrated, it is less likely to absorb large
amounts of water from the humid =t==pbre and will undergo less physical and cheencal
change than the anhydrous fann of TSP.

Note: pH values given refer to 298K (25'C).

APPLICABLE The LOCA radiological consequences analysis takes credit for indma retentionin
SAFETY ANALYSIS the sunp solution based on the rectreulated water pH being 2 7.0 & radionuclide

releasec from the contam-t atmosphere and the consequences of a LOCA would be
meressed if the pH of the rectreulated water were not adjusted to 7.0 or above.

-

TSP satisfies criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Stata===t

IID , The TSP is required to adjust the pH of the sectreulated water to > 7.0 aAer a LOCA.

p 7: [ 'G '.I A pH > 7.0 is naca===ry to prevent significant amounts of iodme released from fuel
, =;,, s' failures and dissolved in the recirentatad water from converting to a volatile form and

*

',C 'S , b
e

-l evolving into the contammant atmosphere. Higher levels of airborne iodme in

k <d
contammant may meresse the release of radionuclides and the consequences of the

gi g accident. A pH > 7.0 is also -==ry to prevent SCC of sustenitic stamless steel
j y 7 <; {py

components in contamnumt. SCC increases the probability of failure of ar==pnaa=te.

u . ;. : a ce
.- -- ... . _ - . . - - -~-

5r I i I The required amount of TSP is baad upon the entreme cases of water volume and pH
~ T# II . possible in the HVT mRer a large break LOCA. 'Ibe ..' J - .. required volume is the

% .:. k ' volume of TSP that will achieve a solution pH of 2 7.0 when taking into consideration

y'D],Tj gI the manmum~possible HVT volume and the =mimum possible pH. 'Ibe amount of TSP j.

2 c 5, naadad in the contamment is based on the mass of TSP required to achieve the destred_.

- -J .- l pH. However,fa required volume is specified, rather than mass, since it is not feasible
'-

.

N-[ c ; to weigh thEeIntire amount of TSP in contam===t. b mmimum required volume is
"

f based on the manufactured density of TSP. Since TSP can have a tendency toI "f ;' p agglomerate from high humidity inside contammant, the density may increase and the

,

Q ,| 5 volume decrease during normal plant operation. Due to possible agglomeration and

/ c .i [K. s. increase in density, estimating the mimmum volume of TSP in containnumt is
conservative with respect to achieving a mimmum required pH.< &* f,

::C . 7+
-5 #L,.

B 3.5-23
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Safety lagection Taks
3.5.1 1

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS I

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

SR 3.5.1.1 Verify each SIT isolation valve is fully open. 12 hours

Wmgc.s pG g bomtad water volume in each SIT is k [1600 12 hours

p t p pgg ENT N GWC Iset (*% narrow range) and s 1927 cubic
% narrow range)].

mitroga cover-pressure in each SIT is k [570] 12 hours !
d s [632] psig.

,

baron concentration in each SIT is k [4000] 31 days
d s [4400] ppm. :

AtD2 !

'NarE
Only required to be !
performed for anscend
SIT '

'

Once within 6 hours aAer
each solution volume ,

increase of k [1%) of i

tank volume that is not the
result of addition from the :
IRWST

SR 3.5.1.5 Verify power is removed from each SIT isolation 31 days
valve operator when pressuriner pressure is k [900]
Pea.

SR 3.5.1.6 NOTE I

Required to be performed when pressunaar is
2 [900] psia.

Verify power is removed from each SIT vent valve 31 days
OPentor. ;

I

|

I
i

!
* Values to be determmed by system detail design. .!

I
SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-2
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16.7.7 3.4.7 REACTOR COOLANT IDOPS AND CIRCULATION - MODE 5,
LOOPS FITLFD.

RCS I. cope - MODE S. Loops Filled ),

3.4.7
-

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 Resetor Coolant Loons - MODE 5. Loops Filled,

LCO 3.4.7 One Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) division shall be OPERABLE and in operation,
and either:

|
; s. One additional SCS division shall be OPERABLE, or

3 The secondary side water level of each Steam Generator (SG) shall be 2
.

.

[25%] wide range W 4 ] M
'

) NOTE
1. SCS pumps may be de energized for up to I hour per 8-hour penod provided:.

No operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the RCSa.

boron concentration, and,
<

! b. Core outlet temperature is maintainad at least 10'F below saturation
temperature.

hI
'

2. No RCP shall be started with one or more of the RCS cold leg temperatures

t', 9, s [259'F] during cooldown or [290*F] during heatup (the heatup me is1 V
limited to [40*F/hr or less]) unless the secondary water W.Lu. of each,h ~

SG is < [100'F] above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.,

$ '

3. All SCS trains may be removed fmm operation during planned bestup to -

| MODE 4 when at least one RCS toop is in operation. '

.

APPLICABILITY: MODE S with RCS loops filled.
. 4 |

*
__

O W "*
g ..)

(N & k *unl Wr

N9pr CCC f

s.__

SYSTEM 80+ 3.4 13
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RCS Loops - MODE 4

<[/ ep
,

3.4.6 ,

ACTIONS (continued) ) ,- I

[ p'.( REQUIRED ACTION
#

COMPLETION TIMECONDITION
w, -,

B. One SCS divison B.1 1 Restore s'second RCS -1-bour y ' /,
.

q
'

inoperable. ' ' loopi3CS division to j
OPERABLE status. . j

bSD DE f

Two kCS loops B.2 m rs .

inoperable. Be in MODE 5. f-f I/

C. No RCS loops or SCS C.1 Suspend all operations immadiately
divisions in operation. involving reduction in RCS

boron concentration.

.
Of

t ;,J uC5 l * *( *f AND

:ce ,6vis * N 7 " W- C.2 Initiate action to restore one f==adM ly
RCS loop /SCS division to

, operation.
_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.6.1 Verify secondary-side water level of required steam 12 hours
-

generator (s) 2 [25]% wide range indication.

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify at least one RCS toop or SCS division operating. 12 hours*

SR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power 7 days !

available to the required pump not in operation. i
,

..

|

O
SYSTEM 80+ 3.4-12

Amendment K
15.7-12 October 30,1992
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16.7.6 3.4.6 RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

RCS Imops - MODE 4
3.4.6

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.6 RCS Looos - MODE,1
3

i

LCO 3.4.6 Two RCS loops / Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) divisions caami= ting of any |
combination of RCS loops and SCS divisions shall be OPERABLE sad at least one

'

; loop / division shall be in operation.

s NOTE
1. All RCT: and SCS pumps may be de-energued for up to 1 hour per 8-hour !

period prtryided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reductice of the RCS
boron concentration, and

T:
-

b. Core outlet te+.aue is maintained at least 10*F below saturationi

p temperature.,

t

y}1
b 2. No RCP shall be started with say RCS cold leg temperatures 5 [259'F]

*

during cooldown or (290*F] during heatup (the bestup rate is limited to
[40'F/hr or less]) unless the secondary water temperature of each steam, -

*

generator is < [100*F] above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

1
:

) APPLICABILITY: MODE 4
!

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME.

5 A. One RCS loop A.1 Initiate action to return a immadiately
inoperable second RCS loop /SCS division

,

to OPERABLE status. i

| l

Two SCS divisions
inoperable.

(contmuod)

.

[ I

\
'

SYSTEM 80+ 3.4 11

Amendment O
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: Special Test Exceptions - CEDMS Testing
B 3.1.11

g /)B 3.1.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

| B 3.1.11 Special Test Exceptions - CEDMS Testiria

b' ''(g y pJ ' --

BASES

BACKGROUND CEDMS testing is performed startup to verify the operability of the control element
drives. Since this test requires the withdrawal of CEAs, the shutdown margin is reduced.4

In order that the test may be performed, this special test exception is provided since the

r%sca of LCO 3.1.1 would be too restrictive to allow performance of the test.
'

i

; g L l EL, ' h a., / % L - _. 64) J,,L,,, |
*

; APPLICABLE in Ref.1, the conditions of the CEDMCS testag were analyzed. It was found that !
SAFETY ANALYSIS sufficient subcriticality is maintamed in case of a CEA ejection accident. His is from |

the fact that prior to testing K(n-1) must be less than 0.99. The margin will preclude
inadvenent criticality.

,

.

LCO Suspension of the shutdown margin rgs-cat of LCO 3.1.1 may be mWad for pre-,

startup testing of the CEDMS if four conditions are met. First, only one CEA may be2

withdrawn at a time. Second, no CEA may be withdrawn more than seven inches.
Third, with RTCBs open, K(n-1) must be less than 0.99 before the start of testing.4

4 Fourth, all other operations which involve a reactivity increase must be suspended during
testing.

.

!

APPLICABlLITY LCO 3.1.11 is applicable during MODES 4 and 5 since these are the modes during which.

'
CEDMS testing is performed.

, .

:

ACTIONS #1

| any of the four requirements are not met then testing must be suspended and the
mutdown margin must he restored to the limit of LCO 3.1.1. This action is necessary

; for the prevention of an inadvertent criticality.

1
4

SURVEILI).NCE SR 3.1.11.1

REQUIREMENTS
Determination of the shutdown margin ensures that CEDMS testing is being performed
under conditions that would prevent an inadvertent criticality. He frequency of 24 hours

: is based upon operating experience and the fact that other admmistrative controls exist
to prevent unauthorized reactivity increases.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.1-51
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits (Digital)~

B 3.1.6

1

BASES

ACTIONS A.1.1. A.1.2. and A.2 (continued)
*

the SDM to within limit, if the CEA(s) is not restored to
within limits prior to this time.

If the CEA(s) is not restored to within limits within I hourand the SDM is within limit, then an additional I hour is
allowed for restoring the CEA(s) to within limits. The
2 hour total Completion Time allows the operator adequate
time to adjust the CEA(s) in an orderly manner and is'

consistent with the required Completion Times in LCO 3.1.5,
" Control Element Assembly (CEA) Alignment."

B.1

When Required Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 cannot be
- met or completed within the required Completion Time, a

controlled shutdown should be commenced. The allowed
Compbtion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experies.ce, for reaching MODE 3 from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

i SIIDVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1

f Verification that the shutdown CEAs are within their
insertion limits prior to an approach to criticality ensures
that when the reactor is critical, or being taken critical,

,

L the shutdown CEAs will be available to shut down theGp reactor, and the required SDM will be maintained following a
7 reactor trip. This SR and Frequency ensure that the

shutdown CEAs are withdrawn before the regulating CEAs are ;f ,f-

A g (- withdrawn during a unit startup.

'k Since the shutdown CEAs are positioned manually by the
control room operator, verification of shutdown CEA position
at a Frequency of 12 hours is adequate to ensure that the
shutdown CEAs are within their insertion limits. Also, the'

Frequency takes into account other information available to
the operator in the control room for the purpose of
monitoring the status of the shutdown CEAs.

4

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.1-37 Rev. O, 09/28/92
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Shiitanus CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

EASES
|

APPLICABILITY MARGIN - SDM*) for SDM requirements in MODES 3,4, and 5. LCO 3.9.1, ' Boron

(Cnatin=4) Concentration," ensures adequate SDM in MODE 6.

This LCO has been modified by a Note indicating the LCO reqwi t is suspended

during SR 3.1.5.5, which verifies the freedom of the CEAs to move, and requires the
shutdown CEAs to move below the LCO limits, which would normally violate the LCO. !

ACTIONS A.1.1. A.1.2. and A.2

Prior to etering this Condition, the shutdown CEAs were fully withdrawn. If a
shutdown CEA is the inserted into the core, its potential negative reactivity is added to
the core as it is inserted. If boron concetration is not changed at this time, SDM should

not change. This, however, is verified within I hour, or boration is initiated to bring the
SDM to within limit, if the CEA(s) is not restored to within limits prior to this time.

If the CEA(s) is not restored to within limits within I hour and the SDM is within limit,
- then an additional 1 hour is allowed for restormg the CEA(s) to within limits. The

2 hour total Completion Time allows the operator adequate time to adjust the CEA(s) in
an orderly manner and is consistet with the requtred Completion Times in LCO 3.1.5,
' Control Element Assembly (CEA) Alignment *

M

When Required Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 cannot be met or completed withina

the reqmred Completion Time, a ccntrolled shutdown should be co -ad The
' allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, for

reachmg MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
\ challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.6,1

REQUIREMENTS
ce the shutdown CEAs are positioned manually by the control room operator,

verification of shutdown CEA position at a Frequency of 12 hours is adequate to ensure
that the shutdown CEAs are within their insertion limits. Also, the Frequmey takes into i

account other information available to the operator in the onntrol room for the purpose |/g
9 [ ' ,

of monitoring the status of the shutdown CEAs.
lV

'
,i t}

r

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.1-28
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I j

: shutdown CEA Insertion Unitsi
j B 3.1.6 !

BAm

i
j APPLICABLE CEAs are considered fully withdrawn at 145 inches, since this positionplaces them
j SAFETY ANALYSES outside the actise region of the core.
; (rnah=inad)
! On a reactor trip, all CEAs (shutdown CEAs and regulating CEAs), except the most
| reactive CEA, are assurned to insert into the core. De shutdown and regulatag CEAs
4 .haii be at diei, inse,tir. iimits and avadabie to insert ibe -= amount of negative :
i reactivity on a reactor trip signal. The regulatmg CEAs may be partially inserted in the
; core as allowed by LCO 3.1.7, "Regulaang Control Element A===Wy (CEA) Insertion
'

Limits." De shutdown CEA insertion limit is ==**Wi=had to ensure that a mafficient i

amount of negative reactivity is svadable to shut down the reactor and ===*== the,

j required SDM (see LCO 3.1.1, ' SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)) following a reactor
i trip from full power. h combination of wt 4- CEAs and shutdown CEAs (less the
| most reactive CEA, which is a====ad to be fully withdrawn) is sufficiset to take the
!

reactor from full power conditions at rated temperstme to aero power, and to ma=tain
j the required SDM at rated no load temperature (Ref. 3). De shutdown CEA insernon >

; limit also limits the reactivity worth of an ejected shutdown CEA.
2

g The aW criteria for addressing shutdown CEA as well as regulatag CEA insertion
linds and inoperability or nusahgnment are that: '

hj ( p a. Here be no violatica of:q
| ,d b* |

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or

j f Q |f.r * kg .
4

3 2. Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary damage integrity; and
!

\
'

] q b. The core remams subcritical after acewis=it transients.

f- De shutdown CEA insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy $*= tan ==t \
|
|
|, LCO ne shutdown CEAs must be within their insertion limits any time the reactor is critical -

or approaching criticality. His ensures that a sufficient amount of negative reactivity is k.

available to shut down the reactor and maintain the required SDM following a remetor
! trip.

4

i APPLICABILITY The shutdown CEAs must be within their is,sertion limits, with the reactor in MODES 1

and 2. The Applicability in MODE 2 begina say time any regulatmg CEA is not fully
'

maerted. His enmires that a sufficient amount of negative reactivity is avadable to shut
down the reactor and maintain the required SDM following a reactor trip. In MODES 1
and 2, if shutdown CEAs are not within their insertion limits, then SDM will be verified;

( by performing a reactivity balance rahl=* ion (considering the listed reactivity effects in
Bases Section SR 3.1.1.1). In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the shutdown CEAs are fully

1 inserted in the core and contribute to the SDM. Refer to LCO 3.1.1 (' SHUTDOWN |

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.1-27.
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4

;

i MTC
1 B 3.1.4

<

BASES
,

-

i SURVETILANCE SR 3.1.4.2 is modified by a Note that indicates perfermance is not required prior to
- REQUIREMENTS entering MODE 1 or 2. Although this Surveallanna is applicable in MODES 1 and 2, the
] (Cnad==i) reactor must be critical before the Surveillance can be completed. *nerefore, entry into

I the applicable MODE prior to emliaia: the Surveillanne is manaamary.;
.

SR 3.1.4 and SR 3
,

SR 3.1.4.2 is modified by a second Note that indicates, if extrapolated MTC is anore

i negative than the EOC COI.R limit, the Surveallance may be repeated, and that shutdown
must occur prior to exceeding the numumm allowable boron concentration at which MTC ,,

] is projected to exceed the lower limit. An engmeermg evaluation is performed if the
'

extrapolated value of MTC exceeds the Specification limits;4

t

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 11.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

-

;

I
;

i
;

<

!
$

3

|
1

|
,

!

!

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.1-16
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AC Sources - Shutdown
; 3.8.2

ACllONS.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

NOTE
Enter applicable Conditions and Required
Actions of LCO 3.8.10, with one required
division de energued as a result of
Condition A.

I A. One required offsite circuit A.1 Declare affected required Imma&ately l

snoperable, feature (s) with no offsite power |
available inoperable. i

O
|

A.2.1 Suspend CORE T=madi='*1y
ALTERATIONS.

/SP
[o

"

.
A.2.2 Suspend handhng ofirr=Aatad Imma&ately

fuel assemblies.

AND

A.2.3 Initiate actions to suspend Immaastaly
operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel.

.

i

,

Throughout:

1. Placement of the word " continued" is contrary to the STS WG. Example:
The continuation of SR 3.8.1.19 to the next page should be denoted by a
" continued" at the bottom corner of the Frequency column, not below the

1

table boundary. This is a general problem that occurs in ACTIONS tables ;

4 also. |

2. Nesting of Logical Connectors has been ignored; thius detracts from the
usability of the ACTIONS tables based on human factors considerations.

3. Bottom spacing for Conditions (usually seen in the Required Actions and
Completion Time columns) and SRs is contrary to the Writers Guide
formatting instructions: there is no blank space.

4. A different font than used in the STS is used. l

|
!

% !
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.

9

Throughout:

1. Placement of the word " continued" is contrary to the STS WG. Example:
The continuation of SR 3.8.1.19 to the next page should be denoted by a
" continued" at the bottom corner of the Frequency column, not below the
table boundary. This is a general problem that occurs in ACTIONS tables
also.

2. Nesting of Logical Connectors has been ignored; thius detracts from the
usability of the ACTIONS tables based on human factors considerations.

3. Bottom spacing for Conditions (usually seen in the Required Actions and
Completion Time columns) and SRs is contrary to the Writers Guide
formatting instructions: there is no blank space.

4. A different font than used in the STS is used.

.

2. Credit may be talen for unp1=na~i events that satisfy this
SR.

Verify the interval between each sequene:d load block is within i [18 months]
[10% of design interval] for each emergency [and shutdown] load
sequencer.

SR 3.8.1.19 NOTES
1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine prelube period.

2. 'Ihis surveillance shall not be performed in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned wents that satisfy this
SR.

j ..

(Continued) /-

| .

( SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-11
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I
TSP i

: B 3.5.5 '

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)
,

; ;
B 3.5.5 Tnsodmm Phosphate frSP) '

a

BASES '
:

BACKGROUND The IRWST is the suction source for the SI pumps and CS pumps dunng shast tenn '

injection and long-tenn cooling modes of post-aaridaar operaban. Reactor coolant lost
;

out through a break (14CA) sprayed by the con *=ia-t spray pumps is couscled by the
Holdup Volume Tank (HVT). Spillways allow =ar=-t=a-d water in the HVT to spill

,

!

back into the IRWST, thereby replanishmg IRWST water volume dunng accident
operations. Trisodium phosphate (TSP) is placed in the Holdup Volume Tank (HVT) of ,

the contammaat to assure that iodme, wluch may be dissolved in the recirculated reactor

cooling water following a loss of coolant aneulant (LOCA), remains in solution.15P

also helps inhibit strees conosica crackmg (SCC) of anstantic stainless steel campaaansa
in com nia-t during the long tenn cooling phase foBowing as accident.

,
e

.

-

Fuel that is damaged dunng a LOCA will release iodine in ses bb '

reactor coolant and to the aant===aat =r=- ,' 7. A po 4 ,. g 3 ,y ph.,p,g
cont ===aat =r =- * u is washed to the HVT by aaa*=ia== 1 i

Core Cooling, water is borated for reactivity control. This hora g - f,e [< p 4.y*; ..

solution to be acube. In a low pH (acidic) solution, dissolve,
to a volatde form. The volatde iodane will evolve out of sob g gg3g
atmosphere, significantlyincreasing the levels of airborne iod '.ff |

1

of suborne iodine in cone === apt contribute to the radiologica. ano acrease me !

consequences from the accident due to contata===t =^--- ," m leakage. j

After a LOCA, the compensets of the core cooling and aa=*===-' spray systems will
,

'

be exposed to high temperature borated water. Prolonged exposure to the core coohng |
water combined with stresses impa-d on the co-pan ==*r can cause SCC. The SCC is ;
a function of semes, oxygen and chloride cancantrations, pH, ^ , - --- >, and alloy '

composition of the E-a- - -- High temperatures and low pH, wiuch would be present
after a LOCA, tend to promote SCC. This can lead to the failure of necesenry safety

isystems or co-pan =*-
|

Adjusting the pH of the recirculated solution to levels above 7.0 prevents a sign $ cant
fraction of the dissolved iodine frona converting to a volatile form. The lugher pH thus
decreases the level of airborne iodine in cont =====t and reduces the radiological
consequane== from costai====t at=ampl=re leakage followinga LOCA. u.ineaming the
solution pH above 7.0 also reduces occurrence SCC of aushuutac stainless steel
components in con *==-' Reducing SCC reduces the probability of failure of
components.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5-22
16A Tech Spec Bases A==d==* U - 12/31/93
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3 Boron Concentratens

; B 3.9.1

; BASES
i
4

: ACDONS In the determunation of the required combination of boration flow rate and baron
.

! (C4-1 ====* ration, there is not a unique design basis event which must be antisfied. De only
} requirement is to restore the boron ==~aevanan to its required value as soon as possible.
; In order to raise the boren -* anon of the RCS as soon as possible, the barstion
j solution should be a highly -* ased solution of boric acid.
i
<

Once boration is initiated, it snust be continued until the boron concentration is
restored, ne completion time depsads on the amount of baron which usuet be injected.

; to reach the required mamatration.
a

; SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1
i REQUIREMENTS
I nis SR ensures the reactor malaar boron -* ation in the RCS, refuehag canal and

refuehng cavity is within the COLR limit. He baron concentranon in the coolant is
. deteramed periodically by rw=1 analysis. g ,j

; Rar== the I&elihood of a significant reduction in t i M.hJ el 6E
I 6 operations is remote, a - .' . ~. frequency of hW as'

interval to ve.ify boron mar ==tration. He survei Q ve

hg/Ql,.3
,

operatag experience and ensures that the baron g ae - :
; inte,vais. e-
a

1 1
-

-
;

; .

4 REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Section VI, Criterion 26, "Raacevity Control Systems !
Redundancy and Capability."

-

;

!
L<

2. NS-51.2, ANSI /ANS-57.2-1983, Seccan 6.4.2.2.3, Amencen Nuclear Society,
| American National Standard, "Dengn F gi-- for I.ight Water Reactor
| Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power Plants," 1983.

.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15, Acr.ident Analysis. i
;

I 4. 52 FR 3788, NRC Intada Policy *^ ^ - - ^ on Tarh===1 Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February 6,1987.

!

5.
I

NRC Bulletin No. 89 03, ' Potential Loss of Required Shutdown Marge Dunng
a

Refueling Operanona,' November 21,1989.

'

6. CESSAR-DC, Sectice 19.8, 'hddawn Risk Aa=======t".

I

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.9-3
-
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CESSAR TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
SPLB REVIEW

We have determine that SPLB responsibility includes the following
Technical Specification sections:

3 4. (Q
3.4.12
3.5.3
3.5.4
3.5.5 -
3.6.1
3.6.2
3.6.3
3.6.4
3.6.5
3.6.6
3.6.7
3.6.8
3.6.9
3.7.1
3.7.2
3.7.3
3.7.4
3.7.5
3.7.6
3.7.7
3.7.8
3.7.9
3.7.10
3.7.I1
3.7.12
3.7.13
3.7.14
3.7.15
3 ,7.16
3.7.17
3.7.18 '

3.7.19
3.7.20
3.8.3
3.9.1
3.9.3
3.9.4
3.9.5
3.9.6

'3.10.3
3.10.4
3.10.5
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UNRESOLVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:

DISCREPANCIES

i

:
3.7.5 EMERGENCY FEEDWATER STORAGE TANK (EFWST)

|

j 1. Providejustification for how 350,000 gallons in the LCO section of the System 80+
TS can maintain the plant in Mode 3 for 8 hours when 350,000 gallons in the STS
can only maintain the plant in Mode 3 for 4 hours. See markup page B 3.7-23. ;

!

! 3.7.8 STATION SERVICE WATER SYSTEM (SSWS)

1. Provide rationale for omitting the STS " SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT" for
verifying each SSWS automatic valve in the flow path actuates to the correct position
on an actual or simulated actuation signal with a frequency of [18] months. See
markup page 3.7-16. <

,

:

:

:

5

:
*

!

!

;

!

i

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - - . , . . - .
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SSWS
3.7.8

$URVMI ANCE REQUIREMENTS !

i

SURVm1ANCE FREQUENCY |

|

NOIE '

Isolation of SSWS flow to individul ove= does
not ander SSwS inoperable.-

a

SR 3.7.8.1 Verify each SSWS manual, power-operated, and 31 days
automatic valve in the flow path servicing safety-colated
equipment, that is not locked, eenled, or otherwwe ,

secured in position, is in the correct position. io

SR 3.7.8.2 Verify each SSWS pump starts automshcally on an actual (18 months] !
. _ ,.. ~ an ,

.

!
1

RovspE T10N M-E. FoA 044 TTiut,

$75 "fu AV ESLANc E 4RQu a rtEMEM
,

;

fo tt Vartl Fy ING AcivkTlop 0:= '

Ghc t4 &TD M ATJ c VbLU E .
.

!

:
(

i

-

|
1

|

|
i

SYSTEM 80+ 3.7-16
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| CESSAR ENMncuet.-
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yTifl'

Moo 96 g fo lDu EFWST
Tu P- B 3.7.5fo6

BASES /

LCO The specified le alume of [350,000] galices is based on holding the plant in
(Continued) MODE 3f eight hours ollowed by a cooldown to Shutdown Coolag entry conditions

at 75'F/ hour. This bases is established by BTP RSB 5-1 (Raf. 3) and escoeds the i

volume required by the accident analysis. |

|

| ,

APPLICABILITY The required h==t* volume must be available whenever the steam generators provide
the heat sink for the RCS. Once a cooldown co==ana=, the eaadaa=*= vohune may
be reduced by using it for the cooldown. Proceedag with the cooldown ensures that the :

plant can reach shutdown cooling entry conditions ce the avadable cand====** inventory. [
A lesser can&==ta volume in the EFWST is required in MODES 2, 3 and 4 than in i

MODE 1 since the mass of fluid in the steam generators is greater at sero power than at ;

full power.

!

In MODES 5 and 6 the steem generators are not required for cooldown, and the |

inventory in the EFWST is not required.

,

ACTIONS Al !

With the EFWST(s) unable to supply the require 5 volume of cooling water to the EFW
pumps, it must be restored to OPERABLE statin. Four hours allows time to restore the I

required volume from the backup supply. Four hours is a ra==n==hle time to limit the !
risk from accidents and AOOs requiring the plant to cool down. With the level shghtly '

below that required, there is still sufficient inventory to canduct a cooldown, although a i
cooldown should start i==adi=**1y should the candan=e become unavaitahte as a heat !
sink.

;
;

As an alternative to shutting down the unit, verification that the other EFWST is operable
may be done before 4 hours expires. In such a case, the EFWST level amst be restored |

within limit in 7 days. . !
'

- !

B,1 and B2

When a Required Action cannot be completed within the Completion Time, a controlled ;

shutdown should be commancad Six hours is a r===aaahta time, based on operating
'

experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions without challengmg plant
systems.

I
!

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.7-23
16A Tech Spec Bases A = =d=aat U - 12/31/93
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UNRESOLVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
DISCREPANCIES

3.7.12 CONTROL COMPLEX VENTILATION SYSTEM

1. The fourth paragraph in the " BACKGROUND" should state " radioactive iodines from
all of the return air and delivers ..." See markup page B 3.7-45.

2. Provide rationale for deleting the last four original paragraphs from the
" BACKGROUND" or reinstate those as applicable. See markup page B 3.7-46.

.

3. The Control Complex emergency operation temperature in the '' APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES" should be between 73*F and 78 F (Not 65*F and 85 F).
See markup page B 3.7-46.

3.7.14 SUBSPHERE BUILDING VENTILATION SYSTEM

1. You have stated that RCS level and reactor vessel level as equal to or greater than
120 feet - 0 inches. Explain the proposed reference. See markup page 3.7-24,

2. " SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS" under Bases should state that the system is
designed to maintain a slight negative pressure with resoect to atmosphere. See
markup page B 3.7-55.

3.7.15 FUEL BUILDING VENTILATION SYSTEM

1. Provide your rationale for deleting the "CEOG STS Actions Condition B." See
markup page 3.7-26.

2. Revise CESSAR-DC Section 9.4.2.2, last paragraph, to reflect the
" SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 3.7.15.4" data (0.1 inches WG) concerning the
negative pressure. See markup page 3.7-27.

3.7.18 NUCLEAR ANNEX VENTILATION SYSTEM

1. This system serves the safety-related areas. Therefore, provide your rationale for not
providing the TS for the system.
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SBVS
3.7.14 I

l
4

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.14 Subenhm Buildine Vand1= tion Svee m (SBVS)

i

LCO 3.7.14 Two Subsphere Building Ventdation System divisions shall be OPERABLE. ]
|

|

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2,3, and 4, - 0 V l O E.

MODE 5 or MODE 6 with RCS level 120 A - 0 / 6xpawAnog |
OAGiJvAT86g {

,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One Subsphere Building Ventilation A.1 Restore inoperable divmon 7 days. ;
System division inoperable. to OPERABLE status.

|
B. Required Action and ==aciatad B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

"

Completion Time not met.

M -

g

j B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours !

M |

B.3 Reduce RCS Temperature [42 ~ hours] ;

<135'F and ensure RCS '

level > (120'.0*].

'
i

- !

:

.

B

i

,

i
)

!

,

SYSTEM 80+ 3.7-24
16.3 Tech Spec Amandmaat U - 12/31/93
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Fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust System j
3.7.15 !

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.15 Fuel Buildinc Ventilation Ethaust System (FBVES)
|

LCO 3.7.15 Two FBVES divisions shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel building.
i
1

!ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACITON COMPLETION TIME

A. One FBVES division inoperable. A.1 Restore FBVES 7 days
division to
OPERABG status.

B. Required Actions and b*ad B.1 Flace OPERABG Immadiardy
Completion Times of Conditions A not met FBVES division in
during movement ofirradiatad fuel in the operation.
fuel building.

DE

B.2 Suspend movemmt of Immadiately
stradiatad fuel in the
fuel building.

C. Two FBVES divisions inoperable during C.1 Suspend movement of Immadistely
movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel arradiatad fuel in the

_

building. fuel building.

Way ww 6T5 CouciTiov "S" DstETED ?

Pgovi o E S ATioNALE -

|
l

I

.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.7-26
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Fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust System
3.7.15 '

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.15.1 Operate each FBVES division in the filtered mode for 31 days
[2 10 continuous hours with the heaters operating or for
systems without hesten 215 minutes].

SR 3.7.15.2 Perform required FBVES filter tes6g in accordance In accordance with the
with the [ Ventilation Filter Testing Program). [VFTP],

,

SR 3.7.15.3 [ Verify each FBVES division actuates on an actual or [18 months]
simulated actuation signal.]

SR 3.7.15.4 V one FBVES division can maintain a negative pressure [18] months on a
2 [0.1] ' ches water gauge with respect to a@ric STAGGERED TEST BASIS
p tre, during the [ post-accident] mode of operation at a
flow rate s [25,000] cfm.

SR 3.7.15.5 [ Verify each FBACS filter bypass damper clones and filter [18 months]
{

damper opens.]

Revisa CE55AR-06 Sarson MZ.1 LAsT OMAGAAfhj

k o' $ TATE d60VE hATA,T j

i
!

|

SYSTEM 80+ 3.7-27
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1 CCVS

B 3.7.12
,

'
1

|
B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

i

j B 3.7.12 Control Comolex Ventilation System

T

1

BASES
i

fj
1 BACKGROUND 'Ibe Control Complex Vaitilation System is designed to ===i=*=ia tbe envuonment in the

] control room envelope and balance of control building within acceptable limits for the j

l operation of unit controls, for ====*===== and testag of the controls as required, and
'

for uninterrupted safe occupancy of the control bakhng area during post eccident
'"

shutdawn. 'Ibese systems are designed in W with tbs reqmrements of General ;
7 *

| Design Criteria 2, 4, 5,19, and 60. Refer to Sachon 6.4 for further afonnance
regardag control room habitability.;

)

i 7he main control room air-handing system is divisionally separated and cosasts of two

{ rah =wlant air h==dimy units, each with filters, safety related chdied water cochog coils j

j for heet removal, and fans for air circulation. "Ibe emergency cuculataan system aa==* ;

j of filter trains with particulate filters, carbon filters,_ and fans for emergency air

i circulation. Each of the filter trains ===ist= of profilter, electric besser, absolute (HEPA) >

| filter, carbon adsorber and post filter (HEPA) along with ducts and valves and related
'

matrinaantation. Chilled water is supplied from the Fa==ntial r%tlad Water System.
! t

,

Durmg normal operation, return air from the control room is mixed with a small quantity ;

of outside air for ventilation, is filtered and conditioned in the control room air-
'

j conditioning unit, and is delivered to the control room through supply ductwork. Doct- :
- mounted heatmg coils and humidification equipment provide final adji-tma=*= to the ;

i control room ^ ,~.s and humidity for ==intammg nonnal comfort conditions.
i

{ The designated MCR filtration units and ventdation fan start automancelly on a Safety [pp.Ti ATt5

'

Injection Actushan Signal (SIAS) or high radiation signal. Upon faihue of the designated tj ,
' 'filtration unit, the r~h=daat. filtration unit starts automatically. 'Ibe s., --

'

j __- 'ta filters particulates and potenhal radioactive iodmes Oc_ r gr' sf ,

the return air and delivers the filtered air to the inlet of the main air-handling unit. p

| *Ibe Technical Support Center air madhaia: system consists of an air kandimg unit,
I return air and smoke purge fans, and an emergency filter unit. 'Ibe R+ - room air-

| conditioning system consists of two 100% air-conditioning units and associated fans.

i Both the Technical Support Center and w - room air-handhng systems are non-
I safety and non-seismic.

I

! 'Ibe balance of control complex air-conditioning systems ===* of two red =wlaat air-

| handimg units, each with roughing filters, a==aati=1 chilled water cooling coils and fans
serymg Division I electrical rooms, channel A and channel C. Two equalunits are j

i |
SYSTEM 80+ B 3.7-45 !j
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l

BASES

BACKGROUND servmg Division Il channel B and D. Each Division will function with one of the

(Continued) redundant air handling units delivering filtered, conditioned air to the various electrical

equipment rooms, including essential banery rooms. Chilled water is supplied from the
essential chilled water system. Each Division also contains redundant battery rooms with

fans operaung continuously to maintain the hydrogen concentration below two percent.
Outlet ducts in battery rooms are located near the ceiling for hydrogen control. The safe
shutdown area is served by Division IL i

i

Return air from the various essential electrical equipment areas is mixed with a portion
of outside air for ventilation, is filtered and conditioned in the air handhng unit, and is
delivered to the rooms through supply ductwork. Duct-mounted heating coils provide

|
PAb vt p E. M Tio N

THE ne Operation Support Center, personnel decon rooms, Break Room, Shift Assembly andP s O e a vi n er
Offices, Radiation Access Control and Cas. and Sec. Group areas all are served by anMA OAMm individual air handling unit consisting of a centrifugal fan, non essential chilled water coil

A AA6 AAfH5, OR and roughing filter.

fS E.W57 ATE. Tuc>E A>

A(Pu c A6LE. He control room and technical support center receive outside air from the cleanest of
two sources.

Y

APPLICABLE The Control Complex Ventilation System components are arranged in redimaant safety-

SAFETY ANALYSES relatui ventilation divisions. The location of components and ducting within the control
roor' envelope ensures an adaguate supply of filtered air to all areas requiring ===
Dtrq emergency operation the Control Complex Ventilation System maintains the

"'T mod ^ Lne Control Complex Ventilation System provideseter perature betw-

s.rborne gical protection for the control room operators as heated by the
m accident dose analyses for the most limiting design basis loss Of Coolantcon

ident fission product release presented in CESSAR-DC Chapter 15 (Ref. 2).

73*F Am @ The analysis of toxic gas releases demonstrates that the toxicity limits are not
exceeded in the control room following a toxic chemical release,

ne worst case single active failure of a component of the Control Complex Ventilation
System, assummg a loss of offsite power, does not impatr the ability of the system to
perform its design function. ,

i

ne Control Complex Ventilation System satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy ,

I
Statement.

|

l
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SBVS
B 3.7.14

I BASES

| ACTIONS reasonable hamad on operaung experience to reach the required MODES from full power

(Continued) operation without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.14.1

REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies that a division, having been shutdown when not required for operation,
starts and continues to operate. Systems should be checked periodiently to meure they
start and function properly. As the anytronment and normal operstmg conditions on this

3

system are not severe, testing each division once every month provides an adequate checka

on this system. Monthly heater operations dry out ary moisture that may have
=&mu ' A in the charcoal from humidity in the ambient air. [ Systems with heaters
must be operated for h 10 continuous hours with the heaters energtzed. Systems without

heaters need only be operated for 2 15 minutes to t-:=wa the function of the-

system.] Normal operation of the system during reqmred modes satisfies this SR. &
31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of equipment and the two division
redundancy available.

SR 3.7.14.2

This SR verifies that the required SBVS testing is pfvi ed in a h with the
' [ Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP)). W SBVS filter tests are in aw.nh

with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4). The [VFTP] includes testing HEPA filter
performance and the mmimum system flow rate. Specific test frequecies and additional

information are discussed in detail in the [VFTP].
*

SR 3.7.14.3

i " Ibis SR verifies that on en actual or simulated actuation signal each Subsphere Building

Ventilation System division starts and operates. b frequency of [18) months is<

consistent with that specified in RG 1.52.

WiTn R65fi%T TC 0:

SR 3.7.14.4
7

This SR verifies the integrity of the SIS Pump Room enclosure. W ability of the SIS
Pump Room to maintain a negative pressure with respect to tially uncon'amiaa' A
adjacent areas is periodically tested to verify proper function of Subsphere Building

Ventilation System. During the emergency mode of operation, the ubsphere Building
Ventilation System is designed to maintain a slight negative p in the SIS Pmnp
Room with respect to adjacent areas to prevet unfiltered leakage. 'Ibe Subsphere
Building Ventilation System is designed to maintain this negative pressure at a flow rate
of s; [13,200] cfm from the subsphere. b frequency of[18] months is conststent with
the guidance provided in NUREG 0800, Section 6.5.1 (Ref. 5).

:

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.7-55
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Trisodium Phosphate (TSP)
3.5.5

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

3.5.5 Trisodium Phosohate (TSP)

LCO 3.5.5 'Ibe TSP baskets shall contain 2 [796] cubic feet of active TSP.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2, and 3.

AC1" IONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. TSP not within A.1 Restore TSP to within limits. 72 hours
limits.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated
Completion Time not M
met.

B.2 Be in Mode 4. [12] hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.5.1 Verify the TSP baskets contain 2 [796] ft of granular [18] months
8

tnsodium phosphate dodecahydrate.

SR 3.5.5.2 Verify that a sample from the TSP baskets provides [18] months
adequate pH adjustment ofIRWST water.

ctccchb"'3 cme 8 AJF 5 C4 re.

r h a ncl e ($ r L a J

SYSTEM 80+ 3.5 9
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TSP
B 3.5.5

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

B 3.5.5 Trisodium Phosphate frSP)

BASES

BACKGROUND De IRWST is the suction source for the SI pumps and CS punips during short-term
injection and long-term cooling modes of post-a:cident operation. Reactor coolant lost
out through a break (LOCA) sprayed by the con ==-t spray pumps is collected by thee

Holdup Volume Tank (HVT). Spillways allow accumulated water in the HVT to spill
,

I

back into the IRWST, thereby replanishmg IRWST water volume durmg accident . |
operations. Trisodium p--P (TSP) is placed in the Holdup Volume Tank (HVT) of 1

the conta== ant to assure that iodine, which may be dissolved in the recirculated reactor

cooling water following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), remams in solution. TSP j

also helps inhibit stress corrosion crackmg (SCC) of austenitic stainless steel components j
in contam===t during the long-term cooling phase following an accident.

'
.

,

Fuel that is damaged during a LOCA will release iodine in several chemical forms to the f
reactor coolant and to the cone =====t at=naphae, A portion of the iodine in the I

'

contammant at===pbere is washed to the HVT by cont ==-t sprays. He emergency
core cooling water is borated for reactivity control. This borated water causes the HVT - |

solution to be acidic. In a low pH (acidic) solution, dissolved iodine will be converted
to a volatile form. The volatile iodine will evolve out of solution into the conta====t
W ~e, significantly incressmg the levels of airborne iodine The increased levelsh

;

of airborne iodine in contammant contribute to the radiological releases and increase the

consequences from the accident due to conta====t atmosphere leakage.

|

After a LOCA, the components of the core cooling and contamn==t spray systems will |

be exposed to high temperature borated water. Prolonged exposure to the core cooling
water combined with stresses impnaad on the components can cause SCC. De SCC is
a function of stress, oxygen and chloride concentrations, pH, temperature, and alloy
composition of the components. High taw.u- and low pH, which would be present
after a LOCA, tad to promote SCC. His can lead to the failure of mar-ary safety
systems or components.

Adjusting the pH of the recirculated solution to levels above 7.0 prevents a significant
fraction of the dissolved iodine from converting to a volatile form. De higher pH thus
decreases the level of suborne iodine in cont =====t and reduces the radiological
canaaquences from cont =====t @a leakage following a LOCA. Maintaining the
solution pH above 7.0 also reduces occurrence SCC of austenitic stainless steel-

components in contammant. Reducing SCC reduces the probability of failure of
components.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5-22
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B 3.5.5

BASES

BACKGROUND Granular TSP is employed as a passive form of pH control for post LOCA cont =mment

(Continued) spray and core cooling water. Baskets of TSP are attached to the walls of the Holdup
Volume Tank in the contamment to dissolve with released reactor coolant water and
contamment sprays after a LOCA. Recirculation of the water for core cooling and
contamment sprays then provides miring to achieve a uniform solution pH. The
dnarenhydrate form of TSP is used because of the high humidity inside contamment
during normal operation. Since the TSP is hydrated, it is less likely to shoorb large
amounts of water from the humid atmn=here and will undergo less physical and chemical

change than the anhydrous form of TSP.

Note: pH values given refer to 298K (25'C).

APPLICABLE The LOCA radiological consequences analysis takes credit for iodine retentionin

SAFETY ANALYSIS the sump solution based on the rectreulated water pH being 2 7.0. The radionuclide
releases from the contamment atmosphere and the consequences of a LOCA would be

mereased if the pH of the rectreulated water were not adjusted to 7.0 or above.

TSP satisfies criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO He TSP is required to adjust the pH of the rectreulated water to > 7.0 after a LOCA.
A pH > 7.0 is necessary to prevent signi6 cant amounts of iodine released from fuel
failures and dissolved in the rectreulated water from converting to a volatile form ar.d

evolving into the contamment atmosphere. Higher levels of airborne iodine in
contamment may increase the release of radionuclides and the consequences of the
accident. A pH > 7.0 is also neramary to prevent SCC of austenitic stainless steel
components in contamment. SCC increases the probability of failure of components.

The required amount of TSP is h==i upon the extreme cases of water volume and pH
possible in the HVT after a large break LOCA. 'Ibe mmimum required volume is the
volume of TSP that will achieve a solution pH of n 7.0 when taking into consideration

the maxtmum possible HVT volume and the minimum possible pH. The amount of TSP
needed in the contamment is based en the mass of TSP required to achieve the destred

pH. However, a required volume is specified, rather than mass, since it is not feasible
to weigh the entire amount of TSP in contamment. The minimum required volume is
based on the manufactured density of TSP. Since TSP can have a tendency to
agglomerate from high humidity inside contamment, the density may increase and the
volume decrease during normal plant operation. Due to possible agglomeration and
increase in density, estimatmg the mmimum volume of TSP in contamment is
conservative with respect to achieving a mimmum required pH.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5-23
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B 3.5.5

BASES

SURVRTT.T ANCE The periodic verification is reqmrod every 18 months, since acm to the TSP 6eaea

REQUIREMENTS is only feasible during outages, and normal fuel cycles are achdaw for 18 months.

(Continued) Operatmg experience has shown this Survadtanar Frequency acceptable due to the margm j
i in the volume of TSP placed in the contain= ant. j

SR 3.5.5.2 !
1

ITesting must be performed to ensure the solubility and buffenng ability of the TSP aAer
exposure to the enatainmaat envur==aat A representative sample of [26.7) grams of 2

TSP from one of the heare in raata==aat is submerged in 1.0 i 0.05 gallons of water
at a boron cancantration of [4400] ppm and at the standard temperature of 25 i 5'C.
Without agitation, the solution pH should be raised to 2 7.0 within 4 hours, h
representative sample weight is based on the - . ~ - required TSP weaght of

I[18,930] kilograms, which at manufactured density corresponds to a .. ' .. - volume
of [796] cubic feet and mari=== poenWe post LOCA recuculated water volume of
[708,316] gallons, normali=d to buffer a 1.0 gallon sample. N boron eaacameration ,

of the test water is representative.of the mari=um possible boron eaaa-tration i

w..A to the mart === possible post LOCA HVT recirculated water volume.
Agitation of the test solution is prohibited, since an adequate =rmadard for the agitation ;

intensity cannot be specified. h test time of 4 hours is -ry to allow time for the ;

dissolved TSP to naturally diffuse through the sample solution. In the post LOCA HVT, L

rapid = iring would occur, significantly decreanng the actual amount of time before the
required pH is achieved. 'Ihis would ensure compliance with the Standard Review Plan
r+i.at of a pH h 7.0 by the onset of recirculation after a LOCA. r

REFERENCES None.

r

:

!

!

!

,

,

1

||

|
|

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5-25
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Med=7 pecific ActivlifS

3.7.6

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.6 Secondary Snecific Activity

LCO 3.7.6 The specific activity of the secondary coolant shall be :s [0.10] pCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I-
131.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Specific activity not within A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
limits.

Abul

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.6.1 Verify the specific activity of the secondary coolant is within [31] days
limit.

5% n J Ts A 7, 6 is o k '/9h"
@ d b- (td

h o b~ A n nferyth k @dc,o{ rnkk .MQ, h 14 c,6 #
;4

5c<Yh,'<- C. c m v n c p L 5 n>&

Bb m 5x<H~ ,Ca <}t"He c n!j" wiih c hwf's f-
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_
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_____%
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Secondary Specific Activity _
B 3.7.6

:

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS'

:

B 3.7.6 WAmev Soecific Activity
1

i

i
BASES-

| BACKGROUND Activity in the camadary coolant results from Steam Generator tube out-leakage from the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS). Under steady-state conditices, the activity is prunarily

3

I
iodmes with relatively short half-lives, and thus is indicative of current conditions.

]
Durmg trannents, I-131 spikes have been observed as well as increased releases of some

-

| noble gases. Other fission product isotopes, as well as act'vated corroman products in
lesser amounts, may also be found in the aamadary coolant, i;

4

9

A limit on aamadary coolant specific activity during power operation mani=i== releases I
i

j to the enviran=aat because of normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and

accidents. d | hrd.)
_

j
s

1

i The LCO limit is lowec than the activity value which might be ex from a 1.0 gym
<ftube leak, LCO 3.4.12, 'RCS Operation Lankage', of primary mala =* the limit of

1.0 pCi/ gram, LCO 3.4.15, "RCS Specific Activity.' 'Ibe steam is assened to j
;
f result in the release of the noble gas and iodine activity can*==ad in the generator |

) inventory, the feedwater, and reactor coolant LEAKAOE. Most of the iodme isotopes ,

!
| have short half-lives, (i.e., less than 20 hours). 1-131 with a half-life of 8.04 days

I concentrates faster than it decays, but does not reach equilibrium haransa of blowdown

and other losses.
i

|
With the specified activity limit, the resultant two-hour thyroid dose to a person at the
exclusion area boundary would be about [.13 rem] should the MSSVs open for the two2

hocrs followmg a trip from full power. Operatag the plant at the allowable limits results

.

in a 2-hour exclusion area boundary (EAB) exposure of a small fraction of the 10 CFR

! 100 (Ref.1) limits.
:

1
8

APPLICABLE The accident analysis of the MSLB failure (Ref. 2) =====a= the initial samadary

SAFETY ANALYSES coolant specific activity to have a radioactive isotope cancentration of 0.1 pCi/g DOSE
EQUIVALENT I 131. This assumption is used in the analysis for -i ; the
radiological consequences of the panni1= tad accident. The accident analysis, based on thisa

' and other assumptions, shows that the radiological consequences of a MSLB do not

j exceed a small fraction of the plant exclusion area boundary limits of 10 CFR 100 for

whole body and thyroid dose rates.
;

i
<

T

:
)

!

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.7-25
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h*A=y Specific Activity
B 3.7.6

#

BASES

AC1' IONS restored to within limits in the associated Completion Time. This is done by pbcing the

(Continued) plant in at east MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on operatmg experience to reach the

requtred MODES from full power operation without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6,1

REQUIREMENTS
This SR ensures that the Secondary Activity is within the limits of the accident analysis.

A Gamma Isotopic analysis of the secondary coolant, which determines DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131, confirms the validity of the accident analysis assumptions as to
the source terms in post-accident releases. It also serves to identify and trend any

,

unusual isotopic concentrations which mignt indicate changes in reactor coolant activity
or LEAKAGE. The [31] day Frequency allows the level of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131
to be monitored, incressag trends to be detected, and appropriate action to be taken to

maintain levels below the LCO limit.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100, ' Site Dose Criteria".

2. CESSAR-DC Section 15.1, Main Steam Line Break Accident Analysis
Radioactivity Release Methodology,

m
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Boron ConcentdoC
3.9.1

% )
3.9 REFUEllNG OPERATIONS

3.9.1 Boron Concentration

LCO 3.9.1 Boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System [the refueling canal and the refueling cavity]
shall be maintained within the limit specified in the COLR.

1

I
APPilCABILITY: MODE 6

!
ACTIONS J

1

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.1 Boron Concentration not A.1 Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS Tmmadiately

within limit. |

M

A.2 Suspend positive reactivity immadi=tely
i

additions. |

M'

A.3
Initiate actions to restore boron immediately ;

er=rentration to within limit. {
1 j

l

4(
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

E G
SURVEILLANCE FREWW

SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration within limit as specified in the COLR. 72 hours

liune oL ik eca her ccin' rnw(J?To p&d T5 crccc dVu ble .

s,AP rela h)nno -'15rn D Q anDrc x cep t- the
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|
o ne
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Boren Concentration
B 3.9.1

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.1 Boron Cosadon
i

'

l

BASES
| ,

i

BACKGROUND The limit on the boron concentratioe if the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), refuehag ;

cavity and refueling canal during refueling ensures that the reactor ra==== suberitical |
during MODE 6. The limit includes an uncertamty allowance of 50 ppm.

Refueling boron concentration is the soluble boron concentration in the reactor coolant
in each of these volumes having direct access to the reactor core during refueling or fuel

handhng. The soluble boron conccetration offsets the fuel reactivity and is measured by )
chemical analysis of the reactor coolant. The refueling boron concentration specified in !

the COLR maintains overall core reactivity s: 0.95 K a during fuel handhng with Controln

Element Assemblies (CEAs) and fuel ===amblies ===n=ad to be in the most adverse (least
negative reactivity) configuration allowed by plant procedures.

| General Design Criteria 26 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A reqmres two independsat j

| reactivity control systems of different design principles be provided (Ref.1). One of

| these systems must be capable of holding the reactor core suberitical under cold
I conditions. 'Ibe Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) is the system capable of

| maintaining the reactor suberitical in cold conditions by maintaining the boron
,

'
concentration. |

'Ibe reactor is brought to shutdown conditions before begmmng operations to open the
reactor vessel for refueling. After the RCS is cooled and depressurued, and the reactor
vessel head is unbolted, the head is slowly raised. The refueling cavity and canal are
then flooded by pumping borated water from the In-contammant Refuehng Water Storage |

Tank (IRWST) using the Contammant Spray System pump (s). !

If additions of boron are reqmrod after the vessel has been opened, the CVCS makaa the

additions through the RCS and open vessel. The pumping action of the SCS and natural ;

circulation due to thermal driving handa in the vessel and cavity mix the added
concentrated boric acid with the water in the RCS and the refueling canal. The SCS is

kept in service during the refueling period to remove core decay heat and provide forced

ctreulation m the RCS.

M kN('
yncdk-fa[The b A R s ct s&e |% o.ca)i.e t

m m Jm J .sb J k m M
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Boron Panematention
; B 3.9.1
-

1 BASES

l !
i ACTIONS In the determmation of the requared combination of boration flow rate and boron

! (Continusd) concentration, there is not a unique design basis event which naast be satisfied. 'Ibe only
! reqmrement is to restore the baron -tration to its required value as soon as possible. |

! In order to raise the bores canamatration of the RCS as soon as possible, the baration |

| nolution should be a highly caarmatrated solution of boric acid. |
5

'

|Once boration is initiated, it umst be continued until the boron canc=atestion is

j restored. The completion time d=p==de on the amount of boron which umst be injected i

to reach the reqmrod eaarmatranon.,

i

|'

| SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1 |

i REQUIREMENTS

| This SR ensures the reactor coolant boren cane ==t ation in the RCS, refuehag canal and
i refuehng cavity is within the COLR limit. 'Ibe baron cane ==tvation in the coolant is

determmed periodically by chanaical analysis. ,

Because the likehhood of a significant reduction in the boron concentration during MODE
j 6 operations is remote, a ~ . .. ~ frequency of once every 72 hours is a r===aaahle
| interval to verify boron cancaatration. The survd11==ce interval is based on extensive f

j cperstmg experience and ensures that the borno raneantration is checked at adequate
' intervals. t

i. |
,

! |

| REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, Section VI, Criterion 26, " Reactivity Control System
; Redundancy an; Capability.' '

l

] 2. NS-51.2, ANSI /ANS-57.2-1983, Section 6.4.2.2.3, American Nuclear Society,

{ American National Standard, ' Design R+ ts for Light Water Reactor
: Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power Plants," 1983.
i

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15. Accident Analysis.
|,

j 4. 52 FR 3788 NRC Interim Policy Statement, on Technical Specification
j 1mprovements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February 6,1987.
!

4 5. NRC Bulletin No. 8943, " Potential Loss of Required Shutdown Margin During
Refueling Operations,' November 21.1989.

i
,

} 6. CESSAR-DC, Section 19.8, ' Shutdown Risk A=====rnent".

1

i
'

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.9-3
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]' 16A.12 B 3.9 REFUEIJNG OPERA 110M c (,

16A.12.1 B 3.9.1 BORON CONCENTRATION g 7- o rf'-Vip -
,

4

. _ .._
| WW'a
; , .- 3.5.1

.

. ;

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS -

!'
.

_t
i

B 3.9.1 Boron Concentration
J

,

I EASES
,

1

BACKGROUND De limit on the borno concentration of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), I

refueling cavity and refueling canal during refueling ensures that she reecear
~

---;- remains suberitical during MODE 6. The limit includes an uncertainty
allowance of 50 ppa. |;

J

ayglqvMtWnsgy,yg4*' W eti d,a n ccd 8 ^='='' s
. , , , ,

hiN " '

concentration offsets the fuel reactivity and is measured by chemical analysis

bcd fre+ n of the reactor coolant. He refueling boron coocentration specified in abs

pM in COLR malatains overall core reactivity 5 0.93 K , during fuel handling with ;,

control Element Assemblies (CEAs) and fuel assemblies assumed to be in Ibs

| er M 'most adverse (least negative reactivity) configuration allowed by plant

I( Pmeedurm.
4

i General Design Criteria 26 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendsx A requires two 6
- independent reactivity control systems of different design principles be
I provided (Ref.1). One of these systems must be capable of bolding the

reactor core suberitical under cold conditions. De Chemical and Volume;

; Control System (CVCS) is the system capable of maintaining the reactor
1 suberitical in cold conditions by maintaining the boros concentration.

rear W
; ne plane is broug utdown cooQ'ty* ops before beganing operations ao
j open thc3dTr re: . After the jite'iiFis cooled and depressurized, and

'

i the reactor vessel head is unbolted, the bend is slowly raised. The refuehag
', cavity and canal are iban flooded by pumping borated water from es -

In contain==mr Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) using tbs

| Containnwat Spray System pump (s). |

fWW fc5 Ir additions orboron are required after the ve.sei has been opened, ibe CvCS

yh glep makes the additions through the RCS and open vessel. He pumping action
,

f of the,S,$1 and natural circulation due to thermal driving heads in the vessel |

! it hof *' and cavity mix the added concentrated boric acid with the water in the RCS

| cic .Li r I"

i d nrIl~et
; |Nf h:#

-ih 4;

( (continued)
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! BACKGROUND and the refuelin ceaal. De SCS is kept la servios during to |
(continued) refueling period core decay best and provide forced circulation ja

' & h n[w1C.CT<m QIOT-i he Mt a l t~e } H<rlin s jalbt.ek& kWn_amt ' h^):
7 ,

_ _
- - cars ^-

.

'

Lhe c O V ted + q c n __ n n a dissy_,m e - [' M j '4Q_u ll tede_ rua,k,h1 p'
;

| APPLICABLE Dunng refuehng operations the seectivityWeditica or me coni le

AN IS with the initial conditions ===ad for the boron Jilution socident la toi _ . _ -

i .t l~ i S ur cr accident analysis and is conservative for MODE 6. The magnitude of
c n Ac. Co sg/boros concentration is based on the nuclear desisa of each ibel !

c c g; af guaranises that the 4 of the oors remain less tea 0.95 C, es [ *~ ,-'

.cc C b f gf C y $sh*JYYu
"''* f uIi

.

During refueling, the water volums in speed fbel transfer seat,

' [,(lie crttl Of [nd
,

| '

refueling cavity, the refueling ceaal and the reactor vessel form e eingle
| As a result, the soluble boros concentration is the same la each efi fuss vok"a

.

g, h aj .p.e
(Raf.2).) ,, ( l c)' ,,3 v .~ < . s ..

## The limiting boma dilution accident occurs la MODE 5, Reduced RCS
c o c+n M- Inventory. A detailed discussion of tide event is ded la Referness 6. 5

So P") 4 g a s w ,o m u an W a Cr da ~2. .& A ettc p yAL

i
LCO De LCO 3.9.1 requires that a miat=== boros concentration be maatained

while in MODE 6. Tbs boros concentration lienit during fhol bandling . .,
';

operations ensures a K,, of s 0.95 is maintained. Violation of Ibe LCO
could lead to possible inadvertant criticality during MODE 6.

-

i

( ;, .a
1 APPLICABILITY nis LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fbel in the reassor

veneel will remain suberitical. De required boros concentration ensuma a
i

i K , of 50.95. Above MODE 6, LCO 3.1.1,%'butdows MergingG that | ~
en adequate amount ofnegative reactivity is available to abutdown the reactorj
and to maintain the reactor suberitical.- _

t

k r a,

.
(see - T. > 2co's:', a ,d LCo 1L.t.L, S W ewa

1 ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 yn (.50 . bf 7.oc' F " jj

i

) Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additicaQs
contingent upon maintaining the plant in compliance with the LCO. %%

i M'
J N .4

h- w
.

,

I (continued)
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1 Choosotration

- tsr = s 3 3,,,g .

yf. y . ,

<.

:
BASES - -

'
- -

. P.,Qh,

; ACTIONS A.I and A/t (continued)
a

;' boros conosotration of any of pe fiDod portions of the RCS, the afholing _ - + -
* '

.

canal, or the refbeling cavityDess than its limit, all operations involving
j CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions suspended

*

j IMauly. Perfonnanos of Required Actiosu A.1s 3 preclude >

; completion of actions to establish a safe osaditica,. .-
~

."

nrhm,y.iJ. M.. 4. 3..T.)GN,80
'u .- _ . . - . . . , . , .

_

,
,.

. .w .7..,..-... ._,
.

.

In addition ist M and A.2, boration to the conosotration must be1 ,
'

: initistada Tne nVninues completion is the time eBowed for an operaser in m
1 to correctly align and start the required systems and compensees. -

1 ,
*

'

j In the determination of the seguired combination of boration Sow mes and
.

!^~boron coocentration, there is not a unique design basis event which man be.,

!' satisfied. The only requirement is to restors the baron concentration es ks i

) required value as soon as possible. In onier en raise abs boren conosotretica 4 i

i of the RCS as soon as possible, to boration solution should be o bishis ~W"""Y ' !
~

! trated solytion of .' acidaodf)w ps,forJhca/4 !
j c)ivs Jrof sk aan ion m ed e ta

'' - ' "
, _ j

Once Voretion is initiated, k must be oostinued borne conosotrusion i

, is restored. h congletion time depends on the amount of bons e !

( must be irdected to reach the required aaae=auntion. !
4

i
i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1
. . . ..

i REQUIREMENTS % ,.s -- -er v_~ 2 - - 40*; 1 M;2 '
i This SR veri 4es abe reactor coolant boros conosotretion in the RCS,

refueling canal and refueling cavity is within abe Cout limiet. Tbs borea -

,

j concentration in the coolant is determined periodically by chemical smalysis.
|

1 Because the likelihood of a significant reduction in the boron concentration i

] during MODE 6 opersticas is remote, a ..' .* .. frequency of oeos every
72 hours is a reasonable interval to verify baron concentration. The
survei!!ance interval is based on extensive operating experience and easmes;

i that the boros concentration is checked at adequate intervals. +
1

M, .. -&' *

; .. ~ ...

5 ?$,.,
jg Wael,N .

i
t .
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_ _

BASES % .- U. 4'

'

~ EFERENCES 1, 10 CFR 50, Appenda A, Section VI, Criterios 26, esetivity -

a
Control System Redundancy and Capabdity."

2. NS-51.2. ANS1/ANS-57.21983, Section 6.4.2.2.3, Anunces ~'

.
. ,,

Nuclear Society, American National Standard, ' Design
Requirements for 1.ight Water Reactor spent Fuel Storage Facilities
at Nuclear Power Plants," 1983.s

-

3. CESSAR DC Chapter 15, Accident Analysis.
.

w4n. .~

52 FR 3788, NRC Interna Policy 'M ea'TechniselT_ _ "*W4.
Specificatios !=-g.- - for Nuclear Power Rancsors,-

February 6,1987.

I
5. NRC Bulletin No. 89 03, *Potatial imes of Required Shutdown ,

Margin Dunns Refueling Operstions," November 21,1989.
"

. - .

6. CESSAR DC, Section 19.8, * Shutdown Risk .A =====*. |
i

~ ' '
>;_

,

.

.

.

q..

*T/ . 6 4 -- i

.

* j

-<.t

4-! s.
14; . . .
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CESSARMu%ma kh , / 6M''

tW
Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

3.7.10

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.10 Fuel Storace Pool Water 12 vel

LCO 3.7.10 The Fuel Storage Pool water level shall be 2 23 feet over the top ofirr=distM fuel assemblies naatad
in the storage racks.

.

APPLICABII.ITY. With irradiated fuel assemblies in the Fuel Storage Pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.

A. Fuel Storage Pool water level NOTE -

not within limit. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.

A.1 Suspend movement of f=Mi='aly
irradiated fuel ==semblies in
Fuel Storage Pool.

l

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS f

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

SR 3.7.10.1 Verify the Fuel Storage Pool water level is 2 23 feet above the 7 days

top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.7-18

16.3 Tech Spec A_--d-t U - 12/31/93
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Fuel Storage Pool - Water I.svel'

B 3.7.10
,

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
~

B 3.7.10 Fuel Storare Pool - Water 1.evel
;

BASES

BACKGROUND ne mmimum water level in the Fuel Storage Pool meets the ===mptions of Iodine<

decont=mmation factors following a fuel handling acculent. De specified water level
shields and mmimim the general area dose when the storage racks are at their maximum

capacity. He water also provides shielding during the movement of spent fuel.=

A general description of the Fuel Storage Pool design is found in CESSAR-DC,
Chapter 9 (Ref.1). De assumptions of the fuel handimg accident are found in
CESSAR-DC Section 15.7.4 (Ref. 2).

,-
,

APPLICABLE ne mmimum water levelin the Fuel Storage Pool meets the assutaptions of the fuel
-

SAFETY ANALYSES handling accident described in RG 1.25 (Ref. 3). The resultant two-hour thyroid dose
to a person at the exclusion area boundary (EAB)is a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100

(Ref. 4) limits.

! Accordmg to Reference 3, there is 23 feet of water betwece the top of the damaged fuel
bundle and the fuel pool surface for a fuel handhng accident. With 23 feet water level,
the assumptions of Reference 3 can be used directly. In practice, this LCO preserves this
assumption for the bulk of the fuel in the storage racks. In the case of a single bundle,

,

dropped and lying horuontally on top of the spent fuel racks, however, there may be less'

than 23 feet above the top of the fuel bundle and the surface by the width of the bundle.
To offset this small non-conservansm, the analysis ===mes that all 236 fuel rods fail,
although analysis shows that only the first four rows, 60 fuel rods, fail from a

| hypothetical maximum drop.
4

The fuel storage pool water level satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.-

LCO ne specified water level preserves the assumptions of the fuel handhng acculent analysis
(Ref. 2). As such, it is the mmimam requtred for fuel movement within the fuel storage-

pool.

APPLICABILITY nis LCO applies whcoever irradiated fuel is in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool because the

potential for a release of fission products exists.
|

^

J

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.7-40 |
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I Fuel Storage Pool- Water level

Q3.7.10
.

BASES
,

ACTIONS M
|

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.
*

t
When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met, steps should be taken to

preclude the accident from occumng. When the fuel storage pool water level is lower
than the requtred level, the movement of inadiated fuel ma=amblies in the fuel storagej
pool is immd*1y suspendad His effectively precludes a spect fuel handling accident
from occumng. His does not preclude moving a fuel ===ambly to a safe position.

If moving inadiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3.0.3 would not
j specify any action. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODES 1,2,3, and

4, the fuel movement is independent of reactor operations. Herefore, in either case,
;

inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason to
;

require a reactor shutdown.
.

*

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1 .

Ik
1

I
REQUIREMENTS

I his SR verifies suffici t fuel storage pool water is available in the event of a fuel
handlingaccident. The ster level in the fuel storage pool must be charicart periodically.

4

he 7 day Frequene appropnate W== the volume in the pool is normally stable.
Water level changes are controlled by plant procedures and are acceptable, based on
operating experience.

During refueling operations, the level in the fuel storage pool is in equilibrium with the
refueling canal, and the level in the refueling canal is checked daily in accordance with
LCO 3.9.6, ' Refueling Water Level.',

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 9.'

2. CESSAR-DC, Section 15.7.4, Fuel Handling Accident.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Rev. 00), " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the
~ Potential Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handhng Accident in !be Fuel

Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressunzed Water Reactors *

4. 10 CFR 100, Reactor Site Criteria.

I

j

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.7 41
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8 eat Peel AseseNy StorageP
3.7.20

3.7 FLANT SYSTEMS
'l

3.7.20 Suent Fuel AssemNy Storage

LCO 3.7.20 The combmaban of initial enriciunent sad burnup of each spent fuel assansly stored in [Repen 2]
shall be within the TW [burnup domam] of Figure 3.7.201 [or in accordsmoe with |

*
Specificahon 4.3.1.1].

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in [Rapon 2] of abs fuel storage pool.

s

..

ACHONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACI10N COMPLET10N TIME -

'

A. Recpurenuats of the 140 mot NOTE.

mat. 1403.0.3 is not u ** "-
- -

A.1 Initiate action to usove the IWy
Wying fuel frasm [Regica
2].

.t
!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 1

!

SURVEIll.ANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.20.1 Verify by ad-ain stive means Ibe initial annchment and burnap of Prior to soonng abs I

the fuel assemNy is in accordance with Figure 3.7.20-1 or fuel assemNy in
Specification 4.3.1.1. [Repan 2]

,

|

I

!

SYSTEM 80+ 3.7-32
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DISCHARGE BURNUP VS. INTI1AL ENRICHMENT FOR REGION D RACKS
|

FIGURE 3.7.20-1
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. ~ 'CESSAR EEMneAm,s-

t

Spent Fuel Amembly Storage
B 3.7.20

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.20 Soemt Fuel Assemb1v Storare

.

BASES

BACKGROUND The sper.t fuel storage facility is designed to store either new (sanarmdanted) anclear fuel

assemblies, or burned (irradiated) fuel assemblies in a vertical configuratum underwnser.

The storage pool is siand to store [907] irradasted fuel assembbes, winch includes storage

for [5] failed fuel assemblies. The spect fuel storage antis are installed in parallel rows
with center to osater spacag of [9.780] inches in one direceon, and [9.780] inches in the

other orthogonal directico. This spacing and ' Aux trap * construction using non-poisoned
*L' inserts is sufficient to namentain a Q of 5 0.95 for spent fuel of ongeal sanchament
of up to [5 %). Howver, as bigber initial ennciumsat fuel assemblies are stored in the

spent fuel pool, they anast be stored in a checkarboard passers taking into account fuel
burn up to maintain a Q of 0.95 or less.,

* *
. t

APPLICABLE The spent fuel storage facility is designed for maecriticality by use of adequate
SAFETY ANALYSES spacmg, and ' flux temp" construeben.

The spent fuel =====hly storage satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statsmant.
i

LCO The natrictions ce the placement of fuel assemblies within the spent fuel pool, accordag
to [ Figure 3.7.20-1], in the accompanying LCO, ensures abat the Q of the spent fuel
pool will always reemam < 0.95 assunung the pool to be flooded with unborated water.

The restrictions are -a=' with the criticality safety smalysis perfonned for the spent
fuel pool accordmg to [ Figure 3.7.20-1], in abe accompanying LCO. Feel ====h3= not

meenng the criteria of[ Figure 3.7.201) shall be stored in accordance with WAc=*w=
4.3.1.1.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in [ Region 2] of the spent fuel
pool.

ACTIONS Al

Required Action A.1 is modified by a NOTE indicating that LCO 3.0.3 dass not apply.

When the configuration of fuel ===e=hlies stored in [ Region 2) the spent fus! pool is not
in accordance with Figure [3.7.20-1), ====d>=i> amion asust be taken to make the
necessary fuel assembly movement (s) to bring the configuratice into coephance with
Figure [3.7.20-1).

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.7-72
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Spot Fuel Assembly Storage
,

| B 3.7.20
!
i BASES
1

: ACTIONS If movmg snedsated fuel assen6hes while in MODE 5 or 6,140 3.0.3 would not
(Contmuod) specify any action. If movmg arradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1,2,3, or 4,

i the fuel movement is =darandane of nector operation. Therefore, in either anse,
mabdity to move fuel ====hbes is not sufficient reason to require a reactor abundcen.-

] *

; SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.20.1

i REQUIREMENTS
This SR venfies by ad===ieve sneens that the initial annchment and barnap of the,

: fuel ==arnhly is in accordance with Figure [3.7.20-1] in the ===yanying LCO. For
I fuel ===nklies in the -- _,: ": range of 3.7.20-1), 1,. = of this SR

will ensure comphance with Speci6 cation 4.3.5

J

b-
REFERENCES None. -

4

$
'

| N$}D 5SV/G.f/ 4,3 ([liif( f[fEA?S)'

i
.

j

j
;
a

1

:

:

1

i
!

i
i

4

:

4
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Renashag Weser level
3.9.6 ,

3.9 REFUEUNG OPERATIONS
I

3.9.6 Refueline Water level .
|

LCO 3.9.6 Refuehng water level shall be ===*amad a 23 feet above the top of reactor vessel fienge.
.

*
1

APPLICABI11TY: During CORE ALTERATIONS, except during laadung and unlasciung of eonemi rod drive
|abafts and during movement of irradasted fuel assemblies within oceta=-'.

I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLET10N TDdE

A. Refueling water level A.1 hy=ad CORE ALTERATIONS. 1==ad=*-ly
.- not within hmit.

,

.

M
~

A.2 Suspend amovement ofirradiated 1===di=*aly
fuel ama==Mies within contaamnent.

&
A.3 Initiate actions to restore refuehag i==adia*aly

'

| water level to within limits.

SURVEII. LANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.6.1 Verify refueling water level k 23 feet above top of the reactor 24 hours
vessel flange.

0 0 ff$ kb Yh
o f Ol) % # 71,

SYSTEM 80+ 3.9-8
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Refuehng Water I.svel
' B 3.9.6

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.6 Ref-line Water Isvel

BASES

BACKGROUND P-;s- " on water level in the an=*=ia-w the refueling cavity, the refuehag canal,

the fuel transfer canal, and the spent fuel pool danag refuehng ensure that sufficsont
water depth is avadable to remove 99% of the iodme gap assmty released by the |
pasen1=*=d rupture of an irrediated fuel assembly in aar*=====r (Raf.1). The fuel peBet j
to cladding gap is assened to contaan 10% of the total fuel rod iodme inventory. The !

movement of fuel ====h1w within aa=*===-t with irradassed fuel in ==*=i===* I

requires a ==ai==== water level of 23 feet above die top of the rencear vessel Sange
which assures offsite doses remnain < 25% of the 10 CFR 100 liasits as requued in

~

Reference 5.

.

.

APPLICABLE Dunng CORE ALTERA110NS and dunng movesment of irradiated fuel ====hl6 die
SAFETY ANALYSES water level in the refuehng cavity and refuehag canal is an initial conditica denga ;

parameter in the analysis of the fuel bandhag accident in aa=*==w pa=*=1=*=d by NRC
Regulatory Onde 1.25 (Raf.1). A ==i- water level of 23 feet (Regulatory Poution
C.1.c of Ref.1) aHows a d=an=*====*v= factor of 100 (Regulatory Poetica C.13 of
Ref.1) to be used in the accident analyms for iodine. This relates to the -==peian that
99% of the total iodane released from the penet to claddag gap of all the dropped fuel +

=====hly rods is retamed by the refuehag cavity water. 1he fuel peust to claddaag gap >

is ==-d o contain 10% of the total fuel rod iodme inventory (Raf.1).t

The fuel handhar accident analysis inside aane=i===='is described in Reference 2. With gp /#
a ==ni===> water level of 23 feet and a minunen deosy time of 72 hours prior to fuel 7/I g /7
h=adhat. the analysis and test progranns d=====* ase abat the iodine release das to a pf- g*
pa=e=1=*=d fuel kaadI=r accident is adequasely esposed by the waaer and offisies deems arsj
===t===d within alkmable lisaits (Raf. 4).

Refuehng water level satis 6es Critance 2 of the NRC Pobey Sensement.

J

LCO A
~

~ refuehag water level of 23 feet above the reactor vessel flange is required ;

so ensure abat the redsological ocesequences of a postulated fuel bandhng accident neede 1

con =====* are within =aa=pe=hl* limits.e

i

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.9-18
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Refuehag Weser Imot
B 3.9.6

1

R6SES

APPIJCABIIJTY ILO 3.9.6, Refuehag Water Imel, is apphcable dunag CORE AL'IERATIONS, ascept
dunng latching and unlatching of control sad drive shafts, and when moving irre&sted
fuel =====hl=== within aa=*=====r ne 140 ===i== the pommildlity of a fuel
handhng =<v adaar in annemi===mr abat is beyond the ====y*=a== of the safety analysis.
If irradated fuel is not present in -*=i====t. abere can be ao significant sm&ammmty
release as a result of a pasentaead fuel handhag accident.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 6

..

With a water level of Isas than 23 iset above the top of the seactor vessel flange, aD
CORE ALTERATIONS and operatacas involving movesset ofirradiated fuel assembbes

aball be ang==dat i-==liataly to assure a fuel handhog accedent cannot occur. The
=5===a= of fuel movement shall not preclude completion of smovement to a safe,

)
Position.

]

"

!

Al

In addition to i-nadianaly suspendag CORE ALTERATIONS or snovenset ofirre&ased

fuel, actions to restore refuehag osvity water level suust be initiated i==adianaly.
|
!

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1

REQUIREMENTS

Verificataca of a ===i- water level of 23 inst above the top of te summor vessel
flange ensures that the deman basis for the postulated fuel handhag accadant analysis
dunng refuehag operusaces is unst. Water at the separed level above the top of te
reactor vessel flange, antagness the consequences of a postulated fuel handhag accident

; inside -*=,====* which neults in damaged fuel rods (Raf. 2).

ne 244aar frequency assures that the water is at the aquind level and manieone the
level to detect any unplanned changes in water level. Due to the large vohame of water
and the normal procedural controls of valve positions, significant pl==ad level changes
are unhkaly. The frequency of 24 hours has proven by operstag expensoce to be
adequase io desernune sad moniior weser level.

REFERENCES 1. USNRC Ragulatory Gode 1.25, A , % Uand for Evalustag the Potential
Radiological e=r - --- = of a Fuel Handhog sad Storage Pacihry for Bonhas
and Preemanand Water Ranctors, March,1982.

2. CESSAR DC Qiapter 15, Accadset Analysis.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.9-19 !
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Rafuehng Water level
B 3.9.6

BASES

REFERENCES 3. 52 FR 3788, ' Proposed Policy hen =nant on Technical SpeciScations
(C-M Luprovements for Nuclear Power Plants', February 6,1987.

4. 10 CFR 100.11, 'Determinaban of 5 4 % Area, Iow Population Zone and
Population Center Distance." .

5. NUREG 0800, ' Standard Review Plan *, Sechen 15.7.4 FW
C%s of Fuel F=aming .AA*- U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Comnussion.

k |Yh Sf W h $ f/f[W cu WW9
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND ne Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) mainly provide over-pressure protection for the
secondary system. In doing so, the MSSVs also provide protection agamst
overpressurtung the reactor coolant pressure boundary by providing a heat sink for
removal of energy fmm the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) if the preferred heat sink,
provided by the emde= and Carculatmg Water system, is not available.

Five Main Steam Safety Valves, (ten per steam generator) are located on each Main

Steam Line, outside Contammmt, upsteam of the Main Steam Isolation Valves, as
fs- ~by described in CESSAR-DC Section 5.2.2 3ef.1). The MSSVs' rated capacity passes the
!%r "h U full steam flow at 102 % RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP)(100 + 2 % for instrumento# g# T error) with the valves full open. His mece the requirements of the ASME CodeCA * A tt.n-) #[ (Ref. 2) as described in the Overtae Protection Report, CESSAR-DC Appendzx

p "' [d 5.A. He MSSV design includes staggered setpoints, as shown in Table 3.7.1-2, so thatce
*

SU only the number of valves needed will actuate.pStaggered setpoints reduce the potential
for valve chattnmg because of msufficient steam pressure to fully open all valves
following a turbine-reactor trip.

l

APPLICABLE he design basis for the MSSVs comes from the ASME Code and limits secondary system
SAFETY ANALYSES pressure to s 110% of design pressure when passmg 100% of design steam flow. This

design bssis is more than sufficient to cope with any anticipated operstag occunence
(AOO) or accident considered in the Design Basis Accident and Transient Analysis. For

most analyzed evects, RCS pressure remame below the serpoint of the pressunzer safety
valves (PSVs), or, at most, cause only a short opemng of the PSVs.

He events that challenge the MSSVs' relieving capacity, and thus RCS pressure, are
those charactenzed as Decreased Heat Removal events, and are presented in Section 15.2

of the CESSAR-DC (Ref. 4). Of these, the full power loss of cmdm~ vacuum
(LOCV) event is the limiting ADO. A LOCV isolates the turbine and c= dam, and
ternunates normal feodwater flow to the Steam Generators. Before delivery of
Emergency Feedwater (EFW) to the Steam Generators, RCS pressure reaches s [2,726]
psia. His peak pressure is less than 110 % of the design pressure of 2,500 psia, but high
enough to actuate the PSVs. He manmum secondary pressure during the LOCV event

is 1273 psia, which is less than 110% of secondary design pressure of 1200 psia.

The limiting accident for peak RCS pressure is the full power feedwater line break, inside

Contammmt, with a loss of offsite power. Water fmm the affected steam genemtor is
assumed to be lost through the break with mmimal additional heat transfer from the RCS.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.7-1
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Way Specific Activity

B 3.7.6

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
,

B 3.7.6 Secondary Specific Activity
1

t BASES
|

~i

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from Steam Ca.;oi tube out-leakage from the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS). Under steady-state conditions, the activity is pnmarily
iodines with relatively short half-lives, and thus is indicative of curret conditions.
Dunng transients, I 131 spikes have been observed as well as Ed releases of some

; noble gases. Other fission product isotopes, as well as activated corrosion products in

] lesser amounts, may also be found in the secnaday coolant.

4 A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power operation numwuma rdamaan

to the environment because of nonnal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and
accidents.

I

"Ibe LCO limit is lower than the activity value which might be expected from a 1.0 gpm
tube leak, LCO 3.4.12, "RCS Operation Iankage*, of pnmary coolant at the limit of -

'

1.0 pCi/ gram, 140 3.4.15, 'RCS Specific Activity.' The steam line,,is assumed to pM
result in the release of the noble gas and iodine activity contained in the steam generator
inventory, the feedwater, and reactor coolant LEAKAGE. Most of the iodme isotopes
have short half-lives, (i.e., less than 20 hours). 1-131 with a half-life of 8.04 days
concentrates faster than it decays, but does not reach equilibrium br=naa of blowdown
and other losses.

<i With the specified activity limit, the resultant two-hour thyroid dose to a person n't the
exclusion area boundary would be about [.13 rem] should the MSSVs open for the twe
hours following a trip from full power. Operating the plant at the allowable limits results
in a 2-hour exclusion area boundary (EAB) exposure of a small fraction of the 10 CFR

100 (Ref.1) limits. |

!

.

APPLICABLE The accident analysis of the MSLB failure (Ref. 2) maanmas the initial macandary
SAFETY ANALYSES coolant specific activity to have a radioactive isotope concentration of 0.1 pCi/g DOSE,

EQUIVALENT I-131. This assumption is used in the analysis for d--g the
radiological %.i ces of the Wa'ad ann 'Ibe accident analysis, based on this
and other assumptions, shows that the radiological consequences of a MSLB do not
exceed a small fraction of the plant exclusion area boundary limits of 10 CFR 100 for
whole body and thyroid dose rates.

!

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.7-25
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Manandary Specific Activity
B 3.7.6i

. ,

t :
BASES

i l

j APPLICABLE With the loss of offsite power, the m=mr steam generator is available for core decay
i SAFETY ANALYSES best dissipation by venting steam to the =*=aarhare through the main steam safety valves

| (caae-nart) (MSSVs) and steam generator =*=a=ph-ic dump valves (ADVs). He* .aj
j Feedwater Systeen supplies the -ry smalosup to the Steam Generator. Ventag
i continues until the reactor coolant . and pressure has decreased sufficiently for, - -

the Shutdown Coohng System to complete the cooldown.,

!,
-

j In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this acendent, the acemty released
~

j from the steam generator ev===ce=d to the failed steam line is assumed to be released
; directly to the envirosunent. De is assened to discharge K
i steam and any entramed activity through the M s and ADVs dunag the event.
!
4

! hv=dary specific activity limits satisfy Criterica 2 of the NRC Pohey Statsenset.
*

.

!

LCO As indicated in the Applicehle Safety Analyses, the specific activity lisait in the secondary

coolant system of 0.1 pCi/g DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 is required to amat%the,

{ radiological consequences of a DBA to a small fraction of 10 CFR 100. L.Nt
i

-

! Monitonag the specific activity of the e=eaadary coolant ensures that when ==aa=d=y '

| specific activity limits are exceeded, appropnate actions are taken in a timely mammer to
i place the unit in an operational MODE that would ==i=== the radiological nw===np-

of a DBA.

>
,

gttnN |

In MODES 1,2, 3 and 4 the limits on aarmdarybty apply 9 -- .- ; i *^! APPIJCABILITY J

~ <- e - n ~e_ _3_- 7 e a.,y steam ,sienses,,W , ,# ,

go . - - =4,i. h - r_ a -r h - ^-iny r --j
.

; In MODES 5 and 6, the Steam Generators are not being used for heat reasoval. Both
j the RCS and Steam Geerators are d.,,. ;i 4, and pnaary to mannadery leakage is
j ====a1. Therefore, anonitonag of secondary activity is not required.

i

ACIlONS A.1 and A 2
3
;

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 exceedag the allowabie value is an indic=*ia= of a problemt

in the RCS, as well as contritetag to increased post accident dossa. De plant should
be shut down in an orderly manner to ." J - theincreased DOSE EQUIVALENTt

I-131 in the RCS, potentially incromang the aanand=y activity even further. An orderly,

j shutdown also nu==nns potential releases to the environs. De plant sumst be placed in
a MODE in which the requirennent does not apply if hv=d=y Actmty cannot be

4

j SYSTEM 80+ B 3.7-26
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ENCLOSURE 1 |-

SYSTEM 80+ SHUTDOWN RISK TS REVIEWED BY SRXB

|

|
LCO 3.4.6 i

LC0/ BASES 3.4.7 i
LCO 3.4.8 i

LCO/ BASES 3.5.3
LCO 3.5.4
LC0/ BASES 3.9.4 ;
LC0/ BASES 3.9.5 i
LC0/ BASES 3.10.3
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REDUCED INVENTORY OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE
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16.7.6 3.4.6 RCS IDOPS - MODE 4
{
|

'

RCS Loops - MODE 4

3.4.6

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.6 RCS Im - MODE 4

LCO 3.4.6 Two RCS loops / Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) divisions canaming of any
combination of RCS loops and SCS divisions aball be OPERABLE and at least one
loop / division shall be in operation.

|

i NOTE '

1. All RCPs and SCS pumps may be de<mergtzed for up to 1 hour per 8-hour
Period provided:

; a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the RCS
boron concentration, and

:

I b. Core outlet temperature is maintamed at least 10'F below saturationO tv.;
(
\

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg temperatures s: [259'F]'

during cooldown or [290'F] during bestup (the hatup mee is limited to
[40*F/hr or less]) unless the a-vlary water :.+s. of each steam
generator is < [100*F] above each of tim RCS cold leg temperatures.

APPLICABIIIn': MODE 4

.

ACTIONS
,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION 'TAE
A. One RCS loop A.1 Initiate action to return a immadi=*-1y

,

inoperable second RCS loop /SCS division
to OPERABLE status.

MU2

Two SCS divisions
inoperable.

(contmued)

SYSTEM 80+ 3.4-11
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
|

3.4.6
|

ACTIONS (continued) -

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One SCS division B.1 Restore a second RCS I hour
inoperable. loop /SCS division to

OPERABLE tarun
AND .QB

[ hoursTwo RCS loops B.2
inoperable. Be in MODE S. *-f

C. No RCS loops or SCS C.1 Suspend all operations T- M ; **!y
divisions in operation. involving reduction in RCS

boron concentration.
Or

u.3;ed kC3 I **( *' AO.
'

sce ,6vist" '" 7 C.2 Initis:4 action to restors one f=w; Wy
RCS loop /SCS division to
operstion.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.6.1 Verify secondary-side water level of required steam 12 hours -

generator (s) 2: [2S]% wide range indication.

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify at least one RCS loop or SCS division operating. 12 hours

3R 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power 7 days
available to the required pump not in operation. I

I

!

|

l

O
SYSTEM 80+ 3.4-12

Amendment K
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16.7.7 3.4.7
REACTOR COOLANT IDOPS AND CIRCULATION MODE 5,LOOPS Friun

RCS I. cope - MODE 5, Loops Filled

3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 Resetor Coelant looos - MODE 5. rex Fihi

LCO 3.4.7
One Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) division shall be OPERABLE and in operation,
and either:

One additional SCS divimon shall be OPERABLE or
a.

@ 7he secondary side water level of each Steam Generator (SG) shall be a:

[25%] wide range M~% ] M
-

) NOTE
1.

SCS pumps may be damergiand for up to 1 hour per 8-hour penod provided:
,

No operations are permitted that would esase reduction of the RCS
a.

boron concentratica, and

b.
Core outlet tempermare is ==inimiand at least 10*F below saturation
temperature.

2.
No RCP shall be started with one or more of the RCS cold leg temperatures
s [259'F] during cooldown or [290'F] durmg heatup (the bestup rate is
limited to [40*F/hr or leseD unless the ==~-i ry water temperature of each
SO is < [100*F] above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

3.
All SCS trains may be removed from operation during planned bestup to
MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops filled.

n w J..#

f J th y "Yt <rq fy c.4., k m#"'u "I "T# u.

\p tcc f 4

~.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.4 13
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled
3.4.7,

i

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED AC1" ION COMPLETION TIME
A. Only one SCS division A.1 Initiate action to return a SCS Immad.an.ly'

OPERABLE. divmon to OPERABLE status. d'-

O r g . . - & -

Lass thma the required
.,

'
.

secondary side water A.2 Initiate actma to restore SO Immediately
level in any SG. Mi side water level to

within limits.
Rsp; red D SCS division. B.1 Suspend all operations T=madiataly

D OPERABLE. involving reduction in RCS
boron -tration.

E
e g

No SCS dmmonin
'

oper3 tion. B.2 Initiate action to restore one immadiat=Iy
SCS division to OPERABLE
status and oper=%

_ _ .. .- . - . -- -

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -

SURVEILLANCE,.

FREQUENCY
SR 3.4.7.1 Verify reqmrod Steam Generator secondary side uster 12 hours

level is :t [25]% wide range indication.*

(contmuod)

..{v

* Only required to be met when only one SCS division is OPERABLE.

>r. '..
SYSTEM 80+ 3.4-14
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16 A.7.7 B 3.4.7 RCS LOOPS - MODE 5 (LOOPS FILLED)

RCS Loops - MODE S (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

|

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
'

B 3.4.7 RCS Locos - MODE 5 (Imos Filled)

BASES

BACKOROUND In MODE 5 with the Reactor raalant System (RCS) loops filled, the prunary )
function of the RCS loops is the rusnovel of decay heat and transfer of this l

heat to the steam generator (s) or shutdown coohng (SCS) best exchangers, j {
While the principle manna for decay heat removal is via SCS, the steam
generators are specified as a backup means for redundancy. Even through
the steam generators cannot produce steam in this MODE, they are capable

Iof being a heat sink due to their large contamed volume of mamadary water.
As long as the steam generator water is at a lower temperature than the

|
reactor coolant, beat transfer will occur. The rate of heat transfer is directly
proportional to the temperature difference. 'Ibe secondary function of the I

reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric acid. '

k'' O
M In MODE S with RCS loops filled, the SCS divisions are the principle manns '|

y for heat removal. The number of divmons in operation can vary to suit the

d operational needs. The intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow from ati/' y least one SCS division or RCS toop for decay heat removal and transport.
V The flow provided by one P.CP or SCS division is adequate for decay heat

removal. The other intent of this LCO is to requus that two paths be
,

available to provide redundane for heat removal. ;
,

rs
'Ibe LCO provi or paths of decay heat removal capability.
'Ibe first path 9 5 c. "O '::;M SCS division which must be |
OPERABLE and in operation. b arcond path can be another OPERABLE

.RCS loop orBCS division.os maarmiaia -- - N x ; u . L.J._ i"

7 -m . .. ~. .

This LCO permits limited p .iods without forced circulation. When the SCS |
pumps are stopped, no alternate heat removal path exists unless the RCS and

|steam generators have been placed in service in forced or natural circulation.
The response of the RCS without the SCS depends on the core decay heat
load and the length of time that the SCS divisions are stopped. As decay heat
diminishes the effects on RCS temperature and pressure diminish. Without
cooling by SCS, higher heat loads will cause the reactor coolant temperature

(continued)

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.4-31
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RCS loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

BASES .-_ 'gr%W
BACKdROUND' . Because pressure can increase, applicable system pressure limits

(continued) (pressure and temperature lindts or low temperature overpressurustion linut)
must be observed and forced SCS flow must be reestabhshed prior to
reaching the pressure limit. Entry into a condition with no SCS divisions in
operation should only be considered for limited cire-- wiuch include:
1) best removal path (s) via the RCS and sesem generator (s) is in operation,
or 2) pressure and tetaperature increases are easily maintained within the -
allowable pressure and subcooling limits.

APPLICABLE ne only safety analyses performed with initial conditions in MODE 5 am
SAFETY ANALYSES the inadvertent deboration and inadvertent startup of an RCP events. No

forced coolant circulation was credited in the inadvertent boration event. For
the inadvertent startup of an RCP, not more than two RCPs were assumed
to be in operation. (If two RCP: were running, they were assumed to be in
the same loop.)

-

Failure to provide heat removal may challenge the integrity of a fision
product bemer. De SCS or RCS loops are a part of a prirnary success path |
which functions or actuates to prevent or mitigste a design basis accident or
transient that either assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge to, the
integrity of a fission product bemer. As such, the LCO satisfies the.

requirements of Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement (Ref.1).

LCOs he purpose of this LCO is to require the availability of a minimum of two
paths for heat removal thus providing redundancy. The LCO allows the two
paths that are required to be OPERABLE to be comprised of combinations

of SCS divisions anpor RCS looTand ----- H steam generators.
, , . - - - e

.m ui, ,,, os L y
L- j De LCO Note 1 peninits all SCS pumps and RCPs to be stopped. De

circumstances for stopping bxb SCS divisions are to be limited to: 1)
situation where pressure and temperature increases can be maintained well
within the allowable pressure (PT and LTOP) and (10*F] subcooling limits.
or 2) an alternate heat removal path (s) through the steam generator (s) is in

operation. b LCO Note prohibits boron dilution when SCS forced flow is |
stopped because an even concentration distribution cannot be assured.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

BASES

LCOs Core outlet te+i.Lue is to be maintained at least [10*F] below saturatica
(contmued) temperature so that no vapor bubble would form and possibly cause a natural

| circulation flow obstruction. In this MODE, the steam generators can be
used as a backup for SCS best removal. To ensure their availability, the |
RCS loop flow path is to be maintained with subcooled liquid to ensure their
avadabdity.

In MODES 3, '. n[5. it is sometimes necessary to stop all RCP or SCS
forced circula' ion (i.e., change operation from one SCS division to the other,

l perform surveillance or startup testing, perform the transition to and from the

period is acceptable b=- natural circulation is acceptable for heat resteval |
SCS, or to avoid operation below the RCP minimum NPSH limit). b time

or the reactor coolant temperature can be maintamed subcooled, and boron
stratification affecting reactivity control is not expected.

b second LCO Note requires that the follovdas condition be satisfied
| before an RCP may be started with any RCS cold leg temperamre s; [259'F]

| during cooldown or [290*F] during bestup (the bestup rate is limited to
[40*F/hr or less])

secondary water temperature in each SG must be < f * v)*F] abovea.

each of the RCS cold leg temperatures. ;

1
Satisfying this condition will preclude violating RCS P/r 1 ;(see LCO l

3.4.11). when the RCP is started

The thini LCO Note permits an orderly transition from MODE 5 to MODE )
4 during a planned bestup by permitting removal of SCS divisions from i

.

operation when at least one RCP is in operation. I

Operation in this MODE implies that components are OPERABLE, and an ;
OPERABLE RCS loop consists of a steam generator that can perfonn as a j
heat sink (i.e.. has an adequate water level), and is OPERABLE in
accordance with the steam generator tube surveillance program. RCPs are

.

OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and are able to provide
l flow if required. The SCS is OPERABLE when it is capable of providing
| forced flow for heat exchange.

(continud)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

|
j BASES

i
1 APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops filled, this LCO applies because it is possible to
i

remove decay best with the SCS but the steam generosors may be used sa as |'

alternate best sink.
>

}
Operation in other MODES is covered by LCOs 3.4.4 (MODES 1 and 2), - '

3.4.5 (MODE 3), 3.4.6 (MODE 4), 3.4.8 (MODE 5 - Loope Partially
i
! Filled), and 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 (MODE 6 - Refbalang).

.,

4 ACTIONS A.1 W A.2
* t

j
If only one required sneens of decay best removal is OPERABLE,

-

redundancy for heat removal is lost. The Required Action is to initiate
!

activit es to russore a =arand loop /divison to OPERABLE status and thei

action must be taken i==adianaly. As alternanve to restoring a second '

loop /divimon would be to initiate actices to ressore the weser level in the |
'

i
required steem generasors and the acnos must he takes i==adiasaly. Either
Requued Accan A.1 or A.2 will restore redundant decay best removal paths. |
Even though one loop /divimon is OPERABLE and in opershon, the
completion time emphasizes the importance of maintaining the availability of
two paths for heat removal. ''

.

!

!

i
B,1 and B.2

If both required loops /dmmoneare inoperable or mit in operanos, the actica
!; requires immedinae ==r===== of any operanon for boron reducteos and

{
1 requares acnon to immadameasy start restorenon of one OPERABIE

loooldivimongthe accan for restoranos does not apply to the condition for
;4

no loops in operanon when the exemption Note in the LCO is in force. The
{ .i==adiate completion time reflects the importance of maintaining operation
;

for decay heat removal. The action to restore must be continued until one
i loop /divimon is restored.
( ./
| #,m U g ej,.ca.ch, y rf'' * *D
1 g&N ,[4 w r< b d '- W ' W b

,

rn
my c6# ;

*f /
1

i
!

!
"

(continued)
i'
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

|
BASESJ

!
; SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1
: REQUIREMENTS
;

1
To ensure that the steam generators are svadable as a backup to the SCS, |

,

steam generosor water level is venfied every 12 hours when ths LCO
resparement is being met by use of the seems generasors. If both SCS,

] dmmons are OPERABLE, the survedlance is not needed. The 12-hour
interval has been shown by operahng prachos to be sufficient to regularly |1

| assess degradahon and verify opershoe withis safety analysis ammqwwma
;

$
) sci #*'I8'W "SR 3.4.7.2

.Lc c t ve1* *
j 1his seveRInce requires verificahon required -- - _- ?_ _ d.

': 4:'E%i m in operation every 12 hours to ensure forced flow is pamdang;
'

best reexaal. Verificahon of opershon includes flow rate and M
monitoring. The 12-hour interval has been shown by operating proches to D
be sufficient to regularly araens degradahoa and verify operation within safety:

4

3
analysis =====ipew==

}.i SR 3.4.7.3
|i

This surveillance requires verification that the required numhar of pumps are
OPERABLE ensures that additional puays can be placed in opernham, if

' needed, to maintes decay best removal and reactor coolant ic le!,ss.;

Verificahon is performed by verifying proper breaker aligr. ment and power
: ava:Imble to the regered punps. The Frequency of seven days is =P
| industry prachos and has been shown to be acceptable by operahng -'

exponence.

[ REFERENCES 1. 52 FR 3788, " Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors," USNRC,2/6/87.>

,

2 2. Genenc Latter 88-17, " Loss of Decay Heat Removal,' USNRC, -
.

10/17/88.
,

3. CESSAR-DC, Section 19.8, ' Shutdown Risk Am=======t".
|

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.4-35
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16.7.8 3.4.8 RCS IDOPS AND CIRCULATION - MODE 5, LOOPS NOT FifIEn

RCS Loops - MODE S. Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.8 RCS T - MODE 5. T - Not Fill =d

LCO 3.4.8 Two Shutdown Cooling (SCS) divisions shall be OPERABLE, and at least one
divison aball be in opennon.

'

NOPIE"

1. One SCS divimon amey be 1-;- - "- for up to 2 her.:s for survedisace amenag,
-

-

provuled tbs other SCS dmoon is OPERABG sad in operance. ,

2. N opersorg SCS pump may be degoerstand for up to 1S misuses to permat
shifting SCS pumps 3 Q

@(.6 3 - e '

%..to l > s o , 3. A Caeta====* Spray-Pvma be manually hM to meet the w
of an SCS pump.w9 '%

ifvfI L

i @n . g m w ~ .i> b , ,4L et.w. q u s u .- o,-- h . c. ... m ,

m a.e s du v. G s. w-
\ [9 a. M%.pm wtpnaLn t**"*-**/.% ruWILu n asuDE 3 wie RC5 loops not nues. -

.

ACTIONS j

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPETION TIME
l

A. One SCS divimon A.1 Initisse actos to restore f==. dine.sy ,

I
inoperable. divison to OPERABLE sestas.

c.u . . ,

BA SCS divisica B.1 Suspend all opershoes f==adiataly j

G y ERABLE. involving reduction in RCS
boron concentratico. i.

I91 '

M
No SCS divisica in !
operanca. B.2 Initiate action to ressore ces f===dian=1y

SCS division to OPERABLE
status and operanon.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.4-16 .

i.

l
-I

Annendment Q !

16.7-16 June 30,1993 ,
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16.8.3 3.5.3 SIS DIVISIONS - SHUTDOWN

SIS - Shutdown h
3.5.3

3.5 SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS) |

3.5.3 SIS - Shutdown

i

LCO 3.5.3 Two Safety Injection (SI) trains with c.no punp in each division shall be
KOPERABLE. |

,

!

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5. ]
"

MODE 6 when RCS level! ( [1 0*- 0*]
ACTIONS

,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLET10N TIME

A. Reqmrod $1 train not A.1 Restors at least two SI trains 1 bour |K
OPERABLE. to OPERABLE statua. I

i

! B. Raqmrod Action and B.1 Verify RCS temperasure 24 homs
'

assocused <210*F or cooldown as K-

i Completion Tuns not necesenry.* '

.
met.

.

i
.

!

|
1

, SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS '

!
s'

SURVF111 ANCE FREQUENCY ;i
!

| SR 3.5.3.1 Perforza the following surveillances for all equipment In accordance with r
i required to be OPERABLE. applicable SRs i

i
SR 3.5.2.1 SR 3.5.2.5 |.

'
SR 3.5.2.2 SR 3.5.2.6 +

) SR 3.5.2.3 SR 3.5.2.7 |SR 3.5.2.4

i
1

K l

*LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. |
|

|
t

I
,

k

!

!

SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-5

4

i
Amendment K i

16.8-5 October 30,1992 |<
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SIS - Shutdown
B 3.5.3

BASES
4

REFERENCES 4. NRC Memorandum R. L. Bayer to V. Stello, Jr., Recomm= dad
(continued) Interun Revimons to LCOs for ECCS Components, Dec.a.t.c 1,

1975.,

5. IE Informanon Notice No. 87-01, RHR Valve Misalignment Causes
Degradenon of ECCS in PWRa, January 6,1987.

Additional References

6. 10 CFR 50, A,Wir A, GDC 35 - Emergency Core Cooling
System.

:

7. 10 CFR 50, Appenda A GDC 36 fam of Esi;af Core
Cooling System.

}
8. 10 CFR 50, Appendu A, GDC 37 - Testing of Emergency Core

; Coolmg Systeen.
1

9. 10 CFR 50, A,Wir K - ECCS Evaluanon Models.
'

;

10. GL 85-16 High Boron F-trabons, August 23,1985.
1

11. GL 85-22, Potannat for I. css of Post-LOCA Recirculauca
Capetality Due to Insulation Debns Blockage.:

!

) 12. RO 1.1, Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core Cooling
; and Contammant Heat Removal Pumps, Rev. O, November,1980. -

13. BTP MTEB 6-1, pH for Es e.sy Coolant Water for PWRs.

14. NUREG-0869, Contamm=t Emergency Sump Performance,
October 1985.

7 %15. RG,12,-
.Mstems for%i.tional Testinfof Emergeiic'y' Core CoolingFiad Taler Reactors, Rev. 01, September 1980.;

[
|sd r d & cA- W *

cc s tu - ra c. s+c h li,84 .p

-

(continued)

SYSTEM 80+ B3.5 21
i

Amendment I
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16.8.4
3.5.4 IN-CONTAINMENT REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK ORWST)

In-contamment Refueling Water Storage Tank
3.5.4 j

3.5 SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS)
J

3.5.4 In-contmia-t Refueline Water Stornee Tank (IRWST) !

/
'LCO 3.5.4 The IRWST shall be OPERABLE.

.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4. and 5.

MODE 6 with RCS lev 120 A - 0 in]
Ev -

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
;
iA. IRWST borated A.1 Restore IRWST borated water 1 hour

water volume not volume to within limit. . .

within liant.

B. IRWST boron B.1 Restore IRWST to 8 hours
corr.antration not OPERABLE status. -

within limits.
!

QR

IRWST borated
water temperature
not within limits. I

l
C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours '

associated
Completion Time not AND
met.

hC.2 Be in MODE 5 or MODE 6. 36 hours

h* ** yeobe to 0- f
[,% t t*N t=' pp fe%) mgg,f

.&c gereS red c.a. WaY" Wd |n%

% 0er

SYSTEM 80+ 3.5 6

Amendment K
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16.12.4 3.9.4 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM (SCS) AND COOLAhT K

CIRCULATION - HIGH WATER LEVEL

,

SCS - High Water Level
3.9.4

3.9 REFUELINO OPERATIONS

J.9.4 Shutdown Cooline Svstem (SCS) and Coolant Circulation - Hieh Water Level K

i

LCO 3.9.4 Two SCS divisions shall be OPERABLE and at least one division shall be in |K I

operation. |
|

NOTE .
. -.

The required SCS division loop may be removed from operation for s one hour per |K
6 [[ hour penod, provided:

i

No operations are permitted that would cause dilution of the RCS borens.
iConcentration.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the water level 2 23 feet above top of the reactor vessel flange.
,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SCSloop A.1 Suspend operations involving Immediately |g
requirements not met. a reduction in reactor coolant ,

'

boron concentration.

M

A.2 Suspend operations involving Immediately
an increase in reactor decay
beat load.

&
KA.3 Initiate actions to satisfy SCS Immediately

loop requirements.-

LAS.Tkn s.

SYSTEM 80 3.9-6

Amendment K
16.12-6 October 30,1992
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g = e.M CeehntCir:.hth: High Wator. 3

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.

A.4 Verify that at least Prior to boiling
i one operable channel in the reactor

to monitor contain- coolant system i

: ment pressure, ten-
perature, hydrogen'

concentration and
high range radiation.*

g4

A.5 Isolate all'

,

containment- ,

i

A penetration flow Prior to boiling

g paths by use of at in the reactor.

least one closed and coolant system
Igt deactivated automatic

:.) valve, closed manual
' valve, or blind

flange capable of .

sealing against
containseptdesign
pressure.

'

ale

A.6 Close at least one of Prior to boiling
eachcontainagntair in the reactor

'

lock (s) door. coolant system

!

A.7 Equipment Hatch and Prior to boiling

temporary penetra- in the reactor
tions shall be in coolant system ,

place and capable of
withstanding full
containment pressure.

'An operable isolation valve does not have to comply with Appendix J Criteria.
|

2The containment air lock interlock does not have to be operable.
.

!

:

i

;

|

MODEL STS for CE Plants
Attachment 3 to GL-92-XX

|

. ,

m
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SCS - High Water Level ;
'

3.9.4

SURVEII. LANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify one SCS division operanng and circulaung reactor 12 hours |
coolant.A

--

_

insuf ..f rM fp

.

..

1

SYSTEM 80+ 3.9 7

Ammidment K
16.12-7 October 30,1992
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A-G;; nd Coui nu Cirsui.tien-High Water Level'

..
, 3.9.4'

. . .

4

;

4
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

,

j SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

:

. SR 3.3.,.4 ...;T, ::: ?90 +nia 4- 4- epe ti:: ec,4 , I-: Lo. . "
D"re htia; . eector cool.. i et a fle., . ewi c

cani _ ,
4

, _
s. r- -- . .. ,.

--

SR 3.9.4.2 Perform required visual examinations to 12 hours
verfity operability of containment and iso-'

Nlation of containment penetrations. Leak-j .

age testing is not required.i

/
i

_- j
e x

<

3
1

i

'

; JuStET 'Sp

i
IN

f

?

i
1

1

J

|

!

i
i
!
!
.

3

4

i

J

.

i

4

4

;
4

4

:!

MODEL STS for CE Plants
Attachment 3 to GL-92-XX
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SCS - High Water Level |
B 3.9.4

BASES

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 5.4.7, Shutdown Cooling System.

I
2. CESSAR-DC Chaptx 15, Accident Analysis.

[ Rmew leer Steam endor Owner
Groups' Application of the Co====e's Interim Policy Statement '

Criteria to Standard Technical Specifications,' transmitted by
Thomas E. Murley (NRC) letter to Joseph K. Gasper (CEOG) dated s

.l
~

May 9. _
_

4. 52 FR 3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement, on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February
6, 1987.

4

gy eux <mWL"
|

4 pJd r d"W 0"
|

f Cf SS
,

.

SYSTEM 80+ B3.9-16

Amendment O
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16A.12.4 B 3.9.4 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM AND COOLANT |
CIRCULATION - HIGH WATER LEVEL

SCS - High Water level |
B 3.9.4

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.4 Shutdown Cooline Sv=*= and M-* Circa1=*ia= - Hieh Water Imel
|

BASES,

BACKGROUND The two main purposes of the Shutdows Cooling System (SCS) are to |
remove doesy hast and assaible heat from the Reactor Coolant Systems (RCS)
when RCS pressure and esaperature are below appronunately 350 psig and
350*P, respectively (Ref.1), and provule sufficient coolant clim to '
==inum the effects of a bores ddution acculent and prevent boren
strati 5canos. Heat is transferred from the RCS by e.ic.heiss reactor coolant
threaga .he SCS where the heat is transferred to the ea paaaa' Cooling

i
Water (CCW) System via the SCS heet exchangers. j
in the decay heat removal mode of operation, each loop of the SCS takes
suction from one of the RCS hot legs. Flow from the SCS pumps is
discharged through its respective heat exchanger or bypass, and is returned
to the RCS via the RCS cold legs. '!his anungement provulas two redundant '

i

SCS loops. Operation of the SCS for sonnel cooldown or decay heat |
removal is manually accomplished from the control roosn.

|

APPLICABLE
With the plant in MODE 6, the SCS is not required to mitigate any |

p5" , ANALYSES events or accidents evaluated in the safety analyses (Ref. 2). The NRC
g (,, Intene Policy Statement ' as ^" es.- eM in MODE 6 he r=e sw tag%W ;

ped Y
Tp N *p=~ae==f one (the =lar*== criteria of the laterim Policy '

Statement were satis 5ed; however, it is the Commi== ions's policy that
liran- retain in their Technical Specincations systems which opersting
experience and pr* Fit =*i> risk =-' have generally shown to be

t y (Ref.

LCO Only one SCS loop is requund for decay best removal in MODE 6 with
water level :t 23 feet above the top of the reactor vessel flange. Only one
SCS loop is required because the volume of water above the reactor vessel
flange provides backup decay heat capability. At least one SCS loop must
be OPERABLE and in operation to:

1

(continued)
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If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below 200*F,
boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This could lead to
inadequa+.e cooling of the reactor fuel due to the resulting loss
of coolant in the reactor vessel. Additionally, boiling of the !

reactor coolant could lead to a reduction in boron concentration
in the ecolant due to the boron plating out on components near
the areas of the boiling activity, and because of tite possible.

addition of water to the reactor vessel with a lower boron
concentration than is required to keep the reactor suberitical.
The loss of reactor coolant and the reduction of the boron
concentration in the coolant would eventually challenge the
integrity of the fuel cladding. Two divisions of SCS system are,
required to be OPERABLE. and one division is required to be in
operation in MODE 6 with the water level < 23 ft above thei

| vessel flange, to prevent this challenge.
i

SCS-Low water level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

-

I

!

|

|

1

l

i

.
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SCS - High Water Level |;

; B 3.9.4
;e
j BASES

i
LCO a. Provide for decay best removal.

j| (continued)
j b. Provide auxing of borated coolant to minimim the possibility of a
; criticality, and
.'

Provide indication of everage reactor coolant tesqmrature.C.
4 JCC
2

An OPERABLE loop ocasists of am Mpmaph.._?.x ,--' 2_.bU"

i|
|

_ a _ _.__..._n -

; y . . _ _ _ < _ ..
,

!

ne requireinants of this LCO are derived prunerily from experience with4

decay host removal in shutdown modse of operanca. The principal purpose i

of this specification is to assure the capability to remove decay heat and to I,

control RCS temperature and chemistry.

. De LCO is modified by a Noes which allows operenns SCS loop to be |
| removed from servios for up to ces hour per penod provided no'

operation that would casse ddution of abe RCS boros concentration is in -
; prognes. This pernute opershoes such as core mapping or alterations in the

vicinity of the reactor vessel hot leg sozzles and RCS-to-SCS isolation valve |4

| testing. During this one hour penod, demy best is removed by natural
j convection to the lasse mass of water in the refuehag cavity.

:
4

APPLICASILITY One SCS loop must be OPERABLE and la opernhas la MODE 6 with the,

| water level 223 feet above the top of the reactor vessel flange to provide
,

; decay heat removal. The 23 foot value was selected because it corresponds
to the 23 foot reqmrement established for fbel movement established by LCO,

j 3.9.6. Reqmrements for the SCS in other MODES are covered by LCOs in
| Chapter 3.4, Reactor Coolant System.

! SCS loop reqmrements in MODE 6 when water level is < 23 feet are
j located in LCO 3.9.S. SCS - Imv Water Level.
!
: SCS loop requirements in Reduced RCS Inventory are addressed in LCO

3.10.4, Reduced RCS Inventory - Heat Removal.

a

!
;

.

{ continued)
>

j SYSTEM 80+ B 3.9 14
.

Amendment O
16A.12-Id May 1,19931
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a neas excnancer, valve, paping, instrumen ts, and controls to ensure an
OPERABLE flow cath and to determine the low end temperature.
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; SCS - High Water Inval |
i B 3.9.4 |

i

BASE?!

ACTIONS
SCS loop requussannes are est by himag one SCS loop OPERABLE and in |
operation except as pennitted in the noes to the LCO. 3

i

iM

We SCS :oop requiremsnm not met, there wm be no forced circulados no |
provide saising to emblie undorm baron econsetrations. Painand bores
ocementratsaus can occur by the addition of woest with lower bosom
conomtranca than that contained la the RCS. Derefore, aceions whick

|
reduce baron conosotranct shall be unspended i==nadinanny,

M

ve SCS loop squimesets not met, endoms shnu be teks immedisasty no |
suspend operances involving an increase in rencsor decay best load. We no

,

ranad cuculanca coohag, doesy hast amoval from the one occurs by
man ==1 convecnon so the heat sink pamded by the waner abm the core. A

-- men hne wear imi of 23 seat above em neceor venet aanse
pamdes an adequate available best sink. Suspendag any operation which
would inesses decay best loed, sock as nomhng a Amt asmaddy, is a ymdsat

- acnon under this condition.

ga inSuf E M
im&L

v4 SCS o ,,ogare se .ot m., be ash.a a.d -.-a ao
-

sansfy the SCS loop regaromanas. vd the unit in MODE 6 and she,
,,g ,1;,k " _;jt 4, - - -

-

flange, S:: "^ l. ' -
. % uttm h : - - _.

g ;wiM ew
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1 P' # j
REQUIREMENTS # D

This survedlance ven8es that the SCS loop is operanag and circulating |
meetor coolset. m now rise is aseannised by en now rate necessary to
provide suf5cient decay best removal capability and to prevent thennst and
boros stratificanos in the core. De frequency of 12 hours is sufEcient-
ca==daring the flow, tempermeurs, pump ocatrol, and alarm indications
available to the operator to monitor the SCS in the control room. His
frequency ensures that SCS loop opetetion and flow is checked at adequate-
intervals.

(continued)

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.9-15

Aenendsnent O
16A.12-15 May 1,1993
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.O Z rd Ceelbt C9ea4+%-High Water Level
B 3.9.4.

-

.

BASES

+ . -

If SDC loop requirements are not met, verify that at least
t6 one operable channel to monitor containment pressure,
P temperature, hydrogen concentration, and high-range

4g4 radiation must be accomplished prior to boiling in the RCS.

The Completion Time of prior to boiling in the RCS is
reasonable, based on the time it takes to verify channel
operability and the low probability of coolant boiling in
the time period it takes to verify channel operability.

>

M1
If SDC loop requirements are not met, all containment
penetrations providing direct access from the containment _

atmosphere to the outside atmosphere must be closed "hh"
' h;.r; prior to boiling in the RCS. With the SDC loop2

requirements not met, the potential exists for the coolant
to boil and release radioactive gas to the containment
atmosphere. Closing containment penetrations that are open
to the outside atmosphere ensures dose limits are not
exceeded.

TheCompletionTimeofkh=:priortoboilingis
reasonable, based on the time it takes to close containment
and the low probability of the coolant boiling in that time
period of closure.

bd
If SDC loop requirements are not met, close at least one
door of each containment air lock prior to boiling in the
RCS. With the SDC loop requirements not met, the potential.
exists for coolant to boil 2nd release radioactive gas to
the containment atmosphere.

The Completion Time of prior to boiling is reasonable, based
on the time it takes to close a containment air lock and the
low probability of the coolant boiling in that time period
of closure.

b.J

If the SDC loop requirements are not met, the equipment
hatch and temporary penetration covers shall be in place to
withstand full containment pressure prior to boiling in the
RCS. With the SDC loop requirement not met, there exists

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.9-4 Rev. O Complete 9/16/93
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:

% BASES
.

!

the potential for the coolant to boil and release

49g, S. radioactive gas to the containment atmosphere. Having the
Equipment Hatch and temporary penetrations citand and

p. - capable of withstanding full containment pressure ensures
that dose limits are not exceeded.

The completion Ties of prior to boiling is reasonable, based
on the time it takes to close the equipment hatch and
temporary penetrations and the low probability that coolant
will boil in that time period of closure. |

)

'
SURVEILLANCE Sh 1 'O
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that the SDC loop is in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate i ~

determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient ,\decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and
boron stratification in the core. The Frequency of 12 hours )
is sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump |
control, and alars indications available to the operator in
the <:ontrol room for monitoring the SDC System.

SR 3.9 .2
4 -

This Surveillance demonstrates that the containment is
closed and capable of retaining any potential radioactive
gases from RCS boiling to ensure that dose limits are not
exceeded. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient for
visual examination of containment and penetrations based on
operational experience.

ACTIONS
i
1

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section [ ).

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.9-5 Rev. O Complete 9/16/93
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i 16.12.5 3.9.5 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM (SCS) AND COOLANT
i CIRCULATION - LOW WATER LEVEL

SCS - Low Weser I.svel
3.9.5

>

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS-

i

1
_

3.9.5 Sh-*'-w Cooline Sv = (scs) and Coo 1==e Cire t eia Low water Imelr'

1

4 LCO 3.9.5 Two SCS division shall be OPERABLE, and one SCS division aball be in operauon. ;

i

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the weser level < 23 feet above the top of the reactor vessel
2

i flange.
4

3
t

ACTIONS<

,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One SCS divimos A.1.1 Initisse achoes to restore the . femad a ly |i

,

1 inoperable with the inoperable loop to
J

other SCS division OPERABLE stasus.
'

operaung. ,
,

4 91

i A.1.2 Initiate schoes to estabbsh i== dianaly
! 2: 23 feet of water above the
' reactor venal finnse.

g
!

; A.2 Establish alternate decay b at 7 days

|
removal capabilities.

1

i B. No SCS division in B.1 Suspeed opershoes invol' ring f==a&analy
8

; operation or a reduchon in reactor coc.mt

OPERABLE. boron -trabon.'

1

I M
i

i B.2.1 Initiate actions to restore one I===dina=ly
i SCS division to OPERABLE

status and opershoa.

911

(continued)J

:
;

3.9-8
j SYSTEM 80+

iAmendment Q
16.12-8 June 30,1993.

4
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SCS - Low Water Level
3.9.S

| ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) B.2.2 Initiate actions to establish Immediately |K
a: 23 feet of water above the
reactor vessel flange.

AND

B.3 Initiate action to implement Immediately |K
alternate decay best removal.

D # AM
,

| fW fY
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

|K| SR 3.9.S.1 Verifyipne SCS division operstmg and cisculating reactor 12 hours
l coolant \. ,

~

| -

fpge1t T $(r K

|

Y Scat gk)ACiswJ MC- O Sk
% m . ' . -

5YSTEM 80+ 3.9-9

Amendment K
16.12-9 October 30,1992

i
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u. ...w..-Low Water Level- s ..-...6
. 3.9.5*

- .,

1

'

ACTIONS
?

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

M B.4 Verify that at least Prior to boiling
j B. (continued) one operable channel in the reactor

to monitor contain- coolant system
j

ment pressure, tem-
!

} perature, hydrogen
,

: concentration and

| g high range radiation.

st M| y
l B.5 Isolate all contain- Prior to boiling
i ment penetration flow in the reactor |

| paths by use of at coolant system i

least one closed and t

deactivated automatic |
~

.

'

|

valve, closed manual'

valve, or blind -

!

i
flange capable of
sealing against con-
tainsyntdesignpres-
sure.

M -

B.6 Close and lock at Prior to boiling |

1 east one door of in the reactor
| eachcoptainmentair coolant system

lock (s)

M
B.7 Equipment Hatch and Prior to boiling

- temporary penetra- in the reactor
tions shall be in coolant system
place and capable of
withstanding full
containment pressure.

i
'

'An operable isolation valve does not have to comply with Appendix J Criteria.

zThe containment air lock interlock does not have to be operable.

MODEL STS for CE Plants
Attachment 3 to GL-92-XX

_..__-- - __ _ -.
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3.9.5' '

,,

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

[9 ?_a_5.3 n7;fy ;g t gg; tyg3,r ;, g ,gg 43 ggy 3_. --

-

,

sut train i,s n. vy. ... r-

SR 3.9.5.2 Perform required visual examination to ver- 12 hours
ify operability of containment and isola-
tion of Containmant Penetrations. Leakage
rate testing is not required.

._

pSt&T h
u

'

i

. .

!

>

I.

MODEL STS for CE Plants
Attachment 3 to GL-92-XX

l
i
|
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16A.12.5 B 3.9.5 SHUIDOWN COOLING SYSTEM AND COOLANT | l
CIRCULATION - LOW WATER LEVEL |

1,

SCS - Low Water Level |
] B 3.9.5

B 3.9 REFUELINO OPERATIONS
.

B 3.9.5 $hytdown Cooline System (SCS) and Coolant Circulation - Low Water 12 vel
|

BASES
i

BACKGROUND The Background section for Bases B 3.9.4 is applicable to this Bases. |
|

i
r

l APPLICABLE With the plant in MODE 6, the SCS is not requared to mitigate any |
;

SAF SES events or accidents evaluated in the safety analyses (Ref. 2). The NRC'
l,

AW Interim Poliev Se='a-t requires that the SCS in MODE 6 be retained in the {.

W- Technical SpecificationsT!fone of the selection cntena or me Interun Polich'''

, #f % were sanatied; however, it is the Cummissions's policy that
'

i

UM licaa- retain in their Technical Specifications systems whach operating /o

i e experience and probabilistic risk a-maan have generally shown to be
'

(important to public health and safety (Ref. 3).

.

LCO Only one SCS loop is required for decay best removal in MODE 6 with2

; water level < 23 feet above the top of the reactor vessel flange. To increase
4

reliability, both SCS loops must be OPERABLE. Additionally, one loop of
SCS must be in operation in order to:

a. provide for decay beat removal,

b. provida mixing of borated coolant to minimias the possibility of a,

| criticality, and
r

c. provide indication of average reactor coolant temperature. W' " ' "

i cc.s A M5~ !

| An OPERABLE loop consists of an available pump " a r-^ " 4g |0- +7- - M . m! - "*y '~ *W '6; alaa+ r=ha- Wy |7
LW 'The requirements of this LCO are derived primarily from experience with |

] decay heat removal in shutdown modes of operation. The principal purpose v!
of this specification is to assure the capability to remove decay heat and to )
control RCS, temperature, and chemistry with low water level. |

|

.

i

I

(contmuod) !
4 |

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.9-17 !
|

i

Amendment O l

16A.12-17 May 1,1993 !
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|
SCS - Ian Water level |

B 3.9.5
4
,

|

1 BASES
:

} APPLICABILITY Two SCS loops are required to be OPERABLE and one SCS loop must be
in operation in MODE 6 with the water < 23 feet above the top of tbs
reactor vessel flange to provide decay hert removal. Requirements for the

;

1 SCS in other MODES are covered by LCOs in Chapter 3.4, Reactor Coolant
'
,

System. MODE 6 requirements with water level 2 23 feet above the reactor
vessel flange are covered in LCO 3.9.4, SCS - High Water level.

:

4

f ACTIONS A.1.1 and A. I .2
;

5 With one SCS toop inoperable and the other SCS loop operating, actions aball |
be taken and continue until the SCS loop is restored to OPERABLE status or

,

to establish k 23 feet of water level is estabhabed above the reactor vessel<
.

flange where the Applicability will change to that of LCO 3.9.4 and only one
SCS loop is required OPERABLE and in operation. With tbs unit in MODE

1 6, i==adiana corrective actions must be taken. |
:

i

1 Ai2 :

_! Alternate decay best removal capabilities shall be ==tahlinhad o provide at !

j backup method of decay beat removal in the event one of the OPERABLE ,

1
SCS loops becomes inoperable. Alternaw decay best removal ==ehada are

j available to the operators for review and ;.w'-- '- in the unit Abnortnali
Procedures. His capability may be established by aligning other pumps and ,j *

I systems, such as contammant spray pumps and best exchanger or the
I charging pump through the CVCS, to provide reactor coolant circulation. A

j Completion Tune of seven days limits the time a backup beat sink is not |
'

available. His is based on the reliability of an operating SCS loop and has
been shown to be acceptable through operating experience. j

s

i 1

- El
I

j With no SCS loop in operation, there will be no forced circulation to provide )

i mixing to establish uniform boron concentrations. Reduced boron

j concentrations can occur by the addition of water with lower boron
concentration than that contained in the RCS. Herefore, actions which

4

reduce boron concentration shall be suspended immediately.

!,

,

(contmuod)
,

$ SYSTEM 80+ B 3.918
!

Amendment Qi

16A.1218 June 30,1993
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SCS - Low Water Imel

B 3.9.S

'

HAEES

ACTIONS B.2.1 and B.2.2
(continued)

With no SCS loop in operation or with both SCS loops inoperable, actions
shall be initiated immedianaly and continued without interruptica to restore
one SCS loop to OPERABLE status and operation. As the unit is in
Conditions A and B concurrently, the restorance of two OPERABLE SCS -
loops and one operstag SCS loop should be - - " ' ' as quickly as
possible. With at leut one SCS loop MM level een be raised
a: 23 feet above the reactor vessel flange whenWappbcabdity will change
to that of LCO 3.9.4 and only one SCS loop is required. ;

BJ. -

kg With no SCS loop in operstaos or both SCS loops inoperable, actions abeR

be initiated immediately to impleaset alternate decay best reasoval as | i

[ specified in plant pr-- ' Decay best removal may be =a " ' by-

m. .

ff use of tbs contamnet spray pumps and heat exchangers or the chargas !

V pumps through the CVCS with considerasson for the boros cane ==*estion.
The method used to remove decay heat abould be the amoet prudent and safe .

'

Ichoice based upon plant conditions. The chosos could be different if the
reactor vessel head is in place then if the reactor vessel head is removed. |
=

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.1

REQUIREMENTS
This surveillanos verifies that the SCS loop is operating and circulating
reactor coolant. The flow sete is determined by the flow rate necessary to ,

provule sufficient decay best removal and to prevent thermal and boron
'

stratification in the core.

In addition, during operation of the SCS loop with the water level in the
vicinity of the reactor vessel nozzles, the SCS loop flow rate determination ,

'

must also consider the SCS pump suction requirements. The frequency of
12 hours is sufficient considering the flow, temperature, pump control, and
alarm indications available to the operator to monitor the SCS system in the
control room. This frequency ensures that flow is checked and temperature
monitored at adequate intervals.

p sener f I

(continued)

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.9-19 |

Amendment Q,

! 16A.1219 June 30,1993
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JI BASES (continued)

o,V
_

aun.

If : SDC 1::; i: in :;;r:ti: , :11 :::t:i :::t ;;;;tr:ti:r.:
___..,2,..,, ..... ...... ...

.... ..... ,____. ..____<___ ..,___ .m. ___.2,___. ._____ . ... . . - . . . . . - . , . . . .
r........ .

th: ::t:<d: :' ::;h:r: :::t b; :1 ::d withi: ' h: r:. "ith

3yr the 500 1;;; r:;;ir. ::t: :t ::t, th: ;;t::ti:1 ::tst: f:r
7 th: :::1:r.t t: 5:i1 ::d r:1:::: r:di:::th': ;;; t; th:

II :::t:in:::t :t:::;h:r . Cl::in; :::t:in ::t ;;;;tr:tione
8)5gjL th:t :r: ;;; t; th: ;;t:id :t ::;h:r: :::;r:: th:t d::: .

I

li it: :r: ::t :::::d:d.
<
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._..
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^) u .

If the required SDC loops are not OPERABLE or no SDC loops
are in operation, verify that at least one operable channel
to monitor containment pressure, temperature, hydrogen
concentration and high range radiation must be accomplished .

Prior to boiling in the RCS.

The Completion Time of prior to boiling in the RCS is ,

reasonable, based on the time it takes to verify channel -

|

operability and the low probability of coolant boiling in
the time it takes to verify channel operability.

M
If the required SDC loops are inoperable or no SDC loops are
in operation, then all containment penetrations providing
direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside
atmosphere must be closed within 8 hours. With the $0C loop
requirements not met, the potential exists for the coolant
to boil and release radioactive gas to the containment

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.9-5 Rev. 0 Complete 9/16/93
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SDC and Ccolant Circulation-Low Water Level~

.. B 3.9.5.

-

"
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i- BASES (continued)

|
! atmosphere. Closing containment penetrations that are open
i

to the outside atmosphere ensures dose limits are not
; exceeded.
I

The completion Time of prior to boiling in the RCS is based; ,

on the time it takes to close containment and the low
,

probability of the coolant boiling in that time period of |
,

closure.

Li
If the required 50C loops are inoperable or no 50C loops are
in operation, close and lock the containment air lock (s)
doors prior to boiling in the RCS. With the 50C loop
requirements not met, the potential exists for coolant to
boil and release radioactive gas to the containment
atmosphere. A relaxation to this Required Action states
that the containment air lock interlock does not have to be
OPERABLE in closing and locking the containment air lock (s)
doors.

The Completion Time of prior to boiling in the RCS is based
on the time required to close ~and lock the containment air
lock (s) doors and the low probability that the boiling in
the RC5 will occur in that time period of closure.

,

LI
If the required 50C loops are inoperable or no 50C loops are
in operation, the Equipment Hatch and temporary penetration
covers shall be in place to withstand full containment
pressure prior to boiling in the RCS. With the 50C loop
requirement not met, there exists the potential for the

-

coolant to boil and release radioactive gas to the
containment atmosphere. Having the Equipment Hatch and
temporary penetrations closed and capable-of withstanding
full containment pressure ensures that dose limits are not
exceeded.

The Completion Time of prior to boiling in the RCS is based
on the time it takes to close the equipment hatch and
temporary penetrations and the low probability that boiling
will occur in that period of closure.

CEOG STS B 3.9-6 Rev. O Complete 9/16/93
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BASES (continued),
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SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.9.6.1
This Surveillance demonstrates that one SDC loop is inThe flow rate isREQUIREMENTS

operation and circulating reactor coolant.determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
;

decay heat removal capability and to prevent themal and.
^

In addition, duringi

boron stratification in the core.operation of the SDC loop with the water level in the? tion
vicinity of the reactor vessel nozzles, the SDC pump suc

i

The Frequency of 12 hours isi l j
requirements must be met.sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump contro ,| ,

and alam indications available to the operator for
i

the control room. |!
monitoring the SDC System i I

'

3.'9. 2

This surveillance demonstrates that the containment is| '9

closed and capable of retaining any potential radioactivegases from RCS boiling to ensure that dose limits are not
i
4

f
The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient for! IrJS p T-

visual examination of containment and penetrations based on.
exceeded.:

,

| operational experience.
1

1

}: FSAR,Section[5.5.7].
_

,

REFERENCES
1.

. - -

__

, _

|

|
=

l
i

:
i '

i

|
,

: 1
'

!
i

i

i

:
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SCS - Low Water I.evel |
B 3.9.5

i
BASES

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Secuan 5.4.7, Shutdows Coolag System.

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15, Acadset Analysis.

D |v "

/3. "NRC Staff Revww of Nuclear Steam Supply Vendor Owners } |

Groups' Apphcanon of the ca=====aa's Interim Policy Se=*===ne '

Criteria to Standard Technical Specifications," transmitted by
"nomas E. Marley(NRC) lesser toJoseph K. Gasper (CEOG) datai

,

a9 88. If ,

4. 52 FR 3ess, NRC Interim Policy S'=8a==at, on Techucal
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors. February -

,

w['

f N
3d4c Eis IL- 4d''
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SYSTEM 80+ B3.9-16 |
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Amendment O
16A.12-20 May 1,1993 i
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16.13.3 3.10.3 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS - VENT PATHS

Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - Vent Paths
3.10.3

|

'

3.10 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS

3.10.3 Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - Vent Paths

_. K
LCO 3.10.3 A RCS Vent Path of 2:[ Pressurizer Manway Removal) is estabitsbed and maintained.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY

AND

MODE 6 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY WITH RX VESSEL HEAD IN
PLACE *

,

ACTIONS
''

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETIO 4 TIME -
.

A. RCS Vent Path Isolated A.1 Initiate action to restore Vent [Immediately|
Path.

!

M

A.2 Complete restoration of vent g u ,g ,'
path.

M

A.3 Monitor RCS temperature, level [ Hourly]
and SCS performance.

B. Required Action and B.1 Restore RCS Level to guis ',
completion time not >[EL - 117'0*]
met.

One - we head bolts tensioned.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.10-5

Amendment K
16.13-5 October 30,1992
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Reduced RCS Inventory Opernemas - Vent Paths

3.10.3 'I

|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS - |
|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |

SR 3.10.3.1 Verify Pressunser Manway is removed and unobstructed [12 hours) ,

;
.

or an equivalent vent path is establiM-
)

l
i

4
s

k

'

K |

t

SYSTEM 80+ 3.10 4

Amendment K
16.13-6 October 30,1992
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16A.13.3 B 3.10.3 REDUCED RCS INVESTORY OPERATIONS - VENT PATHS i

|

Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - Vent Paths
I

B 3.10.3

B 3.10 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS |

B 3.10.3 BM RCS Iny-*a v Ooer-daa - Vent Pa+he |

~

BASES

BACKGROUND The reqmroment for a sufficient RCS vest path to be established dunng
reduced RCS inventory operations pr Neots the presounzation of the RCS
winch would be anticipated upon inadequate DHR capability. This
pronounzatico of the RCS could lead to SG nozzle dam failure and a potential
loss of reactor coolant. .

When the pronounaer manway is opened to the cone ===-e arnia phare, it ;

ph sufficient venting capacity to prevent core uncovery due solely to
pruunzation of the hot side resulting from boiling in the core coolant.

a

APPLICABLE Du:ing reduced RCS inventory opersanoen analyses were perfonned, '

SAFETY Reference 1, and have indicated that with the pronounaar manway opened and
ANAI:,YSIS reheving to abe presounaer cubicle, RCS boding at :=har=1 RCS inventory '

conditions will not cause a presounantion of the RCS that would exceed the
SG nozzle das design pressure of 40 peig.

,

LCO The LCO 3.10.3 requires that during reduced RCS inventory operations a
vent path of k [Pressuriser Manway Removal] is ==rahh=h-I and ===iar===ari ,

prior to and during reduced RCS inventory conditions. |e

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 5 with reduced RCS inventory and MODE
6 reduced RCS inventory with the reactor vessel head in place and at least
one reactor vessel stud tensioned.

When the reactor vessel head is removed, a sufficient vent path is established

to prevent pressurization of the RCS and therefore does not apply during this
condition. |

|
i

(contmuod)

fSYSTEM 80+ B 3.10-13

Amendment Q
16A.13-13 June 30,1993
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Reduced RCS Invenwy operations - Vent Paths
B 3.10.3

BASES

ACTIONS A.I. A.2 and A.3

bui=** action shall take place to restore the RCS vent path used for
reduced inventory operations should it be discovered to be inoperable /
isolated.

7

pri' A time of [6 hours] is provided to allow for vent path restorataan,

period of time that the vent path is inoperable, reduced RCS
inventory instrumentation such as RCS temperature, RCS level and SCS
performance shall be monitored hourly by the control room operator in order
to detect a trend leading to the Ice of DHR. '

Rd .

h AG^~J '" b M to a level > reduced inventory elevation of
[117'-0*] wi [6 hours] any of the allowed Completion Tunes
mentioned above M allotted time penod. [6 hours) is considered
r====ahle time to secure RCS openmas and restore RCS level.

SURVETI_1_ANCE SR 3.10.3.1 j

REQUIREMENTS |

Once the vent path is initially established it shall be verified established and ;
unobstructed once per shift [12 hours] by operaung personnel. Once per shift
is considered a reasonable time interval for operating personnel to perform
this verification.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC. Appendix 19.8A, Shutdown Risk Evaluation Report,
Section 2.3.3.3.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.10-14

Amendment O

,
16A.13-14 May 1,1993
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REDUCED IXYENTORY OPERATIONAL GUIDENCE

1.9 GNEcffTR

Appendix 3 providna guidance to develop reduced inventory |,

operating guidelines'and procedures. It contains information
provided by the plant designer based on analysis and review of
reduoed inventory operations.

s.e zzzrzag, counterans
. \

a .1. The earliest tino to ontor reduced inventory operation is 4 !
days for ebutdown free full povor. !

28 The reactor is suboritioel, (E,a < .99] for grooter than (96
hrw).

>

2.3 ncs core sait temperature (< 150*F]. .

,

34 RCS level 7 11. [117'-0*]. |
i

3.5 Technical specification surveillance requirements for redeced '

inventory are met.
i..

3.s Maintenance activities are not being performed on tne shutdown
;

cooling system or the operable containment spray pump. |f
3.0 FRECADEM -

;

3.1 Reduced inventory operations duration should be minimised to |
reduos risk of core uncovery due to the loss of decay heat
removal. !

j
i

3.3 Perturbations affecting RCK level should be minimized during '

reduced inventory comrations to sinimise the possibility of
loss of decay heat resoval capabilities.

~

3.s Isolation (closure of a containment isolation valve) in the
non-operating Acs loop can reduce the possibility ot' an |
inadvertent draindown to the RCS.

3.4 operations directly affecting the reactor vessel pressure
bad =7, i.e. In-corn Tnatruoentation Seal Table evolutions,
shall be prohibited during mid-loop operations.

4.0 oWER1220EkL GUIDENCm

4.1 verify Rcs vent path established per Technical specification, i ;
.; (3 10.3).

|
i

v- M.

''Epl H
{ch,

2 'q wrJ |s 7 Amendment Q j

g June 30, 199 d
M int N b "

NM5g f ~t%.
-

-
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l/ I e 8,

4 g /A g ;ju,i
e s is . - % o ,.rWW1 yswt 0*b*S

\

/ '8** Tebte 3J.1-1 (most 1 of 3)

w w& "b.h** t ''hI

4 ~

iw & MA O , Y S*
,

8 - N.Acfts PMpfECTIN STSTM IMImsERTATIdB - Irm& TIMv

..

J d'' ? j }W W '4a APPLIcasLE suses
h e OFMR WBCIFIS BMWILLAEEi

RmCTim EEueITim Walle ALlameLE 1RLAE !

ItY* |
'

/ 1. Verlebte Overpower - ulsh 1,2 sR 3.3.1.1 5 (112.731 RTP - dpr$.11 j
! WW m 3.3.1.4

" st 3.3.1.5
i W jks ".!:!:li
d, hN hg a 3.3.1.9* gg4 tar 3.3.1.103,

; A. .
BR 3.3.1.11

; g BR 3.3.1.15s

2. Loserithmic Power Lowl - Nish"'? 2 m 3.3.1.1 s (0.0183X RTP '
,

*

I at 3.3.1.4
| k /Z, a 3.3.1.8

tat 3.3.1.103
. ,{ at 3.3.1.11

y m 3.3.1.14t
a 3.3.1.15de 0 3. Pr minor Pressure - Nish 1,2 m 3.3.1.1 s (237D pela) Igj pas /' N "

-

- b ,

at 3.3.1.8 q @ kfdst 3.3.1.4' Wj, g
dlJte# tm 3.3.1.103"

<

Ga F sR 3.3.1.11
st 3.3.1.15

< ,# 4. P uriser Pressure - Lew 1,2 a 3.3.1.1 Trip t [1325 pefa) - - /P A
,

,
*

'M m 3.3.1.4 Trip operettre eyg[>

st 3.3.1.8 Sypeos teamwet t#
g, p.Ie( tsR 3.3.1.10) (500 asia 3i jJ A p a 3.3.1.11 Step s (400 pale]

& sm 3.3.1.14 Floor t (300 pela)g$, st 3.3.1.15
* f. 5. containment Pressure - Nish 1,2 m 3.3.1.1 s (2.73 pois

-

st 3.3.1.4
m 3.3.1.8

4

tm 3.3.1.103
at 3.3.1.11 !

Steen Generator #1 Pressure - 1,2 at 3.3.1.1 2 1843 petal <

4 //7
N.'Lew** SR 3.3.1.4

at 3.3.1.8
tot 3.3.1.103 ,

4

m 3.3.1.11
m 3.3.1.15

7. Steen Generator 82 Pressure - 1,2 at 3.3.1.1 t IS43 pale)'
Lew*8 at 3.3.1.4

at 3.3.1.8
| tar 3.3.1.103
' 2 3.3.1.11

R 3.3.1.15
I

(Continued) !
(a) Trip may be bypassed een THERMAL POWER Is > (1E-43% RTP. Operatfre bypass shall be automatically remond

when THERMAL POWER is s 11E-431 STP.
Ltc 3.4.17, "RCs Loops - Test Exceptions.* Trip may be annuelty bypassed daring physics teetteg pursuant to

(b) The steen Generator Pressure - Low trip setpoint usy be manustly decreased as steen senerator pressure is
re&Jced, provided the marsin between steen senerator pressure end the setpoint is amintained et 5 200 pol.
The setpoint shall be increased outematicetty es steen generator pressure is increased.

SYSEM 80+ 3.3-7
16.3 Tech Spec

Amad= mar U - 12/31/93
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RPS 'n ..-- Jem - Operating
3.3.1

Tabte 3J.1-1 tsheet 2 of 3)

MACTM r-nct s sM sTsTBt IEET""'TATIM - CTIES
i

APPLICABLE Mnnra a
OTE R SPECIFI S SLatW ILIAN EREICTIOS CIESITIIM SEEUISEsENTS ALLthetsLE mLAE

8. steen Generator #1 Lewt - Low"' 1,2 at 3.3.1.1 t (44.231 '

sa 3.3.1.4 ,
317f,

SR 3.3.1.8
taa 3.3.1.103 e i

et 3.3.1.11 <-f !
i

at 3.3.1.15 -

h steen Generator #2 Lent - Low"8 1,2 SR 3.3.1.1 t (44.231at 3.3.1.4
at 3.3.1.8

tst 3.3.1.101
at 3.3.1.11
at 3.3.1.15

10. steam Generator #1 LewI - sish 1,2 at 3.S.1.1 s 190.811 96at 3.3.1.4
Iat 3.3.1.8 *g

tsR 3.3.1.101 ^Tst 3.3.1.11
sa 3.3.1.15

11. steen Generator 32 Lewt -Nish 1,2 SR 3.3.1.1 s (90.831at 3.3.1.4
m 3.3.1.8

Cat 3.3.1.103
at 3.3.1.11
BR 3.3.1.15

12. Reactor coolant Flow - Low"' 1,2 m 3.3.1.1 Rate 5 (*) pal /sec.st 3.3.1.4 Floort t (*3 paid 7
4 3.3.1.8 step: [*3 psf

E3k 3.3.1.101
sa 3.7.1.11
st 3.3.1.14
st 3.3.1.3

(continued)
(c)

The steen Generator Lewl-Low trip setpoint varies with roector power and is rate tief ted with a pres tlow power vetue.
e

(d)
The Reactor Coolant Flow-Low trip setpo{nt verfes with roector power and is rate limited with a preset lpower Lewt.

ow

I

\*
Value to be determined by system detal1 desfys.

SYSTEM 80+
3.3-8

16.3 Tech Spec

AU-' U - 12/31/93
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1
1 * |

RPS hinwatarina - Operating |
3.3.1

,

Tebte 3J.1-1 (eneet 2 of 3)
.

MACTM PtotECTIN STsTBI IW7E9EKtATIM - ErmATIM

APPLICABLE M BES e
W ER WECIFIS SEWILLASE

R ECTI M CMITIM MEllsBENf3 as a feeWLE 1mLAE

8. Steen Generator #1 Level - Low"' 1,2 at 3.3.1.1 1 144.231
' h X'( at 3.3.1.4 31,

,

M 3.3.1.8 m.
Ist 3.3.1.101 r-9

' N 3.3.1.11
at 3.3.1.15 *

-

h steen Generator $2 Level - Law"'1,2 2 3.3.1.1 t (44.231
st 3.3.1.4
at 3.3.1.8

tat 3.3.1.103
et 3.3.1.11
et 3.3.1.15

--

10. steen Generator #1 Lovet - Nish 1,2 BR 3.3.1.1 s (90.831 d-
at 3.3.1.4 /
m 3.3.1.8 #,

1st 3.3.1.103 ''' '

st 3.3.1.11
et 3.3.1.15 -

11. Steen Generator $2 Level-Mish 1,2 et 3.3.1.1 s (90.831
st 3.3.1.4
m 3.3.1.8

(SR 3.3.1.103
st 3.3.1.11
st 3.3.1.15

12. Reactor Cootent Flow - tw"' 1,2 m 3.3.1.1 Retet s (*) pel/sec.
7m 3.3.1.4 Floor: t (*) pold

a 3.3.1.8 Step: [*] pal
tst 3.3.1.103
et 3.3.1.11
m 3.3.1.14
SR 3.3.1.15

(Continued)

(c) The Steam Generator Level Low trip setpoint varies with reactor power end is rete tielted with a preset
low power value.

i

(d) The Reector Cootent Flow Low trip setpoint varies with reector power and is rete tielted with a preset low
power levet.

.

I

i

* Value to be detenmined by systes detalt desten.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-8 *

16.3 Tech Spec An== daw-t U - 12/31/93
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g M [Gld. 2* RPS Instn===tarma. - Operatag

e warp & h " g jMtAu4 3.3.1
i

Jf' *yq
0 G J1 Y* Table 3J.1-1 (shoot 1 of 3)*

S NM - ' y(, U
N ''b [dsh, W Y**"N v-Q

- N.ACTER PMKSCTIVE STsTM INTESENTATIE - WERATIE4w
1tiL ..

4a y p<~ muensLa mies
IR WM meCIFIS BEVEILLAMEi s

MMCTIS ( M ITIS MEllMBENT3 as e emans F 1mLAE

/ 1. Verlebte overpower - Nigh 1,2 m 3.3.1.1 s (112.73X RTP -
d SR 3.3.1.4i .

! ** M 3.3.1.5
g an d ') at 3.3.1.7'

hM f.A)u#'h *)
m 3.3.1.8
a 3.3.1.9

lJ S Em 3.3.1.103 .W Me d fM st 3.3.1.11! ~ " m 3.3.1.15 /g,

#

2. Logarithmic Power Lowel - Nigh"'' 2 et 3.3.1.1 s 10.01831 RTP '
~ st 3.3.1.4
' a 3.3.1.5

) [fb
In 3.3.1.103fg*,
3R 3.3.1.11
m 3.3.1.14

opp. /.,*'J
; ,./

3R 3.3.1.15 ;/u
told 0 3. Pressurizer Pressure - Nigh 1,2 et 3.3.1.1 s (2370 pele1 - .

!

. Ud' $ m 3.3.1.4 . . . % .<. !?
SR 3.3.1.8

' '''

08sr''g,(, In 3.3.1.101 '

uleMJb# m 3.3.1.11~

Isa., l'' O m 3.3.1.15 ,

g ,

A ,# 4. Pressurizer Pressure - Low 1,2 m 3.3.1.1 Trip t (1825 pale) - ' ~ ' -
/ m 3.3.1.4 Trip Operating *~

pp"*a' M d at 3.3.1.8 pypees Removet a
tm 3.3.1.103 (500 pele3f,* #g.,p.L(p a 3.3.1.11 step s (400 pale)

'

gJ et sa 3.3.1.14 Ftoor t (300 psle]
,& st 3.3.1.15 ,

g -f.5, 5. Contalrunent Pressure - Nish 1,2 st 3.3.1.1 s t2.73 pais
at 3.3.1.4,

- SR 3.3.1.8
'

tsR 3.3.1.103
let 3.3.1.11

M 3.3.1.15 .

- , .7
( 6. .steen Generator #1 Pressure - 1,2 at 3.3.1.1 t [843 pele] ,

#v Low"' et 3.3.1.4 7
, M 3.3.1.8

tm 3.3.1.103
st 3.3.1.11
a 3.3.1.15

7. steen Generator 82 Pressure - 1,2 m 3.3.1.1 m (843 pale 3
Low *' et 3.3.1.4

at 3.3.1.8
tm 3.3.1.103
ER 3.3.1.11
st 3.3 1 15

<

(ContienJed)
'

(a) Trip may be bypassed when THERMAL POWER is > (1E.43% RTP. Operating bypass shell be autonetteelty removed
when THERMAL POWER is s [1E 43% RTP. Trip say be manuelty bypassed sharing physics testing pureuent to
LCO 3.4.17, *RCS Loops - Test Exceptions."

(b) The Steam Generator Pressure - Low trip setpoint may be annuelty decreased as steen generator pressure is
reduced, provided the margin between steem generator pressure end the setpoint is molntained at s 200 psf.
The setpoint shall be increased automaticetty as steen generator pressure is increased.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-7

16.3 Tech Spec Anwadmant U - 12/31/93
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RPS Instrumentation - Operstag
3 3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (sheet 2 of 3)
.

N N JEl&IlE.~ EEB011E

APPLICANLE IIBEs M
MER MICIFIB SIMEILLANE

MsICTItsi ComIT15 sEellsBENTg as a riunas r mLIg

8. Steen Generator #1 Level - Low"' 1,2 st 3.3.1.1 ' t (44.231
~ A0'( et 3.3.1.4 31 i,

at 3.3.1.8 4 ..

| tat 3.3.1.101 o-7
i et 3.3.1.11
| st 3.3.1.15

Steen Generator 82 Level - Low"8 1,2 at 3.3.1.1 t (44.22E
st 3.3.1.4
st 3.3.1.8

tst 3.3.1.103
st 3.3.1.11
st 3.3.1.15

| \

! 10. Steen Gewretor #1 Level - Nish 1,2 sa 3.3.1.1 s (90.831 4 (#- |
st 3.3.1.4 / 1

st 3.3.1.8 '*
[st 3.3.1.101 ' ' ' ' ',

|

st 3.3.1.11
st 3.3.1.15

11. steen Generator 82 Level-High 1,2 st 3.3.1.1 s (90.821
st 3.3.1.4
st 3.3.1.8

Est 3.3.1.101
SR 3.3.1.11
st 3.3.1.15

12. Reector Cootent Flow - Low"' 1,2 sR 3.3.1.1 Ratet s (*) pol /sec.
7st 3.3.1.4 Floors t (*) paid

SR 3.3.1.8 8tep: [*3 psi
tst 3.3.1.103
3R 3.3.1.11
st 3.3.1.14
3R 3.3.1.15

(Contfrued)

(c) The steam Generator Level-Low trip setpoint varies with roector power and is rete tielted with a preset
low power value.

(d) The Reector Cootent Flow-Low trip setpoint verles with reector power end is rete llef ted with a preset low
power level.

Vetue to be determined ty system detalt design.*

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-8
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Diesel Fuel, Labe Oil, and Startmg Air
3.8.3

3.8 EECiRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.3 Diesel Fa.1 Oil. Lube Oil. and Startme Air

LCO 3.8.3 '1he stored diesel fuel oil, tube oil, and startmg air subsystems shall be within limits for each reqmred |
diesel guerstor.

|

APPLICABIIJfY: When associated DG is required to be OPERABG. I

i

| ACTIONS

NOTE
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each DG.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more DGs with fuel level A.1 Restore fuel oillevel to within 48 h
< [*] gal. and > [*] gal. in limits.
storage tank.

B. One or more DGs with lube oil B.1 Restore tube oilinventory to 48 hours
inymtory < [500] gal. and within limits.

: > [425] gal.

C. One or more DGs with stored C.1 Restore fuel oil total particulates 7 days
fuel oil total particulates not to within limits.
within limits.

D. One or more DGs new fuel oil D.1 Restore stored fuel oil properties 30 days
properties not withinlimits of the to within limits.
Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program.

E. One or more DGs with startmg E.1 Restore startmg air receiver 48 hours
air receiver pressure < [225] pressure to k [225] psig..
Psig and 2 [125] psig.

(Contmuod)

I

!

* Value to be determmed by system detail design.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-17
16.3 Tech Spec A*-t U - 12/31/93 |
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Diesel Fuel,' Lube Oil, and Startn.g Air
: 3.8.3

ACITONS (t%d==d)

CONDI110N REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETTON TDdE

F. Requued Actmn and F.1 Declare a-M DG Y===IWy |
assocsated Completion Tune inoperable. ;

'not met.

; E

One or more DGs with diesel
i fuel oil, tube oil, or startag
'

air subsystem not within limits
for reasons other than

i Conditions A, B, C, D, or E.

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS!

SURVFTTJANCE FREQUENCY
,

SR 3.8.3.1 Verify each fuel storage tank contains 2 [*] gallons of fuel. 31 days-

SR 3.8.3.2 Verify luh+*dng oil inventory is 2 [500] gallons. 31 days

SR 3.8.3.3 Verify fuel oil properties of new and stored fuel ou are tested in In accordance with the
accordance with, and maintamad within, the limits of The Dweet Dweet Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil Testing Program. Testag Program.

SR 3.8.3.4 Verify each DG air start receiver pressure is 2 [225] psig. 31 days

SR 3.8.3.5 Check for and remove -=ndatad water from each fuel oil storage 31 days
,

4 tank.
;

i SR 3.8.3.6 For each fuel oil storage tank: 10 years

j a. Drain the fuel oil;
b. Remove the M-*; and
c. Cleen the tank.

4

* Value to be determmed by system detail design.
!

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-18
'
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: Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube 00, and Starang Air
B 3.8.3

:

. BASES

I
} SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.3

; REQUIREMENTS
; (n=*==ad) he tests listed below are a means of detenminag whether fbel is of.@ grade
1 and has not been aant==== tad with =hm==a== which would have u i==mhaan,
'

detrimental impact on diesel engme combustion /opershon.- If results from tNes toets are
1 within acceptable limits, the fuel may be added to the storage tanks witbeat com for

ca=*==i=anny the entire vehens of fleet in the storego tanks. Dess toets are to be
| enad=e*=I prior to addag the new feel to the storage tank (s), but in no case is the time
i between receipt of new fuel and anaducant the teste to exceed 31 days. The Frequency

; is ==enhh=had by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). De asets, limits, and apphenble
j ASTM e*==dards are as fouows:
j

{ a. Sample new fuel in accordance with ASTM D4054.
.

i b. Verify in accordance with teste specified in ASTM D975-(82) that the sample i
: has an absolute specific gravity at 60/60'F of k 0.33' but 5 0.09' or an API
) gravity at 60'F of a 27' and g 39*, a tri====*ie viscomty at 40*C of'k 1.9
| centimaar== and s 4.1 a=='imalra= and a flash point k 125'F.
i

| Verify tbs new fleet oil has a clear and bnght appearance with proper colorc.
3 when tested in accordance with ASTM D4176-(86). ,

1
,

j Failure to meet any of the above limits is cause to reject the new ibel, but does not
; constitute a diesel generator OPERABILITY concern since the fuel is not added to the

*

=*
|
] Within 31 days foBowing the initial new fbel oil sample, this surveillance is perfonned
j to establish that the other properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM D 975-(82) are met
f for new fuel oil when tested in accordance with ASTM D975-(82), except that the ;

QTA\ g. $ '}dASTM D975-(82), Tbs 31 day period is acceptable because the final oil properties of
*~ analysis for_ sulfur may be performed in accordance with ASTM D1522-(83) or ,

j

interest, even[they were not within stated limits, would not have an i===d=** effset ,

; >

| on DG operation. His Surveillance ensures the availabdity of high quality fuel oil for
i the DGs.
t '

'
4

} Fuel oil degradation dunas long term storage shows up as an increase in j, -nc, due !
] mostly to oxidanon. The presence of pernculate does not mean the fuel oil will not burn ;

properly in a diesel engine. The paruculate can cause fouhng of filters and fuel oil.

; injection equipment, however, which can cause engine failms. 4

l

i

i
1
A

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-36
! 16A Tech Spec Baseg Amedemt U - 12/31/93
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Dunal Pool 00, Labe 00, and Startmg Air
!

i B 3.S.3

{ BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3,8.3.6
-

REQUIREMENTS
(C-M 'Ibe drainmg of the fuel oilin the storage tanks, nanovel of-l=*=d =A==* and

'
tank et=ning is requind at ten-year intervals by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). ' Ibis
also regares the performance of the ASME Code Sectica XI- ==i==*w== of the tanks.

To preclude the intr ~hw+v= of surfactants in the fool oil systeen, the cleaning abould be
; accomphabad using sodam hypochtonte solutions or their equivalent rather then soap or

detergents. This SR is for preventive -*=a=w= The presence of ==&===* does not
'

aa~==rily repnnent a failure of this SR, peevuled that =~-=1=W P=&==t is reenoved

danng performance of the SurveiBanos.
.

;

} REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Sectica 9.5.4.2.

2. Regulatory Onde 1.137, 'Pnel Oil Systeens for Standby Diesel Generators,'

] October 1979.

;

j 3. ANSI N195-1976, ' Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators,"
'

Appendtx B.

4. ASTM Standards: D4054; D975- ' D1522; D2622

.

N 3

,
-

& T(c, J '

-3
;

,

4
i

I |
'

!

i

i

,

|

!

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8 38
,
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Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - Contamment Integrity
3.10.5

4

,

3.10 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS

3.10.5 Red A RCS Inventory Oper='ba= - Con'=6-t k'Wtv

LCO 3.10.5 The contamment building penetrations shall be in the followmg status:

The equipment hatch closed and held in place by [a minimum of four bolts,)a.

b. One door in each airlock closed,

Each penetration providing direct access from the contammant atmosphere to the outsidej c.
atmosphere is either:

i 1. Closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, manual valve, water, or equivalent; or

2. Exhausting through OPERABLE Reactor Building Contammant Purge Fuhanat System
HEPA filters and charcoal absorbers, and is capable of being closed by an

f-
_ OPERABLE Contammant Purge and Exhsust Isolation S,ystem. Q>

f-~

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with REDUCED RCS INVENTORY E '. ,' -

and
' 8CS8

f ,4 h .h Y
MODE 6 with REDUCED RCS INVENTORY

.

''
dut24L.- - - . - . . . - - . . _ _ . _ . ,

,
.

,

i ACTIONS 4 .

4 --

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,
A. One or more contammant A.1 Ristore contatnment penetration to [6 hours] YO $

Mj#4CFt4 g 3
d f| penetrations not in requmd eequired status.

' status.

; B. Required Action and Completion B.1 Restore RCS level to [6 hours] M c6/ '92 N ,
Time not met. > [EL -117'0").

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

i SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.5.1 Verify each required contamment building penetration is in its required [12 hours]
status.

SR 3.10.5.2 Verify the Surveillance Requuements of SR 3.9.3.2 are met. [18 months]

SYSTEM 80+ 3.10-10

16.3 Tech Spec Amendment U - 12/31/93
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Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - Heat Removal

3.10.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.4.1 Verify at least one SCS division operating. [12 hours]
'

SR 3.10.4.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power available to the [24 hours]
SCS pump that is not in operation and the OPERABLE Contammant
Spray pump.

!
|
|

|
|

!

SYSTEM 80+ 3.104
16.3 Tech Spec AW-t U - 12/31/93
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1. Centainment--Refcaling 3.6.Y
'

. 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.Y Containment--Refueling
,

LCO 3.6.Y Containment shall be OPERABLE unless Core decay heat level,

|
[200]'d

)* MWt and Reactor Coolant System Temperature is <1s < '13

:

! APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with water level in the refueling cavity < 23 feet
. above the reactor pressure vessel flange
b .~. .T
a

!
~

i

!
.

.

O
:

|

|

kh,$ ,$
|

* This value has been computed based on the heat addition over a 1 hour period
needed to raise the average temperature of water and structural mass in the
RCS to the saturation temperature corresponding to atmospheric pressure

.

*

assuming RCS water level is at a mid-loop condition. The I hour period !
' corresponds to a typical time in which a PWR containment can be closed. |

4

s MODEL STS for CE Plants
Attachment 3 to GL-92-XX

. ..
Ie*

~



C ntainment-Shutdown 3.6.X
'

.

.

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
~

3.6.X Containment--Shutdown

LCO 3.6.X Containment shall be OPERABLE unless:

a. At least [one] steam generator with a water level of at
least [ ] FT. and a steam generator secondary vent of
at least [ ] Sq. Inches are available for removal of
decay heat via natural circulation without Ac power.

E
.x 2

b. Core decay heat level is < [13]* MWt and Reactor
Coolant System Temperature is < [100)*F

-

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5
*

- . .

,'

gie. .-m ,
*

.

_

* This value has been computed based on the heat addition over a 1 hour period
needed to raise the average temperature of water and structural mass in the
RCS to the saturation temperature corresponding to atmospheric pressure
assuming RCS water level is at a mid-loop condition. The 1 hour period

! corresponds to a typical time in which a PWR containment can be closed.

O MODEL STS for CE Plants
Attachment 3 to GL-92-XX

..
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Contam=mt Spray System
B 3.6.6

BASES

APPLICABLE ne accident analysir considers the worst case magle acerve failure in the power supply
SAFETY ANALYSIS which results in J " ~ ~=*=-e coohng. De analysis and evaluation show that

under this seamano, the bigbest peak ~=*====at pressure is [48.1] peig (expensoced
dunng a MSLB), actual temperature of the aaP a====t structure basever, remainedt

below the maxinnun design temperature of[290]'F. (See Bases B 3.6.4 *ca=*=i====t

Pressee," and B 3.6.5 "ra=*=====t Air Temperature," for a d=*=t d Aar===an )
De limiting event is a MSIA initiated at 05 RTP. De aanlysis also -- ebat one
Con *=i====t Spray divimos is operstag and an initial (preecendsat) condataan of[110'F] .

and [0.40] psig for na=*=ia-a ^ _.; . and presses respectively.,

De effect of an inadvertset aac =i====* spray actuatica has been analysed. Ane

inadvertsat aace=====t spray ar+i=*ian reduces the aa=*=i===at pressee to [-1.83] peig
due to the sudden coohng annet in the intenor of the air tight aac mi====t- ne designe

con ==-8 pressure is [-2.0] peig, hence the inadverteet actuation of the ra=*=====*e

Spray Systeen will not exceed containmast design hosts. Additiceal Aari===a= is
provided in Bases 3.6.4, "ca=*=i====t Pressee."

He Cont =====t Spray System antisfies Catarion 3 of the NRC Pohey **=*-*

LCO Dunng a DBA, one divimos of Cont =====* Spray is required to maintain coe*=i=-t
peak pressure and - ,--- 2 below design limits. To ensure these requirements are ;

^

met, two Con =====# Spray divisions must be OPERABLE during nonnal operations.e

his ensures minin== cochng i-q= are met if a DBA then occurs concurrently
with a loss of offsite power.

LCO Note 1 pennits the alignment of an SCS pump if a Cont =====t Spray Pump is not
available or becomes anoperable. These punps are designed to be * - *-; "- for.

'

operational nexibility.

!

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive material to
cone ====nt and an increase in con *=in-* pressure and temperatue requinng the

of tbg r. - *- -- - " n' - _ ; d*=~ =*= :

iMODES 5 and 6 the pral=hility and consequences of such an event are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES. De Contai===ar Spray

'

s%ystem is not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6.S
w

Q.$f ,

'

ACTIONS A,1
,

With one cont === ant spray division snoperable, the inoperable contain===t spray
division must be within 72 hours. In this condition, the

to OPERABOLEGSmv
SYSTEM 80+ B 3.6-29

16A Tech Spec Bases A===d===t U - 12/31/93
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! Contai====t Spray System
'

j B 3.6.6
i

j- BASES

.
'

ACITONS r=====inf OPERABLE coohng divimon is adequate to pedorm the ==ta===at cochag

| (raah==d) and iodine removal FW_ However, the overall rehabihty is r A-1 because a single I

failure in the OPERABLE divisions could result in no matnin= ant coohng and no iodme
,

removal capabdity. The 72-hour Completion Time is based on the iodine rummoval
,

j fi=ceiaa and is ===istant with other F=f -- .4 Safety Feature Systems' ca==pI=han-

i Times for loss of one redundant divison. -

!

! B.1 and B.2

1
*

If the inoperable cont ==mant spray division cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the required Completion Time, the plant amst be placed in a MODE in whidi the

j LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE |
j 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 84 hours. The eBowed Completion Timme of 6 ;

: bours is r=====hle, based on opmating exponemos, to reach MODE 3 from full power j

! conditions in an orderly manner and without chauenging plant systems.1be extended |
} interval to reach MODE 5 aHows additional time for the restoration of the contamment i

i spray division and is ra==aaahle when F ^- --isg that the driving force for a release of
| radioactive matenal from the Reactor Coolant System is reduced in MODE 3.
;

J

l y '

1 -

3 With two Contaia-t Sprey divisions inoperable, the unit is in a condition outade the |
4 accident analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 nuest be entered i==adianaly. |
4 -

j

! SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.6.1
; REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and automatic valves in the
'

j conts:===t spray flowpath provulas assurance that the proper Bowpaths will exist for ;
: Conta===t Spray System operation. This SR does not apply to valves which are !

locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position since they were verified to be in the !

3{ correct position prior to loclang, senhag, or securing. This SR also does not apply to |
'

valves which cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves. A valve wluch j
. receives an actuation signal is allowed to be in a non-accident position provuled the valve

'

] will automatically reposition within the proper stroke tina. This SR does not require any
i valve testing or manipulation. Rather, it involves verifying through a system walkdown
; that those valves outside cont =====e and capable of being mispositioned, are in the
'

correct position. The 31 day Frequency is appropnate har=== the valves are operated i
'

under procedural control. An improper kneup would only affect a single division, and i

the probabdity of an event reganng contain-e spray actuation during this time period>

is low. This Frequency has been shown to be acceptable through operating exponence. |'
i

i |
: I

j SYSTEM 80+ B 3.6-30

! 16A Tech Spec Bases A===d===t U - 12/31/93
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Containmmt Spray Systan
B 3.6.6

i

BASES

1ACTIONS ramminmr OPERABLE coohng division is adequate to perform the containmant coohng )(WM and iodine removal function. However, the overall rehabilityis reduced har== a single
failure in the OPERABLE divisions could result in no contammant cooling and no iodine

'

renoval capability. The 72-hour Completion Time is based on the iodine removal
function and is conaian=t with other Engmeered Safety Feature Systems' ''Wdion
Times for loss of one redundant divsmon.

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable contammant spray division cannot be restored to OPERABI.E status
within the required Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the
LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE
3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 84 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 6

| hours is rasannable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. De extended

interval to reach MODE 5 allows additional time for the restoration of the contamment
spray division and is reasonable when considering that the driving force for a release of
radioactive material from the Penefar Coolant System is reduced in MODE 3.

.C1

With two Contammet Sprsy divisions inoperable, the unit is in a condition outside the
accident analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immadiakly.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.6.1

REQUIREMENTS
Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated, and automatic valves in the

contamment spray flowpath provides assurance that the proper flowpaths will exist for
Contamment Spray System operation. This SR does not apply to valves which are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position since they were verified to be in the
correct position prior to locking, maaling, or securmg. His SR also does not apply to
valves which cannot be inadvertently mtsaligned, such as check valves. A valve wluch

receives an actuation signal is allowed to be in a non-accident position provided the valve

will automatically reposition within the proper stroke time. This SR does not require any
valve testing or manipulation. Rather, it involves verifying through a system walkdown
that those valves outside contammant and capable of being mispositioned, are in the
correct position. The 31-day Frequency is appropnate haranse the valves are operated
under pas 4m=1 control. An improper kneup would only affect a single division, and ;

the probability of an event requinng contammant spray actuation during this time period |
is low. This Frequency has been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.6-30
16A Tech Spec Bases Amendment U - 12/31/93
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.1 AC.jpurces - Ooer-e-

LCO 3.8.1 "De followmg AC Electrical Power Sources shall be OPERABLE.

a. Two qualified circuits between the offsite trun=nidon network and the onsite Class IE AC
EJstribution Systema; and

b. Two diesel generators (dos), each cepeNe of supplying one division of the ensite Class 1E
AC Distribution Systaan.

c. Automatic load sequencers for Division 1 and Dmaion 2.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2,3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACITON COMPGTION 'IIME

A. One [reqmred] offsite A.1 Perform SR 3.8.1.1 for the 1 hour
circuit inoperable. (reqmrod] OPERABG ofEsite

circuit. M

Once per 8 hours
,

M thereaAer

A.2 Declare required festme(s) with no 24 hours from
offsite power available inoper Ne discovery of no offsite
when its redundant required power to one train
feature (s) is inoperaMs. concurrent with

inopersbdity of
M redundant required

feature (s)

A.3 Restore [ required] offsite circuit to 72 hours
OPERABG status.

M

6 days from discovery
of failure to meet LCO

(Contmued)

SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-1
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AC Sources - Openemg i| 3.8.1 i

ACHONS (C-H
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPIEGON 'HME

NOTE-
Reqmrod Action B.3.1 or B.3.2
shall be completed if this
Condition is entered.

: B. One [ required] DG B.1 Perfonn SR 3.8.1.1 for the 1 hour

! seopereMs. OPERABLE [ required] oKuite
! circuit (s). M

once per s bours

M *erenne.

.

| B.2 Declare reqmrod feature (s) 4 hours froen discovery

| supported by the inoperable DG of Condition B
| inoperable when its Paamdant concurrent with

regered feature (s)is inoperebis, inoperabilsey of
r.AmAnnt ggquared

foeture(s)

M
'

B.3.1 Deserunne OPERABLE DG is not [24] hours
inoperable due to common cause
indure.

E

B.3.2 Perfonn SR 3.5.1.2 for [24] hours
OPERABLE DG.

M

B.4 Restore [reqmrod] DG to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

M

6 days from discovery
of failure to meet 140

(conunued)

;

I

|

I

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-2 !
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AC Sources - Operenag i

|
3.4.1

1 |
-

1

j ACTIONS (Comessed) !

CONDTITON REQUIRED ACT10N COMPGTION TIME
.

!I C. Two [requved) offsite C.1 Declare required fuenme(s) 12 hours from

| circuits inoperable, inoperable wbse its redundant discovery of thdieiam
; requued feature (s)is inoperable. C ocoeurrent wilk

i
E inoperebihty of

redundant requued
1

foammes

|i
| C.2 Restore one [ required] offsite 24 hours
1 circuit = OPERABM samus..,
. - .

! NOTE'

i Ester applicable ("aadih and

i Required Acticas ofI40 3.8.9.
! ' Distribution Systeams -

j Operunag*, when hdeam D isr
; entered with no AC power scuros

j to one division. .

t

!

| D. One [ required] onsite D.1 Restore required [offsite] circuits 12 hours

; circuit inoperable. to OPERABM status,

i
'

M 9A
.

One [requued] DG D.2 Restore [regared] DG to 12 hours2

| moperable. OPERABG steams.
.

j E. Two [requvud] DGs E.1 Rastore one [regered] DO to 2 hours

j inoperable. OPERABM status.

I F. Required automatic load F.1 Restore requuod automanc load 72 hours

j sequencer inoperable. sequencer to OPERABG status.

G. Requtred Actions and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
; associated Completion
~

Times of Conditions A, B, M
j C, D, E, or F not unet.
i G.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

}
R. 71uee or more [requued] H.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. f=maddy-

'

AC Power Sources
! i g reble.
,

I,

SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-3
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AC Sources - Operetag
3.8.1

t
'

SURVEILLANG REQUIREMENTS

; SURVW ANG FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.1 Verify correct breaker alignmet and indicated power avaDability for 7 days
,

each [ required] offsite escuit.

SR 3.Lt.2 NCTITI
. 1. Performance of SR 3.8.1.7 satis 5es this suivalilanam
1

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an engme prelube pened,

and fonowed by a warmup period prior no iondes.

[3. A modified DG start, involvag iding and gradual
acceleration to synchronous speed may be used for the SR as
recomnaded by the manufacturer. When modi 6ed start
procedures are not used, the time, voltage, and frequency
tolerances specified in SR 3.8.1.7 must be smet.]

4

i

Verify each DG starts from standby condition and achieves erai

r'" 4-2 steady state voltage k [3744] volts and s [4576) volts,
and frequency 2 [58.8) Hz and s [61.2] Hz. As specified byi

Table 3.8.1-1
,

(Contmusd)

:

1

i
.

d

a

!

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-4

16.3 Tech Spec A-A-t U - 12/31/93
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| AC Sources - Operstag
3.8.1

SURVFTTI ANCE REQUIREMENTS (Contmuod)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.3 NOTFE
1. DO loadmgs may include padual loadmg as recommandad.

by the manufactmer.

2. Momentary transients outside the load and power factor
ranges do not invalidate this test.

'
3. " Ibis surveillance shall be ==Awad on only one DO at a

time.

4. This SR shall be prwwlad by and immaamtaly follow mthout
shutdown a successful performance of
SR 3.8.1.2 or SR 3.8.1.7.

Verify each diesel generator is synchronued and loaded, and As specined by
operates for 2 60 minutes at a load k [5957]kW and Table 3.8.1 1
s [6255] kW.

SR 3.8.1.4 Verify each day tank (and engme mounted tank] cnatama k [220] 31 days
ga2ons of fuel oil.

j SR 3.8.1.5 Check for and remove =~~-la'ad water from each day tank [and 31 days
engine mounted tank].

i SR 3.8.1.6. Verify the fuel oil transfer system operates to [ automatically] [ys
transfer fuel oil from storage tank (s) to the day tank [ed engine 42.; mounted tank].

1 SR 3.8.1.7 -NOTE
All diesel generator starts may be pr=wlad by an engine prelube
period.

Verify each DG starts from standby condition and achieves in 184 days
s 20 seconds, voltage 2 3744 volts and s 4576 volts, and
frequency 2 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz.

1
(Cont.::rd)

|

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-5
16.3 Tech Spec Aw= '==: U - 12/31/93
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AC Sources - Operating
3.s.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (C d- d)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.8 NCTTES-
1. ' Ibis surveillance shall not be perfonned in MODE 1 or 2.

. Credtt may be taken for unp1==nad events winch antesfy this
SR.

Verify automatic and manual transfer of AC power sources from tbs
normal offsite circuit to each alternate [ required] offsite circant. 18 months

SR 3.8.1.9 NOTES
1. This surveillance shall not be performed in MODE 1 or 2.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this
SR.

Verify each DG at a power factor s [0.9] rejects a load of
k [1037] kW, and; 18 %

Following load rejechon, the frequency is s [63] Hz,a.

b. Within [3] mamade followag load rejecnon, the voltage is k
[3744] volts and 5 [4576) volts; and

c. Within [3] seconds followmg load rejecnon, the frequency is
k 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hr.

SR 3.8.1.10 NOTEE
1. His surveillan -t shall not be performed in MODE 1 or 2.

2. Credit may be taken for unplannad events that satisfy this
SL1

Verify each DO operating at a power factor s [0.9] does not trip,
and voltage is maintamed s [5000] volts dunng and followmg a [18 months)
load rejection of k [5957] kW and s [6255] kW.

(C d-M

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-6

16.3 Tech Spec A = i==? U - 12/31/93
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AC Sources - Operaung;

i 3.8.1
i

l<

SURVEII. LANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) j
. ,

SURVEIIIANCE FREQUENCY )
'

SR 3.8.1.11 NOTE *
| 1. All DG starts may be paceded by an engine prelube penod.
, ,

' j
2. This surveillance abell not be perimmed in MODE 1, 2, 3,

i w 4.

!
; 3. Credit may be taken for unp1====d events that sensfy this i

SR. I+

4
. i

! :

, Verify on an actual or ai==1=*ad loss of offinite power signal: |

4 18 months
a. De-energuation of emergency bases; ,

\
.

. b. Imd she&hng from emergency bases;

c. DG automatically starts from standby condition and:;

:
i 1. energizes per==a=+fy <=w loads in s 20 |

1 M. |

! 2. energizes auto ~=ead shutdown loads through to I

1 load sequencer,
1

! 3. maintains steady state voltage k 3744 volts and 5 j
i 4576 volts,

1

I
! 4. maintains steady state frequency 2 58.8 Hz and s
J 61.2 Hz, and
1

5. supplies permanetly-connected and auto and

4 oad Jsutdow4for 2 [5] minutes.j l

(Continued);

i

I

M

:
i

:
i

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-7;

16.3 Tech Spec Amendment U - 12/31/93 j
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AC Sources - Operating |
3.8.12 ,

t
1 |

! SURVi!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS (r'% |

! SURVER ANCE 6CY
l

"JL 3.8.1.12 NJIT* -

1. a n o m.ts an.y h. ,rso.d.d y . gi ,r * h. ,asi.d.

2. This surveillance shall not be L- ' in MODE 1 or 2.-

.r
4

3. Credit assy be taken for unplanned events that assisfy his
4 g
I
.

; Verify on an actual or auuntated Engineered Safety Fameures (BSF) ;

actuation signal each Do auto seerts froan saaney condition sad:
[18 =amka).

In s [20] -v=& after auto start and during teses, achieves ia.
voltage 2 [3744] V and s [4576] V;

b. In s 20 W aner auso senet and during tesis, ediieves*

frequency k [58.8) Hz sad s [61.2] Hz;

j c. Operates for a 5 annuass; ,

i
d. Permanently ev=ead loads remais energized froam abs

,

'I oiYsite power system; and

;

Emergency loads are sato- d through the load |'

s.

| 8W to the ofEsite poner syseenL

(Continued)

l
!

! ,

|i -
.

4 .

J
u

-!
j

1

!
.

|
,

e

j SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-8

j 16.3 Tech Spec AE--4 ^ U - 12/31/93
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AC Sources - Operstmg
3.8.1 1

|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Contmuod)
l

SURVE1 LANCE FREQUENCY j

SR 3.8.1.13 NOTES -

1. This surveillance shall not be performed in MODE 1 or 2. I

I
2. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that asusfy Es

SR.

|

Verify each DG automatic trip is bypassed on an [ actual or 18 months
simulated loss of vol:=ge mig I . ~ue emergency bus concammt
with an actual or amulated ESF actannon signal] exospt:

a. Engme Overspeed;

I b. Generator Differennal Cumat;
1

| c. I.aw Lew Lube Oil Pressure; and

|d. Generator Voltage Controlled Overcurrent.

SR 3.8.1.14 NOTES
1. Momentary transients outside the load and power factor

ranges do not invalidate this test.

2. This surveillance shall not be ; for /. in MODE 1 or 2. l

l

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this |
SR.

Verify each DG operstmg at a power factor s [0.9] operates for k [18 months)
24 hours:

J

a. For 2 [2] bours loaded 2 [6553] kW and
s [6881] kW and;

i

b. For the reminmg hours of the test loaded k [5957] kW and I

s [6255] kW.

(Continued)

SYSTEM 80+ 3.89
16.3 Tech Spec Amendment U - 1251/93
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AC Sources - Operatag
3.8.1 i'

.

j SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMEN13 (Continued) |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
ISR 3.8.1.15 N *

1. This surveillance ^ *' e __ personned wdus 5 minness of |
shuning down the diemIgenwasor aAw the dinal gesameer
has opersand in k [2] hours loaded
.t [5957] kW and s [6255] kW. Mosmestery tnasismes
outade of load range do not invahdses this test.

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an engins prelube period.

3. Credit may be taken for =p1==ad events that setufy Ibis |

SR.

Vwify each DG starts and a&ves, in s 20 seconds, vohnge k 18 moods
[3744] volts and s [4576] vahs, and frequency k [58.8) Hz sad
s [61.2] Hr.

,

SR 3.8.1.16 NOTE *
'

1. ' Ibis surveillance shall not be perfonned in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4. .

.

2. Credit may be taken for =plaaaad events that satisfy this
SR.

Verify each DG: 18 mooshs

a. Synchronians with offsite power source while loaded wish
emergency loads upon s ===1=*ad restoretum of offsite
Power,

b. Transfers loads to offsite souros; and
,

c. Returns to ready to load opennom.

(canh==ad)

|

|

l

jSYSTEM 80+ 3.8-10
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AC Sources - Operstag
3.8.1

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (cW '

SURVliIllANCE PREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.17 NOTES ;

1. This surveillance aball not be perfonned in MODE 1,2, 3,
er 4. !

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this
SR. '

,

Verify, with a DG operating in test acW. e > rrrW to its bus, [18 smooths)
an actual or me=dM ESF actuation sip !.v.w&La the test made |

W
a. Resurning DO to ready to load operation; and

7
:

b. Automatically energimng the emergency loads with offuite
power.

SR 3.8.1.18 NOIES
1. This survedlance sha!! act be pasfonned in MODE 1,2,3,

or 4. ;

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this f
SR. |

,

|

Verify the interval between each sequenced lead block is within i [18 months) 1

g10% of design intervafor each emergency {and sh%3ind ,

n. .

.

SR 3.8.1.19 NOTE!
1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine prelube pened.

,

,

2. This surveillance shall not be performed in MODE 1,2, 3 ''
-

or 4.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this
SR.

- (Continued)

!
i

!

|

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-11
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AC Sources - Opemang
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 3 (rM

SURVEUl.ANCE PREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.19 Verify on an aceunt or simulaasd loss of offsies pouver agnal [18maashs)
(===d) in cominochon with an acemat or ausdneed ESF actuanos signal:

a. Degnergization of sestgency buses;

b. I.and shedding from emergency buses; f
l

c. DG automaticaUy esarts frasa standby condision and:

1. energues pennensedyh loads in s [20] l
seconds,

2. energizes autW emergency loads through
loadsequencer, j

3. achwves steady sense vohage a [3744] voks and s !
[4576) voks, ;

4. achwves sesedy state frequency k [58.8) Hz and s f
i[61.2] Hz, and

,

!

5. supplies pennensedy.ar=aaread sad auto commscend i

emergency loads for k [5] minness. |
}

SR 3.8.1.20 NOTE I

All DG starts may be preceded by an engine prelube period. |
I
|

Verify, when started simultaneously from senedby condition, each to years |
DG achieves, in s [20] socceds, voltage k [3744] voks and i

s (p36fvolts, and frequency k [58.8) Hz and n [61.2] Hz. |
4576 |

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8 12

16.3 Tech Spec AM-* U - 12/31/93
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] AC Sources - Operating
.

3.8.1
1
1

1

; TABLE 3.8.1-1
I

DIESEL GENERATOR TEST SCHEDUI.E !

'
\

NUMBER OF FAILURES
IN LAST 25 VALID M4 FREQUENCY

.

| s3 31 days

:

I k4 7 daysM

(but no less than 24 hours)
<

k _

.

i

I

(

!

s

4

|'

1

;

I

i
J

i
;
,

4
,

!

l.

;

. W Criteria for determimag number of failures and valid tests shall be in wh with Regulatory
i Position C.2.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3, where the number of tests and fadures is I

deternnned on a per DG basis. l

.

N This test frequacy shall be maintamed until sovse consecutive failure free starts from standby conditions <

| and load and run tests have been performed. If, subsequent to the 7 failure free esses,1 or more '

'

additional failures occur, such that there are again 4 or more failures in the last 25 tests, the testag
interval shall again be reduced as noted above and maintamed until 7 consecutive failure free tests have
been performed.

I SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-13

) 16.3 Tech Spec Am-tmaar U - 12/31/93
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AC Sources - hea==n Re+o r.b
3.8.2j

3.8 ELECIRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

4

3.8.2 AC Sources - Bushmen Replayj

i
I I4 0 3.8.2 The following AC Electrical Power Sources aball be OPERABLE:

i .

I

i

a. One qualified cucuit between the offsite tr===ia=s= network and the ansies Class 1E AC'

' Electrical Power Disenhaion Syeessa sequesd by 140 3.8.10, "Dutribmion Symus -

i Shadown ; and
,

f
1

| b. One diesel generator (DO) capable of supplying the one trois of tbs casite Class 1E AC
; Elsetnce! Power Disenhaban Systeen required by LCO 3.8.10.

- .... -
, ____

n (s.y y{L3} $& AbCVr M Ataf}| sn% water J.wsL w tAL
! APPUCABILITY: MODFf fund 6, dunna moveenset ofirrscheted font h= PrCM uvt VM M "5

_

! & ' , _ . . . . - - . -

! NOTEpsews
Refer to LCO 3.10.6 Cc -, Opershoes - AC Power Avait=Mi7) for applicabihty of AC poser'"*'

j sources during reduced inventory opersticos.

.;

i

3

| -

.

:
! ,

;

!
*

,

)

e

i
i
!

|
1 i

1
-

1

i |

|
'

i
i

i
i
,

i

2

b

1
4

4

i

i SYSTEM 30+ 3.8-14
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; AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIMEa

; NCTIE
Enter appliceNe Conditions and Raquuod
Actacas of LCO 3.8.10, with one required*

4

dmmon de-energized as a result of
Condition A.

A. 9)etequued offsite circuit A.1 Declass asseted requuod i=MWy
inoperable. feature (s) with no offsite power

avadable inoperaNe.

m --

A.2.1 Suspend CORE T= mad analyi

ALTERATIONS.
;

M

A.2.2 Suspend wia- of is: E:- ' Inunediately
fuel assemMass.;

b m
:

A.2.3 Initiate actions to suspend immadiataly
operations with a potential for
dranung the reactor vessel

i

! M

! A.2.4 Initiate action to anspand T=madtataly
operations involving positive
reactivity additions.i

4

M
'

A.2.5 Initiate action to restore immadiataly
required offsite power circuit to'

OPERABLE status.

(Continued)

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-15

16.3 Tech Spec AW-' U - 12/31/93
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UAC Sources -

Bi Du.la.< e n ke e te,L /k @e d 4m h-eco 3.8.2

nemq qpovtd gw hmshfA DG AspeM-
ACTIONS (Continued) oR

CONDITION REQUIRED ACHON COMPGTION TIME

B. 9se W DG B.),. g Suspend CORE T===h.naly
moperable. ALTERA*nONS.

M

B.2 2. Suspend movi.w of irradiated T===li.taly
fuel =ht

M

B./23 Initiate action to suspend f===h=taly
operations with a potential for
dranung the reactor vessel.

M

B./2 9 Initiate action to ==p==A T==n.dian ly
Operations involving positive
reactivity additions.

M

B.f 2..f Initiate action to restore f===h a*.1y
'

required DG to OPERABG
status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |s
|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.2.1 NCTTE

The llow' g S are be onned SR Sf.1.3,.

S .8.1 gh S .8.1.11, 3.8. 13, SK,

3 .1.1 , [SR .8.1.1 and SR .8.1.1_.

f For AC sources required to be OPERABG, the SRs of LCO 3.8.1, In accordance with
'AC Sources - Operahng", except SR 3.8.1.17 and SR 3.8.1.20 applicable SRs )i

'

applicabl fg .v.I.t2.jfo P.l.13, J R b E 1.I

\%{5R
'b.t.t.1is ew h vaqu' red W W m ove &% th mc niwu at

.wmbug rk.de M Ve tdrol LCC 3. S . 2. o.e p ed is bLt
W1 .3 .14 %+ _e.Ne Mr w o n%5. J

,

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-16
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DC Sounes - Operming

3.8.4

I SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
i

SURVEIII.ANCE FREQUENCY ;

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify the banery tenanal voltage n [129] volts on Sont charge. 7 days*

i
j SR 3.8.4.2 Verify no visible conosion at terannels and connectors. 92 days

i

M
k

|

j Verify the ===*on resuennes |

[is s [1E-5 aluns] for interosE ====*a== |

1 5 [1E-5 oluns] for interrack aa==~*a== 1
'

5 [1E-5 oluns) for intater aa===*a==, and
s [1E-5 aluns) for tenniaal -].

t

| SR 3.8.4.3 Verify the cous, cell plates and hanary racks show no visual [12] months
; indication of physical damage or abnormal deteriorehen.

f SR 3.8.4.4 Remove visible tenminal corrosion, verify the onH4 Hell and [12] months
i tenanal caa-tions are clean and tight, and oceted with anti-

corrosion matenal.

| SR 3.8.4.5 Verify hon reestamoe [12] months
i [is s [1E-5 ohms) for interceu h
! s [1E 5 ohms) for interrack ~==-ma==

'-

j s [1E-5 ohms) for intertier ===== and .

'
i s [1E-5 oluns] for ternanal h].
; SR 3.8.4.6 NOTE!
j . 1. This survedlance aball not be perfonned in MODE 1,2, 3, ;

'
- or 4.
i

| 2. Credit may be taken for naplanned events which sehsfy this

j SL
.

h

! Verify each battery charger will supply k [400] amperes at [18 months]
k [125] volts for k [8] bours.,

(ca=h==t)

;

l
:

|

,

I

- |
\

i |
1

l
!

SYSTEM 80+ 3.820
16.3 Tech Spec A ===d===* U - 12/31/93
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DC Sources - Operatag
3.8.4

i 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSIEMS

,

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operatmp
i

LCO 3.8.4 "Ihe Division 1 and Dmaion 2 DC electncel pcmer 1,J shall be OPERABE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2,3, and 4.

.

ACTIONS
1

: CONDITION REQUDtED ACHON COMPLETION TDJE
, . _ . . . . . .

.

A. One DC electrical power A.1 Crosses the distnistion 2 hours
'

subsystem within a division centers /betteries/ battery chargers
; inoperable. as appropriate to align the

subsystem to provide DC source to
'

the divimonal and both channels of
I 1E loads.

M-

_

A.2 72 houss
Restore DC electrical power
A m to OPERABM status.i

,

i B. Two DC electrical power B:1 Restore one DC electrical power 2 hours
subsystems within a division subsystem to OPERABLE status. -

moperable.,

M

| B.2 Crossee the distnlmtion 2 hours
6 chargers

| as appropnate to align the
subsystem to prtmde DC source to
Ibe divisional and one channel of'
1E loads.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 kms'

associated Completion Tune
of Condition A or B not met. M

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

4 SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-19
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DC Sources - neede repwg
3.8.5

3.8 Eu!CTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources -Shuedean Ae@"7 I

LCo 3.8.5 DC electrical power subsymesa shan be OPERABLE to support abe DC electried power distnh
subsystem (s) .LCQ.3A10.?Distributio_n,5 - Shutdorm * i

*

w A .twsl 4% * '_iNg~ ~'~T > [a2 j fe a k v t * As a e * o v N I
APPLICABIIIIT: MODEN6,[dunng movh ofirisliiisil~ fuel ~ D-~

g ?vosec vcW (Ay
w ~4 -

NOW \

Refer to LCO 3.10.6 (Reduced RCS Inventory Operstaan - AC Power Av=ilaM1ity) for applicability of AC power
sources during reduced inventory operatices.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACI10N COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more requtred DC A.1 Declare affected required feature (s) f - = = A me=17
electrical power inoperable,
subsystems inoperable.

DE

A.2.1 Suspeed CORE AL*IERATIONS. f=maAa*4y

M

A.2.2 Suspend naovement ofirr=Aatad fuel immaAme=1y
assembbes. _ ,_

,

M
A.2.3 Initiate action to suspeed operations T===Amealy

with a potential for draining the
reactor vessel.

M
A.2.4 Initiate action to suspend operatices immaAmealy

involvmg positive reactivity
additions.

M !

A.2.5
Initiate action to restore required YmmaAntaly
DC electrical power subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-22
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DC Sources - Operanag
i

3.8.4 '

i

; SURVEILIANCE REQUIREMENTS (reisie==inad)

j SURVEILIANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.7 N0!E
j 1. The modined pafonnance discharge test la SR 3.8.4.8 may
j be perfonned in lieu of tbs servios test in SR 3.8.4.7 caos
i per 60 amandw.
1

| 2. This surveillance aban not be perfonned in MODE 1, 2, 3, |
4 or 4. |

|

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned events which satisfy this i
SL;

t

; [18 moods)
i Verify banery cepecity is adequais no supply, sad - i i== in

OPERABLE status, the required emergency loads for du dengs.

: duty cycle, when subjeceed to a banery servue test.

I
j SR 3.8.4.8 NOTE
; 1. This survallance sban not be performed in MODE 1,2,3,
i w 4.
I

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned events which natufy this
'

! SR.
>

i
i

| Verify bettery capacity is a [80%) of the manufacturer's retag 60 mands
wbte subjected to a perfonnance Aacharge test or a smodi5ed

i perfonnance discharge test. Alg,

NOTE.

only applicable when,

i bettery shows
j degradatice or has
; reached [855] of the
j expected lifs.
i
i 12 moods
!
4

!,

i i

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-21,
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DC Sources .
' 3.8.5

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEEl.ANCE FREQUENCY,

# M |
'SR 3.8.5.1 '

h SRs not |
-

.8. . , SR . 4.7, SR .4.8.
|

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, abs following In accordanos with
SRs are apphcaNs: applicaWe SR.

SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.4.4 SR 3.8.4.7.

SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.4.5 SR 3.8.4.8.
SR 3.8.4.3 SR 3.8.4.6

|

|

)

I
;

1

L

|
|

|
|

|

|

SYSTEM 80+ 3.523
_
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Battery Ceu Parameters
3.8.6

i

i 3.8 ELECDLICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery CeH Parameters

1

] LCO 3.8.6 Battery ceu parameters for the Diviseos 1 and Division 2 betteries chaH be within the Category A and
i B limits of Table 3.8.6-1.
;

1

APPLICABIIlTY: When me=*=d DC electrical power subsystems are required to be OPERABLE.

,

i
! ACHONS

NOTE
Separate Canditica entry is aHowed for each
banery.,

-
.
4

CONDITION REQUIRED ACDON COMPLEHON TIME

i A. One or mon batteries with A.1 Verify the pilot ceU(s] eleceolyte 1 hour
one or more battery cell level and Rost volmge smeet Table

: parameters not within 3.8.6-1 Category C values.
limits.

j M

d A.2 Verify banery cell parameters meet 24 hours
Table 3.8.6-1 Casesory C values.

M
;

1 A.3 Restore battery cou parameters to 31 days
Category A and B limits of Table ,

,

i 3.8.6-1.

1 (comanned)

i

; *

a

i

1

; SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-24 ;
'
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i Benery Cell Parameters
: 3.8.6

ACHONS (CM
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPIJrHON TIME '

B. Required Actions and B.1 Declare -M banery f=Mdy
assocasted Completion Tune inopereNs.
of Condition A not met.

98

| One or more batteries with
: everage electrolyte

te+m of the., ,

j representative cells

< [60]'F.

] DE

One or more batteries with
| one or more banery cell

parameters not within
Category C values.

I -

SURVFTILANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY;

SR 3.8.6.1 Verify banery cell par =* meet TaNe 3.8.6-1 Category A 7 days
limits.,

!

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify battery cell paranwders meet TeNe 3.8.6-1 Category B hmia- 92 days

i M
i

Once within 24 hours
aAer a bettery'

discharge of < [110)
volts.

! E
,

(Contmuod)

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-25
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Battery Ceu Parannears
3.8.6

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Contanned)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.2 (Nd-M Once wittun 24 hours
after a banery

overcher8e > [150
vehs)

^d e cous is 92 daysSR 3.8.6.3 Verify the average electrolyte temperature of.y.. v

a [60]*F.

.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-26
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Battery Ceu Parameters

3.8.6

TABL2 3.8.H

BATTERY EI2CTROLYTE REOGREMENTS
1

|
CATBOORY A: CATBOORY3: CATEGORY C: l

PARAMETER l

limits for each demsnated Lismits for each counsand Anowable value for 1

po'ot cou osE each onemacted ceH l

Electrolyte > Mininnan level *h > Wini=== level i=Ac=*w= Above top of plaess, and
Isvel mark, and s 1/4" above smark, sad g 1/4" above not overSowing |

=an=um level indumtion smaximma level inansmen l

marB4 mark 88 I
i

Float Voltage k [2.13] volts k [2.13] vehs > [2.07] vehe i

Speci6c k [1.200] k [1.195] Not move than [0.020]
GravityM4 below the everage

h cous

AlEl I

Average of au
conneceed ceus

k [1.195)

.... ,

|

^ NOIE
a. It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to ^ , - 7. increase above the spacined marin== dunng:

equahng charges, provided it is not over60 wag.
;

i

b. Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Imvel correction is not required, however, when benary
charging is < [2] amps when on a nost charge,

Or, banery charging current is < [2] asperes wbse on Soet charge. This is acceptable only dunng a |c.

manmum of [7] days followmg a banery recharge.

1

!
!

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-27
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j Inverters - Opersan

( 3.8.7 |

i
'

! 3.8 ELECT 1tICAL POWER SYSTEMS
:

1 3.8.7 Inverters - Opermang
:
4

i
LCO 3.8.7 The required Division 1 and Division 2 investers shs5 he OPERABG.;

NOIE
i O s i.ver=, per Divi i -y 6. - from its -acissed DC bus ser s u no.rs no

i Perfaria en equalinag charge en les associated bettery provided:
i

a. The ===aci=W AC vient bus (es) is energised from its Class 15 onestent voltage sossos
tr== &-==(s); sad .

{ b. AH other AC vital buses for both trains are energiand from their * OPERABLE !

| inverters.

!

,

APPUCABIUTY: MODES 1,2,3, and 4.
!

'

| I

! ACTIONS
.' '

! CONDITION REQUIRED ACITON COMPU! TION TIME y

i i

| A. One [ required] inverter A.1 Power AC vital bus front its 2 hours ;

; h inoperable. [ Class 1E] ~==*=' voltage sauros
j trumsformer. 3

i E
!
'

; A.2 Restore invester to OPERABM 24 hours

| sesens.

!
:

{ B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completice Tims

,

i mot met. M
i

j B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours !

!
'

:
?

; SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENIS

| SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

| S R 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, [ frequency,] and alignment to 7 days
~

required AC vital buses.

t

| SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-28
! 16.3 Tech Spec A==dw U - 12/31/93
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Inv= tere -ammas w$j 3.8.8
1

3.8 EGCTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

i 3.8.8 Invertars Ehundswa Wng

I.C O 3.8.8 Inverter (s) aball be 0PERABLE to support tbs ansies C3 ass 1E AC vital bus electrical pouver
distribution s .regered by LCO 3 8.10, Syssenes.- Shutdown * -

'

n , c w i $ >L u M .7 * be v e 4 A r
.* ain Mev.lws0m W v a,

i m m +ev per rs wr ei APPLICABILITY: MOD %6,a---ig --- - - c' !. .- " 'M ""

gg g ,y4

j ACHONS

| CONDITION REQUIRED AC110N COMPWHON TIME
.

i A. One or more [ required) A.1 Declare affected required Inunedisesly
} inver 6 insture(s) inoperabia.

| iDOPerable.
~

! SK

| A.2.1 Suspeed CORE ALTERATIONS. 1===dWy
1,

l A.2.2 Suspend movesnant ofirrediased " ^ *y*-

j smei - = w -
;

b

A.2.3 Initisse actice to suspeed T===d%
operatices with a potential for

! drunnias the reactor vessel
.?

| M ' -

A.2.4 Initises action to suspeed T== mama.}y;

] operstices involving positive
j reactivity additions.
1

i m
i
,
~

A.2.5 Initiate action to restore required 1===Amaaly
I inverters to OPERABE status.

1

i
; SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
q .

SURVRTI1ANCE PREQUENCY

SR 3.8.8.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, [ frequency,] and alignments to 7 days
j required AC vital buses.

1 SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-29
i 16.3 Tech Spec M=="r U - 12/31/93
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Distnhation Systems - Operatag
3.8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Ooersting

f '11
Division 1 and DivisiongC, DC, and AC vits! bus, electrical power distnheion sd,.y--LCO 3.8.9

-

#be OPERABLE. |

APPLICABIIIIT: MODES 1,2,3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED AC110N COMPGTION TIME

A. Oa AC electrical power A.1 Restore AC electncal power 8 hours
distr;bution subsystem distnheion subsystems to
moperable. OPERABG status. M

16 hours freen
discovery of failure to j
most LCO. |

|

B. One AC vital bus inoperable. B.1 Restore AC vital bus subsyssean 2 hours
to OPERABG status.

M

16 hours from
dascovery of failure to,

roset LCO.

C. One DC electrical power C.1 Restore DC electncal power 2 hours
distribution system distnheion subsystem to
snoperable. OPERABG status. M ;

1

16 hours from
discovery of failure to
meet LCO.

D. Requtred Action associated D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Completion Tune not met.

M

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-30
16.3 Tech Spec Au-* U - 12/31/93
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Distnhation Systems - Operatag
3.8.9

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker mHea-*~ and voltage to tbs [requiredj AC, 7 days
DC and AC vital bus electrical peer distnMon subsysteams.

|

|

|

.

-

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-31
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! Distrilmtmo Systems -4bendown R epil' ]
,

3.8.10

{ 3.8 ELEC11tICAL POWER SYSTEMS

Distribution Systems - h fle%73.8.10

LCO 3.8.10 The -ry portice of AC, DC, sad AC vital bus electrical : ,_ sban be OPERABI.E to

; u m w [ [ Nei l tAs W T CWah NUfd "'

APPIJCABI1JIY: MODEspagg6f "1- -- " af 5 " "'2 "T' ^# " " M"'

: 444. Y"f &
,. _

|
-

: -E
Refer to LCO 3.10.6 (Reduced RCS Inventory Operstmas - AC Power Availabihty) for appbcability of AC poogr
sources dunng reduced inventory operatices.

1 ACTIONS

CONDIIlON REQUIRED ACI10N COMPLETION TIME
.

A. One or more required AC, A.1 Declare -=*=d supported i===dina=ly
DC, or AC vital bus required feature (s) inoperable.
electrical pouw
distribution subsystem M
moperable.

A.2.1 Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. Y -- " " 'y

M

A.2.2 Suspend movement ofirrednesed immadiataly
fuel me==mhhan

M

A.2.3 Initiate action to suspend operstices immadianaly
with a potential for drainmg the
reactor veneel. I

|
M '

A.2.4 Initiate actions to suspeed immadi=*aly I

operations involving positive
reactivity additicas.

M

(Contmuod)

,

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-32
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!* |! Distribunon Systems - Shutdown
! 3.8.10
!

ACTIONS (thW

) CONDITION REQUDED ACTION COMPGTION TDdE ;

| A. (Continued) A.2.5 Initiste aceca to restore requued ? "- *
y

j AC, DC, and AC vital electrioni
Power &stribeos subsystems to
OPERABG states. I

AIG2 '

A.2.6 Declare a-d regured fMMy
shutdown coolms system

i

in0Perabis and am in opereman.

|
i

i

l

I
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ;

1

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.2.10.1 Verify correct breaker aligenents and voltage to regered AC, DC, 7 days 1

and AC vital bus electrical power distnhtico 1. |1

|

|

|

SYSTEM 80+ 3.8-33
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tf- :f "Cf ':- ~~ Operations - AC Power Availability-

3.10.6
SMOTDo uJN'

] 3.10 h OPERATIONS
] .5MU TDou) AJ

3.10.6 *"'"'^E Onerations - AC Power Av=Hability
- --

J
,

LCO 3.10.6 The following AC Electrical Power Sources shall be OPERABLE.-

Onc. guslap cA etvcm t- h.a 4 wm Ov. o itide, t YtMS"..i? S*H BEhdovk.2

p :_ _ ; g.c_-._ m _< g..._ _ .g .
_

. - - .
_,,

Synaeam, cwa'th t On M IC CleLH I E. AC c1LcSocat -P0WCL d.is&yibuh,a'
_

,

MgW3 TepMc( d 3.Tr-(O[ N O U M tus-A,

.

M
|

e q a b 1.t y M p g. g % 4 re p u Mb. %dp Diesel %:- '_ .:. c-- ---

OPSQ. AGLE ipeaWes vb & N /c c/4,u /5 &c elu'/VIC 'V N"'*

c65 M bu Now @ t w S As p e,L c.co ~3.p.Iop
APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 %ot (, .wim _wof es Ju/c(. M N

j ALWj c.a vi d.(2 3.3 Jul nbouc. ~1h.c -PYess * * v*''''e '^'.f

i

l,

.

'

AC1' IONS '

j
--

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION '1TME

A. Required offsite ---.---.----NOTE------------- |' circuit inoperable. Enter applicable Condition !
and Required Actions of !

'

LCO 3.8.10, with one required
division de. energized as a
result of Condition A.

< .............................

A.1.1/ Initiate action to Immediately
restore required
offsite circuit to
OPERABLE status
supplying power to
all required ESF

J buses.

ANQ,

j

e comb /on turbtn replace oye Diesel Geo ' tor providedJhd combustip%rbine has bpse
i -deQto be ope nal withigde past seven./ ys. ,

' , .da
.. - /

SYSTEM 80+ 3.10-11
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rsum aw. 3 AC Sources-Shutdown (Low Water Level)
,.

.. g
@,10.6.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.1.2 Declare affected 8 hours
required feature (s)
with no power i

available from an |
| OPERABLE offsite '

circuit inoperable.

, QE

i A.2.1 Suspend CORE 8 hours
; ALTERATIONS.,

AND
,

| A.2.2 Suspend movement of 8 hours
irradiated fuel
assemblies in
secondary

.

containment.

&NQ

A.2.3 Initiate action to 8 hours -

, suspend operations
j with a potential for
I draining the reactor

vessel (OPDRVs).

1 hNQ

A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required '
offsite circuit to
OPERABLE status
supplying power to
all required ESF
buses.

(continued)

&-4
Apt $ss 3.p;As -t ss

|
.

, .- - - - - - - g
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- assion a.v. 3 AC 52urces-Shutdown '(Low Watcr Level).. y
3. lcis f - :,

;
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

!,

B. One required DG B.1 Verify the combustion 1. hour
'

inoperable. turbine generator :

(CTGJ is functional
by verifying the CTG :
starts and achieves i
steady state voltage

' and frequency within |
2 minutes. '

AllQ '

!

B.2 Verify the CTG M'' I hour |circuit breakers re !
aligned to the kV Algt.

essential AC bus !
associated with the once per :

inoperable required 8 hours ,

DG. thereafter
. 1

'
AllD

7 .

B.3 Restore required DG M ays- |
to OPERABLE status.

-:

(continued) j
i

!

I

i

i

l
i

(b-IVMk 3)-)0 an.ne.nt ss

j.
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zwtoo aw. 3
AC S:urces-Shutdown (Low Water Level)

-

-

3g

3,10, 4.

!
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !

l

C. Required Action and C.1 Suspend CORE Ismediately
Completion Time of ALTERATIONS.
Condition 8 not met.

M
E l

Tegnasprgmes wort. C.2 Suspend movement of Ismediately
65 4 m J crequired irradiated fuel

DGs inoperable. assemblies, Jn

T;2'Z.a.
M
C.3 Initiate action to Immediately'

suspend OPDRVs.

M
C.4 Initiate action to Immediately

restore required
DG(s) to OPERABLE
status.

M
. C.5 Declare affected 8 hours

required features
supported by the

. inoperable DG(s)
inoperable.

|

!

p
M4 3. -p u .ne.nc ss

|
|

-
,

)
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mino aw. 3 AC S:urces-Shutdown (Low Water Level)
.

. .- m
'5. lD s {

*

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR .3.0.11.1- For AC sources required to be OPERABLE, In accordance
the SRs of Specification 3.8.2 are with applicable

4194 applicable. SRs

..

I

i

e

eu #

4
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-
,
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B 3.8
ELECTRICAL POWER ! , ,

-[ QB 3.8.1 AC Sources - Operatine

BASES
-_

BACKGROUND
he AC Power Sowas consist et the offsite power sources (preferred power) and th!

k site standby power sourtas (Division 1 and Division 2 diesel generstors). As required
on

e

independence and redundancy to ensure en available source of power to the hjGeeral Design Criterion 17 (Ref.1), the design of the AC power system provulg hgo,
,

( as
!

Safety Feature (ESF) systems. =-5.d

De Division I and 2 onsite Class 1E AC Distribution System is divided into redundant
Ioad groups (divisions)ao that loss of any one group will not prevent the nunsmum saf t!

functions from being p.4,
d. Each division has mae ey.

power supplies and to a single diesel generator. ons to twopreferred (offsite)

|

Independent transmission lines supply offsite power to Preferred Switchyards I & )I
Preferred Switchyard I feeds the Unit Main Transfonner (UMT) and Pref.

Switchyard H feeds the Reserve Auuhary Transformers (RATS). De UMT transferred

230 kV to 24 kV. This 24 kV is fed to two Unit Aunhary Transformers (UATs) Thorms

De UATs provide 13.8 kV and 4.16 kV for station distribution.UATs each provide power to their usepective separs.te switchgear groups [X] and {Y]
. ese

.

An offsite circuit consists of all breakers, transformers, switches interruptang d i
cabling, and controls requtrod to transmit power from the offsite transmission network

, ev ces,

to the onsite Class IE ESF bus or buses.

UATs provide the normal preferred source of power to the 4160 volt emergency b
X-UAT provides the power to Division 1 emergency buses and Y-UAT providuses.

power to Division 2 emergency buses. es the
Backup offsite power for either or both the

emergency buses is provided through the RATS. If offsite power is not svadable th
emergency buses are supplied from their respective diesel generator (DG)

e,

supplies power to Division 1 emergency buses and DG2 supplies power to Divisio 2DG1, .

emergency buses. n

Certam required unit loads are returned to service in a predetermmed sequence in o d
to prevent overloading the transformer supplying offsite power to thr er
Distribution System. e onsite Class IE

Within [1 minute] after the initiating signal is received, all
automatic and permancetly connected loads needed to recover the unit or maintain it in
a safe condition are returned to service via the load sequencer.

SYSTEM 80+ \
B 3.8 116A Tech Spec Pm

A mnndmnnt U . 12/31/93
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; AC Sownes - Openeng
q B 3.8.1

| BASES
.

3
2 BACKGROUND If power wars last from eitbar UAT, undervoltage solsys would esase this condinos. The

] (Continued) electrical systen would then attempt to transfer to the bacimp preferred power source (the
i assocated RAT). The >::esfar to the associated RAT wiB occur on abe penneneet {

ace eafety bus anscted. If power is not svadable from the backup preferred sourcs, the i
j DG is automatically used to power the ===ari=*=d emergency buses. 1he DGs start
! entomatically on a Safety hveence Acsustica Signal ($1AS) or on a loss of voltage (IDV)

,

! on the respective emergency buses. Even though the DGs are started on SIAS, they will
; act power the emergency buses unless both preFsrud onnte sources of power are
; unavadable. Tbs DG mina===+ic=11y ties to its buere on a IAV condition on that bus witb

; offsite power unavailable.

event of a loss of preferred power, the ESF electrical loads ars =>aa===*ir=tly#
? ea===e*=d to the DGs in sufficeent time to provule for safe reactor shutdown and to
j mitigate the consequences of a Dessa Basis Acculent (DBA) sudi as a loss of coolant '

. .

accident (LOCA).
,

*,
;

] Certam required unit loads are returned to service in a i - '-- -- '' sequenos in anler |j to prevent overloading the DG in the process. Within [1] manute aAer the initistag '

signal is received, all Iceds needed to recover the unit or maintais it in a safe condition
. ,

are returned to servus. !
<

i ,

.

1 In accordance with Regulatory Gude 1.9 (Ref. 2), dies.J generators 1 and 2 beve [6067] j
kW continuous and [6674] kW twc4our load retags. |

.

J

] The diesel generators are rated at 4160 volts, three phase 60 Hz, and are capable of
i c'e=>aing rated frequency and voltage within twenty socceds aAer receipt of a start signal
! (Ref. 3).
,

f "ne ESF systems which are powered from divisional power sources are tiss=f in
< Reference 3.
s
<

1 ,

4

i APPLICABLE 'ne initial conditions of design basis transient and acculent analyses in CESSAR DC

| SAFETY ANALYSES Chapters 6 (Ref. 4) and 15 (Ref. 5) assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC
; Power Sr.aem is designed to provule sufficient espacity, capabdity, redundancy, and
i rehabdify to ensure the availabdity of =====ey power to ESF systems so that abe fuel,
j Reactor Coolant System, and cone =ia-t design limits are not exceeded. These design
i limits are .hacussed in more detail in the Bases for LCO .4cnons 3.2 (Pomer Distribution
i Limits),3.4 (Reactor Coolant System), and 3.6 (Cont =ia===r Systems).
1

j
]

i

!
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,

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1 <

BASES

iAPPIJCABLE in general, the safety analysis anamidared offsite power to be svedable to ESF espapment
SAFETY ANALYSES following event initiation. Offsite power is not considered to be safety enlanad A loss

(Continued) of offsite power (LOOP) alone is an analyand event since it presents a challenge to the - *

plant's safety fannues and would result in a total loss of AC power if the diesel
,

generators failed to start.
.

De OPERABILTIT of an offnte AC source is not expbcstly required by the safety
analyses. Therefore, the need for two '' ; - ' ^ offuite power circuits was not derived
from the safety analysis, since events poendanng failure of offnte power comedered a |
complete loss of 230kv pe,wss. Such eveses disable both offuite circuits. The
rovirement for two offsite circuits was derived from the design criteria (Raf.1) tad
standards incorporated into abe plant design, which requued redundant, u 't j,

offsite power sources. j

'

he OPERABIllTY of the power sources is aan===t with the initial === pane of the .,

accident analyses and design respurensets and is based upon ==ia*=ining at least ces of
the AC and DC Power Sources and -=a d distributica systems OPERABLE dunng

accidset conditions in the event of (1) an assumed loss of all ofEnts or all casite AC |

power, and (2) a worse case single fadure. I

I

De AC sources antisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Pohey Staassment.

LCO Two qualified circuits (Ref. 3) between the offsite ema==ce network and the onsite
Class 1E Distribution System, and he two ind=p=ad at diesel generasors (Raf. 3), ensure
availability of the required power to abundown the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition after an anticipased operationni occurrence (AOO) or a poendased
design basis accident (DBA).

The two circuits from offsite are physically iad5==d-e such that a single component
fault (e.g., breaker trip) will not cause both power sources to be lost to ces or more 4160

volt emergency buses. Hus, a physically indar-daat circuit aan=es of cae inconung
line to the 230 kV (Preferred Switchyard Interface I) switchyard, a circuit path (including
breakers and disconnects) to one energtand UAT (X or Y), and a circuit path from the
energized UAT to the associased 4160 voit emergency buses. A physically iadq=adaar
circuit also consists of the h=ag line to the Preferred Switchyard laterface II, a
circuit path (including breakers and dia~==+=) to the one energiand RAT (Division I
or II), and a circuit path from that energiand RAT to its 4160 volt emergency buses.
Each division contains an automatic lead sequencer to control sequencing of Acculent or
loss-of-Offsite Power lands.
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AC Sources - Operaung
'

B 3.8.1

BASES
,

: LCO Inoprsble AC sources do not necessarily result in inoperable components (which are
'

(Continued) designed to receive power from that source) taless specifically directed by Required
Actions (refer to LCO 3.0.7).

;

Each DG arist be capable of startag, accelerunng to rated speed and voltage, and
connecting to its respective ESF bus on detection of bus undervoltage. This will be
accomplished within 20 seconds, Each DG must also be capable of accepung required
loads within the -==d loading sequence intervals, and continue to operate until offsite
power can be restored to the ESF buses. Deee capabilities are required to be met from

a variety ofinitial conditions such as DG in standby with the engine bot. DG in standby
I with the eerine at ambiet conditions, and DG opershng in a parallel test mode. Proper
} sequencing of lands, including tripping of anaaaaantial loads, is a required funebon for |
1 DG OPERABILITY.

.

' *

Certain diesel generator support systems are addreened in other LCOs. During
-

; moperabilities in these support systems, tooperable diesel generators do not necessadly
result unless specifically diraced by Required Actions. His is in accordance with LCO

'
3.0.7.

4

APPLICABILITY The AC Power Sources and sequencers are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2,3, and 4 to ensure that:

'

; 1. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary limits are
not exceeded as a readt of anticipated operational occurnaces or abnormal,

transients; and

2. Adequate core cooling is provided, and contammant OPERABIlJTY and other

vital functions are maintained in the event of a m'1ated DBA.
4

*

AC Power Source requiremee.ts for MOD'ES 5 and 6 are addnesed in LCO 3.8.2, AC
Sources - Shutdown

4

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. and A.3

i

With one of the required offsite circuits inoperable, sufficient offsite power is available,

from the other required offsite circuit to ensure that the unit can be maintained in a safe
"

shutdown condition following a design basis transient or accident. Even failure of the
remammg requzred offsite circuit will notjeopardize a safe shutdown of the unit h=

of the redundant standby diesel generator. However, since system reliability is degreded
below the LCO requiremets, a time limit c,4 continued operation is iw To mmre

.

.
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AC Sources - Opeenting |

B 3.8.1

BASES

ACTIONS a highly reliable power anurce remama, it is necessary to verify the OPERABILfTY of
(Continued) the remammg required offsite circuit on a more frequent basis.

Since the Required Action only specifies " perform,' a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 T~
criteria does not result in a Reqmrod Action not met. However, if a second required
circuit fails SR 3.8.1.1, the .wmad offsite circuit is inoperable, and Condition C, for two
ohte circuits inoperable, is entered.

The specific list of features encompassed by Requtrod Accon A.2 is provided in
: leference 8. neee featwes are those which are designed with redundant safery-related

divisions. Single division systems are not included. Since the Completion Time
allowance for this Requand Action is limited to 24 hours, those systems with a!! awed
Completion Times 2 to 24 hours for both divisions snoperable are not included as
required features to be checked. 'Iwenty-four hours is acceptable 6 == it unmmama.

risk while allowing time for restoration before subjecting the unit to transients associated -,

with shutdown. The remauung OPERABLE offsite circuit and DGs are adequate to
supply electrical power to Division I sad Division 2 of the onsite Class 1E Distribution
System. De 24 hour Completion Time takes into account the component
OPERABILITY of the redimaant counterpart to the moperable requued feature.
Additionally, the 24 hour Completica Time takes into account the capacity and capbility
of the remammg AC sources, a ressunable time for repaus, and the low probability of
a DBA occurring during this period. Required Action A.2, ubich only applies if the
division cannot be powered from an ohte source, is intended to provide assurance that
an event with a coincident single failure of the au~-iM diesel generator will not result
in a complete loss of safety function of critical systems. The term ' assure,' as used in

Required Action A.2, allows for an adminierative check by erammmg logs or other
information, to detxnune if certain features are out of service for maintenance or other

reasons It oui. mot reqmre unique performance of the Surveillance Requirements needed
to demonstrate OPERABILITY of the feature. De Completion Tune is intended to allow
the operator time to es aluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This Completion
Time also a!!aws for an exception to the normal ' time zero* for beginmng the allowed
outage time ' clock'. In this Required Action, the Completion Time only begins on
discovery that both 1) the division has no ohte power supplying its loads, and 2) a
required feature on the other division is inoperable. If at any time during the existence

of this Condition (one offsite circuit inoperable) a redundant required feature subsequently
becomes inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked.

1
Accordmg to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), operation may continue in Condition A for

|

a period that abould not exceed 72 hours. With one oEte circuit inoperable, the |

reliability of the offsite circuit inoperable, the reliability of the offsite system is degraded,
and the potential for a loss of oEte power is increased, with arrmaant potential for a
challenge to the unit safety systems. In this Ccelition, however, the remammg

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-5
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AC Sources - Operatag
B 3.8.1

BASES
,

ACTIONS OPERABLE offsite circuit and DGs are adequase to supply electrical power to the onsite

(Continued) Class IE AC Distribution System.

The second Completica Tune for Requred Amica A.3 enM%es a limit on the
===== tisme allowed for any Maahos of requared AC , ewer sources to be
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of feahag to meet the LCO. If
Condition A is entered while, for instaacs, a DG is inoperable, and tha: DG is
subsequently returned OPERABE, the LCO may already beve been act est for up to
72 hours. This could lead to a total of 144 hours, as a result ofinitial failure to meet the

% D : M u. se the offsits circuit. At this time, a DG could again becoine inoperable,
the circuit restored OPERABLE, and an additional 72 hours (for a total of 9 days) would
be allowed prior to complete restoratics of the I.CO. De 6<lsy Completion Tasme
provides a limit ce the time allowed in a specified conditsee after discovery of feahare to

meet the LCO. His limit is considered r==aaaahle for situatices in which Conditions A
and B are entered concurrently. De *A@* ana== cam between the 72 hour ed 6< lay,

-

*

Completion Times means that both Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more
restrictive Completion Time anst be met.

As in Reqmrod Acace A.2, the Completion Tune allows for an excepnan to the normal
* time aero* for beguuung the allowed outage tinue ' clock.* nis will result in
establishing the ' time aero* at the time that the LCO was initially not met, numaad of at,

the time Condition A was entered.'

|

The 72-bour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and capability of the
remammg AC sources, a r===a==hle time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this pened.

;

B.1. B.2. B.3.1. B.3.2. and B.4

To sesure a highly reliable power source remains with an inoperable DG, it is necessary
to verify the avalability of the offsite circuits ce a more freguest basis. Since the
Required Action only specifies * perform,* a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria
does not result in a Reqmrod Action being not met. However, if a circuit fails to pass
SR 3.8.1.1,it is inoperable. Upon offsite circuit inoperabdity, additional Cooditions and
Required Actions must then be entered.

The specific list of features encompassed by Required Action B.2 is provuled a
Refenece 8. Deee features are thoes which are designed with redundant safety related

;

divisions. Single division systems ans not included. Since the Completion Time !
allowance for this Reqmred Action is limited to four hours, those systems with allowed '

Completion Times at four hours for both divisions anoperable are not included as
required features to be checked. Reqmrod Action B.2 is intended to provule assurance

:

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8 6
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AC Sources - Operanng I
B 3.8.1 )

BASES

ACT10NS that a loss of offsite power, dunng the period that a diesel generator is inoperable, will
(Continued) not result in a couplete loss of adsey function of critit.al systems he term " ensure,'

as used in Required Action B.2, allows for an adnuni trative check by namining logs
or other information, to detenmne if certam features are out of service for mainmaar*

|
or other reasons It does not regare unique perfonnance of the Survamane, !
Requirements needed to a==r.i. OPERABILITY o' the feature. He Completion !
Time is intended to allow the operator time to evaluase and repair any discovered
moperabilities. His Coupletion Time also allows for an exception to the nonnal ' time I

sero' for begamng the allowed outage time ' clock.* In this Required Action, the
Completion Tisr us *y b. gins ce discovery that both 1) an inoperable diesel generator

' exists, and 2) a required feature on the other division is inoperable. If at any time during
the existence of this Condition (one diesel generator inoperable) a required feature
subsequently becomes inoperable, this Completion Time would begin to be tracked. ne

Completion Time is based on engtneenng judgment taking into consideration the
probability of a loss of offsite power occurrmg while the other Division 1 or 2 diesel .

-

'

generator is inoperable. His is comparable to, but less severe than, Condition D (both
diesel generators moperable) and therefore has a congarable, but less restrictive,
Completion Time.

Discovering one requtred DG inoperrNe coin.idesat with one or more inoperable required
support or supported features, or both, that are associated with the OPERABLE DG,
results in startmg the Completion Time tM the Required Action. Four hours from the
discovery of these events existing concurneriy, is accqxable be== it mimmi= risk
sile allowing time for restoration before sutjecting the unit to transients associated with
shutdown.

In this Condition, the remaimag OPERAALE DG and offsite circuits are adequale to
supply electrical power to the casite Class 1E Distribution System. Bus, on a
component basis, single failure protaKnon for the required feature's function may have
been lost; however, function has im beam lost. The 4 hour Completion Time takes into

account the OPERABILITI cf the redundant counterpart to the moperable requtred
feature. Additional!y, the 4 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remammg AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the low
probabihty of a DBA occurnng during this period.

He Note in Condition B requires that Required Action B.3.1 or B.3.2 must be completed
i

if Condition B is entered. The inteet is that all DG inoperabilities must be investigated I
for common cause failures regardless of how long the DG inoperability perststs.

Required Action B.3.1 provides an allowance to avoid unnecessary testing of
OPERABLE DGs. Ifit can be determmed that the cause of the inoperable DG does not
exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR 3.8.1.2 does not have to be performed If the cause

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-7
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AC Sources - Operatmg
B 3.8.1

BASES
,

ACTIONS ofinoperability exists on other DG(s), the other DG(s) would be declarad inoperable upon
(Continued) discovery and Condition E of LCO 3.8.1 would be entered. Once the failure is repaued,

the common cause failure no longer exists and Requund Acton B.3.1 is satisfied. If the
cause of the initial inoperable DG cannot be confinned not to exist on the mmmg
DG(s), perfonnance of SR 3.8.1.2 suffices to provide assurance of connound
OPERABILITY of that DG.

. Accordmg to Generic Letter 84-15 (Ref. 9), [24] bours is runsceable to confirm that the
i OPERABLE DG(s) is not.affW bg t% same problem as the inoperable DG.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), operation may continue in Condition B for,

a period that should not exceed 72 hours.

In Condition B, the remammg OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits are adequate to supply; ,

electrical power to the onsite Class 1E Distribution System. Le 72 hour CompkSon *,

Time takes into account the capacity and capability of the remammg AC sources, a
reasonable time for repaus, and the low probabdity of a DBA occurnng dunng this

1 period.

The second Completion Time for Required Ac: ion B.4 establishes a limit on the
manmum time allowed for any combination of requund AC power sources to be.

snoperable during any single contiguous occurrance of failing to meet the LCO. If
Condition B is entered while, for instance, an r tfsite circuit is inoperable and that circuit
is subsequently returned OPERABLE, the LCO n-sy already have been not met for up,

'

to 72 hours. his could lead to a total of 144 hours, since initial failure to meet the
LCO, to restore the DG. At this time, an offsite circuit could again become inoperable,
tbc DG restored OPERABLE, and an additional 72 hours (for a total of 9 days) a!! owedj

prior to complete restoration of the LCO. The 6 day Completion Time provides a limit.

'

on time allowed in a specified condition after discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This
i limit is cNidered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B are entered

concurrently. The 'Ab'D' connector between the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times4

that 1oth Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more restrictive |
me=at

Completior. Time must be met.
1

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows for an exception to the nonnal |
'* time zero" for begummg the allowed time " clock *. This will result in Wtwag the

* time zero* at the time that the LCO was initially not met, mstead of at the time
Condition B was entered.
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AC Sources - Operanng ,

B 3.8.1 I

l
BASES '

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2

(Continued)
With both of the required offsite circuits anoperable, sufficient standby AC Elect.ical
Power Sources are available to maintain the unit in a safe shutdown condition in the event
of a design basis transient or accident. However, since AC Electried Power System
reliability is degraded below the LCO requiremmts, a time limit on comunued operar.on

,

is iW. I

Because of the normally high availability of the offsite sources, this level of degradation
may appear to be more severe than other eedp *'& o.~two AC sources moperable that

involve one or more DGs inoperable. However, two factors tend to decrease the severity
of this level of degradation:

He configuration of the redundant AC electrical power system that remamsa.
-

available is not susceptible to a single bus or switching failure; and .
,

b. De time required to detect and restore an unavailable offsite power source is
generally much less than that requzred to detect and restore an unavailable onsite
AC source

With both of the requzred offsite circuits inoperable, sufficient onsite AC sources are

available to maintain the unit in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a DBA or
transient. In fact, a simultaneous loss of offsite AC sources, a LOCA, and a worst case

,

single failure were postulated as a part of the design bads in the safety analysis. Rus, !
the 24 hour Completion Time provides a period of time to erfa:t restoration of one of the '

offsite circuits commensurate with the importance of maintaining an AC electrical power
system capable of sneeung its design criteria.

The specific list of features cec.mased by Requind Action C.1 is provided in
Reference 8. nese features are those which are designed with redundant safety-related
divisions. Single division systems are not included. Since the Completion Time
allowance for this Required Action is limited to 12 hours, those systems with allowed
Completion Times 2 12 hours for both divisions ineperable are not included as required |

features to be checked. He requirement is intended to provide assurance abould a
coincident single failure of a diesel generator occur during the period with two offsite
circuits inoperable, a complete loss of safety function of critical systems will not risult.
He term *enswe," as used in Required Action C.1, allows for an mAmmistrative check
by exammmg logs or other information, to determine if certain features are out of service

for maintenance or other reasons It does not requzre unique performance of the
Surveillance Requirements needed to demonstrate OPERABILITY of the feature. The

Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any
discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also allows for an exception to the

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5-9
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AC Sources - Operstmg
B 3.8.1

MSES

| ACT10NS norma! * time zero* for begmmng the allowed outage time ' clock *. In & Raqured
(Continued) Action the Conr,>1etion Time only begins on discovery that 1) both offsite circuits are

'

inoperable, and 2) a requtrod feature on the other division is inoperable. If at any time
during the existence of & Condition (both offsite circuits inoperable) a requued feature
subsequently becomes inoperable, this Completico Time would begin to be tracked. De
Completion Time is based on engmeerms judgment taking into consideration the
probability of an evet concurrent with a single faibre of a diesel generator occumag (on
the division opposite to the inoperable featuss) w' ails two offsite circuits are inoperable.
During the time & Condition exists (both offsi'a circuits inyrrble). Condition A also
exists concurratly for each of the moperstle offsite *cLenitsMp-~t--tly. De
Required Actions and -ie A Completion Times apply as discussed previously, his
may result in more nstrictive requuemmts for restoration mod /or cross <iivisional feature

OPERABILITY checks
.

In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), with the available offsite AC *-

Electrical Power Sources two less than required by the LCO, operation may continue for
i 24 hours. One offsite source must be restored within 24 hours. Operation may then

continue in accordance with the loss of one offsite source in Conditico A. If no offsite
circuit is restored within 24 hours, or, if either inoperable offsite circuit is not remored
within 72 hours of its initial inoperability in accordance with Condition A (which may
occur, in some cases, prior to the 24-hour allowance), a controlled abundown must be

,

initiated per Required Actions F.1 and F.2.

i D.1 and D.2
a

In Condition D, individual redundancy is les in both the offsite power system and the,

'

onsite Division 1 or 2 AC Power System. However, since power system r-h=A~y is
provided by two diverse sources of power, the rehability of the power systems in this
Condition may appear higher than Condition C (loss of both requtred offsite circuits).
his difference in reliability is offset by the susceptibility of 6 power system,

configuration to a single bus or switching failure. De 12-hour Completion Time takes
into account the capacity and capabtlity of the r=ainmr AC sources, a nasonable time
for repatrs, and the low probability of a DBA occumng during the period.

] During the time this Coodition exists (one offsite circuit and one diesel smerator
| inoperable), Condition A and B also exist concurratly, he Required Actions and

associated Completion Times for these Conditions also apply from time of stry into each
individual Coodition. His will continue to provide common mode failure considerations
for the inoperable diesel generator, cross-divisional feature OPERABIllTY,

considerations, and provide the appropriate time limit for continued operation whilea
'

repatrs are being setempted
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AC Sources - Operatag
B 3.8.1

BASES

ACTIONS Per I sgulatory Gmde 1.93 (Ref. 8), with the svadable offsite and standby AC Power

(Continued) Sourm each one less than the LCO, operation may continue in Condition D for 12
hours. If eitber an offsite or a standby AC source is restored to OPERABLE status
within 12 hours, operation may continue for 72 hours from the time of the initialloss of
the remauung inoperable source (e<==rmat with the loss of one AC source in Condition

A or B). If neither an offsite source nor a standby source is restored withm the 12
hours, or, if either the inoperable diesel generator or the doperable circuit is not restored ,

within 72 hours of its initial inoperability in accordance with condition A or B twhich
may occur, in some cases, prior to the 12-hour eBowance), a controUed abundown must
be initiated per Reqmrod Accons F.1 and F.2.

L.l. <

With two required diesel generators anoperable, insufficient standby AC Power Sources
~

are available to power the . . .. .. required ESF functions. Since time offsite power - |,

system is the only source of AC power for this level of degradation, the risk associated
with cor.tinued operation for a very short time could be less than Ibat associated with an
innv iiste controlled shutdown (i.e the i==adia*. shutdown could cause grid instabdity
which could result in totalions of AC power). However, since any inadvertant generator
trip could also result in total loss of AC power, the time allowed for cootmund operation
is severely restricted. The intent here is not only to avoid the risk ===ariatad with an
i==adiate controlled shutdown but also to -aimi= the risk associated with this level of
degradation. During the time this condition exists (both diesel generators moperable),
Condition B also exista concurrently for each of the inoperable diesel generators

! mdtand-tly. The Required Actions and as:ociated Completion Times apply as '

l discussed previously. This will continue to provide :ommon mode failure considerations,

cross-divisional feature OPERABILITY, and the appropriate time limit for continued
OPerstion while repairs are being attempted.

;

! Per Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), with the available standby AC electrical supplies two

| less than the LCO, operation may continue for a period that should not exceed two hours.
! One of the required diesel generators must be restored within these two hours. Operation

may them continue in escia. 44 with the loss of one diesel generator in Condition B.
If no standby AC supply is restored within two hours, or, if either inoperable diesel
generator is not restored within 72 hours ofits initial inoperability in accordance with

|
Condition B (which may <ccur, in some cases, prior to the two-hour aUowance), a

! controUed shutdown must k mitiated per Required Actions F.1 and F.2.

|
.
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AC Sources - Operahng
'

B 3.8.1

i BASES

i
'

ACT10NS Ed
;

(Continued)

| The sequencers are en essential support system to [both the offsite circuit and the DG
| associated with a given ESF bus). [Furthennore, the sequencer is on the prumary success

pee for most assor AC electrically pcmered safety systems powered from the assocassed

ESF bus.] Therefore, loss of an [ESF bus sequencer) affects every major ESF system
in the [ division). The [72] hour Compienom Time primdes a period of time to correct
the problem ~==-==ese with the importance of mustasang sequencer

'

i

OPERABILITY. Tbis tisse pened also emeures abet 6e probability of an escadset
(requiring esquencer OPERABILITY) occumag auring periods when the seguemoor is
inoperable is munimal.

!
I

G.1 and G.2
1

|.

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the Required *.

Actions and associated Complehan Times cannot be nest. This is does by placang the r

plant in at lems: MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are r===a==hte based on operenng exponence to reach the roquared
MODES from full power witbout A" ing plant systems. ,

IL.1

With tbree or more reqmrod AC sources anoperable, moufficient AC sources renam

available to ensure nefe abundown of the unit in the event of a transient or acculent with t

any additional single failure. At this severely degraded level, any further losses in the
AC electrical power system will cause a loss of fuochon. Iannaamealy is used as an

;

adeninistrative means of not allowing any extension of 6e LCO 3.0.3 einadown '

regarements.

!

SURVEILLANCE The AC Power Sources are designed to pennit inspection and testag of all important.
REQUIREMENTS areas and features, especially abooe wbich have a standby function, in amordance with

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria 18 (Ref.10). Penodic compooset t

tests are suppleaseted by extensive functional tes's during refuehng outages (under
simulated accident conditions). The Surveillance Requirements for Amannserahng the
OPERABIllfY of the diesel generators are in accordance with the reco=====d=* ions of

Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2),1.108 (Ref.11), and 1.137 (Ref.12), as addressed in |
CESSAR-DC. |

|

|
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVFILi>.NCE Where the SRs discussed herein specify voltage and frequency tolerances, the following
REQUIREMENTS is applicable. De mmimum steady state output voltage of [3740) V is 90% of the

(Continued) nominal 4160 V output voltage. This value, which is specified in ANSI C84.1-1982
(Ref 6), allows for voltage drop to the ternunals of 4000 V anators whose ======

operatag voltage is specified as 90% or 3600 V. It also allows for voltage drops to
motors and other equipment down through the 120 V level where - .. operanng
voltage is also usually specified as 80% of name plate rating. The specified .. - . .

steady state output voltage of [4756] V is equal to the man === operating voltage
specified for 4000 V motors It ensures that for a lightlyloaded distributica syssam, the

voltage at the termmals of 4000 V motors is no more than the mari=== rated operaung
voltages. The specified nummum and mannum frequencies of the DG are 58.8 Hi and

61.2 Hz, respectively. These values are equal to i 25 of the 60 Hz nonunal frequency
and are derived from the recom-Wons given in Regulatory Gunde 1.9 (Ref. 2).

*

SR 3.8.1.1
. .

This Surveilla>>ce Requirement assures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC power
supply to distribution network and avadability of offsite AC power. The breaker
alignment venfies that :nch breaker is ia its correct position to ensure distnhation buses

and loads are connected to their preferred power source and iW of offsite
circuits is maintained. De seven-day Frequency is adequate since breaker position is not

*ikely to change without the operator being aware ofit and be== stanis is displayed in.

the control room.

.
SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7

These surv p to ensure ility of the standby power supply to mitigate
-

design basis u ntoand and maintain the unit in safe shutdown conditions.
To mmimm the wear on moving parts that do not get lubricated who the engine is not
runmng, these SRs are snodified by a Note (Note 2 for SR 3.8.1.2) to indicate that all

DG starts for these Surveillances may be proceded by an engine prelube period and
followed by a warmup period prior to loading by an engine prelube period. For the
purpose of this testing, the diesel generators shall be started from standby conditions.
Standby conditions in this case means the diesel engine coolant and oil are being
continuously circulated and temperature maintained consis:ent with manufacturer
recommendations.

In order to reduce stress and wear on diesel engines, some manufacturers recomunced a

modified start in which the starting speed of DG is limited, warmup is limited to this
lower speed, and the DGs are gradually accelerated to synchronous speed prior to
loading. This is the intent of Note 3, which is only applicable when such modified start
procedures are recommended by the manufacturer.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-13
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; AC Sources - Operanng
B 3.8.1

,

BASES

SURVT.ILLANCE SR 3.8.1.7 requires, on a 184-day Frequency, the diesel generators start from standby
REQUREMENTS conditions and achieve required voltage and frequency within 20 =araade b 2Cheecond.

(Continued) requirement supports the assumptions in the design basis loss of coolant accidset (LOCA)
analysis (Ref. 5). The 20 aarand start requuemmt is not applicable to SR 3.8.1.2 which

5 is performed on a 31 day Fr.qwy.

h normal 31-day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.2 (ese Diesel Gmerator Test Schedule,
, Table 3.8.1 1)is con-t-r with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2). De 184-day Frequency'

for SR 3.8.1.7 is a reduction in cold testing consistant with Generic letter 84-1S (Ref.
;

9). Dese Frequencies provide adequate assurance of diesel generator OPERABILITY
while mimmmnt egradation resulting from testing.d

SR 3.8.1.3

1 .

This surveillance verifies that the diesel generators are capable of synchroninng and -,

accepting 2 the equivalent of the manmum expected accident loads. De 60 minute run

time for the diesel generator (requu d by Ref. 2) is to stabthze the engine temperature
his will ensure that coohng and lubrication are adequate for ext-dad peneds of
operation while mmimmng the time that the diesel generator is canaanted to the offsite
power source.

.

Although no power factor req 6ats are established by this SR, the DG is normally
operated at a power factor between [0.8 lagging] and [1.0]. De 0.8 value is the design
rating of the machme, while [1.0) is an operational limitation [to ensure esrcularmg

| currets are =iai=ivad].

The normal 31 day Frequency for this Surveillance (see Diesel Generator Test Schedule)
is consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2).

I

nis Surveillance is modified by four NOTES. h first NOTE allows gradual (manual)
loading as recommended by the manufacturer to mmimire stress and wear on the diesel

engine (Ref. 9). b aaraad NOTE allows momentary transieets due to changing bus
loads to not invalidate the test. Simdarly, momentary power factor transients above the

,

t

limit will not invalidate the test. De third NOTE requires that this Surveillance be
conducted on only one diesel gmerator at a time. His will avoid a total loss of AC

power due to a common cause failure in the offsite circuits or a perturbation on the grid.
NOTE 4 stipulates a prerequisite requirement for performance of this SR. A aner-ful
DG start must precede this test to credit satisfactory perfortmance.

1

I
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AC Sources - Operanng |
'

B 3.8.1
4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.4

REQUIREMENTS;

1 (Continued) His SR prsvides verification that the level of fuel oil in the day tarl [and engine
mounted tank) is at or above the level at which fuel oil is automatically added. De level

1
is expressed as an equivalent volume in gallons, and is selected to ensure adequate fuel

; oil for a mintzum of I bour of DG operanon at full load plus 10%.

De 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient supply of fuel oil is'

available, since low level alarms are provided and unit operators would be aware of any
large uses of fuel oil during this period.

SR 3.8.1.5

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation. Dere are numerous
~

bacteria that can smw in fuel oil and cause fouhng, but all umst have a water .,

environment in order to survive. Removal of water from the fuel oil day tanks once
every [31] days elimiaa'~ the mry environment for bactenal survival. This is the
most effective maan< of controlling microbiological fouhng In addition,it ali=== tar the

'

potential for water atrammant in the fuel oil during DG operation. Water may come
from any of several sources, including <= dan == tion, ground water, rain water,
contammated fuel oil, and from breakdown of the fuel oil by bactena. Frequent checking
for and removal of accumulated water mmimi= fouling and provides data regardag the

,

'

watertight integrity of the fuel oil system. De Survedlance Frequecia cre coblished
by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref.12). This SR is for prevative maintenance. The
presence of water does not pa-rily represent failure of this SR provided the
="-1='ad water is removed during the performance of this Surveillance.

4

SR 3.8.1.6

nis Surveillance demonstrates that each required fuel oil transfer valve operates and
allows fuel oil to transfer by gravity from its associated storage tanks to its associated day

tank. This is required to support continuous operation of standby power sources. His
Surveillance provides assurance that the fuel oil transfer valve is OPERABLE, the fuel

: oil piping system is intact, the fuel delivery piping is not obstructed, and the controls and
control systems for automatic fuel transfer systems are OPERABLE.

A 92 day Frequency corresponds to the Inservice Testing requirements for the transfer
valves; however, the design of fuel transfer systems is such that the transfer valves will

operate automatically or a valve in the bypass line must be operated manually in order
to maintain an adequate volume of fuel oil in the DG day tank during or following DG
testing. In such a case, a 31 day Frequacy is appropriate.

|

|

|
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AC Sources - Operaung
B 3.8.1 |

BASES
I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.7

REQUIREMEhTS
(Continued) See Bases SR 3.8.1.2/3.6.1.7.

SR 3.8.L8

Transfer of each 4160 voit einergency bus power myply froun the nonna! preferred
offsite circuit to the backup preferred offsite circuit d--ammates abe OPERABIIJIT of

the backup circuit distribution network to feed the shutdown loads. The [18 mensb]
Frequency of the Survedlance is based on engmeenngjudgment taking into canaderamon
the plant conditions required to perform the survedlance, and is inesoded to be canastant

with expected fuel cycle lengths. Also, operanng exponence has abown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed at the 18 maarh Frequency. Therefore,
the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable frotn a rehabdity standpotat..

. *

This Survedlance is modified by two Notas. The first Note prohibits performance of this
Survedlance in MODE 1 or 2. Performance of this survedlance could result in
pa te;ons to the electrical distribution system and cause a challenge to coensued

. standy-etate operation in MODES 1 and 2. Therefore, this Surveillance naast be
(

{ performed in MODES 3,4,5, or 6. The socced Note allows cmdit to be taken for
j unplanned events that satisfy this Surv=11=arw Regarement.

h
SR 3.8.1.9

|
'

|

The diesel generators are provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent damnge to
the engine. Recovery from the transient caused by the loss of a large load could cause

diesel engine ovaspeed which, if excessive, might result in a trip of the engme. This
Surveillance ?= += ;.e the diesel generator load response cher.c;scis:ics and
capability to reject the largest single load without exceeding predetenmoed voltage and
frequency limits, which snaintains a specified margin to the overspeed trip. The largest

! single load on the emergency buses corresponds to a Component Cooling Water Pump

(1250 BHP,1037kW)(Ref. 3). As regured by IEEE.308 (Raf.14), abe load mjection
test is acceptable if the increene in the speed of the diesel does not exceed 75% of the

difference between nommal speed and the overspeed trip seapoint, or 155 above nommal,
whichever is lower. This i.v, ;. 63 Hz, equivalent to 75 % of the difference between
nominal speed and the overspeed trip setpoint.

The time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in this SR are derived from

Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2) recommendations for response during load sequence
intervals. 'Ibe [3] seconds specified is equal to 60 percent of a typical S second load
sequence interval associated with sequencing of the largest loed. The voltage and
frequency specified are consistent with the design range of the equipment powered by the

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-16
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AC Sources - Operaung
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE diesel generator. SR 3.8.1.9.a correep ads to the =m== frequency excursion while
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.8.1.9.b and SR 3.8.1.9.c are steady state voltage and frequency values that the 1

(Continued) system must recover to following load rejection. 'Ibe 18-month Frequency is consistent

with the recom=Marions of Regulatory Gmde 1.108 (Ref.11) (expected fuel cycle
lengths).

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load conditions that are as close to design
basis conditions as possible, tasang must be performed using a power factor s [0.9].
This power factor is chosen to be represamtative of the actual design basis inductive !
loading tk.at the DG would experience. !

|

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is that dunng operanon with
the reactor critical, performance of & SR could cause perturbations to the electncal
distribution systems that could challenge continued steady state operation and, as a result,( unit safety systems. Note 2 acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned evets .
that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.L10
,

This Surveillance demonstrates the diesel generator capabdity to reject a full ioed witbout

overspeed tripping or exceedag the predeternuned voltage limits. The generator fullload

rejection may occur due to a system fault or inadvertent breaker tripping. This
Surveillance verifies proper agine-generator load-response under the sunulated test

conditions. This test will sunulate the loss of the total cannaread loads that the diesel
generator will experience following a full load rejection and verify that the diesel >

generator will not trip upon loss of the load. These =~-a--~ criteria provide for diesel-

generator damage protecnon %%ile the diesel generator is not expected to experience
this transient during an event and continue to be svadable, this response will assure the
diesel generator is not degraded for future applications, including reconnection to the bus

if the trip initiator can be corrected or isolated. The 18-month Frequency is consistet
with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11) (expected fuel cycle
lengths).

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load conditions that are as close to design
)

basis conditions as possible, testing must be performed using a power factor s [0.9]. |

This power factor is chosem to be representative of the actual design basis inductive
loading that the DG would experience.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1, is that during operation with
the reactor critical, performance of this SR could cause perturbation to the electrical I

distribution systems that could challenge continued steady state operation and, as a result, I

unit safety systems. Note 2 acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR.
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AC Sources - Operstmg
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILI ANCE SR 3.8.1.,1/h
REQUIREMENTS

(Continued) As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), this Surveillance '==--v.tes'the
as-designed operation of the standby power sources durmg loss of the preferred offsite

power source. His test verifies all actions encountered from the loss of offsite power
including shedding of the non.essatial loads sad enerruuion of the emergency buses and
respective loads from the diesel generator. It further demonstrates the capabdity of the
diesel generator to automatically achieve the required voltage and frequency within the
specified time.

. ..

The diesel generator autocantic start time of 20 seconds is derived from requirements of
the accident analysis to respond to a design basis large break LOCA. ne ... . .. ..
steady state output voltage of [3744] volts is 90% of the nomma! 4160 volt output
voltage. This value, which is specified in ANSI C84.1-1982, allows for voltage drop~

down to the termmah of 4000 volt rated motors whose mmimum operatag voltage is *,

specified as 90% or 3600 volts. It also allows for voltage drops to motors sad other
equipment down through the 120 volt level where mimnmm operatag voltage is also
usually specified as 90% of nameplate rating.

He specified manmum steady state output voltage of [4576) volts is equal to the
manmum operating voltage specified for 4000 volt rated motors (+ 10% of motor
nameplate rating of 4000 volts). It ensures that for a lightlyloaded distribution system
the voltage at the termmals of 4000 volt motors will be no more than the mavimum rated
operaung voltages.

He specified mimmum and mar >=um standy state output frequecy of the diesel
generator is 58.8 Hz sad 61.2 Hr., respectively. His is equal to i 25 of the 60 Hz
nominal frequency and is derived from the sw,====' dons given in Regulatory Guide
1.9 (Ref. 2) that the frequency should be restored to within 2% of nominal following a
load sequence step. He surveillance should be continued for a mimmum of five minutes

in order to demonstrate all starung transients have decayed and stability has been
achieved.

For the purpose of this SR, the diesel generators shall be started from standby conditions.

Standby conditions in this case maant the diesel engine coolant and oil are being
continuously circulated and temperature maintained consistent with manufacturer
recommendations.

He requirement to verify the connection and power supply of permanent and
auto <onnected loads is intended to satisfactorily show the r-Wamp of these loads to
the DG loading logic. In certam circumstances, many of these loads cannot actually be

connected or loaded without undue hardship or potential for undesired operation. For

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-18
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AC Sources - Operatmg
B 3.8.1

,

!
BASES

SURVEILLANCE instance, the Safety Injection System (SIS) injection valves are not dssired to be stroked
REQUIREMENTS open, high pressure injection systems are not capable of being operated at full flow, or

(Continued) the shutdown cooling system (SCS) performmg a decay heat removal function is not
desired to be realigned to the ECCS mode of operation. In lieu of actual d,-mention

i
of connection and loading ofloads, testing that adequately shows the capability of the DG )
system to perform these functions is acaptable. His testag may inc.ude any series of
sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the entire hon and loading sequence |

is verified.

The Frequency is'censissaudLU : m ==>4ons of Regulatory Guide 1.108
(Ref.11), and takes into consideration plant conditions reqmrod to perform the
surveillance, and is intandart to be connstant with expected fuel cycle lengths. Alse,
operanng experience has shown that these compoocats usually peas the SR when
performed at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be

-

acceptable from a reliability standpoint. .,

His Surveillance is modified by three Notes. De first Note permits an engine prelube
period which is consistent with manufseturer's iw - =2=% prior to diesel generator
startmg to mmimni weer on moving parts which are not lubricated unless the engine is
operanng. The second Note prohibits performance of 6 mrveif1=ne* in MODES 1,2,
3 or 4. Performance of 6 Surveillance regares that offaite power be removed from
the 4160V emergency buses which will perturb the electrical distribution system and
could challenge safety-related equipment. De third Note acknowledges that credit may
be taken for unplanned events that satisfy & SR.

SR 3.8.1 )1//

nis surveillance dw.0&&as that the diesel generator automatically starts and achieves
the requued voltage and frequemey within the specified time (20 seconds) fmm the design
basis activation signal. (It further demonstrates that during a LOOP event, the d2ceel

,

generator load sequences restart equipment that was doenergued as a result of the LOOP. l

ne five-minute period provides sufficient time to demonstrate stability. The basis for
the time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in this surveillance are dia -ad in
the Bases for SR 3.8.1.11. 1

For the purpose of M test, the diesel generators shall be started from standby
conditions. Standby conditions in this case maam the diesel engine coolant and oil are
being continuously circulated and temperature maintained consistent with manufacturer
recommendations.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-19 |
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AC Sources - Operatag
B 3.8.1

BASES

|
$URVEILLANCE The Frapiency of the Surveillance is bened on enginnenng judgment tahar ato

,

AEQUIREMENTS consideration the plant conditions rapared to perform the surveillance and is intenied to
(Continued) be mamment with expected fuel cycle lengths. Also, operanng exponence has abown abat

these components usually pass abe SR when performed at the 18 month Frapasocy.
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable froen a rehabdity standpcint.

,

This Survedlance is moodified by three Notes. The Arst Note permits an angue prelube
period prior to diesel generator startag to ===== wear ce novas parts winch are not
lubricated unless the engine is operstag. Th;eacond Note prohibits performenos of abis

surveillance in MODE 1 or 2. Perfonnance of this survailla= could cause perturbanons
i

to the electncal distributien systems that could challenge connound steady <nate
operations. The third Note acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR.

.

SR 3.8.1.13, * ;

This Surveillaw stamanevates that diesel geneistor non critical protective functions (e.g.
high jacket water temperanare) are bypassed as a result of an ESF actuanan test signal
concuneet with a Ices of voltage test signal on the emergency bus. It also verifies abat :

critical protective funcoces (engue overspeed, generator differential current, generator
voltage controlled overcurrent, and low lube oil pressure) trip the disee! generator to
avert substantial damage to the diesel generator unit. The non critical trips are bypassed
during DBAs and provide an alarm on an abnormal segme condition.1his primdes the
operator with sufficient time to react appropnasely. The diesel generator evadabdity to
mitigate the DBA is more critical than protecting the engine against minor problems that

|

,

are not immarfimely detrumental to emergency operation of the diesel generator.

The 18-month Frequency is based om engmeenngjudgenset tabag into canaderatica plant
conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is intaded to be -===at with
expected fuel cycle lengths. Also, operenng experience has shown that these components
usually pass the SR when performed at the 18-month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This Survedlance is moodified by two Notes. Note 1 prohibits performance of this
Surveillance in MODE 1 or 2. Perfonnance of this Survedlance results in diesel
generator moperability sod could challenge safety-related equipment. Note 2
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

l

.
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: AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1,

:
! BASES

|
1

{ SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.14
; REQUIREMENTS ,j

(Connound) Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), requires demonstraban coce per 18 anooths that the . j ; O / 8,

| diesel generators can start and run oostinuously at full load capabdity for an interval
not less than 24 hours, of which [> 2] bours are at a load equivalent to the coetmuous

rating of the diesel and two hours at a load equivalent to the two hour rating of the
diesel. The diesel starts for & survedlance can be perfonned either froan cold, standby |

or bot ecoditions. The Frequency is raama=* with the m====daniane of pq'm y |
j Guide 1.108 (Ref !!), and takes into '=idarabon plant conditions reqmrod to perfonn |

] . the surveillance and is intended to be eaame=t with expected fuel cycle lengths ]
I |

-

The provisions for prelubricating and warmup, discussed in SR 8.3.1.2, and for gradual !

| loading, discussed in 3.8.1.3, are applicable to & SR.
4
.

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load conditions that are as close to deman *! .

i
condations as possible, testing snust be performed using a power factor of s [0.9].1 bis

power factor is chosen to be representative of the actual design basis inductive loading
that the DG would experience. The load band is provuled to avoid rouane overloadag,

I
of the DG. Routine overiceding assy result in noors frequent teardown inspecaces in

i accordance with vendor -===d=**cas in order to annintain DG OPERABIIITY,
i2
,

'
This Surveillance is modified by three Notes. Note 1 stones that momentary transients

: due to changing bus loads do not invalidate & test Simdarty, momentary power factor
transients above the power factor lianit will not invalidate the test. The reason for Note 2 ;

is that during operanon with the reactor critical, performance of & Survedlance could '

cause i r J.aions to the electncal distribution systems that could challenge ca===d.

! steady state operation and, as a result, unit safety systems. Note 3 acknowledges that
credit may be taken for emplanned events that satisfy this SR.

i
t

SR 3.8.1.15
!
4 This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can r swt from a bot condition ande

f achieve the required voltage and fretuency within 20 seconds. The 20 aarand time is

| derived from the requtrements of the accident analysis to 'espond to a design basis large
break LOCA The bases for the vohap and frequency tolerances are discussed in the
Bases for SR 3.8.1.11..

I
t

j This Surveillancs demonstrates the diesel generator capabdity to respond to accident
i signals while hot, such as subsequent to shutdown from normal Survedlaae==. The load

band is provided to avoid routme overloading of the diesel generator. Rouume overloads
! may result in more frequent teardown inspections in accordance with vendor

recommendations in order to maintain diesel generator OPERABILITY. The 18-montht

! Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11).
1

1
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE nis Survedlance is modified by three Notes. De first Note requuss that this
REQUIREMENTS Surveillance be perfonned within five minutes of shutting down the diesel generator after

(Continued) it has operated for k two hours at fully loaded conditions and allows momentary
transitets due to changing bus loads to not invalidate the test. De twc4our time limit
is based on the manufacturer's ige = == Mon for achieving hot conditions. De second
Note permits an engine prelube penod prior to diesel generator startag to ====== wear

on movmg parts which are not lubricated unless the engme is opersang. Note 3
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.16

As requued by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), this Survattara assures that the

manual synchromzation and load transfer from the diesel generator to the offsite power
nource can be made and the diesel generator can be returned to ready-to-loed status( when offsite power is restored. It also ensures that the auto-start logic is reset to allow .
the diesel generator to reload if a subseqwat loss of offsite power occurs. De diesel
generator is considered to be in ready-to4ond status when the diesel generator is at rated

speed and voltage, the output bruker is open and can receive an auto close signal on bus
undervoltage, and the load sequece tuners are reset.

The Frequency of [18 months] is consisteet with the i.w..... r.dations of Regulatory
Guide 1.108 (Ref.11) and takes into consideration plant conditions requuod to perform
the Survedlance.

his SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is that r Jm-g the
Surveillance would remove a requued offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical

distribution system, and challenge safety systems. Note 2 acknowiedges that credit may
be taken for unplanned evets that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.17

Demonstration of the test mode override ensures that the diesel guerstor availability
under accidet conditions will not be compromised as the result of testing. Interlocks to
the LOCA sensing circuits cause the diesel generator to automatically remet to
ready-to-load operation if a LOCA actuation signal is received during operation in the test

mode. Ready-toload operation is defined as the diesel geerstor runmng at rated speed
and voltage with the diesel generator output breaker open. These prosisions for
automatic switebover are requund by IEEE-308 (Ref.14).

The reqmrement to automatically energize the emergency loads with offsite power is
essentially identical to that of SR 3.8.1.12. The intent in the requirement associated with

SR 3.8.1.17.b is to show that the emergency loading was not affected by the DG
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BASES

SURVEILI.ANCE operation in test mode. In lieu of actual demonstration of connection and loading ofloeds,

REQUIREMENTS testing that adequately shows the capsbility of the emergency loads to perfonn these
(Contmued) functions is acceptable. This testing may include any series of sequential, overlappmg,

or total steps so that the entire connection and loading sequence is verified.

The (18 month] Frequacy is consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(8); takes into consideration unit conditions reqmred
to perform the Survedlance; and is intradM to be coaststent with expected fuel cycle
lengths.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is that performing I
Surveillance would remove a requtred offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical
distribution system, and challenge safety systems. Note 2 acknowledges that credit may
be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

,

..

SR 3.8.1.18 3 i

l

As requtred by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), each diesel guerator is requusd to
demonstrate proper operation for the DBA loading sequece to ensure that voltage and
frequency are maintained within the required limits. Under accident conditions, prior to
connecting the diesel gmerators to their appropnate bus, all loads are shed except load

center feeders and those motor control caters which feed Class 1E loads (refened to as
permanently-connected loads). Upon ramehmg 90% rated voltage and frequency, the
diesel generators are then e--4ad o their respective bus. Loads an then sequentiallyt

connected to the bus by the automatic load sequencer. The sequenemg logic controls the

permissive and stamng signals to motor breakers so as to prevent overloading the diesel
generators due to high motor stamng currents. The 10% load sequence time interval
tolerance ensures sufficient time exists for the diesel generator to restore frequency and
voltage prior to applying the next load and that safety analysis assumptions regardmg ESF

equipment time delays are not violated. Reference 4 provides a summary of the
automatic Inading of ESF buses.

The Frequency of [18 month) is consistet with the neommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.108 (Ref. I1), and takes into consideration plant conditions requtred to perform
the Surveillance and is intaded to be consistmt with expected fuel cycle lengths.

This Surveillance is modified by two Notes. The first Note prohibits performance of this
Surveillance in MODE 1,2,3, or 4. Performance of this test requtres the inoperability
of certam ESF equipment and has the potential to perturb the electrical distribution
system which would challenge continued steady-state operation. The second Note
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned evmts that satisfy this SR.
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AC Sources - Operanng
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILI.ANCE SR 3.8.1.19

REQUIREMENTS
(Continued) In the event of a design basis accident coundent with a loss of oMaite powar (LOOP),

the diesel generators are required to supply the --cy poner to ESF Systems so that
the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and conta===at design limits are not exceeded.

This Surveillance demonstrates the diese! generator operation as discussed in the Bases

for SR 3.8.1.11 during a LOOP actuation test signal in conjunction with an ESF mefuntion
signal. In lieu of actual demonstration of connection and loading ofloads, testag that
adequately shows the capabdity of the DG system to perfonn these functions is4

acceptable. This testing may include any series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps
so that the atire connection and loading sequence is verified.

The Frequency of [18 months) is consistent with the i-x- = =dadons of Regulatory
~

Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), and takes into consideration plant conditions required to perform ,,

the Surveillance, and is int-tai to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

This Surd mcc D edified by three Notes. The first Note permits an engine prelube
period prie to diew. geerstor starung to =mimire wear on moving parts which are not
lubricated unlen. 6e engme is operanng. The second Note prohibits perfonnance of this
Survei!. lance in MODE 1,2, 3 or 4. Performance of 2 Surveillance requires that
offsite power be removed from the 4160V emergency buses which will perturb the
electrical distribution system and could challenge continued steady-state operation and

*

safety-related equipment. The third Note acknowledges that credit may be taken for
unplanned evets that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.20

This Survedlance demonstrates that the diesel generator starung W has not been
compromised. Also, this Surveillance demonstrates that each ecgine can achieve proper4

Ispeed within the specified time when the diesel generators are started simultaneously.
The ten-year Frequmey is consistent with the reco= A= dons of Regulatory Guide

1.108 (Ref.11) and Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref.12). ,

1

This Surveillance is modified by a Note which allows an engine prelube period prior to
diesel guerstor statung to mmm:te wear on movmg parts which are not lubricated
unless the engine is opershng.

;
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j AC Sources - Operating
j B 3.8.1 j

! BASES
1

i
SURVEILI.ANCE Diesel Cn.m- Test WA
REQU.*REMENTS,

; (Cont'aued) Ibe diesel generator test schedule (Table 3.8.1-1)impleasets the r=rh of
j Revision 3 to Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2). The purpose of this test schedule is to

provide timely test data to establish a confidence level === art =*=d with Ibe goal to,

maintain diesel generator reliability above 0.95 per demand.

] Accordag to Regulatory Gode 1.9, Raymca 3 (Ref. 2), each DG unit abould be tested

;) at least once every 31 days. Whenever a DG has exponenced 4 or more valid failures

'

in the last 25 valid tests, the mannmm time between tests is reduced to 7 days. Fou-
failures in 25 valid tests is a failure rate of 0.16, or the threshold of accepenble DG

;
performance, and hence sesy be an early indication of the degradatma of DG rehabdity.
When considered in the light of a long history of tests, however,4 failures in aba last 25

; valid tests may only be a statistically probable distribunce of random events. lacronsag
the test Frequency will allow for a more timely ar== dad = of additiceal test dass upon ,

-

j which to base judgment of the rehabdity of the DG. The increased test Frequency suust
*

,

be maintained until seven t=aacutive, failure free tests have been performed.
'

i
'

The Frequency for accelerated testing is 7 days, but no less than 24 hours. Therefore,

the interval between tests should be no less than 24 hours, sad no more than 7 days. A
<

$
-era ==ful test at an interval of less than 24 hours abould be considered an invalid test

; and not count towards the seven't-aacutive failure free stans. A test interval in excess
j of 7 days constitutes a failure to meet the SRs.

,

*
|

? Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11) defines the diesel generator unit as <=aishng of abe
engine, generator, combustion air system, coohng water system up to the supply, fuel oil

| supply system, lubricating oil system, starung energy sources, auto start controls, manual
{;

controls, and the diesel generator breaker. Isoperabdities of diesel generators caused by
j failures of equipment that are not part of the defined diesel generator unit are categorized
'

as invalid failures in wf cc with Regulatory Guide 1.108 since the failure would not

] have prevented the diesel generator from performing its intended safety function. As
such, they do not impact the Surveillance Frequency of the diesel generator abat failed.

:

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR, Appendas A, General Design Criteria 17, ' Electric Power Systems *,

2. Regulatory Guide 1.9, " Selection, Design, and Qualification of Diesel Generator,

Units Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants,'
a Revision 3.

1 3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8.

J

.)
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AC Sources - Operahng
B 3.8.1

I.6FeL. ..

REFERENCES 4. CESSAR DC, Chapter 6.

(Continued) |

S. CESSAR DC, Chapter 15. I

6. ANSI C84.1-1982.

~

7. ASME Boder & Pressure Vessel Code seenon XI.

| S. Regulatory Guide 1.93, *Avadabdity of Electne Power Sources,' December

| 1974.

9. Generic IAtter 84-1S, ' Proposed Staff Actions to Improve and Maintain Diesel
Generator Rehabdity,' July 2,1984.

-

10. 10 CFR 50, General Design Criteria 18, " Inspection and Testing of Electric,
*

,

Power Systems.*
l

f 11. Regulatory Guide 1.108 ' Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used as

| On-site Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants,' August 1977.

12. Regulatory Guide 1.137, ' Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Dweel Generators.*

| October 1979.

|

13. CESSAR-DC, Section 9.5.6.3.

14. IEEE-3081978, 'IEEE Standard Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems for
Nuclear Power Genersung Stations."

.

|

|

|

|
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.2 AC Sources - Shu@s

|
.

BASES

BACKGROUND A descriptic.n of offsite and onsite AC Power Sources is trovided in the Bases for LCO
3.8.1, AC Sources - Operatag

KrPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the o . .. .. AC sources during MODES 5 and 6 ensures that:
SAFE'IT ANALYSES |

a. Ibe unit can be maintamed in the abundown or refueling condition for extended
'

periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring and -.

maintaining the unit status; and

Adequate AC electrical p,ower is provided to mitigate events postulated duringc.

shutdown, such as an inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fuel handing
accident.

In general, when the unit is shut down, the Technical Specifications requirements ensure
,

that the unit has the capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents.
However, nming a single failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power
is not required. The rationale for this is based on the fact that many Design Basis
Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in MODES 1,2, 3, and 4 have no specific analyses
in MODES 5 and 6. Worst case boundag events are deemed not credible in MODES 5 j

!and 6 w=nw the energy contamed within the reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant

temperature and pressure, and the cm.A stresses result in the probabilities of
occurrence being significantly reduced or *Emi=H. and in minir al consequences
These deviations from DBA analysis assumptions and design r quartments during
shutdown conditions are allowed by the LCO for required systems.

During MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, various deviations from the analysis assumptions and
design requirements are allowed within the Required Actions. This allowance is in
recognition that certain testing and maintenance activities must be conducted provided an

acceptable level of risk is not exceeded. Durms MODES 5 and 6, performance of a
significant number of required testing and maintenance activities is also required. In
MODES 5 and 6, the activities are generally planned and admmistrativelycontrolled.
Relaxations from MODE 1,2,3, and 4 LCO requirements are acceptable during

i
i

|
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j AC Sources - Simidown |

B 3.8.2 - |
'

] BASES

? APPLICABLE shutdown modes based on: )
'

SAFETY ANALYSES

) (Continued) a. De fact that tune in an outage is limited. His is a risk prudent goal as well as !

a utility economic consideration.

b. Requanng appropnate -g -- 7 measures for certam conditions. Thane assy
include ad==hative controls, rehance on systems that do not ascessarily meet
typical design requiremsets applied to systems credited in operating MODE
analyses, or both. i

c. Prudent utilit;* consideration of the risk associated with multiple activities that
could affect multiple systems.

| d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to perform requued functions I

(even if not meeting MODE 1,2,3, and 4 OPERABIUTY requanunents) with
systems ======d to function during an event.,

..

In the event of an accident during abundown, this LCO ensures the capability to support
systems -==vy to avoid i==ad=w difficulty, assuming either a loss of all offsite ;
power or a loss of all casite diesel generator (DG) power.

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Seame.

!

LCO One offsite circuit capable of supplying abe casite Class 1E power disenheion ;

subsystem (s) of LCO 3.8.10, 'Distnheian Syssaans- Shutdown,' assures that all |
!required loads are powered from offsite power. An OPERABLE DG, associated with

a distribution system train required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10, ensures a diverse

power source is available to provide electrical power support, assumag a loss of the
offsite circuit. Together, OPERABIUTY of the required offsite circuit sad DG ensures
the availability of sufficient AC sources to operate the unit in a safe insaner and to
mitigate the consequences of po==ta'ad events dunng abundown (e.g., fuel handhng

accidents and reactor vessel draindown).

De qualified offsite circuit must be capable of maintainmg rated frequency and voltage,
and acceptag required loads during an accident, while ~=-ead to the Engmeered
Safety Feature (ESP) bus (es). Qualified offsite circuits are abooe abat are described in
the CESSAR-DC and are part of the licenseg basis for the imit.

Inoperable AC Sources do not necessarily result in inoperable compaamate (which are

designed to receive power from that source) unless specifically directed by Required

Actions (refer to LCO 3.0.7).

De DG must be capable of startag, acceler Sag to rated speed and voltage, ~=wting
to its respective ESF bus on detection of bus undervoltage, and acceptmg required loads.i
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2g y ;

2)
LCO nis sequence must be accomplished withinp6f ==made. De DO anst be capable of

(Continued) accepting required loads within the ===innad loadmg sequence intervals, and must
continue to operate until offsite perwer can be restored to the ESF bases. Dese
capabilities are requuod to be met from a vanety of initial conditions such as DG in

standby with the engine hot, DO in standby at ambient conditions, and DO operatag in
a parallel test mode.

Proper sequenceg of loads, including tripping of nomessential loads, is a regarod
function for DG OPERABILITY.

,
In addition, proper sequencer operation is an integral part of offsite circuit
OPriRABILITY ifits inoperability in any wey impacts on the ability to start and maintain
emergized any loads reqmrod OPERABLE by LCO 3.5.10.

Certam diesel generstor support systems are addressed in other LCOs. During
inoperabilities in these support systems, moperable diesel generators do not mar ===arily
result unless specifically duected by Required Actions (refer to LCO 3.0.7).

-

.

AP8'LICABILITY The AC power sources that are requared to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and when

handhng irradiated fuel an==hlies provides assurance that:

1. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are available for the

irradiated fuel assemblies in the core in case of an inadvertet dramdown of the
reactor vessel.

2. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are avadable,

3. Systems necessary to mitigste the effects of events that can lead to core damage
during shutdown are available; and

4. Instrumentation and control capabdity is available for monitoring and
maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown or refueling condition.

AC power requuements for MODES 1,2, 3, and 4 are addressed in LCO 3.8.1, "AC
Sources - Operanng."

|

ACTIONS L1 . 3,yg [/,' G 8 "'

An offsite circuit would be consi inoperable ifit were not available to one
C Although two are requued by LCO 3.8.10 the r=nainia with/i/b wer available may be capable of supportag sufficient required features to allowo

continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movenumt, and/or operations with a
potential for drammg the reactor vessel. By the allowance of the option to declare
required features inoperable, with no offsite power available, appropriate restrictions will
be implemented in accordance with the affected required features LCO's ACI' IONS.
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AC Sources - Shutdown
!

B 3.8.2
BASES

|

| ACTIONS A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.1. A.2.4. A.2.5. B.1. B.2. B.3. B.4. and B.5 ,g,

(Continued) *
.

With the offsite cirest not svadable to all required
*

the optma would still saist to ;
i declare all required features '=,- - "- Since this ophon anny involve undesund

adenistrative efforts, the allowance fur sufficiently oneservative actices is made. With
the requued DG inoperable, the ==i=== required diversity of AC power scuress is not
avadable. It is, therefors, requued to suspend CORE ALT 1! RATIONS movennet of
irradiated fue! ====W== any activities that could potashally rueult in inadvertset

,

draining of the reactor vessel, and opershoes savolvsagpositive reactivity additions which
'

] would exceed ?imits eyecified in LCO 3.1.2 or 140 3.1.9. The Regared Accon to
suspeed positive resetivity additions does not preclude aceans to maintain or increase !

i reactor vessel inventory provided the required SDM is ====a====d
{

! '

i Suspensico of these activities does not preclude = Ws of acticas to ===Wiati a amie
!

conservative ocedition. These acaces enat=i= the probabdity or abs occurrence of,

; postulated events. It is furtbar required to i==adiawy initiate accon to restore abe *.

'

required AC sources and to ocotinue this actos until restoration is =-- -; "" in order ' ;

to provule the necesenry AC power to the mit safety systems. '

,

4

Notwithstanding i %,. = of the conservative Raquired Achoes, the unit is still |
without sufficient AC power sonnes to operate in a safe manner. Therefore, acoco must j
be initiated to restore the ====== reqmrod AC power sources and continue until the '

LCO requuements are restored.

The Completion Time of i====d=ealy is ca==ia-t with the required times for acaces !

requirms prompt asention. The restorance of abe required AC electrical power sources
'

abould be completed as quickly as possibit in order to =imi=== the time dunng whach i

the unit safety systems may be without sufracient power.

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System's AC. IONS are not setered even if allT
AC sources to it are inoperable, resulting in de enerstanhos. Therefore, the Requund i

Actions of Condition A are modified by a Note to indicate that when Coedition A is !
,

entered with no AC power to ese ESF bus, abe ACT10NS for LCO 3.8.10 must be

i==aanwy entered. This Note allows Condition A to provide requuemsets for the loss
of the offsite circuit, whether or not dHeergiand. LCO 3.8.10 provides the
appropnate restrictions for the situabon in a de energued g ,*g , q f ,

'

- Yidi$ / w
SURVEILIANCE SR 3.8.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

OR 3.8.2.1 requires the SRs from LCO 3.8.1 that are =aca==ey for ensunng the
OPERABIlJTY of the AC sources in other than MODES 1,2,3, and 4. SR 3.8.1.17
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE is not requued to be met u= the requued OPERABLE DG(s)is not requund to
REQUIREMENTS undergo pnriods of being synchronized to the offsite circuit. SR 3.8.1.20is excepted

(Continued) because trAing indermdence is not requued with DG(s) that aru not requued to be
OPERAPLE.

|
,

This SR is moditiec by a Note. The reason for the Note is to preclude requiring the
OPERABLE DG(s) from being paralleled with the offsite power natutnt or otherwise
rendered inoperable. With limited AC Sources avadable, a single event could
compromise both the requuod circuit and the DG. It is the intent that these SRs snust

i

still be capable of being snet, b:t e-tual performance is not required durmg periods when
the DG is requued to be OPERABLE. ' Refer to the ws.M Bases for LCO 3.8.1
for a discussion of each SR.

REFERENCES None..

. .

I

l

I

1

|
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Imbe oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYS"IT.MS

B 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil. Lube Oil. and Startine Air

BASES

BACKGROUND Each diesel generator is pamded with two coe half capacity storage tanks beving the
combined fuel capacity sufficient to operate that diesel for a penod of seven days while I

the diesel generator is supplying ====== post-socidet load demand (Raf.1). The j
maxunum load dea =ad is calculated timingi' ; .- apti= that two diesel genera: ors are ;

available. This onsite fuel capacity is sufficient to operate the diesel generator for longer
i

than the time it would take to replenish the onsite supply: rom outade sources. Fuel oil '

is transferred from the storage tanks to the day tank by gravity feed. Baa=d=ry of the -

storage tanks and piping, and the use of gravity feed, pre:ludes the indure of a pump,
or the rupture of any pipe, valve, or tank to result in the kes of more abse cae DG.-

,

For proper operatice of the diesel generators, it is necessary to stuure the proper spiality
of the fuel oil. Regulatory Oude 1.137 (Raf. 2) addresses the :===-dad fuel oil
practices as supplemented by ANSI N1951976 (Ref. 3). The fuel oil propernes
governed by these Survedlance Requiranants are the water and =&===t content, abe
kinematic vwnsity, specific gravity (or API gravity), and impurity level

The diesel generator lubncation system is designed to pnmde sufficient tubncation to
permit proper operanon of its associated diesel generator under all loading conditions.
The system is seguired to circulate the tube oil to the diesel angue working surfaces and

to remove excess beat generated by friction during operanca. The system provulas oil
;

to the engine surfaces c2 a specified temperature dunng the long saticips'ad penods of I

standby duty. Each engine oil sump is of adequate sine to contain all the oilin the engme I

lube oil system and has an inventory capable of supponing a - ~ .. rummng time of
q_ ys. This provides sufficient supply to allow the operator to replenish lobe oil /-three

storage facilities onsite. The casite storage in addition to the engine oil sump is
sufficient to ensure seven days continuous operanon.

Each DG bas an air start system with adequate capacity for five successive start anempts
of the DG without recharging the air sean recetver(s).

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in CESSAR-DC
SAFETY ANALYSES Chapters 6, Engineered Safety Features, and 15, Accident Analyses, ===== ESF systems

are OPERABLE. The diesel generators are weigned to provide sufficient capacity,
capability, sedundancy and reliability to answe the availability of necessary power to ESF
systems so that fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and contama==t design limits are not

exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for LCO Sections 3.2

|
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Desel Fuel Oil, Labe Oil, and Startmg Air
B 3.8.3

BASES

APPLICABLE (Power Distribution Lianits),3.4 (Reactor Coolant System), and 3.6 (Contman==t
SAFETY ANALYSES Systems).

(Continued)

De diesel fuel oil, lubricatmg oil, and air start subsystems provide the necessary supply
to support operation of the diesel generators. They antisfy criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Stata===t.

LCO Stored diesel fuel oil is regered to have sufficient supply for 7 days of Adl load
operation. It is also reqmrod to asset specific standards for quality. Additionally, '

sufficient lubricating oil supply must be available to ensure the capability to operate at
full load for 7 days. This reqmrement, in condunction with an ability to obtam
replacement supplies within 7 days, supports the avadabdity of dos required to shut
down the reactor and to maintain it in a safe conditice for an anticipated operational

.

I
~

occurrence (AOO) or a Ftatad DBA with loss of offsite power. DO day tank fuel *
'

,

reqmrements, as we!! as transfer capabdity from the storage tank to abs day tank, are
addressed in LCO 3.8.1, *AC Sources - Operstag," and LCO 3.8.2, 'AC
Sources-Shutdown.'

ne startmg air system is required to have a nunimum capacity for five =wa==ive DO
start attempts without recharging the air start receivers.

,

APPLICABILITY De AC sources (LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2) are required to ensure the availabdity of
the reqmrod power to abut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition ;
after an AOO or a Fw DBA. Sioce stored diesel fuel oil, lobe oil, and startmg ;

air subsystems support LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2, stored diesel fuel oil, lobe oil and

starung air are required to be within limi:s when the assocuted DO is required to be
OPERABLE.

ACTIONS M

In this Condition, the 7 day fuel oil supply for a DG is not available. However, the
Coodition is restricted to fuel oil level reductions, that snaistain at least a 6 day supply.
These circumstances may be caused by events such as fullload operation reqmrod aAer

1

an inadvertent start while at muumum reqmred level; or feed and bleed operanons, which I

may be necessitated by increasing particulate levels or any number of other oil quality
degradations. This restriction allows sufficient time for obtainmg the requisite
replacement volume and performing the analyses roquared prior to addition of fuel oil to

the tank. A period of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete restoration of the
required level prior to declaring the DG inoperable. His period is acceptable based on
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D=e1 Fuel Oil, Labe Oil, and Starang Air
B 3.8.3

BASES

ACTIONS the remannang capacity (> 6 days), the fact that i,s --- " _ willbe initiated toobtam >

(Continued) replannh==', and the low probabdity of an event dunng this brief penod.

El

With lobe oil inventory < [500] gnDoas, sufficaset lubricatag oil to support 7 days of
ocetinuous DG operance at suu load oceditions may not be svadsbis. However, the
Condition is reatncied to tube oil vohune reduences that maintain at lenet a 6 day supply.
This restriction allows safficient time to obten the requisite replacommt vohune. A
peciod of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete restoration of the r. quired vclume

prior to declaring the DG inoperable. This penod is acceptable bened on the remaining
capacity (> 6 days), the low rate of usage, the fact that y.---- * .__ will be initimaad to
obtain repleiebausit, and the low probabdity of an event danag this brief pened.

.

El *. ,

This Condition is encored as a result of a imahare to meet the P cntanon of
SR 3.8.3.3. NonneDy, trending of particulate levels eBows sufficient time to correct
high particulate levels prior to reachang the lisait of maa=rdal=lity. ' Poor enspie .|
Procedures (botrom sampling), -e-amad sampling equipment, and errore in laborosory
analysis can produce failures that do not fonow a trend. Since the pressace of
particulates does not mean indure of the fuel oil to burn properly in the diesel engme,
and particulate ~~antention is unhkely to change significantly between Survedlance

;
Frequency intervals, and proper engme r' = bas been recently d==nanmented
(within 31 days), it is prudent to allow a brief penod prior to declaring the ===ar atad DG |
moperable. The 7 day Completion Time allows for further evaluation, renampling, and |

re-analysis of the DG fuel oil.

D.1

With the new fuel oil properties defined in the Bases for SR 3.8.3.3 act within the
required limits, a penod of 30 days is allowed for .m-g the stored fuel oil properties.
This penod provides sufficient time to test the stored fuel oil to determine Ibat the new

fuel oil, when mixed with previously esored fuel oil, reannans acceptable, or restore the

stored fuel oil propernes. This restoration may involve feed and bleed procedures,
filtering, or combastions of these procedures Even if a DG etart and load was required
during this time interval and the fuel oil properties were outade limits, there is a high
likehbood that the DG would still be capable of perfonning its intended function.
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! Desel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
! B 3.8.?

s
'

BASES'

;

ACTIONS El,

(Continued)i

i With starting air receiver pmasure < (225] psig, sufficient cepecity for five successive
D'.i start enempts does not exist. However, as long as the receiver pressure is,

| > [125] psig, there is adequate cepecity for at least one start anampt, and abe DG can
' be considered OPERABLE while the air receiver preneure is restored to the rapured

I
; li: nit. A penod of 48 houn is considered sufficient to complete restoration to the

nquuod pressure prior to declarmg the DG inoperable. This penod is = , ": based |-

en the remaming air start cepecity, the fact that most DG starts are accomplished on the |
Ifirst attempt, and the low probability of an event dunas this brief pened.
l

El |
|

With a Required Action and associated Completion Time not met, or one or more DGs
,

with diesel fuel oil or lube oil not within limits for reasons other than addressed by -.

Conditions A through E, the associated DG n.sy be incapable of perforanng its intended i

'
function and must be i==aaataty declared inopdla.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.1

REQUIREMENTS-

This SR provides verification that there is an adequate inventory of fuel oil in the storage
tanks to support each DG's operation for 7 days at full load. The 7 day period is |

sufficient time to place the unit in a safe almadown condition and to bring in
nylenishment fuel from an offsite location. The 31 day Frequency is adequase to ensure
that a sufficient supply of fuel oil is avadable, since low-level alarms are provided and
operators would be aware of large uses of fuel oil dunng this penod. !

SR 3.8.3.2 |

|

nis surveillance ensures that sumcient tubriening oil inventory is avadable to support
at least seven days of full load operation for the diesel generator. The [500] gallons i

requirement is based on the diesel generator manufacturer's mMon values for the j
run-time of the diesel. Implicit in this SR is the requirement to verify the capability to I

transfer the lube oil from its storage location to the DG, when the DG lube oil sump does

not hold adequate inventory for 7 days of fulliced operation without the level reaching
the manufacturer reco=W nunimum level. A 31 day Frequency is adequase to
ensure a sufficient lubricating oil supply is onsite since diesel generator starts and run
times are closely monitored by the plant staff.

l

|
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Dusel Fuel Oil, Lube 00, and Starting Air i

B 3.8.3 |

BASES I

1

SURVEII. LANCE SR 3.8.3.3 |

REQUIREMEhTS
(Conanned) ne tests listed below are 'a means of ' - -

whether fuelis of appropnase smde
and has not been er=*====ead with ehm-e== which would beve an inunedsate,
doenmental impact on diesel engine combustion /opermison. If results from these tests are

within acospeable limits, the fuel may be added to the storage tanks witbout concern for
con *==.aat=g the maire vohame of Anel a to morage 2. Den tems are to be
conducted prior to adding abc new fuel to the sacense tank (s), but in no case is the time

between reempt of new Asel and conducang the tests to exceed 31 days. De Frequency
is established by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). De tests, limits, and applicable
ASTM standards are as follows.

,

Sample new fuel in accordance with ASDI D4054.

.

b. Verify in accordance with tests spec Sed in ASTM D975-(82) sbat the sample -.

has an absolute specific gravity at 60/60'F of k 0.83' but 5 0.89' or an API
gravity at 60'F of k 2"' and s 39*, a tr====*ie vucosity at 40*C of k 1.9
centimatras and s 4.1 centistokes, and a flash point k 125'F.

Verify the new fuel oil has a clear and bright appearance with proper color !c.

when tested in accordance with ASTM D417H86).

Failure to meet any of the above limits is cause to reject the new Aas!, but does not
constitute a diesel generator OPERABI1JIT concern since the fuel is not added to the
storage tanks.

'
-

Within 31 days following the initial new Aael oil sample, this surveillance is perfonned
to establish that the other properties specified in Table 1 of ASDI D-975-(82) are met

i

for new fuel oil when testad in accordance with ASTM D975-(82), except that abe
analysis for sulfur may be performed in accordance with ASTM D1522-(83) or
ASTM D975-(82). De 31-day period is acceptable hae= nae the fuel oil properties of
interest, even if they were not within stated limits, would not have an i===Aane effect

on DG operatica. His Survedlance ensures the availability of high quality fuel oil for
the DGs.

Fuel ou degradation during long tenn storage shows up as an increase in particulate, due
mostly to oxidation. De prosece of particulate does not mean the fuel oil will not burn

properly in a diesel engine. De particulate can cause fouhng of filters and fuel oil
injection equipment, however, which can cause engine failure.
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Dweel Fuel Oil. Imbe Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE Particulate concentrations should be deterauned in accordamos with ASTM D2276-[82).
REQUIREMENTS This method involves a gravunstric deterannation of total particulate concentranon in abe

(Continued) fuel oil and has a limit of 10 mg/1. It is are-realita to obtam a Sold sample for
subsequent laboratory testing in lieu of field teenng. Each of the DGs' storage tanks is
tested separately,

ne Frequency of this test takes into consideration fuel oil degradanoa trends abat indicate |
that particulate ocacentration is unlikely to change significantly between Frequency |
intervals. j

,

SR 3.8.3.4

This Surveillance ensures that, without the aid of the refill compressor, sufReient air start

capacity for each DG is avadable. The syste 2 design requireasots primde for a.

mmunum of [five] engine start cycles without recharging. [A start cycle is defined by*-

the DG vendor, but usually is snessured in terms of time (=aranda or cranking) or engine

crmking speed.) The pressure specified in this SR is intaded to reflect the lowest value
at which the [five) starts can be accosglished.

The 31 day Frequency takes into account the capacity, capahdity, r=A=daney, and
diversity of the AC sources and other indications avadable in the control room, includag

alarms, to alert the operator to below normal air start preneure.

SR 3.B.3.5

1

Microbiological fouling is a unajor cause of fuel oil degradation. nare are numerous |

bacteria which can grow in fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water
anytromment in order to survive. Removal of water from fuel storage tanks once per [31]
days ali=;~~ the mara==ary envtronment for bacterial survival. This is the anost
effective means of controlling microbiological fouhng. In addition, it asiminataa the
potential for water astr=====t in the fuel oil during diesel generator operance.

~

Water may come from any of several sources including candan==han, ground wac rain
water, contaminatad fuel oil, and from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequeta -
checking for and removal of accu =nlatad water ==aimi== fouhng as well as prcmdag
data regardag fuel oil system water tight integrity. De Survedlance Frequencies are
established by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). This SR is for preventive ammintenance.

The presence of water does not necessarily represent failure of this SR, pitmded the
accumulated water is removed during performance of the Survedlance.
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Dweel Fuel Oil, Imbe Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.3.3

BASES
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.6

: REQUIREMENTS
(Continued) The draming of the fuel oil in the storate tanks, removal of ace >>=daead =A==' and

tank cleaning is roquared at ten-year intervals by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). Thisi

also requins the performance of the ASME Code Section XI ar=====tions ofIbe tanks.
To preclude the introduction of surfactants in the fuel oil system, the cleaning should be
accomplished using sodium hypochlorite solutions or their equivalent rather than soap or
detergents. This SR is for preventive maintenance. The preemce of ==Anwat does not
wa===4y represent a failure of this SR, provuled that --da'ad =Amant is removed
during performance of the Survm!!ance.

.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Section 9.5.4.2.

-.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.137, ' Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators,*..

October 1979.

3. ANSI N195-1976, ' Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Cs..;urs,'
Appenda B.

; 4. ASTM Standards D4054; D975; D4175; D1522; D2622; S2276, Method A..

,

,

i
d

3

4
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; DC Sources - operatag

B 3.8.4
-

}

| B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

i B 3.8.4 DC Sources - Operstar '

1 .

M j6,* Y ,j BASES
i,

BACKGROUND The Class 1E DC Power System provulas control power for AC emergency power3 ,

j system. It also provulas both motive and control power selected anfety-related ,i

i equipment and provides circuit breaker ocotrol power for the 600 volts and lower AC
i distribution system The DC Power System is also abs source of power for hM '

I
instrumentation buses via inverters.11 e six DC subsystems onn g

; undanc rapuremsets of 10 CFR 50, Appendtz A, GDC-17, Regulatory Guide
.6 (Ref.1), 308 (Ref. 2}, and General Design Criteria 17 (Ref. 3). The six

p a , Tit F.

j Division I Divisica II c /g f A . M* '-

Division I Battery Divimos II Battery

f Channel A Banery Qiannel B Battery
; Mana*1 C Bemery Qiannel D Battery

Each DC subsystem is energiand by a dedicated 125 volt battery and associated 125 volt'

; banery charger. Each bettery is exclusively associated with a single 125 voit DC bus and >

j each banery charger is supplied by its associated AC load group. |

! !

! Each of the six DC subsystems is made up of the followag: |
| ;

j A [120% ell lead-calcium battery) rated at [1650] Ah for eight hours to [108]-

volts at 77'F;
'

,

A static banery charger rated at (400] amps with 0.5 % voltage regulation with! -

Ij an AC supply variation of 10% in voltage and 5% in frequency; and
.

,

| associated switchboards and distribution panels-

'

; However, in order to fulfill the banery capacity criteria: *to supply co division ;

bettery's loads and one ch===*1 ofloads," the batteries may be cross-tied ti adow coping
i strategies to be implemented in accordance with the cepecity sizins. Additionally,

the batteries provide a Station Blackout (SBO) coping capabdity which, a-===g manual
load shedding or the use ofload management programs, exceeds two hours, and as a

j minimum, pennits opersang the instrumentation and control loads ===arian=d with the .

i turbine <triven emergency feed water pumps for 8 hours.

;
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DC Sources - Operatmg
B 3.8.4

BASES

BACKGRO'JND Battery operstag voltage is 125 volts and each battery has adequate storage to supply the
(Continusc) division banery and one channal of loads for-two hours without recharging (Ref. 4).

Capacity is adequate for all Ices of coolant accidset (LOCA) conditions or any other
emergecy shutdown.

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail in the Bases for LCO
,

3.8.9, " Distribution Systein Operstag,* and for LCO 3.8.10, * Distribution Systems -
'

Shutdown.* !

Each 125 volt DC Class 1E battery is separately housed in a ventilated room apart from
its charger and distribution center. Each subsystem is located in an area separated
physically and electrically from other subsystems to ensure that a single failure in one
subsystem does not cause failure in the r-A=d=t subsystem. In normal alignment, there
is no shanns between redundant Class 1E subsystems such as banenes, banery chargers, !.,

or distribution panels. Class 1E baneries of the same divinan may be cross-tied together *-
,

for accident coping (SBO) and/or LCO purposes.

All baneries are aimed to produce required capacity at 80% of nameplate rating,
w Ag to warranted 'ty at sed-of-lifwycles and the 100% design demand.
Bauery size is based on of required capacity, and after selectice of an svailable /7 N8

commercial battery, results in a banery capacity in excess o@f required capacity. /Sb 5
The voltage design limit is [*] volts per cell which corresponds to a total . ..~.. ..
voltage output of [*] volts per battery bank.

Each banery charger has ample power-output capacity for the staedy-state operstice of :

connected loads roquared dunng normal operation while at the same time maintaming its
battery bank fully charged. Each battery charger has sufficient capacity to restore the i

,

banery bank from the design nunimum charge to 95% of its fully charged state in !

[12] hours while supplying normal steady-state loads (Ref. 4). !

.

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in CESSAR-DC,
SAFETY ANALYSES Chapters 6, Engmeenns Safety Feenares, and 15. Accident Analyses, assume

Engmeered Safety Fennares (ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DC power subsystem
provides normal and emergency DC power for the diesel generators, emergency
auxiliaries, and for control and switching during all MODES of operstico. The
OPERABILITY of the DC power sources is consistet with the initial assumpocos of the

|

|

|

* Values to be determmed by system detail design.
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DC Sources - Operatag
B 3.8.4

BASES

APPLICABLE accident analyses which are ked upon maintaining the respured DC power sources and
SAFETY ANALYSES associated distribution systems OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of(1)

(Continued) en assumed loss of offsite AC power or all onsite AC power; and (2) A worst case single i

failure.

"De DC power sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

& M '= " ^j & \

The Division 1 and 2 DC electrical power subsystemsb PERdlMtoY |LCO
ensure availability of the required power to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe |
condition after an anticipated operational occunence or a p=1='ad design basis accident. i

Loss of any one of the DC power subsystems does not prevent the mainunn safety
function fmm being afw.e.d. Each DC electrical power subsystem is comederedr
OPERABLE if the 125 volt battery and annociated benery charger satisfy the applicable

,

Surveillance Requirements. .,

An OPERABLE DC electrical power subsystem requires all required battenes and
respective chargers to be operanng and "=W to the associated DC buses.

Inoperable DC sources do not ~~=rily result in snoperable compoemits unless
specifically directed by Required Actions (refer to LCO 3.0.7). The electrolyte
parsmeter limits relationship to the OPERABILITY of DC sources is covered by LCO
3.8.6, Battery Cell Paran=sers During periods when kre,,y cell parameters are not
within limits, DC sources are not ===rily inoperable unless specifically directed by
the Required Actions of LCO 3.8.6, Banery Cell Parameters.

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power subsystems are requued to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
3, and 4 to ensure safe plant operation and to ensure that:

1. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary limits are
not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences or abnormal
transients; and

2. Adequate core cooling is provided, and contamnwat integrity and other vital
functions are maintained in the event of a posentatad DBA.

DC power requtrements for MODES S and 6 are addressed in the Bases for LCO 3.8.5,
'DC Sources - Shutdown.'

|
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES
,

ACTIONS A.! and A.2

With one of the six DC electncal power subsystems inoperable, the crom te may be,

utilized to allow the remnaning two operable subsystems within the divison to power the
loads of the incperable power source and fulfill the SBO coping capabdity. His is
possible since sech banery is aiand to provide the one division battery loads and one

i
channel of loads. Dus, the two reunamag operable betteries may power the inoperable
battery's loads while it is being restored to OPERABIUTY. His design feature should
be utili=I with the intset of reasonag the *=-: ='_': components in 72 hours.

B 1 and B 2

With two of the required DC electrical power subsystems inoperable, the romaang DC

electrical power subsystems have abe capacity to support a safe abundown and to mitigate ,
.

an accident condition. However, since a subsequent worst case single failure would
-

result in the loss of the 125 voit Class 1E bassary syssesn, continued power operation,

should not exceed two hours. De two hour Completion Time is based on Regulatory
Guide 1.93 (Ref. 5), and engineenng judgment =- " ig the sunbar of available-

systems cod the time required to r==aaamhly complete the Required Accons.

C.1 and C.1

ne plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the DC
electrical power subsystem cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the associated

Completion Time. His is does by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours and
in MODE 5 in 36 hours. Le allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on
operating experience to rasch the reqmrod MODES from full power without challenging
plant systems.

SURVEIll.ANCE SR 3.8.4.1

REQUIREMENTS
Verifying bettery tenmaal voltage while on float charge for the 125/250 volt Class IE
battery helps ensure the effectiveness of the chargmg system and the ability of the banery
to perform its intended function. Float charge is the condition where the charger is
supplying the continuous charge aquired to overcome the internal losses of a banery (or
battery call) and maintain the battery (or battery cell) in a fully charged state. %e
voltage requirements are based on the nominal design voltage of the battery and are
consistent with the initial voltages =====rt in the banery sizing calculatices. De
seven day Frequency is consistent with the manufacturers' recomm=tations and

IEEE-450 (Ref. 6).
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1 DC Sources - Operatag
{ B 3.8.4
1

BASES )

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.2

REQUIREMENTS
(Continued) Visual inspection to detect corrosion of the banery cells and connections or measurement i

of the r===*aaca of each con and ternunal eaaaaenon provide an indication of physical i

damage or abnormal detenoration which could potentially degrade battery perforussace. ;

The connection resistance value is a ceihng value establiebed by the banery manufacturer
bened on calculations taking into consideration the physical configuration of abs bestenes.

The 92 day Frequency is sufficient for desecang trends in these conditions indicative of

any problems. A more comaplete inspection is perfonned in condunceon with the
-

. . p.eventive maintenance program conducted dunng refuehag outages.
4

SR 3.8.4.3

Visual inspection of the banery cells, cell plates, and battery racks provide an indicence,

of physical damage or abnormal deterioration which could potentially degrade banery *,

performance. The [12}-month Frequency is consistent with IEEE - 450 (Ref. 6).

SR 3.8.4.4 and 3.8.4.5

Visual mspections and resistance unensurements of the cell tocell and tenmaal
connections provide an indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration which

could indicate degraded banery performance. The anti-corroman matenalis used to help
,

ensure good electrical canaardons and to reduce tenmaal detenoranon. The visual

mspection for conceion is not intended to require removal and inspection under each (
termaial connection. 'Ibe connection resistance value is a ce: hag value established by the

manufacturer based on calculations taking into consideration the physi:al configuration ;
of the baneries. The (12]-month Frequency is ca=== ==t with IEEE-450 (Ref. 6).

SR 3.8.4.6

Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 7), requuss that the battery charger supply be bened on the
largest combined demands of the various steady state loads and the charging capacity to

restore the banery from the design nunimum charge state to the fully charged state,
irrespective of the status of the unit during which these dasaands occur. The .. . .. o. I

required amperes and duration ensures that the DC load requirements een be entisfied

(refer to SR 3.8.4.7). The Frequency is based on engmeenns judgnmet and industry
accepted practice considering the unit conditions required to perform the test, and is

{
intended to be consistant with expected fuel cycle lengths. 1

This surveillance is modified by two Notes. 'Ibe first Note prohibits performance of this
surveillance in MODES 1, 2,3, or 4. Perfonnance of this test requares the associated
DC Division to be inoperable during the test. Therefore, this test umst be performed in
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DC Sources - Operatag
B 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE MODES 5 or 6. The second Note allows credit to be taken for unplanned events that
REQUIREMENTS antisfy this Surveillance Requiremset.

(Continued)
SR 3.8.4.7

Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 7), requires the performance of a banery earwoe test in

wids.ce with IEEE-450 (Ref. 6) at intervals not to exceed [18] =r=ek. A benery
service test is a special cepecity test to d*=este the capabdity of the benary to meet
the system analyzed response reqmreasots. Reference 4 prowdes the load requarements I

for tbnstaca es. i

i
This surveillance is modined by three notes. De first Note allows a modified
performance discharge test in lieu of a sorwce test once per 60 mostbs. )

~

The modified perfonnance discharge test is a ===1=nad duty cycle conastag ofjust two - !.

rates; the one minute rate published for the banery or the largest current load of the duty
cycle, followed by the test rate employed for the performance test, both of wiuch
envelope the duty cycle of the service test. Since the - , ; Sn.rs resurved by a rated
one minute discharge represents a very small portion of abe bemery cepecity, the test rate '

can be changed to that for the perfonnance test without compronumng the results of the
performance discharge test. De battery termaal voltage for the modified performance
discharge test should remam above the ~ . . ... benery ternunal voltage specified in abe !

battery service test for the duration of time equal to that of the serwoe test.

1

A modified dwharge test is a test of the banery cepecity and its ability to provide a high
rate, short duration load (usually the highest rate of the duty cycle). His will often )
confirm the banery's ability to meet toe critical period of the load duty cycle, in addition
to deternunmg its percentage of rated cepecity. Initial conditices for the modified
performance discharge test should be identical to those specified for a sernce test.

The soccod Note prohibits performance of this survallance in MODES 1,2, 3, or 4.
Performance of this test requires the associated DC Division to be inoperable during the
test. Therefore, this test must be perfonned in MODES 5 or 6. De third Note allows

credit to be takam for unplanned events that sensfy this Survet11ance Requirement.
1

SR 3.8.4.8

1

IEEE-450 (Ref. 6) reco====da a performance discharge test for each battery at j
60-month intervals. A battery performance test is a cepecity test of the battery in the 'as
found* condition, after being in sernce, to detect any change in the cepecity as
determmed by the new banery acceptance test. De test is intended to detenene overall
battery degradation due to age and usage.
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DC Sources - Operanng
B 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE A battery modined performance discharge test is described in the bases for SR 3.8.4.7.

REQUIREMENTS Either the battery performance diacharge test or the nodified performance dascharge
(Continued) test is acceptable for satisfying SR 3.8.4.8; however, only the modified performance

discharge test may be used to satisfy SR 3.8.4.8 while sansfying the requirements of SR
3.8.4.7 at the same time.

IEEE-485 (Ref. 8) recom==da that the battery should be replaced ifits capacity is below
80% of the manufacturer's rating. A capacity of 80% shows the bettery rate of
deterioration is ioze sing even if there is ample capacity to meet the load requirements.
The acceptance crit:ria fw this Survedlance specifies an [805] capacity based on the
extension of the Frequency for SR 3.8.4.7 from the IEEE-450 i-x -4= h of
[12] months to [18] months.

IEEE-450 (Ref. 6) reco===de a 60-month Surveillance Frequency or a performance,

discharge test should be performed every [12] months for any battery that abows signs *,

of degradation or has reached 85% of the service life expected of the application.
Degradation is indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 10 % of rated capacity
from its average on previous performance tests, or is below 90% of the manufacturer's
rating.

The Frequencies are consistant with the recommmdation in IEEE-450 (Ref. 6).

This surveillance is modified by two Notes. The first Note prohibits performance of this
surveillance in MODES 1,2, 3, or 4. Performance of this test requtres the assocated
DC Division to be inoperable during the test. Therefore, this test nonst be performed in
MODES 5 or 6. The second Note allows credit to be takee for unplanned events that
satisfy this Surveillance Requirement.

;

i

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.6, *fWence Between R4=A et Standby (Onsite)-

Power Sources and Betwece Their Distribution Systems," March 10,1971.

2. IEEE 3081974, 'IEEE Standard Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems for
Nuclear Power Geeranng Stations.*.

A 3. 10 CFR General Design Criteria 17, * Electric Power Systems.*

4. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8.

5. Regulatory Guide 1.93, * Availability of Electric Power Sources,' December
1974.
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j BASES
i

REFERENCES 6. IEEE 4501980, "IEEE B-===== dad Precoce for Maintenance Testing and

(Continued) Rept-t of large Land Storage Banenes for Generanug Stenons and'

j Subsystems." ;

j 7. Regulatory Guide 1.32, " Criteria for Safety Related Electric Power Systems for
Nuclear Power Plants,* February 1977.'

. L

l 8. IEEE-485 1983, RM Precaces for Sizing large Land Storage
;

Baneries for Generanng Stations and Substations.* June, 1983.11i

r

' ' '
9. CESSAR-DC, Ompter 6.

.

10. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
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DC Sources - Shuidown
B 3.8.5

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B.3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A descriptico of the DC Power Sources is primded in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4,
DC Sources - Operenas.-

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident'(CEA) and transient analyses in the
SAFETY ANALYSES CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6 and Chapter 15, assene that Engmeered Safety Feature (ESF)

systems are OPERABLE. De DC electrical power system prtmdes mannal and
emergency DC electrical power for the DGs, emergency aunhanes, and control and ;

switching during all MODES of operanon. i
,

. .
,

De OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is an====unt with the initial ->=peiane of
the acculent analyses and the requireasots for the supported sysasens' OPERABIUTY.

De OPERABILTTY of the muni==ua specified DC Power Sources dunng MODES 5 and f
6 ensures that: (1) ne plant can be ===intained in the shutdown or refuehag condition >

for extended time periods; (2) Sufficient astrumsstation and control capabdity is -

'

svailable for monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and the CESSAR-DC only
~

;

addresses boundag analyses, such that a specific design basis is not always stated for
operation in MODES 5 and 6. De DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statemeet. ;

)

i
LCO In MODES 5 and 6 and when bandhng irredssted fuel assemblies, one DC Power Source *

Division is required to be OPERABLE. This ensures the svaalabdity of sufficient power !
to recover from postulated events in MODES 5 and 6 and when bandhng irradiatad fuel

,

(e.g., fuel bandhng accident and inadvertent noctor vessel draandown).

i
A description of OPERABIUTY requiremsets for the DC Power Source Division is
provided in the Bases of LCO 3.8.4, 'DC Sources - Operstag*. |

s

ne electrolyte parameter limits relationabip to the OPERABILITY of DC sources is
dictated by LCO 3.8.6, ' Battery Cell Parnaseters.- !

!

:
I
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DC Sources - Shindown i

B 3.8.5
|

B_ASES i

APPLICABILITY 1he DC Power Sources requued to be OPERABLE in MODES S and 6 ed when
i

bandhng irradiated fuel assemblies provide assurance that: '

,

1. Requund features to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are avadable

for the irradiated fuel =====hhan in the core in case of an inadvertant draindown
of the reactor vessel;

2. Requund features needed to snitigate a fuel bandling accident are avadable;
-

3. Required features necessary to initigste the effects of evd.tr Gnt can lead to core
damage dunng miradown are evadable; and

i

4. Instrutnelation ~ ad Control Capahdity is evadable for monitoring ad
maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown or refueling condition.+

,

-.

DC power requuements for MODES 1,2,3, and 4 are addressed in LCO 3.8.4,
*DC Sources - Operanns .

The Applicability is modified by a NOTE. This NOTE alerts the operator to potential
additional electrical power source requusment when in REDUCED RCS INVENTORY.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5
4

If two divisions are requuod per LCO 3.8.10, the remnaning divimon with DC power
available may be capable of supportug sufficient systems to allow continuation of CORE

ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential for drainmg the reactor

vessel. By allowing the option to declare reqmrod features inoperable with the associated

DC power source (s) inoperable, appropnate resenctions will be imp 1*==wd in
accordance with the affected requued features LCO ACIlONS. In many instances, this
option may involve adesued administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for
sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to' suspend CORE ALTERATIONS,
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, any activities that could result in inadvertsat

draining of the reactor vessel, and operations involving positive reactivity additions). The

Required Action to suspend positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to
maintain or increase reactor vessel invetory, provuled the requued SDM is maintained.

,

l

Suspesion of these activities aball not preclude completion of actiou to establish a safe

conservative condition. These actions muninum probabdity of the occunence of
postulated events. It is further required to immarlianaly initiate action to restore the
required DC electrical power subsystems and to continue this action until restoration is
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.5

BASES

ACTIONS accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC electrical power to the unit safety
(Continued) systems.

Notwi'k "*g performance of the above conservative Required Actions, the unit is still
without sufficient DC power sources to operate in a safe ==anar. Herefore, action must
be initiated to restore the ..*. .. .. required DC power sources and continued until the
LCO requirements are restored.

The Completion Time of i====Untely is consistant with the required times for actions
requirsag prompt attention. The restoration of the required DC eleet.2I p.vn
subsystems abould be coupleted as quickly as possible in order to ==i=im the time
during which the unit safety systems may be without sufficient power.

~

SURVEILLANCE He Bases provided for SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.8 in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, .,

REQUDtEMENTS 'DC Sources - Operanag*, are applicable.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
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Bauery Cell Parameters

B 3.8.6
i
1 B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SY!!IEMS Is

1'

I

B 3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters
|

.

1
:;~
|,

BASES

i
!

I BACKGROUND LCO 3.8. Cell Parameters, mili== Table 3.8.6-1 to dehnesse 6e limits on
] electrolyte , float voltage, and specine gravity for .6e DC Power source hamaries.
1

A discussion of these banenes and their OPERABILITY requaremsats are provded in

| the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, DC Sources - Operonag, and LCO 3.8.5 DC Sources -
! shutdown. Within this table, Casagory A dennes the limia for each demanated pilot cell
l and Category B does the same for each ocessated cou.
;

} De Category A limits for the i ' pilot cell's Sant voltage k 2.13 volts and a
} specific gravity of k 1.200 (0.015 below the manufacturers fully charged nominal, ;

.

'

specific gravity) or banery chargag current that had maWlaad at a low value) is
|

-

charactenstic of a charged cell with adequate capacity. De limits os electrolyte level !
ensures no physical damage to the plates occurs and adequate electros transfer capabdity,

;
j is maintained in abe event of treament conditions.
d

!
| The Category B limits for each ~= mad cell's float voltage and speci6c gravity k 2.13 i
j volts and a specific gravity of k 1.195 (0.020 below the enoufacturer's fully charged"

nominal specific gravity with an average specific gravity of all the ~=naread cells k
i

1.205 (0.010 below the manufacturer's fully charged nosmaal spec 6e gravity) ensuresI

the OPERABILTIY and capabdity of the battery. De limits os electrolyte level ensure
j no physical damage to the plates ocetus and adequate electron transfer sepobihty is ;'

maintained in the event of treament oevditions. J

i |
l ne limits are band spo. manfactmer s reco==, dad vaines no sesme a. '

| OPERABILITY and capabdity of 'be banery. De specific gravity limits assure a
f

manufacuirer's reco==aadad fully :. barged nonunal specific gravity of 1.215. Specific
gravity must be conected for electrolyte : ,,.a ie and level, and the float voltage

; limits may be w.-W for average electrolyte temperature, name Notes provide for
] conection of the measured values in accordance with manufacturer's m==dadons
; when the values reflect transient ocoditions as opposed to banery capacity.

,

a

j Category C defines allowable values of electrolyte level, float voltage, and specific
gravity of each "=aaread cell. Dene values represent degraded banery oceditions.,

However, operation is permitted when Category C limits are est since sufficient capacity
i exists to perform the intended function. Bene values are discussed in more detailin the
f Actions section of this Bases.
i

!
a

1
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Battery Ceu Parameters-

B 3.8.6

BASES

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and acculent analyses in CESSAR DC
SAFETY Chapters 6. Engmeering Safety Features, and 15, Acculset Analyses, assume au

3

ANALYSES Engmeered Safety Femaires (EST) systeens are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power l
systems provule normal sad emergency DC poner for abe DGs, ensegency -ntiaries, l

and control and switching during all MODES of operanon. The OPERABIIJIY of the
DC subsystem is ca====t with the initial assumpoons of the acculent analyses and is

!
based upon maintaining one division of DC power sources and associated distribution i

systems OPERABLE during acculent conditicas in the event of(1) An assened loss of
aU offsite AC power or all casite AC power; and (2) A worst case single fauure. |

:

Benery cell parameters satisfy Criterice 3 of the NRC Pobey Statsenet. |

LCO Bauery cell parameters anst remain within acceptable limits to ensure svadabdity of the

reqmrod DC power to abut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition aAer an ,.

anticipated operaticeal occurrence or a r'" ' DBA. Electrolyte limits are
-

conservatively establiebe.d, allowmg continued DC electncal system function even with
Category A and B limits not snet.

t

APPLICABILITY The banery ceu parameters are reqmrod solely for the support of the associated DC
electrical power subsystems. Therefox, banery electrolyte is only required when the'
DC power source is reqmrod to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability discussion
in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5.

ACTIONS ' A.1. A.2. and A.3
-

.

Operation with one or more cans in one or more baneries paran=mm not within limits
(i.e., Category A limits not met, or Category B limits not met, or Category A and B

|
limits not met), but within the aUowable value (Category C limits are met) specified in |

Table 3.8.6-1 is permitted for a limited penod since sufficient capacity exists to perform
the intended function. The pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage are reqmrod to
be veriSed to meet the Category C allowable values within one bour (Required Action
A.1). This check will prcmde a quick indication of the status of the remnander of the
battery ceUs. One bour provules time to inspect the electrolyte level and to confirm the

float voltage of the puot cells. The Completion Time is based on engmeeringjudgmset
taking into consideration the time required to perform the Requared Acnon.

Verification that the Category C allowable values are met for all onlis (Requared Action
A.2) will ensure that during the time to restore the parameters to the Category A and B
limits that the banery will still be capable of performing its int = dad funcaca. Twenty ;

four hours are prtmded to complete Required Action A.2 because specific gravity |
measurements must be obtained for each connected cell. As such, the Completion Time

i
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stanary Cell Parameters

B 3.8.6

BASES

ACTIONS is based on engmeenng judgment takag into monderation the time reqmrod to perform
(Continuet) the Required Action and the assurance provided by Required Action A.1 that the banery

ceu parameters are not severely degraded

Continued operation is only permined for 31 days before bettery ceu p.r - u. nunst be

restored to within Category A and B limits with the consideration that, while battery
capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the intaded Ametion and to
aUow time to fully restore the banery can parameters to nonnel limits. His time is
acceptable prior to declanag the banery anoperable. During this 31. day penod:

(1) the aDowable values for electrolyte level (above the top of the pistes and not
overflowag), ensures no physical damage to the plates with an adequate electron
transfer capabdity;

(2) the allowable value for the average specific gravity of all the cells at [1.195, i
-

*

[0.020] below the manufacturer's m=== dad fully charged moanna! specific
gravity], or a banery chargmg current that had stabihand at kra than (2)
amperes on a float charge is the manufacturer's reco===ad=haa and ensures

that the decrease in capacity will be less than the margin provided in sizing;
,

(3) the allowable value for an individual ceU's specific gnvity [0.020] below the
average of all the eaaa-*=d cous ensures that so individual ceU's specific
gravity will not be [0.040] below the manufacturw's fully charged moannal
specific gravity. his is the value reco==aadad by the manufacturer to ensure
the overall capabihty of the banery will be maintained within an acceptable
limit; and

'

(4) the allowable value for an individual cell's float voltage [> 2.07] volts ensures
the battery's capability to perform its design function.

De 31 day Costpletion Time is based on engmeenngjudgment taking into consideration

that while battery capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended
function and allow time to fuUy restore the banery cell parameters to nonnal limita.

When any banery parameter is outside the Category C allowable value, sufficient capacity
to supply the man =um expected load regaremets is not assured and Condition B would
be entered.

.

El

With one or more batteries with one or more battery cell parameters outside the
1 Category C Allowable Value for any m_=-'ad ceu, sufficient capacity to supply the

maxunum expected load reqmrement is not assured and the w Ag DC electrical
power subsystem must be declared inoperable. Additionally, other potentiaUy extreme
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Battery CeU Parameters

B 3.8.6

BASES

ACIlONS conditions, such as not completing the Required Actmas of Candition A within the
(Continued) . required Completion Time or average electrolyte ; ,~.h of represseintive cells

falling below 60'F, are also cause for i===t auty declaring the assocated DC electrical
power subsystem inoperable.

,

|
,

SURVEILI ANCE SR 3.8.6.1

REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies that Category A battery con parameters are consistent with IEEE-450

(Ref.1), which reco==aada regular banery taspections (at least cae per month) including i

voltage, specific gravity, and electrolyte temperature of pilot cells.

SR 3.8.6.2
!s

The quarterly aspection of specific gravity and voltage is enna,anmar with IEEE-450,
-

*

(Ref.1). In addition, within 24 hours of a banery dwharge < [110] V or a banery
t

overcharge > [150] V, the banery smst be damaamated to meet Category B limits.
This inspection is also consistemt with IEEE 450 (Ref.1), which r=ra===ade special
inspections following a severe discharge or overcharge, to aann that so significant
degradation of the bemery occurs as a consequence of such discha.rge or overcharge.

SR 3.8.6.3
!

This Surveillance verification that the average temperatuas of representative cells is !

> [60]'F is consistems with a reco==edarion of IEEE 450 (Ref.1), which states that
the temperature of electrolytes is representative cells should be deternuned on a quarterly ;
basis.

Lower than normal "+.rw. act to inhibit or reduce banery capacity. This SR
ensures that the operanng temperatures remain within an acceptable operanng range.

|
This limit is based on manufacturer recommendations. 1

Table 3.8.6-1

This table defiaameae the limits on electrolyte level, float voltage, and specific gravity for
three different categones. The maaams of each category is discussed below.

Category A defines the normal parameter limit for each designated pilot cell in each
battery. The cells selected as pilot cells are those whose temperature, voltage and
electrolyte speciSc gravity approximate the state of charse of the entire banery.

The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level are based on saanufacturer
recommendations and are consistent with the guidance in IEEE-450 (Ref.1), with the
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BASES

SURVDilANCE extra W inch allowance above the high water level indication for opersang margm to
REQUIREMENTS account for teaperatures and charte effects. In addition to this aHowance, footnote a to

(Continued) Table 3.8.6-1 permits the electrolyte level to be above the specified nemum level
during equahzing charge, provided it is not overflowing. These limits ensure that the

plates suffer no physical damage, and that adequate electron transfer capability is

maintained in the event of transient conditions. IEEE-450 (Ref.1) recomm=de that
electrolyte level rendags should be made only after the banery has been at float charge
for at least 72 hours.

The Category A limit specified for float voltage is k 2.13 V per aan. This value a f
based on a recom Adon of IEEE-450 (Ref.1), which states that prolonged operation
of ceus < 2.13 V can reduce the life expectancy of cells.

The Category A limit specified for specific grsvity for each pilot cell is k [1.200](0.015
below the manufacturer fuUy charged nommal specific gravity or a bettery chargmg ,

,

'

current that had stabilized at a low value). This value is charactenstic of a charged cell'.

with adequate capacity. According to IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), the specific gravity readsgs
,

are based on a temperature of 77'F (25'C). 1

The specific gravity r-adings are corrected for actual electrolyte temperature and level.
For each 3*F (1.67'C) above 77'F (25'C),1 point (0.001) is added to the readag;
I point is subtracted for each 3*F below 77'F. The specific gravity of the electrolyte |
in a cell increases with a loss of water due to electrolysis or evaporation. Footnote b to |

Table 3.8.6-1 requires the above snentioned correction for electrolyte level and i
'

temperature, with the exception that level correction is not required when banery
charging currect is < [2] amps on float charge. This current provides, in general, an
indication of overall battery condition.

|

Because of specific gravity gradients that are produced durmg the rechargmg process,
delays of several days may occur dile waiting for the specific gravity to stabilize. A
stabilized charger current is an acceptable alternative to specific gravity ==amernent for

determmmg the state of charge of the designated pilot cell. This pass,on is
dimM in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3). Footnote c to Table 3.8.6-1 allows the float charge-

current to be used as an alternate to specific gravity for up to [7 days] foUowing a batter)
eqmimng recharge.

Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each m W cell. The term
' connected cell' excludes any banery ceu rhat may be jumpered out.

The Category B limits specified for electrclyte level and float voltage are the same as
those specified for Category A and have bten discussed above. The Category B limit
specified for specific gravity for each coc.9ected cell is k [1.195] (0.020 below the
manufacturer fuUy charged, nominal specific gravity) with the average of all connected
cells > [1.205)(0.010 below the manufacturer fuUy charged, nominal specific gravity).
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BASES

SURVEILI.ANCE These values are based on .menufacturer's reco===ad== The ====== specific
REQUIREMENTS gravity value required for es.:b cell ensures that the effects of a highly charged or newly

(Contmund) installed cell will not maak overall degradation of the banery. Footnote b to
Table 3.8.6-1 requires correenon of specific gravity for electrolyte temperature and level.

This level correction is not required when battery chargas current is < [2] amps on i
float charge.

<

Category C defines tbc Allowable Values for each <*===e*=d cell. These values,
, although reduced, provide assurance that sufficient cepecity exists to perform the intended

fasction and maintain a marge of safety. When any battery parameter is outside the i

Category C Allowable Value, the assurance of sufficient cepecity described above no
longer exists and the banery must be declared inoperable.

The Category C Allowable Values specified for electrolyte level (above the top of the,

plates and not overflowing) ensure that the plates suffer no physical damage and maastain *.

adequate elecnon tmnsfer capability. The Category C Allowable Value for float voltage
j is h==A on E1 E-450 (Ref. 3), which states that a cell voltage of 2.07 Y or below, under
: float conditions anh::* camd by elevated temperature ofIbn cell, inaicates internal cell
i problems and may require cell repI=ce===t.

'
-

The Category C Allowable Value of average specific gravity it (1.195] is h===d on
| manufacturer recommendaboos (0.020 below the manufacturer reco==== dad fully
| charged, nominal specific gravity). In addition to that limit, it is reqtured that the

specific gravity for each connected cell must be no less than 0.020 below the average of
all connected cells. This limit ensures that the effect of a highly charged or new cell
does not mask overall degradation of the banery. The footnotes to Table 3.8.6-1 are '

applicable to Category A, B, and C specific gravity.

REFERENCES 1. EEE-4501980, *EEE Recomm=ded Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and ,

Rep!=r*==at of Large Lead Storage Baneries for Generstag Stations and
j Substations.*

|

2. EEE-3081978, "EEE Standard Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems for
Nuclear Power Generanng Stations."

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

4. CESSAR-DC Ompter 15.

|

| |
|

|
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.7 Inveners-Ooerstme

BASES

BACKGROUND he investers are the preferred source of power for the AC vital buses because of the
stability and rehahlity they achieve in being powered froan the 120 VDC battery source
The function of the inverter is to convert DC electncal power to AC electncal power,
thus p. .-9'he .m unintenuptible power source for the instrumentation and controls for
the Reactor Freiective System (RPS) and the h-iW Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS). SpeciSc detads on inverte and their operatmg charactenstics are found in
the CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8 (Ref.1).

.

APPLICABLE ne initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient analyses in the *-

SAFETY ANALYSES CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6 (Ref. 2) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 3), assume Engmeered Safety
Feature systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are designed to petmde the
requiind capneity, capability, redi=d=g, and reliability to ensure the svadahlity of
necessary power to the RPS and ESFAS instnmentscm and controls so abat the fuel,
Reactor Ccolant System, and contamment desi 4 ILmits are not exceeded. Deee limits3

are discussed in more detail in the Bases for Section 3.2. Power Distribution Limits;
Seedon 3.4, Ra-tor Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6, Contamm-t Symems.

He OPERABDIIT of the inverters is consistent with the initial samunptions of the
accident analyses and is based on meetag the design basis of the unit. This includes
maintaining trquired AC vital buses OPERABLE during acculent conditions in the reent
of:

|
An assumed loss of all offsite AC electrical pcwer or all onsite AC electricala.

power; and

b. A worst case single failux.

Inverters are a part of the distribution system and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement. '

LCO he inverters ensure the availability of AC electrical power for the systems
mstrumentation requred to abut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition efter

an anticipated operational occunence (AOO) or a posmlatad DBA.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-S6
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Inverters Operating
B 3.8.7

BASES

LCO Maintaining the required inverters OPERABM ensures that the redundancy incorporated

(Continued) into the design of the RPS and ESFAS instrutnastation ead controls is maintained. The
six battery powered inverters (three per division) ensure s.a uninterruptible supply of AC

electrical power to the AC vital buses even if the 4.16 kV anfety buses are i - W. 2

OPERABLE inverters require the maaaria*=d AC vital bus to be powered by the inverter,
which has the correct DC voltage G120] V) apphed front a banery to the invertar input,

and inverter output AC voltage and frequency within tolerances.
,

l This LCO is anodKW by a Note that allows ces invwter to be diaaa==aa'ad froen a
*

battery for s; 24 hours, if the vital bus (es) is powered from a Class 1E constant voltage
transfonner during the period and all other inverters are operable. This allows an
equahnng charge to be placed on one banery. If the inveter(s) were not diaaaaaaread,
the resulting voltage condition asight damage the inverw(s). These provimons ==an=i=

,

the loss of equipmsat that would occur in the event of a loss of offsite power. The.,

24 hour time pened for the alloree ========= the tiame dunng which a loss of offsite
power could result in the loss of equip. wit energsand front the affected AC vital bus
while taking into commderation the time required to perfonn an equalizing charge on the
battery bank. When et**F the allowance, if one or more of the provisions is not met

| (e.g., 24 hour time penod exceeded), LCO 3.0.3 :nust be entered i==adianaly.
,

The intent of this Note is to limit the number of inverters that may be dimananacead

j Only those inverters mamariasad with the single banery undergoing an equahang charge
' may be diennanacead All other invertus must be aligned to their associated benenes,

regardless of the number ofinverters or unit design.
.

APPLICABILITY The inverters are requared to be OPERABG it MODES 1,2, 3, and 4 to ensure that:

Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary limits area.

i not exceeded as a result of AOOs or abnormal tranments; and
i

b. Adequate core coohng is provided, and containment OPERABILITY and other
vital functions are maintained in the event of a posadated DBA.

.

Inverter requircasets for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases for LCO 3.8.8
' Inverters-Shutdown *

|
1

|

|
|
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BASES

! ACTIONS A.1 and A.2
f

Requued Action A.1 allows 24 hours to Ex the snoperable inverter and return it to
service. The 24 hour limitis bened upon engmoenngjudgment, taking into consideration

the time requued to repen an inverter and the additional risk to which the unit is exposed
har=n- of the inverter anoperabdity. This has to be h=1= rad against the risk of an
i==adi=e> shutdown, along with the potannal challenges to safety systems such a
shutdown might entail. When the AC vital bus is powered frosaits constant voltage
source, it is relying upon intenuptible AC electrical power sources (offuite and onsite).
'Ibe uninterruptible, banery backed invater source to the AC vital buses is the profaned
source for powenng instrumes;tation crip actpoint devices

B.1 and B.2

\
-

If the inopemble devices or components cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within *- '

the reqmred Completion Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE in winch the 140 i

does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on opernung experience, to reach the regated unit conditions from full

power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1
REQUIREMEffrS

'Diis Surveillance verifies that the inverters are functioning properly with all requued
circuit breakers closed and AC vital buses energized from the invener. The veri 6 canon

of proper voltage sad frequency output ensures that the requued poww is readily
available for the instrumentation of the RPS and ESFAS r<=aartad to %e AC vital buses.
The 7 day Frequemey takes into account the redundant capabdity of the inverters and
other indications avadable in the control room that alert the operator to inverter
malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR DC, Chapter 8.

2. CESSAR DC, Chapter 6.

3. CESSAR DC, Chapter 15.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-58
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Inverten-Shutdown
B 3.8.8

' B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS '

B 3.8.8 Inverters - Shutdown

BASES

:

BACKGROUND A description of the averters is provided in the Bases for 140 3.8.7,
Inveners-operates.-

.

;

APPIJCABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Acendent (DBA)and trassical analyses in the
SAFETY ANALYSES CESSAR DC, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assmne Engineered Safety

Feature systems are OPERABLE. De DC to AC inverters are designed to primde the i

reqmrod capacity, capability, r=daad y, and rehabdity to assure the evadabdity of
aan===-y power to the Reactor Protective System and 8-7 : : Safety Features,

;

Actuation Systein instrumentation and controls so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, *.

and coorain==t design limits are not exceeded. I

ne OPERABIIJ "Y of the inverters is consistant with the initial assumpdans of the
acci&mt analyses and the requirements for the supported systems' OPERABIIJTY.

De OPERABIIJTY of the =====i=> inverters to each AC vital bus during MODES 5 |
and 6 ensures that:

He unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refuehag condition for extendeda.

Periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capabdity is avadable for monitoring and !
maintaining the unit status; and

|

Adequate power is available to mitigate events pa=entatad during shutdown, suchc.

as an inadvertent drmadown of the vessel or a fual handhng accidset. '

he inverters were previously idsetified as part of the distnhtion system and, as such,
satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statenuet.

1

LCO The inveners ensure the availabdity of electrical power for abe instrumentation for
systems required to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition aAer an

anticipated operational occurrence or a po=hilatad DBA. De banery powered inverters
provide uninterruptible supply of AC electrical power to the AC vital buses even if the

4.16 kV safety buses are de-emergized. OPERABI1JTY of the inverters requuss that the

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-59
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Inverters-Simtdown
B 3.s.s ;

'

BASES

LCO vital bus be powered by the inverter. This ensures the availability of suffunnet inverter
i

(Continued) power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the ~===g- of
'

postulated events dunng abusdone (e.g., fuel hadhnt accidents and inadvertent reactor

vessel draandown). >

APPLICAB11JIY The inverters required to be OPERABE in MODES 5 and 6 danns movemeet of !
4

"

irradiated fusi assemblies pamde assurance that:

Systems to provide adequate coolmat inventory makeup are available for diea.

arradiated fuel in the core in case of so medvertent draindown of the reactor
vessel; "

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel bandlang accident are available;.

. *

Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events abat can lead to core damagec.

dunng abusdown are available; and

d. Instrumentatico and control capabahty is ' avai:able for moeitanng and
maintaining the unit in a cold abundown condition or refushag condition. |-

!
Inverter requusments for MODES 1,2,3, and 4 are covered in LCO 3.8.7. '

!
' ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5

i
4

If two divisions are requued by LCO 3.8.10, *Distnbution Systems-Shutdoes," she
remauung OPERABE inverters may be capable of supporting sufficient requuud,

features to allow ocatinuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movenient, operations
'

with a potential for draining the reactor vessel, and operaticas with a potential for
positive reactivity additicas. The Required Action to suspeed positive reactivity additions

,

i

does not preclude actices to maintain or increase reactor vessel invasery, provided the

required SDM is maintained. By the allowance of the opeos to declare regered fessures
inoperable with the associated inverter (s) moperable, appropriate resenctions M be
implemented in accordance with the affected required fannues LCOs' Requ" red
ACTIONS. In many instances, this option may involve undesund adaninistrative effor.w.

Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspano
CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, activities that could

potentially result in inadvertsat draining of the reactor vessel, and operances involving
positive reactivity additions).

SYS"EM 80+ B 3.840 |.
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Inverters-SbWdown>

! B 3.8.8

BASES'

ACTIONS Suspension of these activities aball not preclude completion of actions to a==hh=h a safe

(Continued) conservative ocedition. These achoes ===i=== the probabdity of the occurrence of;

i postulated events. It is further regered to i===lianaly initiate action to restore the
required inverters and to connaue this actiou until isotoranon is accomplished in' order j
to provule the necessary inverter power to the unit safety systems. )

!

Notwi'h*=ad'at Perfoemance of the above conservative Reqmred Actions, the unit is
,

,

still without sufficient AC vital power sources to operate in a safe manner. Derefon, |4

action anst be initiated to restore the - . - .. required AC vital power sources and
continue until the LCO regarements are restored. 1

|'

ne Completion Time of i==adianaly is ca==amat with the required times for accons |
requiring prompt anention. De restoration of the regared inverters abould be completed !

as quickly as possible in order to minimi= the time the unit safety systems may be [,

without power or powered from a constant voltage source rmsfonner.
,

..

!

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1

REQUIREMEh*TS
his Survaillance verifies abat the inverters are functioning properly with all regered
circuit breakers closed and AC vital bswes emergized from the inverter. De verification

of proper voltage and frequency output ensures that the required power is readily
available for the instrunustation connected to the AC vital buses. De 7 day Frequency
takes into account the redundant capability of the inverters and other indicaticas syndable

in the control room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions. .

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR DC, Chapter 6.

2. CESSAR DC, Chapter 15. ]

|
|
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Distribution Systems - Operstag
B 3.8.9

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operatine

BASES

.

BACKGiO'ND The onsite Class IE AC, DC, and AC Vital Electrical Power Distribution Systems areU
divided into two r=A=da=* and Pt divisional subsystems.

The prunary distribution of the onsite AC Power Distn% tion System is at 4160 volts.
bre are two 4160 voit emergency buses. Power is distributed to the 4160 volt bussa
from the offsite power sources as desenhd in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, 'AC Scuroes -
Operating.' Control power for the 4160 volt breakers is supplied from the Class 1E
batteries as described in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, 'DC Sources Operstag *

.

The secondary plant distribution is at 480 volts. The 480 volt distribution system *-

includes load caters [*]. Load centers [*] are normally supplied from 4160 volt buses
[*], respectively, through their own transformers. The 480 volt load centers are located

in separate rooms in the control buddag. Centrol power for the 480 volt breakers is
supplied from the Class 1E batteries as described in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, 'DC
Sources - Operatag.'

The safety-related 480 volt AC motor control centers are fed from load centers [*]. The
120 volt AC vital buses are arranged in six load groups (A, B, C, D Division I, II) and
are normally powered from their 125 volt DC switchboards, respectively via the
associated DC/AC inverter. The alternate power supply for the vital buses is a Class 1E
constant voltage source powered from the same Division as the associated inverter. Use

of Class IE inverters is governed by LCO 3.8.7, ' Inverters Operateg.'

N 125 volt DC load groups distribution esoters are normally powered from their
battery charger. W battery chargxs are powered from their Divisional 480 volt MCC.
A loss of AC power or failure of the battery charger places the associated battery in
service to supply its 125 volt DC switchboard.

|
The list of all required distribution buses is l<ratad in Table B 3.8.9-1. 1

!

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in CESSAR-DC
SAFETY ANALYSES Chapters 6, Engineering Safety Features, and 15. Accident Analyses, assume Engmeered

Safety Features (ESP) systems are OPERABLE. The AC, DC, sad AC Vital Electrical

* Value to be determmed by system detail design. !

|
SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8 62
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Distribution Systems - Operanng
B 3.8.9 i

BASES I
1

APPLICABLE Power Distribution Systems are designed to prtmde sufficist capacity, capability,
SAFETY ANALYSES redundancy and rehabdity to ensure the avadabdity of-cy power to ESF systems

(Continuu!) so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and contaia-t design limits are not exceeded
i

These limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for LCO sections 3.2. (Power
'

Distribution Units), 3.4 (Ranctor Coolant System), and 3.6 (Contanaramt Systems). |

h OPERABIIITY of the Electncal Power Distribution Systems is raa=*=t with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and are bened upon maintaining at least one

of the onsite AC, DC, and Vital AC power sources and associated distribution systems
OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of(1) so armenad loss of all offsite
power or all onsite AC power, and (2) a worst case single failure.

"Ibe distribution systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Stata==t.

.

=.

LCO h Power Distribution System Divisions listed in Table B 3.8.7-1 ensure the avadability
of AC, DC, and Vital AC Electrical power for the systems regmred to shutdown the
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational occurruece
(AOO) or a postulated design basis accident. Two Divisions of the AC, DC, and AC
Vital Electrical Power Distribution Systems are required to be OPERABLE.

Maintaining two Divisions of AC, DC, and AC Vital Electrical Power Distn% tion
Systems OPERABLE casures that the r*~4 ~y incorporated into the design of ESF
is not defeated. Either Division of the distribution system is capable of providing the
nacanary electrical power to its con @g ESF Division. Therefore, a single failure
within any system or within the electrical distribution systems will not prevent safe
shutdown of the plant.

l
l OPERABILITY is met, as it applies to AC and DC Distribution Systems, provided the

associated bus is energized to its proper voltage. The AC vital bus is OPERABLE when

it is powered from its =Ma'ad inverter and DC bus at proper voltage [and frequency).

Inoperable distribution systems do not neenarily result in inoperable components unless
directed by Required Actions.

APPLICABILITY The AC, DC, and AC Vital Electrical Power Distribution Systems are requtred to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1,2,3, and 4 to ensure that: |

|
1. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary limits are '

not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences or abnormal
transients; and

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-63
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B 3.8.9 '

BASES

APPLICABIllTY 2. Adequate core cooling is provided, and contamn-t integrity and other vital
(Continued) functions are maintamed in the event of a pasmlated DBA.

'

AC, DC, and AC Vital Electrical Power Distribunon System requirements for MODES
i

S and 6 are covered in the Bases for LCO 3.8.10, 'Distnheion Systems - autdoms * )
I

AC1' IONS L1
,

With one or more requund AC buses, load centers, motor control centers, or distribution

panels, except AC vital buses, in one division inop-rable, the r* n==mg AC electrical |
power distribution subsystem n the other division is capable of .uyyvshg the mmimam2

safety functions -==ry to shut down the reactor and meintain it in a safe shutdown |
ccedition, assummg no single indure. De overall rehability is reduced, however, l

~

bean- a single failure in the remainmr power distribution subsystems could result in * |.

the mmimem requued ESF functions not being supported. Therefore, the requared AC |
buses, load centers, motor control centers, and distn'bution panels naast be restored to

,

OPERABLE status within 8 hours.
I

Condition A worst scenano is one division without AC power (i.e., no offsite power to
the division and the associated DG inoperable). In this condition, the unit is more
vulnerable to a complete loss of AC pour. It is, therefore, imperative that the unit
operator's anention be focused on unmannng the potential for loss of power to the * *

W stabihnng the unit, and on restonng power to the affected . he
'remam m

timTet before requinng a unit shutdown in this condition is acceptable- anw

of:

,- .

ne potential for decreased safety if the unit operator's attation is diverted from pa.

the evaluations and actions nee ===ry to restore power to the affected h
the actions =@' d with taking the unit to shutdown within this time Linut; and

,

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure of a redundant I,

coraponent in th AC pour. |..
,

The second Completion Time for Requund Action A.1 establishes a limit on the
maximum time allowed for any combination of requued distribution subsystems to be
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If
Condition A is entered while, for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and subsequently
restored OPERABLE, the LCO may altrady have been not met for up to 2 hours. His,

could lead to a total of 10 hours, since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the AC
distribution system. At this time, a DC circuit could again become inoperable, and AC
distribution restored OPERABLE. His could continue indefinitely.
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B 3.8.9,

l

BASES

|'

: ACT10NS ' he Compleian Time allows for an excephon to the normal * time aero* for beganing i

(Continued) the allowed rutage time " clock.* Dis win resuh in n"'" - the ' time aero* at the j
'

time the LCG was initially not met, instead of the time Condition A was entered. De
16 hour Cosgletion Time is an acceptable limitation ce this potenhal to fail to meet the

'

2 LCO indefinitely.

i
L1 *

;

!

| With one AC vital bus inoperable, the r===iaint OPERABLE AC vital buses are capable

of suppornag the . . - - safety fi=ceir== neceasary to shutdown the unit and ====nain
'

it in the safe shutdown condition. However, overall rehabdity is reduced since anj
: additnaal single failure could result in the ====== regered ESF fuochons not being i

j supponed herefore, the repured AC vital bus must be powered from its alternate

j Class IE constant voltage source transionner within two bours. ;
,

=* <
.

Condition B represents one AC vital bus without power, potanhally both the DC source !

j and the associated AC source are E- * -V-- ;. In this situation, the unit is-

significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all armasamspeible power. It is,
therefore, umperative that the operator's amanhos focus on stabdsang the unit, ====nar |

'

the potential for loss of power to the r===inier vital buses, and reasonag power to the '
,

affected vital bus.'

;
.

'
i

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times eBowed for the vast

| majority of congocents that are without adequate vital AC power. Taking exceptice to
.

LCO 3.0.2 for components without adequate vital AC power, which would have the

; Required Action Congletion Times shorter than 2 hours if declared inoperable, is j

acceptable because of:4

,

i

ne possetial for decreased safety by requinng a change in unit conditions (i.e.,s.,

! requinng a shutdown) and not allowing stable operations to continue
.

! t

i f

i b. De possetial for decreased safety by requinas entry into numerous Applicable :

; Conditions and Required Actions for ar pr==** without adequate vital AC |

] power and not primding sufficient time for the operators to perform the ]
j par-ry evaluations and schoes for restonag power to the affected division;
i and
j

De potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure of a redundant; c.
I

j component.
i

j

i
)

]
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Distribution Systems - Operatag
B 3.8.9

BASES

ACIlONS The 2 hour Completion Time takes into account the importmos to safety of reasonag the
(Continued) AC vital bus to OPERABI.E status, the redundant capability afforded by the other

OPERABG vital buses, and the low probabdity of a DBA occurnag dunng this penod.

The second Compksion Tirie for Regared Action B.! estabhabes a limit on the
man === allowed for any c.ombination of required distribution subsystems to be
moperable during any single contiguous occurrence of faihng to mest the 140. If
Condition B is entered while, for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and --t -;-- dy
eturned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been act est for up to 8 hours. This - ..

could lead to a total of 10 hours, since ini failuje of the LCO, to restore the vital bus g
dist:ibution system At this time, an A d agam 'm .-,,, .i,ie, aan visar- .

bus distribution restored OPERABLE. could continue indefinitely.

This Completion Tisne allows for an exception to the monna! ' time aero" for beginamg,
,

the allowed outage time ' clock." This will result in estabhatung the ' time aero' at the *.

time the LCO was initially not smet, instand of the time Condition B was entered. Tbs

16 hour Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this possataal to fail to meet the
LCO indefinitely.

El -

With DC bus (es) in one division inoperable, the r=aimng DC alectrical power
distribution subsystems are capable of supportag the ... . - safety functions necessary

to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assunnag no single
failure. The overall rehability is reduced, however, because a single fadure in the
remammg DC electrical power distribution subsystem could result in abe ~ . - -
requtrod ESF funcnons not being supported. Therefore, the [requred] DC buses smst
be restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours.

Condition C represents one division without adequate DC power, potentially both with
the battery significantly degraded and the associated charger monfuochonag. In this
situation, the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all DC power.
It is, therefore, imperative that the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit,

'

mmimmng the possetial for loss of power to the r-- taia restonag power
.

/to the afected division. A

i

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.846
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: Distribution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.9

; BASES |

) ACTIONS This 2 hour limit is more conservative fban Complenan Tunes allowed for the vast i
(Continued) majority of couponsets wiuch would be without power. Taking esosphon to LCO 3.0.2

|*

for components without adequate DC p>wer, wluch would have Regared Action
Completion Times aborter than 2 hours, is acceptable because of:

;

The potential for decreased safety b.e reganng a obange in mit conditions (i.e.,; a.

j regarms a abutdown) while allowing stable operebans to comanne;

j b. The possetial for decreased safety by reganag entry into numerous applicable
* Cosiditions and Requred Actiona for components witbout DC power and not4

providag sufficient time for the operators to perform the necessary evaluations
and actions for restonng power to the s?5cted divmon; and.

i
The potential for an event in conduoedoo with a single failure of a redundantc.

i -

component.
.,

.

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is ==i=*=' with Regulatory Onde 1.93;

(Ref.1).

lhe second Completion Time for Raquued Acton C.1 estabhabes a limit on the,

=arimum time allowed for any combination of requued distribution subsystems to be
} inoperable dunng any single contiguous occurrence of isihng to meet the 140. If
; Condition C is setered while, for i==t=~, an AC bus is inoperable and _ ' , : tly
i returned OPERABLE, abe LCO may already have been not met for up to 8 hours. This
i could lead to a total of to hours, since initial failure of the 140, to restore the DC

;

distribution system At this time, an AC division could again become inoperable, and I
,

DC distribution restored OPERABLE. This could continue indefinitaly.
.

j This Completion Time allows for an exception to the nonnel * time aero' for beganing
the allowed outage time ' clock." This will result in establishing the ' time aero" at the
time the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time Condition C was entered. The

16 hour Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the
LCO indefinitely.;

D.1 and D.2
*
.

1

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within
-

j the required Completion Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO
!

,

i
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 sithin 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are

,

'

reasonable, based on operstmg experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without ^='t ying unit systems.

SYS71EM 80+ B 3.8-67
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Distribution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.9

BASES
j

!
SURVEILI.ANCE SR 3.8.9.1

!
REQUIREMEhTS |

This Surv=11- verifies that the AC, DC, and Vital AC Electrical Power Distnheion !

Systems are functioning properly with all the desired circuit breakers closed and the buses j
energized from monant power. The verification of proper voltage availability on the '

buses ensures that the required power is readily available for anotive as well as control

functions for critical system loads r= eat to these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes
into account the redundant capabdity of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power i

distribution subelfr==, r A other indications available in abe control room that alert the
operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.93, ' Availability of Electric Power Sources," harn6e 1974.

*
2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.-

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

-

.

|
,

1

i
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BASES

Table B 3.8.91

ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

N,

TYPE VOLTAGE DIVISION 1 DIVISION 2

. AC Emergency 4160 VAC _,,[*] .[9,,
'

Buses
'

480 VAC [*] [*]

DC Buses 125 VDC [*] froun banery [*] from bemery
|

.

*
[*] from charger [9 [*] from charger [*]-

[*] from banery [*] from bemery

!
[*] from charger [*] [*] from charger [*]

~

,

AC Vital Buses 120 VAC [*] from invenor [*] from invenst |

[*] from inverter [*] [*] from invener [*]

i
.

;

I

|

* Value to be deternuned by system detail design.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.849
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Distribubon Systems Shutdown )
B 3.8.10 <

B 3.8 ELEC. RICAL POWER SYSTEMST
,

I
B.3.8.10 Distribution Sve " %

|
BASES |

BACKGROUND A description of the AC, D", and AC Vital Power Disenhaan Systems is providulis,
the Bases for LCO 3.8.9, "Disenhanon Systems Opersmag." !

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accid /,,t s I transient analyses in 'the
SAFETY ANALYSES CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6 (Raf.1) and Chapter 1S (Ref. 2), assene ""4: Safety

Feature (ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The AC, DC, and AC vital bus elecencel

power distribunos systems are designed to provule sufficient cepecity, capability,
redundancy, and rehabdity to ensure the avadability of necessary power to ESF systems,

so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containin=nt design limits are not esoseded. *.

,

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power distribution
system is ===id==t with the initial assenpaions of the he analyses and the
requirements for the supported symens' OPERABILITY.

'

The OPERABIIJTY of the ==ni==== AC, DC, and AC vital bus elecencel power
distribution subsystems dunng MODES 5 and 6 essures that:

The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refuehag condition for extendeda.

periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capabdity is avadable for moni*aring and
maintauung the unit status; sad

Adequate power is provuled to mitigste evena paaentava I during abutdown, suchc.

as an inadvertsat draindown of the vessel or a feel bandhng accident.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statemmt.

|. . . .

LCO Various combmations of subsystems, equipment, and components are required j
OPERABLE by other LCOs, d=paad=3 on the specific unit condition. Impbcit in those j

requiremeets is the required OPERABIIJTY ofnecessary support required feanares This
LCO explicitly regares energtzanon of the portions of the electrical distribution system
wa==ry to suppon OPERABILITY of required systems, equipment and components all
specifically addressed in each LCO and implicitly required via the definition of

,

OPERABI1JTY.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5 70
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BASES

LCO Mainemining these portions of the distribution system sostgiand ensures the availabdsey
(Continued) of sufficient power to opermee the mit in a amie manner to unitigste the consegnances of

paar=1=*-d events during abusdown (e.g., fuel handhag accidases and inadvertant rencear

vessel drandown).

:

APPLICABILITY De AC, DC, and AC Vital bus electncal power distribution subsystems respared to be
OPERABLE in MODES 5 sad 6, and wbsu heading irre&ated fus! ====ht= esseres
sufficient power to ensure that:

1. Systems to prtmde adequate coolant inventory makeup is avadable for the

irraasted fuel in the core in com of an inadvatnet draindown of the neetor
vessel;

.

.*

2. Sysieses needed to mitigate a fuel handhas accident are available, and

3. Systems necessary to mitigate the effems of eveens that can lead to core damage
dunng shutdown are svadable; and -

-

4. Instrumsetation and control capabdity is avadable for monitonag and
1

maintamag the unit in a cold shutdown or refuehng condition. I

AC, DC, and AC Vital electrical power distribution - * , __ requireensets for
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are addressed in LCO 3.8.9, 'Distritmanos Systems - Operating."

.

ACIlONS A. I. A.2.1. A.12. A.2.3. A.2.4. A.2.5. =ad A.2.6 ~

Although reduodant required features may require electncal power
'

distribution subsystems to be OPERABLE, ces OPERABLE bution - ' , -M
may be capable of supporting sufficient required footwas to allow continuation of CORE j
ALTERATIONS, fuel movemset, and operations with a possetial for draining the reactor

{
vessel. By allowing the option to declare required features =W=*ad with as inoperable ]
distribution subsystem inoperable, appropnate restnetions are impl-*=d in accordance
with the affected distribution subsystems LCO's Required Acticos. In many instances,
this option may involve i=danned ad=iai=trative efforts. Herefore, the allowance for

sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspeed CORE AL'IT. RATIONS,
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, any activities that could result in inadvertent

draming of the reactor vessel, and operations involving positive reactivity additices).

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-71
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|
BASES

|

ACTIONS Suspension of tbase acsivities aba!! act preclude =_- ''s of acoces to estabbsb a safe l

(Continued) conservative condition. Hase acaces ==iini= Ibs probabihty of the occurrenos of
pamnt=*mi events. It is further regered to ====#=daly initiate acnon to ressors the

!

regared AC and DC electrical power distribunos subsysteens and to contane 6 anos
'

until restorence is = = ;*W' is order to provule abs ascessary power to the unit-

safety systems.
1

Notwith*==Ang j ' - = of the above conservative Reqmred Acticas, a regered
shutdown coohng system (SCS) may be inoperable. la this case, these Raqmred Actices j
of Ceeditica A do not adequately addrums the concerns relahag to coolant circulance and '

best removal. Pursuant to 14 0 3.0.6, tbs SCS ACTIONS would not be senered |
Therefois, the Regared Acaces of Condition A direct declanag SDC inoperable, which
results in taking the appropnate SDC achoes.

;

I

De Congletion Time of i====han=ly is aa=====' with the regered times for sonoes *.

reqmrms prompt ansation. De restornham of the regered distnheios subsystems should i

be completed as qmcidy as possible in order to ===i=== the time the unit safety systems !

anny be without power.

'

,

;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.10.1
REQUIREMENTS !

His Survallance verifies abat the AC, DC, and AC vital bus elecencal power distribution !

system is functioning properly, with all the buses emergtand. He verificance of proper
voltage svadabdity on the buses ensures that the regered power is readily available for
motive as well as control functions for critical system loads connected to sbase bases. '

IThe 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the electrical power
distribution 1y - -, and other indicanoes available in the control roosn that alert the
operator to subsystem malfunences.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR.DC, Onapter 6.

2. CESSAR-DC, Qupter 15.

!

|
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B 3.8 ELEC'I1tICAL POWER

B 3.8.1 AC Sources - Oner=e-

1

BASES
t

BACKGROUND AC Power : . . . .. -- r.- - w- usu power; ama me I.

'te standby power sources (Division 1 and Division 2 diesel generators). As regared.

g General Design Critorion 17 (Ref.1), the design of the AC power system provides.

g/. j mdependence and re=A 7 to answe an svallable souros ofpower to the Engmeered {/d g Safe'y Feature (ESP) systems.

| h Division 1 and 2 onsite Class 1E AC Distribution System is divided into redundant |

i
load groups (divisions) so that loss of any one group wiD not prevent the .. . .. .... safety |

functions from being performed. Each division has raaaarhaa= to two preferred (offsite)<

power supplies and to a single diesel generator.
,

IP' transansson lines supply offsite power to Preferred Switchyards I & II.
I Preferred Switchyard I feeds the Unit Main Transfonner (UMT) and Preferred

Switchyard U feeds the Reserve Ammary Transformers (RATS). The UMT transfonns,

230 kV to 24 kV. This 24 kV is fed to two Unit Auxihary Transformers (UATs). 'Ibese
UATs cach provide pome to their respective separate switchgear groups [X] and [Y).

* h UATs provide 13.8 kV and 4.16 kV for station distribution.

An offsite circuit enamars of all breakers, transformers, switches, interruptag devices,
cabling, and controls required to trans nit power from the offsite transmission network
to the onsite Class 1E ESF bus or buses.

UATs provide the normal preferred source of pour to the 4160 volt emergency buses.
X-UAT provides the power to Division 1 m.ay buses and Y-UAT provides the
power to Division 2 emergency buses. Backup offsite power for either or both the

I
emergency buses is provided through the RATS. If offsite power is not available, the |
emergency buses are supplied from their respective diesel generator, (DG). DG1-

supplies power to Division 1 s.a.:y buses and D02 supplies power to Dmsion 2 i

emergency buses.

'
Certam required unit loads are returned to senice in a predeternuned g- in order
to preve.: overloading the transformer supplying offsite power to the onsite Class 1E
Distribution System. Within [1 minute) after the initiating signal is received, all
automatic and pennanently connected loads needed to recover the unit or maintain it in

1 a safe condition are returned to service via the load sequencer.

4

|
L

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-1
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'

BACILGROUND If poew were lost frosi either UAT, n=darvoltage relays would sense this condition. Hs

(Castimmed) elecencal systess would than attesept to transfer to abs hadmp pseferred poew sauros (the4

j ===~ian=d RAT). He treesfer to the ===~i=a=d RAT wiB oomst on the perusmaat
i man eafety bus affecsed. If power is not available from the backup praisered source, she
j DO is susomaticeHy used to power sbs ==a'ian=d emergency buses. Tbs DGs seert

maa==*icaDy on a Safety Impecace Actuation Signal (SIAS) or on a loss of vehege (LOV)
|

: on abe aspective anergency buses. Even abough abo DGs are seerted on SIAS, they win
|

| act power tbs emergency buses unless boek preferred ofEmes sources of power ase |

unevealable. He DG ==a.-ev.ny ties to its buses on a IAV ocedition on abat bes'with I
offsite power unavailable.,

the event of a loss of preferred power, abe ESP electrical loads ars =eny
- tb. DGs i. s., scie.t a to ,rovid. ,o, is ,eer.o, si. inion. a.d

i
mitigate the consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) such as a loss of coolant )
accident (LOCA).

.

Certain required unit loads are returned to servios in a ,. ' " sequence in order '

to prevent overloading she DG in the process. Within [1] annues aAer abs innating
signal is received, all loads needed to recover the unit or maintain it in a asis aamdi'ian I

are returned to serv,cs. |

!

In accordance with Regalatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2), diesel generators 1 and 2 have [6067]
kW continuous and [6674] kW two-hour load renags.

2 i

The diesel generators are resed at 4160 volts, three phaos,60 Hz, and are capable of |
attaimag rated frequency and voltage within twenty seconds aAar receipt of a start signal i

(Ref.3). I

ne ESF systems winch are powend from divisional power source are listed in
Reference 3.

APPLICABI.E The initial ocoditions of design basis transiest and =~id==' analyses in CESSAR-DC
SAFETY ANALYSES Chapters 6 (Ref. 4) and 15 (Ref. 5) assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC

Power System is designed to provide sufficient cepecity, capability, redundancy, and
reliability to ensure the availabihty of necessary power to ESF systems so sbat abe fuel,
Reactor Coolant System, and contain=aat design h nits are not exceeded. These daagn

limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for LCO Sechoes 3.2 (Power Distribunon
Limits),3.4 (Reactor Coolant System), and 3.6 (Coo +=ta==d Systems).

)

SYSTEM 30+ B 3.8-2
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AC Sources - Operstag
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| BASES
.

APPIJCABLE In general, the safety analysis considered offsite power to be available to ESF eqmpment
SAFETY ANALYSES following event initisboa. Offsite power is not ~==id-ed to be asfatf-related. A loss

] (Continued) of offsite power (LOOP) alone is an analysed event since it presents a challenge to the
plant's safety features and woodd result in a total loss of AC powar if the diesel

| generators failed to start.
.

] The OPERABIIIIT of an offsite AC source is not explicitly required by the afety
analyses. Therefore, the need for two iadap=d=* ofInite power circuits was not derived
from the safety analysis, since evente postulatag failure of offsite power considered a,

complete loss of 230kv power. Such events disable both offsite cistniits. 1he
requirement for two offsite circuits was derived frees the design criteria (Ref.1) and
standards incorporated into the plant design, which regered redi=d==t. E' 7 - '
offsite power sources.

.

The OPERABIIJfY of the power sources is ~===*=' with the initial assuayhoes of the-

) accident analyses and design reqmrements and is based upon maintaining at least onef
,

the AC and DC Power Sources and associated distribunos systems OPERABLE during,

accident conditions in the event of (1) an ======d loss of all offsite or all cosite AC
power, and (2) a worse case single failure.

t

The AC sources sansfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Pohey Statement.

j LCO Two qualified circuits (Ref. 3) betwese the offsite tr=naminaian network sad the onsite
| Class IE Distribution System, and the two iadar-d=' diesel generators (Ref. 3), ensure
1 availability of the required power to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe

shutdown condition aAer an anticipated operancoal occunenos (AOO) or a postulated3

i design basis socident (DBA).

I d i
j u The two circuits from offsite are physically independent such that a single component ;
j fault (e.g., breaker trip) will not cause both power sources to be lost to one or more 4160 i

) volt emergency buses. Thus, a physically independent circuit consists of one itamang
| line to the 230 kV (Preferred Switchyard Interface I) switchyard, a circuit path (including

breakers and disconnects) to one energized UAT (X or Y), and a circuit path from the
energized UAT to the associated 4160 volt emergency buses. A physically indy=daa'
circuit also consists of the incomung line to the Preferred Switchyard Interface H, a

'

circuit path (including breakers and disconnects) to the one energized RAT (Division I
or D), and a circuit path from that energized RAT to its 4160 volt emergecy buses.
Each division contains an automatic load sequencer to control sequenetag of Acculant or,

Loss of-Offsite Power loads.

j
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; AC Sourms - Opemeng
j B 3.8.1
4

j BAm
4 |
{ LCO Inoperah AC oources donot asasseerily seault ininoperabis comycosess(which are j
! (r n -=ad) designed to receive poser from that source) unless ;- ' "y direcsed by Required I

i Actmas (refer to LCO 3.0.7). I
!

||

| Each DG asuet be capable of startag, r*1.; e to rated speed and voltage, and ;

; ocenacting to its roepective ESF bus on detececa of bus C#7. His will be
; accomphahed within 20 ==aa=d= Each DG meet also be .mpeble of accepting required
j loads withm tbs ==mn==d loading asquence intervals, and contmas to operate until oGate i

power een be restored to the ESF buses. Dese apabilities are required to be met frons
I

,

a variety ofinitial conditices such as DG in standby Nkt.a ee:ine hot, DG in etendby -
j with the engine at aminiat conditicas, and DG operating in a parallel test mode. Proper i

esquenceg of loads, WM tnpping of aaneeseenal loads, is a required Ametion fore

! DG OPERABILITY.
;
,

j Certana diesel generator support systeens are addressed in other LOOS. Dunes
| inoperabilities in these myport systeens, moperable diesel generators do mor, moosseerGy
| result unless puiy directed by Required Actions. This is in accordemos with I.CO

| 3.0.7. __
4

5

:
,

4 i

j APPLICABIIJTY De AC Power Sources and esquencers are required to be OPERABIJ! in MODES 1. !
j 2,3, and 4 to ensure that: i

i i

j 1. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor ecolant pressure boundary limite are
i

| act exceeded as a result of anticapeted operaria=al occurrences or abooneal I
| transients; and I

i
4 2. Adequate core cooling is primded, and can'aia====r OPERABIIIIY and other

vital fuocoons .ru maintained in the event of a -r' ' DBA.-

I
j AC Power Source requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are addressed in LCO 3.8.2, AC

j Sources - Shutdown.

, ..

,

j ACTIONS Al Al and A3
.

With cae of the required offsite circuits inoperable, sufficient offsite power is available.

}i
;

from the other required offeite circuit to ensure that the unit ces be swintained in a safe !
shutdown coodition following a design basis transient or acculent. Evec failure of the !

i rannining required offsite circuit will notjeoparthas a safe ebutdown of the unit because
| of the redundant standby diesel generstor. However, since system rehability is degraded
j below the LCO requirements, a time limit on continued operation is imposed. To ensure

4 SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-4
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AC Somens - Operahng
; E 3.8.1 |i

:
BASES

'
AC110NS a highly rehable power somos remains, it is necesenry to verify the OPERABIIJTY of

{(Contioned) the r==ainmr required offeite carcat on a more frequent basis.
|

Since the Reqmred Acaca only specaSes ' perform," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 are=pe=ne
; criteria does not result in a Regared Action mot met. However, if a second regered

circuit fails SR 3.8.1.1, the escond offiste circuit is inoperable, and rwndi*ian C, for two4

I offsite circuits inoperable, is essered.

4

i The speedic list of femenos = " by Required Acoon A.2 is provided in
Reference 8. 1 hee. intures are those which are d-eigned with r-d--da-e safety-related.

divmons, single divmon systems as not foicW since the Compton rime
allowance for this Regared Actica is limited to 24 hours, thoes systems with aDowed-

j Completica Tunes at to 24 hours for both divisions inoperable me not included as
j requusd features to be checked. Twenty-four hours is acceptable because it ==-===

risk while allowing time for restornham before subjecting the nait to transients a-=*=d

with abundown. The m==r OPERABLE offsite cuant sad dos me adequate to;

! supply electrical power to Divimon 1 and Divimos 2 of the onsite Class 1E Distribution j'

System. The 24 hour e--;'S Times takes into account the componnat
OPERABIIIIT of the redundsat counterpart to the inoperable required femtme.
Additionally, the 24 hour gia*== Time takes into account abe capacity and capabdityr

of the remaining AC sources, a :==anahta ties for repairs, and the low probability of
a DBA occurnag dunng this penod. Regared Actica A.2, which only apphes if the
division cannot be powered fross an offsite source, is intended to provide assuruace abat

an event with a comeident single failure of the ==acia*=d diesel generator will not reeuir
is a .omplete loss of safety funence of critical systems. The tens 'eness,' as med in |
Required Action A.2, allows for an ad==istrative check by nemmer logs or other i
infonnation, to detenmae if certain fontmos are out of service for maintaanace or other

reasons. It does not requre unique performance of abs Survedlance Requirements needed
to d-=* ste OPERABIIIIT of the feature. The Complehen Tune is intended to aBow
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This Complehan
Time also allows for an excepoca to the monnal 'sime aero' for begmaang the allowed
outage time ' clock". In this Requund Achon, the Complehen Tune only begins on
discovery that hoth 1) the division has no offsite power supplying its loads, and 2) a
requued feature on abe other division is inoperabis. If at any time dunng the exusence

of this Condition (one offsite circuit inoperable) a rarh=daarrequired feature subsequently
becomes inoperable, this Congletion Tune begins to be tracked.

According to Regulatory Gode 1.93 (Ref. 8), operahoa may continue in Conditica A for

a period that should not ascoed 72 hours. With one offuite ciremt inoperable, the
reliability of the offsite circuit inoperable, the reliability of the offsite system is degraded,
and the potential for a loss of offsite power is increased, with ate =d=t potential for a
challenge to the unit safety systems. In this Conditica, however, the maininr

|
|
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.s.1

BASES

ACTIONS OPERABIJ! o5sies circuit and Dos are adequaes to supply elecence! poner to 6e omsies
(e-h==3) Cass 1E AC Distribution Systems.

The second Completion Taas for Raquired Action A.3 ===hhah== a limit on to
==n-w times eBowed for any aa=hi==si= of required AC power sources to be
inoperem dunas any siasis contiguous occuranos of hihng to meet ths Leo. If
Condition A is entered whila, for instemos, a DO is inoperable, and that DG is
'q "y returned OPERABLE, es LCD may aheedy have been act est for up so

72 hours. This could lead to a toast of144 hours, as a readt ofinitial flailess to asst es

LCO, to ressors the ossies circuit. At this tims, a DO could assia become inoperabis,
the circuit restored OPERABLE, and sin adilitiandl 72 hours (for a toen! of 9 days) would
be allommi prior en compless restoration of the LCO. The 641sy e-- , " E Tume
provides a limit on the time alkmed in a specified ocedition aAer discovery of fadure to

mest the LCO. This limit is comedered :===aa hea for stusticas in winch P=&aa== A ;

sed B are entered ==-__. ;i. The *AND* aa===r*- betwesa the 72-hour and 6< lay
Completion Tunes asses that both Completion Tunes apply asadtoneously, sad the more
resenctive Completion Time must be seat.

As in Regared Accan A.2, to P- "s Tues eBows for an exceptica to the monmal
* time aero* for beganing the eBowed outage ties ' clock.' 1his will reunit in
establistung the ' time aero" et the time that the 140 was initially not met, instead of at
the tims Canditica A was amassed.

The 72 hour Completion Tune takes imeo -=r the cepecity and capability of the
remainag AC sources, a hie time for repairs, and the low probabihty of a DEA
accurnag during this period.

3.1. B1 B.3.1. B.11 and B.4

To annue a highly rehable power souros remains with an inoperable DG, it is necessary
to verify the availabdity of the offsite circuits on a smore frequent basis. Since the
Required Actice only specifies "perfons," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptanos criteria
does not result in a Required Action being not met. However, if a circuit fails to pass
SR 3.8.1.1, it is inoperable. Upce offinite circuit inoperability, additional Conditions and
Reqmrod Actions must then be entered.

The specific list of festmas E-:=, :: by Required Action B.2 is provided in
Refersone 8. Thees features are those wluch are designed with redundant safety related

divisions. Single division systems are not incleded. Sinos the Completion Tune
allowenos for this Required Action is limited to four hours, those systems with eBowed
Completion Tunes a four hours for both divisions inoperable are not included as
reqmrod features to be checked. Requued Action B.2 is intended to provide assurance

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5 6
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AC Sowcas - Operahng
B 3.s.1

BASES
__

ACDONS that a loss of offsite power, denna the pened abat a disent generator is inoperable, will
(r W not result in a complete loss of safety function of critical systems.. The term 'sesure,"

as need in Required Achon B.2, allows for an ad=ia>*ative check by examinag loss
or other information, to detsnains if certain fasemos are out of service for annintensmos
or other reasons. k does not require umque ,,4- = of the Surveillance
Requiresnents needed to d--=*ste OPERABILITY of the feanus. The ra pt=*iaa
Time is intended to allow the operator time to evalumes and repair any abscovered
anoperabilities. This C- ,''= Time also aHows for an esception to the nonnel 'tians
aero' for beginning the aHowed cutage ties ' clock." In this Required Action, the
Campletion Tune only begins om discovery abat bot 1) as 3 42':1,4. imal generaeor
exists, and 2) a regered feature on the other division is inoperable. If at any time danag
the anm== of this Condition (oos disent generstar inoperable) a regered fasase
subsequently becomm inopa bie, e Completion Tune would begin to be tracted.1s.
Completion Time is based on engineering judgment taking into consideration abs
probabdity of a loss of offsite power occurnng while the other Dmaica 1 or 2 diesel
generator is inoperable. This is comparable to, but less esvers then, Condition D (bot
diesel generatoes inoperable) and therefore has a = , Mk, but less restrictive,
Completion Tune.

Ducovenng one required DG inoperable coincsdent wieb ces or more inoperable regered
support or supported features, or bo&, that are anneanad with the OPERABLE DG,
results in startmg the Completion Tiams for the Regared Action. Four hours from the
discovery of these events existing concurrently, is acceF4abis because it =iai=i= risk
while eBowag time for restoration before subjecting the unit to transisats associated with
abundown.

In this Conditica, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits are adequate to
supply electncal power to the casite Class 1E Distributica System. Thus, on a
component basis, single fadure protection for the required feature's function may beve ;
been lost; however, function has not been lost. The 4 hour Completico Time takes into

!
account the OPERABIIJTY of the reduadant counterpart to the inoperable reqmrod
feature. Additionally, tbs 4 hour Completion Tune takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining AC sources, a r==aaaahta time for repairs, and the low
probabdity of a DBA occurnag dunng this period. !

The Note in Condition B requires that Required Achon B.3.1 or B.3.2 anst be completed
if Condition B is entered. The intent is that all DG inoperabilities sonst be investigated
for common cause indures regardless of how long the DG inoperability persists.

Required Action B.3.1 provides an aDowance to avoid ===~an==ey testing of
OPERABLE DGs. Ifit can be deserunned that the cause of the inoperable DG does not
exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR 3.8.1.2 does not have to be perfonned. If the cause

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5-7
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AC Sources - Opereengt

B 3.8.1

i BASES

!i
!

ACTIONS ofi+ Mity exists on other DG(s), the other DG(s) would be declared inoperable span '

| (t''ane===ad) discovery rad Condition E of LCO 3.8.1 would be entered. Orme the failure is repaired, I
: the comunas cones failure no longer exists and Required Acton B.3.l is satis 5ed. If the

cause of the initialinoperable DG cannot be connraad not to exist on the renianung |
; DG(s), i J., = of SR 3.8.1.2 suffices to provide assurance of h
: OPERABIIJIT of that DG.
.

1 Accordmg to Gemenc Letter 8415 (Raf. 9), [24] bours is r==aaaahle to confirm that the
OPERABLE DG(s)is act a5seted by tbs name problem as the k - "c DG.

!
'

Accordag to Regulatory umde 1.9' (Ref. 8), opershoe may continue in Condition B fors

a period that abould not exceed 72 honrs.

j

In Condition B, the r.memmf OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits are adequate to supply
electrical power to the onsite Class 1E Distribution Systesa. Tbs 72 hour Compienon i

; Tune takes into account the capacity aM capability of the =maining AC sourosa, a
| reasonable time for repairs, and the low prebebility of a DBA occurnag dunng this

.
Period. '

i

1he second Completion Tune for Required Action B.4 establishes a limit on the>

marinaam time allowed for any combination of required AC power sources to be i
j inoperable dunng any single contiguous occunence of faihng to meet the LCO. If
j Condition B is entered while, for inse==~, an offuite circuit is inoperable and that circuit
j is subsequesitly returned OPERABLE, abo LCO may already beve been not met for up
'

to 72 hours. This could lead to a total of 144 hours, since initial failure to meet the
LCO, to restore the DG. At this time, an offsite circuit could again become inoperable, -
the DG restored OPERABLE, and an additional 72 hours (for a total of 9 days) allowed i

j prior to complete restoraban of abe LCO.1he 6 day Completion Tune provides a limit j

| on time allowed in a specified condition after discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This )
; limit is considered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B are entered '

.

; concurrently. The 'M* aa==eear between the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Tunes
j means that both Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more reatncave

Completion Tune must be smet.
,

i

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Tune allows for an exception to the nonnel
! ' time zero' for beginning the allowed time ' clock". This will result in establishing the I

' time zero" at the time that the LCO was initially not met, instead of at the time.

i Condition B was entered.

1

i

j

| SYS~EM 80+ B 3.8-8
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! AC Sources - Operanag '

a 3.s.1 .

! BASES

!
; ACIlONS C.1 and C.2

i (&=h==9
With boe of the required offuite circuits inoperable, af5cient sama6y AC Eleariant

4 Power Sources are available to maintain the unit in a safe shutdous oceditionia abs event
of a design basis treesient or acculent. However, sinos AC Electrical Power Symem,

} rehability is degraded below the 140 requireussets, a tisme limit ca ecommund operamon i
| is imposed. t

4

j n~=== of the monnally high availability of tbs offsite sources, this level of degradation :
i smay appear to be more severe then other combinations of two AC sources M t =MMbat ;

; involve one or more DGs inoperable. However, two factors tend to decrease the severity i

of this level of degr=larian-
,

The configurance of the redundant AC electncal power system that romaanss.

svadable is not susceptible to a magle bus or switching fadure; and

b. The time required to detect and restore an unevailable offuite power source is !

generally much less than that required to detect and restore an unavailable onsite
AC source.

,

1 i
i With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable, suf5csont easite AC sources are. i
i svadable to maintain the unit in a safe shutdown condition in the syset of a DBA or

! transient. In fact, a simultaneous loss of offsite AC sources, a LOCA, and a worst case
'

,
'

; single failure were poendsted as a part of the design basis in the safety analysis.11 mas, '

i the 24 hour Completico Time provides a period of time to effect restorance of ces of the

offsite circuits conunensurete with the importance of maintaining an AC electrical power,

j system capable of meenas its design criteria.
!

[ :

The specific list of features ==w ---d by Required Acnon C.1 is provided in'
Refenece 8. 7 bene features me those which are dengned with redundant safety-related

i divisions. Single division systems are not included. Since abe Completion Tisme
; allowance for this Required Adian is limited to 12 hours, shoes systems with eBowed
: Completion Times k 12 hours for both divisions inoperable are not included as required
| features to be char 4=t The requirement is intended to provide assurance should a
! coincident single fadure of a diesel genere or occur dunas the period with two offaite
} circuits irx,r.O, a complete loss of safety function of critical systems will act result.
i The term ' ensure,* as used in Reqmrod Action C.1, allows for an adminimative check
| by examining logs or other infonnation, to determine if certain features are out of service
! for maintenance or other reescos. It does not require unique c.L = of the
:

Surveillance Reqmrements nesdod to demonstrate OPERABI1JTY of the feature. The
i Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any
i discovered inoperabdities. This Completion Time also eBows for an excepnan to the
; 1

i

j SYSTEM 80+ B 3.84
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AC Sources - Operunag
B 3.8.1

BASES

ACTIONS nonnal ' time aero" for beginning the alkrwed outage time ' clock". In this Raquusd
,

(Contemed) Achon the i 'W Time only begins om ducovery abet 1) both osoite cucats are |
r

"

inoperable, and 2) a required feature on the other divisica is *---;-- "- If at any tisse
dunng the avisaane of & Condition (both offeite circuits inoperable) a required faseurs
subsequently becomes inopenbie, e campiedom Tlem would begin to be traded. The
Completion Tune is based on engineering judgment taking into ocasideration the
probability of an event concarent with a single faihn of a diesel generecor comenmg (om
ibe division opposite to the inoperable feature) while two osmos cinais are inoperabis.
Dunng the time this Coedinos exists (both offeito circuits inoperable), Coe&nos A also
exists com:urnatly for each of the inoperable osate circuits *Py. The
Required /.cnous au. maMatad Completion Tunes apply as discussed previously. This
may result in more restnetive requireasons for restoratica and/or cross <levisional festere
OPERABILITY checks.

.

In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Raf. 8), with the available o5mes AC
Electrical Power Sources two less than required by the 140, operance may costans for
24 hours. One offeite source must be restored witium 24 hours. Operanon may thast
continue in accordance with the loss of one offeite source in Condition A. If no osato
circuit is restored witium 24 hours, or, if either inoperable offeite circuit is not restored
within 72 hours of its initial inoperability in accordance with Condition A (which may
occur, in some cases, prior to the 24-hour allowance), a controUed almedown must be
initiated per Raquired Actices F.1 and F.2.

|

D.1 and D.2
:

In Coeditica D, indivulual redundancy is Icet in both the offsite power system sad the
casite Division 1 or 2 AC Power System. However, since power systesa redundancy is
provided by two diverse sources of power, the reliabdity of the power systems in sinis i

Condition may appear bigber than Coedition C (loss of both required offsite cirmits).
i

This difference in rehabdity is offset by the susceptibility of this powr: system |

configuration to a single bus or switching failure. The 12-bour Completion Tune takes |
into account the espacity and capabdity of the remaining AC sources, a r===aaahle time |

for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurnag dunng the period.

During the time this Condition exists (one offsite circuit and ces diesel generator
inoperable), Condition A and B also exist concurrently.1he Required Accons and
associated Completion Tunes for these Conditions also apply from time of entry into each

individual Condition. This wil1 continue to provide common mode failure coanderations
for the inoperable diesel generator, cross divisional feature OPERABIIJTY
considerations, and provide the appropriate time limit for continued operatics while
repairs are being =*a=raad

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-10 i
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h AC Sources - Openhag
j B 3.8.1 i

s !

BAtRt

! ACTIONS Per Regulatory Omde 1.93 (Ref. 3), with tbs avadable offeite and standby AC Poeur
(Centemed) Sources each ces less iba abs LCO, operaban may consisme in ^=dieiam D for 12

{ bours. If either an offeds or a standby AC souros is restored to OPERABL2 status
j within 12 hours, operatica may comanos for 72 hours from the tims of the initiallons of
i the mining moperable source (aa==i=na=* with the loss of ces AC source in Condition
i A or B). If neither an offeite source nor a standby somes is restored willun the 12 !

I bours, or, if either the inoperable diese! generator or tbs inoperable circuit is not restored |
within 72 hours of its initial inoperabdity in accordance with Condition A or 3 (whack '

| may occur, in some cases, prior to abs 12-hour eBomenos), a ocotround shutdown must

| be initiated per Required Actaans F.1 and F.2.
)

! L1 !

! :
j With two reqmrod diesel generators moperable, insufficient stan6y AC Power Sources

) are available to power the annin== required BSF ihoctices. Sinos the offsies power
*

system is the only source of AC power for this level of V "=. tbs risk assocasted -

; with continued operation for a very abort ties could be less then that associated with an
i

] ===adia** controlled shutdown (i.e, abs i===diaa shutdown could canes grid instabahty
j which could result in totat ions of AC power). However, since any inadverteet gamerator j

{ trip could also result in total loss of AC power, the time aHowed for aaneianad opernhan j
i is severely restricted. The intent bare is not only to avoid the risk ===acian=d with an i
'

i==adiate controUed shusha but also to =====i= tbs risk ===acia*=d with this level of
; degradation. Dunng abs time this ocodition exists (both diesel generators inoperable), I

; Coodition B also exists concunently for each of abs inoperable diesel generators i
j mdependently. The Required Achoes and menariatad Completion Tunes apply as !

discussed previously. This will continue to provide comunon mode failure an==ida staans,

: cross divisional feature OPERABILITY, and the appropriate time limit for continued |

OPerstion while repaus are being ="*"T*"d

! Per Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), with the available standby AC electrical supphes two
'i less than the LCO, operation may continue for a period that should not exceed tue hours.

j one of the requued diesel generators asist be restored within these two hours. Operation
j may then continue in accordance with the loss of one diesel generator in Condition B.
j If no standby AC supply is restored within two hours, or, if either inoperable diesel

] generator is not restored within 72 hours of its initial inoperability in accordance with I

J Condition B (which may occur, in some cases, prior to the two-hour allowanos), a
j controlled shutdown must be initiated per Required Actions F.1 and F.2.

}
;

l
;

i

i

j SYSTEM 80+ B 3.811
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B 3.8.1

I BAm
i

i ACIlONS El
(enne,===,t)

| The esquencers are an essential support system e [both the offeito circuit and abs DG

j ==Matad with a given ESF bus). [Furthennare, the sequencer is on the prisenry sucosas
i path for amoet seqjor AC electricaDy powered safety eyesens powered freen the assoaisted

i
'

ESF bus.] 1herefore, loss of an [ESF bus esquencer) affects every agior BSF system
in the [divison]. Ibe [72] hour Conpletion Tisse primdes a period of ties to correct

: the probleen % with the importance of Ma8==ing esquencer

| OPERABIIIIT. 1 bis time period also ensures that the probability of an accident
(requinng esquencer OPERABI!JTY) occurnag dunng penode when the esquemoor is;

; inopable is ==nn=m1
!
i
'

G.1 and G.2
;

) 1he plant must be placed in a MODE in winch the ISO does not apply if the Required

| Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be met.1his is does by placing the
j plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The aDowed
; Completica Times are r===anahte based on operstag experience to reach the required

MODES from full power without cdiallenging plant systems.

,

El

With three or more required AC sources inoperable, innifficient AC sources reunais;

available to ensure safe almadown of the unit in the event of a transient or accident with
any additional single faihme. At this severely degraded level, any further losses in the {
AC electrical power system will cause a loss of functica.1==aadiataly is used as en |

art ==istrative means of not aHowing any exteence of die IIO 3.0.3 shutdown ,

requir===nta.

,

SURVEILLANCE The AC Power Sources are designed to permit inspectice and testing of all important
REQUIREMENTS areas and features, especinny those which have a standby function, in accordance with

10 CFR 50, Appendix A. General Design Criteria 18 (Ref.10). Periodic component
tests are supplemented by extensive functions! tests during refueling outages (under
simulated accident conditions). The Survammar* Requirements for descentrating the
OPERABIIIIY of the diesel generators are in scoordance with the recommet ations of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2),1.108 (Ref.11), and 1.137 (Ref.12), as addressed in
CESSAR-DC.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5-12
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AC Sources - Operatag
B,3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILL.ANCE Where the SRs discused bem specify voltage and frwtuency mierences, abs fauomag
i

REQUIREMENTS is applicable. * lie maai=== steady state output voltage of [3740] Vis 90% of the l

(Continued) noannal 4160 V output voltage. 'this value, whidi is speci5ed in ANSI CS4.11932
(Ref. 6), allows for voltage drop to tbs tenniaals of 4000 V motors whose emai===
operstag voltage is speci5ed as 90% or 3600 V. It also aDows for voltage drops to
motors and other equipment down through the 120 V level where miniinan operatag
voltage is also usually speci6ed as 80% of name plate rating. The speci5ed ===i===
steady state output voltage of [4756] V is equal to abe ===i=== opniting voltage
specified for 4000 V anators. It ensures that for a lightlyloaded distributice system, the
voltage at the tenmaals of 4000 V motors is no mose than the ===i=== rates: operetag
voltages. The specified ..? . - .. and maxunum fi+;- '= of the DG are 58.'s Hz and
61.2 Hz, respectively. These values are equal to i 25 of the 60 Hz nominal frequency
and are derived from the reco==aadations given in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2).

SR 3.8.1.1 i

'

This Surveillance Requirement assures proper circuit contmaity for the offsite AC power
supply to distribution network and avadabdity of offsite AC power. The breaker
atirnme=' vert 5es that each breaker is in its correct position to ensure distribution buses

and loads are connected to their preferred pone source and adopendence of offinite
circuits is maintamed. The seven day Frequency is adequate since brea'.sr position is not

'

likely to change without the operator being aware ofit and because nam is displayed in
the control roosa,

e

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7--
|

These survei to
design besid!

~ avadabdity of the standby power supply to mitigate !

maintain the unit in safe shutdown conditions.
To minimim the weer on movmg parts that do not get lubricated when the engine is not
namng, these SRs are modified by a Note (Note 2 for SR 3.8.1.2) to indicate abat all

DG starts for these Surv=11=arar may be preceded by an engine prelube period and
,

followed by a wannup period prior to loadmg by an engine prelube period. For the I

purpose of this testing, the diesel generators aball be started from standby conditions.
,

Standby conditions in this case means the diesel engine coolant and oil are being |
continuously circulated and - , u : . maintained aaamist=' with manufacamer i

recommendanons.

In order to reduce stress and wear on diesel engines, some manufacturers reco== mkt a

modified start in which the starting speed of DGs is limited, warmup is limited to this
lower speed, and the DGs are gradually accelerated to synchronous speed prior to
loading. This is the intent of Note 3, which is only applicable when such anodified start

<

piwJur.6 are recommandal by the manufacturer. i
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| AC Sources - Operating
; 3 3.8.1
:
! BASES
i

SURVEILI.ANCE SR 3.8.1.7 seguires, on a 184<lsy Frequency, abs diesel generators start from standby
REQUIREMENTS conditions and actueve regered voltage end frequency within 20 ===da De20second i;

! (r ame.==d) requiresnoot supports the assumpticos in the design basis loss of coolant accidset (LOCA)

) analysis (Raf. 5), he 20escend start requirement is not -g,'' " to SR 3.8.1.2 which-

j is performed on a 31< ley Frequency.

The pannel 31< ley Frequency for SR 3.8.1.2 (see Diesel Generator Test Schedule,
j / Table 3.8.1-1)is aa====* with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Raf. 2). The 184< lay Frequency

j for SR 3.8.1.7 is a r=dar*== in cold testing aaamaane with Gemenc IAtter $413 (Raf.
; 9). Dese Frequancias provide adequate assurance of diesel generator OPERABIIJTY
j while ==imitmg degradshan resulang from tasang.
i

SR 3.8.1.3.
,

This surveillance verifies that the dismal generators are capable of synchronimag and;

accepeng k the equivalent of the mari=um expected accident loads. De 60 annute run
i time for the diesel generator (regered by Raf. 2)is to mal =1im the engine * -

- ;,

2

This will ensure that cooling and lubrication are adequase for extended penods of
] operation while =ain=nar the time abat the diesel generator is aan=areme to the offeite ;

| Poeur source.

l Although no power factor requirements are establashed by this SR, the DG is nonnally
operated at a power factor between [0.8 laggag] and [1.0]. %s 0.8 value is the design '4

rating of the == chia =, while [1.0] is an operational lisaitation [to ensure cisc.h:iss !
currents are ==aimi=d). J

l;
l

) The normal 'l1< lay Frequency for this Survaillaaa= (see Diesel Generator Test Schedule) |
j is eaa===* with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Raf. 2).

.

This Surveillance is modified by four NCYTES. He first NOTE allows gradual (manual)
; loedmg as recommended by the manufacturer to ==imi= stress sad wear on the diesel

engine (Ref. 9). De second N(YTE allows momentary transients due to changing bus
'

loads to not invalidate the test. Sinularly, momentary power factor transients above the
; limit will not invalidate the test. De third N(YTE regares that this Survallance be

~

conducted on only one diesel generator at a time. His will avoid a total loss of AC
,

,

power due to a common cause failure in the offsite circuits or a perturbatice on tbs grid. |

NOTE 4 stipulates a prereqmsite requirement for performance of this SR. A successful

DG start must precede this test to credit entisfactory perfonnance.
4

:
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CESSAR M hn..

AC Sounes - Operstmg
B 3.8.1

BASES

|
SURVEILI.ANCE SR 3.8.1.4

l

REQUIREMENTS
(O=tia-d) ' Ibis SR provides verificatico that the level of fuel oG in the day tank [and engme

mounted tank] is at or above the level at which fuel oH is automatically added. The level l

is expnssed as an equivalet volume in gallons, and is selected to ensure adequate fue! !

oil for a mmimum of I bour of DG operation at fuu load plus 10 A

The 31 day Frequacy is adequate to assure that a sufficient supply of fuel oil is
available, since low level alarms are provided and unit operators would be aware of any )
large uses of fuel oil durmg this perkx!. |

|

SR 3.8.1.5

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation. Tbre are numerous |
bactena that can grow in fuel oil and cause fouhag, but all amst have a water '

envuvamant in order to survive. Removal of water from the fuel oil day tanks once
every [31] days alimi~'- the ner===ry envirnamant for bacterial survival. This is the
most effective inenna of controlling microbiological fouhng. In addition, it aliminat= the
potential for water entrammant in the fuel ou durmg DG operation. Water may come
from any of several sources, including cand=== tion, ground water, rain water,
raa+=mia='ad fuel on, and from breakdown of the fuel oil by bactena. Frequent Mag
for and removal of =~ ==1 ' A water mim=>=4 fouhng and provides data regardag the
watertight integrity of the fuel oil system. The Survet!!ance Frequencies are established !
by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref.12). This SR is for preventive maint=ance- The

,

presence of water does not -ily iyw failure of this SR provuled the !
accua'.ated water is removed during the performance of this Surveulanm. l

SR 3.8.1.6

This Surveillance demonstrates that each required fuel ou transfer valve operates and
allows fuel oil to transfer by gravity from its ===~4='~i storage tanks to its associated day
tank ' Ibis is required to support continuous operation of standby power sources. 7 bis
Surveillance provides assurance that the fuel oil transfer valve is OPERABLE, the ft:el
oil piping system is intact, the fuel delivery piping is not obstructed, and the controls and
control systems for automatic fuel transfer s>m are OPERABI.E.

|

A 92 day Frequency mu-yc is to the Inservice Testing requirements for the transfer
valves; however, the design of fuel transfer systems is such that tM transfer valves wiu

operate automatically or a valve in the bypass line must be operated manually in order
to maintain an adequate volume of fuel oil in the DG day tank during or following DG
testing. In such a case, a 31 day Frequency is appropnate.
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AC Sources - Operating
, B 3.8.1

BAm,

,

,

SURVElll.ANCE SR 3,8.1.7

i REQUIREMENTS
i (M-d) See Bases SR 3.8.1.2/3.8.1.7.
i

'

SR 3.8.1.8
!

| '
Transfer of each 4160 volt emergency bus power supply ikoen the mannel preferred

! offsite circuit to the backup preferred offuite circuit d==anerates the OPERABIIJTY of
i the backup circant distn'bution network to feed the shutdown loads. The [18 month)
i Frequency of the Surveillance is based on engmeenngjudgment talang into coanderation

j the plant conditicas required to perform the surveellence, and is intended to be ca=====t
; with expected fuel cycle lengths. Also, operating experience has shown that these I

components usually pass the SR when performed at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore,
|

the Frequacy was concluded to be acceptable froni a rehability *==dpr==* '

This Surveillance is modified by two Notes. The first Note prohibitsi ',. = of this-

; Surv=11=nca in MODE 1 or 2. Perfonnance of this serveillance could result in
; perturbations to the electrical distribution system and cause a chausage to aa=*i==d
j steady-etate operation in MODES 1 and 2. Therefore, this Surveillance must be
! performed in MODES 3,4,5, or 6. The aaaaad Noes eBows credit to be taken for
i unplanned events that satisfy this Surv=11=aca R+6 -^

!
.

; SR 3.8.1.9
1

j The diesel generators are provided with an engme overspeed trip to prevent damage to

| the engme. Recovery from the transient caused by abe loss of a large iced could cause
i diesel engme overspeed which, if excessive, might result in a trip of the engine. This
j Survm11==ce demonstrates the diesel generator load response characteristics and |

,

i capability to reject the largest single load without exceedag piedetermined voltage and
i frequency limits, which snaintains a specified marga to the overspeed trip. The largest
j single load on the emergency buses corresponds to a Component Cooling Water Pump

f (1250 BHP,1037kW) (Ref. 3). As required by IEEE-308 (Ref.14), the load rejection
1 test is acceptable if the increase in the speed of the diesel does not exceed 75% of abe

diffenece between nominal speed and the overspeed trip seapoint, or 15 % above nominal,

whichever is lower. This represents 63 Hz, equivalent to 75 % of the difference between.

nominal speed and the overspeed trip seapoint.
;

) The time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in this SR are derived from
j Regulatory Oude 1.9 (Ref. 2) reco===adatiana for response dunng load sequence

intervals. The [3] srconds specified is equal to 60 peroest of a typical 5 second load,

! sequence interval associated with sequencing of the largest load. The voltage and

.
freqv acy specified ace consistant with the design range of the equipment powered by the

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-16
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AC Sources - Operahng
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE diesel generstor. SR 3.8.1.9.a corresponds to the mari=== frequency escarmon while
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.8.1.9.b sad SR 3.8.1.9.c are steady state voltage and frequency values that the

(Contmuod) system must recover to following load rejection. De 18-month Frequency is ar====t
with the reco===daew== of Regulatory Gade 1.108 (Raf.11) (expected feel cycle
lengths).

~

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load conditions that are as close to design
basis conditions as poem %is, testag anst be parfarined using a power factor s [0.9].
This power factor is choenn to be representative of the acemal design basis inductive
loadmg that the DG would exponence.

His SR is modified by two Notes. De reason for Nees 1 is that dunas operation with
abe reactor critical, performance of this SR could cause perturbehens to the electrical
distribution systems that could challenge continued steady state operation and, as a result,

unit safety systems. Note 2 acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR.

SR 3,8.1.10

his SurvaHImaca dannanstrates the diesel generator capability to reject a fullloed without

overspeed tripping or exceedag the predeternamed voltage limits. De generator ful!!and

rejection may occur due to a system fault or inadvertent breaker anpping. His
Surveillance verifies proper engme-generator lood-response ieder the ===da*=d test

conditions. His test will simulate the loss of the total ocenacted loads abat the diesel
generator will experience following a full load rejection and verify that the diesel
gerwrator will not trip upon loss of the loed. nose acceptanos criteria provule for diesel
geneinsor damage protechca. While the diesel generator is not expected to expensoce i

this transient durmg an event and continue to be available, this response will assure the
diesd generator is not degraded for future applications, including reconnachon to the bus |
if the try initiator can be corrected or isolated. De 18-month Frequency is caa===t '

with the rwommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11) (expected fuel cycle
lengths).

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load conditions that are as close to design
basis conditions as possible, tesung must be performed using a power factor s [0.9].
His power factor is chosen to be representative of the actual design basis inductive
loading that the DG would experience.

nis SR is modified by two Notes. De reasca for Note 1, is that during operation with
the reactor critical, perfonnance of this SR could cause perturbation to the elecencel
distribution systems that could challenge continued steady state operation and, as a result,

,

!unit safety systems. Note 2 acknowledges that credit inny be taken for unplanneri events
that sausfy this SR.
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AC Sowcas - Opwohag
B 3.8.1

| BAM
! y I

SURVEII. LANCE SR 3.3.1.V
|R3QUIREMENTS |

(ca-e.-e) As required by *T"=y Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), his Surveillana deamnsmetas the |

as-designed armation of de mandby power saurons denne loss of the pederred erfsme |
poww eauros. nis w verina en ammes -a-ed from the som of offets poww !

including shedding cf abe non-eint loads and energiannon of the emergency buses and

aspective loads from the disent semerator. k Auther demonstrates the capabibey of the~

diesel senerwar to = - +*, achieve the agaiad vehese and fagnacy wnhin the
speci5ed time,

na diam! geometor maomane mere tiam of 20 seconds is derived from aquimments of
the accidset analysis to roepcod to a densa basis large break LOCA. De mini ===
steady state output vohese of [3744] vohs is 90% of the naamaal 4160 vok output i

voltage. nis vahm, which is spacined in ANSI C84.1-1982, aBows for vohage drop ,

down io the ternmanis of 4000 voit rated motore whoes =i - opmatig vehege is
speci5ed as 90% or 3600 vehn. k also aDows for voltage drops to motors and other
equipment down through to 120 voit level where mini === operating voltage is also
usually speci5 d as 90% of nameplate renas.

The specined maximum sesedy state output vohnge of [4576) volts is equal to abe,

j operatag voltage speci5ed for 4000 voit rated motors (+ 10% of motor==n===

| nameplate reting of 4000 vahs). It ensures that for a lightly loaded distnlmhan system j
the voltage at the tenniaals of 4000 voit motors win be no snore aban the =ana== rated
operating voltages.-

,

The speci5ed minia== and ===1- steady state output frequency of the diesel
generator is 58.8 Hz and 61.2 Hz, roepectively. His is equal to 2% of the 60 Hz
nonunal frequency and is derived from the mawawi=tiana gives in Regulatory Guide
1.9 (Ref. 2) that the frequency should be restored to within 2% of nominal foDowing a :

load sequence step, ne survaihace should be continued for a * - .. of Eve minutes
in order to d*=namrate all starting transients have deceyed and stability has been

,

achieved. I

For the purpose of this SR, the diesel generators sheH be started from sesodby acoditicos.

Standby ecoditions in this case means the diesel sagine coolant and oil are being
continuously circulated and temperenue maiarnia d <=simaat with manufocearer
recommsedations.

ne requirement to verify abs e and power supply of pennmoest and
awa===ce=d loads is intended to satisfactorily abow the retabooship of these loads to
the DG loading logic. In certain circumstanc==, many of these Iceds cannot actually be

connected or loaded without undue hardship or potential for undesued operation. For

!
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B 3.8.1
i

i BASES
:
!

SURVEILLANCE =m , the Safety Iqpecean Systeen (SIS) hiocace valves ass act desired to be stroked

REQUIREMENTS open, high presure igjectie systems are not capable of being opwased at hu Sow, or
(% ?) the shutdown coolmg system (SCS) perfonning a decay heet reenovel flancean is not

, destred to be restigned to tLa ECCS mode of operation. In lieu of actual descentration

of connection and lon&ng ofloods, teshag that adequately abows the capabihty of the DG

system to perfonn these fuochoes is acespeable. This testing may include any series of

sequential, overlappag, or oc tai steps so that the entire ~==ar+iaa and lon&ng esquence~

is venfied.

The Frequency is -aimaat with the m==wimbas of Regulatory Oude 1.108
(Ref.11), and takes into consideranon plant oceditions required to perfonn the
sirvanance, and is w-d-t to b. = aim-e with aspected fuel cycle lengths. Also,
operstmg experience has abown that these components usually pass the SR when
perfonned at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable front a rehability maadpa==*

1his Surveillance is maddat by three Notes. The Erst Noes pennits an ename prelube
period which is aa====* with manufacturer's reco===daev== prior to diesel generator
startag to ==ai= wear on ammag parts which are not tubncated unless the engme ic
opernhag. The second Nees prohibits perfonnance of 6 surv=11aaa* in MODES 1,2,
3 or 4. Perfonnance of & Survallanne roquares that offeito power be removed from
the 4160V emergency buses wiuch win perturb abe electncel distribution system and
could challenge safety-related equipment. The Ed Note acknowledges that credit any
be taken for unplanned events that entisfy & SR.

SR 3.8.1.1

This surveillance da naamrates that the diesel generator automatically starts and achieves

the required voltage and frequency within the specified time (20 aa~=wta) from the design

basis activation signal. (It further d*=aamrates that dunng a LOOP event, the diesel
generator load seq ==c= restart equipment that was deenergised as a result of the LOOP.

The five-minute period provides sufficient time to da=aamrate stabdity. The basis for
the time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in & survaltane, are discussed in
the Bases for SR 3.8.1.11.

For the purpose of 6 seat, abe diesel generators shall be started from standby
conditicos. Standby conditions in & case meses the diesel engine coolant and oil are
being continuously circulated and ^ __,s- maintained ocasistent with manufsenarer
recommnadatices.
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AC Sources - Operatmg
B 3.8.1

!

BASES

SURV W ANCE h Frequency of the SurvaiT1== is based on engmeerug judgmat taking into
REQUIREMENTS consideration the plant conditions recpured to perform the survedlance and is innmadad to

(Cnntinued) be consistant with expected fuel cycle Imsths. Also, operating experience has shown that

these components usually pass the SR when performed at the 13 month Fmquency.
Wrefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable fran a rehability standpoet.

This Survam== is modt6ed by thru Notes. N first Note permits an engine protabe-

period prior to diesel generator startmg to - ~ weer on snoving pens wh3ch are not
lubricated unless the engine is operstag. M ascond Note prohibits performance of this
sav=11== in MODE 1 or 2. Performance of this surv ma- could cause perturbehoos
to the electrical distribution systems that could challenge conhaned steady-state
operations. M third Note acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events,

| that sansfy this SR.

SR 3.8113

1

This Survaf1== h=--ms.4 that diesel generator non-critical protective faae*iana (e.g..

high jocket water ^ ye.rsure) are bypassed as a result of an ESF actuation test signal.

concurret with a loss of voltage test signal on the emergency bus. It also verifies that
critical protective fuochons (engine overspeed, genemsor difhumtial current, generator
voltage controlled ov-4, and low lube oil pressure) trip the diesel generator to
avert substantial damage to the diesel generator unit. b non-critical trips are bypanned
during DBAs and provxle an alarm on an abnormal engine condition. This provides the

; operator with sufficient tina to react appropriately. h diesel generator svadabdity to
| mitigate the DBA is more critical than protectag the engine agamst mmor problems that

are not immaA=+>1y detrunental to emergency perstion of the diesel gue.
1

The 18-month Frequency is based on engmeenngjudgment taking into consideration plant,

conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be maniar==t with

expected fuel cycle lengths. Also, opershng experience has shown that these components j
i usually pass the SR when performed at the 18-month Frequency. b refore, the :

Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability ='=~i~=*=*
*

i

This Surveman is modified by two Notes. Note 1 prolulits performance of this
'

Surveillance in MODE 1 or 2. Performance of this Survedlance results in diesel
generator inopessbility and could challenge safety-related equipment Note 2
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events that sansfy this SR.

5

|

,
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1 SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.14
i
j REQUIREMENTS -

|
; (&=h==d) Regulatory Oude 1.108 (Raf.11), requiiss da=a=*stion once per 18 momes that the g-7
i diesel generators can start and run conhanously at Adl load capability fogr//O 70

'

of
; not less than 24 hours, of which [>2] hours are at a load equivalent to'the aa=*===a== |
'

ranng of the diesel and two hours at a load ie;v 'r to the two hour rating of the |

diesel. The diesel starte for this survedlanca can be perfonned either from cold, standby~

j or hot conditions. The Frequency is consistent with abe =aa===adaha== of Regulatory
i Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), and takes ime onesideration plant oceditions required to personn
) the survedlance and is inesoded to be -====* with expected fhet cycle lengeba. .

The provieicas for pr= Inh- d-- and wennup, discussed in SR 8.3.1.2, and for gradual;

loadag, discussed in 3.8.1.3, are appbcehle to this SR.

In mde, to e.s_ . .e De is - ,- c &- _ m - to g.
j conditions as possible, testing enet be perfonned using a power factor of sG [0.9]. This

,

; power factor is chassa to be repressotative of the actual densa basis inductive loe&ng ;

j that the DG would experience. The load band is provided to avoid routine s#" ;
| of the DG. Routme overloe&ng may result in more frequent teardown ia=pae*ia== in :
1 accordance with vendor :=ra=====d=*ia== in order to mainten DO OPERAB1111T. |
1 |

| 1his Survaillanea is =wwl'Aad by three Notes. Note 1 sentes abat momentary transients I

q due to changing bus leeds do not invalidate this test. Similarly, momentary power factor
j transients above the power factor limit will not invalidate the test. The reason for Note 2

{ is that dunng operation with the reactor critical, perfonnance of this Surveillance could
j cause p mt.;;ons to the electrical distritation systems that could challenge cootmund
; steady state operation and, as a result, unit safety systems. Note 3 acknowledges that

credit may be taken for unplanned events that sabsfy this SR.

j SR 3.8.1.15

) This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can restart from a bot condition and
; achieve se req ,ed v hage a.d neous.cy wi.in 20 = ne 20 asoa.d time is
! derived from the requirements of the accident analysis to respond to a design basis large j
i break LOCA. The bases for the voltage and frequency tolerances are dime ===d in the |
| Bases for SR 3.8.1.11. l

| |

| This Surveillance da=aametas the diesel generator capabdity to respond to accident
signals while hot, such as subsequent to shutdown from nonnal Surv=11 . The iced

) band is provided to avoid routine overleeding of the diesel generator. Routine overloads
'

may result in more frequent teerdown inspections in accordance with vendor
reco==-adadons in order to maintain diesel generator OPERABI1JTY. The 18-snonth.

Frequency is consistemt with the reco==aadations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11).
.

:
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i AC Sources - Operstag
| B 3.8.1
!

| BASES

1 i

SURVEILLANCE nis Surveillance is amened by three Notes. De Erst Note requires abat e |
'

; REQUIREMENTS Surveillance be perfonned within Sve munutes of abuttag down the diesel generator aAer |

] (e - e a-d) it has operated for k two hours at fully loaded ocoditicos and aBows momentary
'

! transients due to changing bus loads to not invahdate the test. De two-hour time lisait

| is based on the mannf=enwer's Wh= for achieving bot conditicos. The second

j Note permits an engine prelube penod prior to diesel generator startag to =iaimi== wear~

on moving parts which ass not lubricated unless the angue is operateg. Note 3-

| acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy & SR.

i .

i SR 3.8.1.16

i As required by Regulatory Oude 1.108 (Ref.11), 6 Surveillance asoares that the
; manual syncht-i d- and load transfer from the diesel generator to the offeito power '

| source can be made and the diesel generator can be returned to ready-to-load sesens
when ofEsite power is restored. It also ensures that the auto-etart logic is reest to allow,

] ibe diesel generator to reload if a - * - ;-- ' loss of offsite power occurs. The diesel

] generator is cr== tamed to be in ready-to-loed status when the diesel generator is at rated
j speed and voltage, the output breaker is open and can receive an auto close signal on bus
j undervoltage, and the load sequence tuners are reset.

The Frequency of [18 meha) is ==i=8-r with the recommendations of Regulatory

! Omde 1.108 (Raf.11) and takes into consideration plant conditions required to perform

j the Surveillanos. -

his SR is modined by two Notes. De reason for Note 1 is that perfonmng the
i Survei11== would resnovo a required offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrica!

distribution system, and challenge safety systems. Note 2 acknowledges that credit may
be taken for unplanned events that satisfy & SR.

1
| SR 3.8.1.17
i

j Demonstration of the test mode override ensures that the diesel generator availability
under accident conditicos willaot be compromised as the result of testing. Interlocks to*

! the LOCA senseg circuits cause the diesel generator to automaticeBy reset to
l ready-to-load operation if a LOCA actuation signal is received during operation in the test

I mode. Ready-to-load operatica is denned as the diesel generator runnmg at rated speed

and voltage with the diesel generator output breaker opea. These provisions for
,

i automatic switebover are required by IEEE 308 (Raf.14).
,

| The requirement to automaticaUy energize the emergency loads with offsite power is
j essentially i&mtical to that of SR 3.8.1.12. The intent in the requirement associated with

j SR 3.8.1.17.b is to show that the emergency loadmg was not affected by abe DG
1
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I

B 3.8.1 l
! i

BASES I
i

SURVEILLANCE operation in test mode. In lieu of actual da=anatraboo tyf en=ances,= and loe&ng ofloads,

REQUDtEMENTS testing that adequanaly shows the capability of the essergency loads to perform these '

(r'an==ad) functions is mar =pe=hle This tenhag may inclede any e vies of sequennel, e "u,.

or total steps so that the entire canaardan. sad loadag sequence is ven5ed.

'Ibe [18 month] Frequency is ea== mane with the esca==aaadmi- of Regulatorys

Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), pamgraph 2.a.(8); takes into ocasideration unit aand=*iana required

to perform the Servaihaan; sad is intended to be aan=i==* with sapacted fbel cycle
lengths.

.. .

This SR is modified by 'two Noses. The renees for Nees 1 is that perfonning
Survedlance would remove a required offsite circuit frosa service, perturb the elecencal
distributica systoon, and challenge safety systems. Noes 2 acknowledges that credit may
be taken for unplanned events abat satisfy this SIL

SR 3,8.1.18

As regered by Regulatory Oude 1.108 (Ref.11), each diesel generator is required to
damaanrate proper operence for the DBA Ice &ag sequence to ensure tbst voltage and

frequency ars =aia*aiaad within the required limits. Under acculent conditicos, prior to
| connecting the diesel generators to their appropriate bus, all loads are shed except load
'

centar feeders and aboos motor ocotrol centers which feed Class 1E loads (referred to as
perman-fly <conected leads). Upce reaching 90% rated voltage and frequency, the
diesel generators are then aa==aread to their respective bus. I.meds are then sequentially

canaaread to the bus by the =ma-die load sequencer.1he sequences logic coetmas the
penmssive and startmg signals to motor breakers so es to pment overloe&ng the diesel
generators due to high motor stastag currents. The 10% loed sequence time interval
tolersace ensures sufficient time exists for the diesel generator so restore frequency and
voltage prior to applying the next load and that safety analysis assanpticos regardag ESF
equipment time delays are not violated. Reference 4 provi/ms a sununary of the
automatic loedag of ESF buses.

The Frequency of [18 acotb] is consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory :

Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), and takes into consideration plant conditions required to perfonn
;

the Survedlance and is intended to be ca==inimat with expected fuel cycle lengths. !

|This Survaihare is modified by two Notes. The Erst Note prohibits i, fc= of this
Surveillance in MODE 1,2,3, or 4. Perfonnance of this test requuu the inoperabdity
of certana ESF equipment and has the potential to perturb tbs elecencel distribution
system which would challenge continued steady-etate operation. The marand Note
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.
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B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.19

REQUIREMENTS
(cantamad) In the event of a design basis aa-idaat coincident with a loss of offeine power (LOOP),

the diesel generators are regured to supply the necessary power to BSP Systems so that
the feel, Reactor Coolant Systeen, and cone ====at design limits are not ascended.s

This Surveillanne da-n=*etes the diesel generator operation as discussed in the Bases
for SR 3.8.1.11 dunng a LOOP actuation test signalia coqiunctics with as BSF actuohon

signal. In lieu of smal da=aamaban of ~=aar*== and loading of loads, teshag that
adequately abows the capability of tbs DO system to perform these funcnons is
acceptable. This testag may include any series of sequential, overigping, or total steps
ao that the entire ~=aar*an and loading sequence is ven5ed.

The Frequency of [18 months) is anasid==t with the rana ===dat==a of Pg"" -y
Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), and takes into cH N. tion plant conditions required to perform
the Surveillance, and is intended to be an==im-t with expected fbel cycle lengtbr.

i

This Surveillance is modified by three Notes. The first Note pennits an engine prelube
period prior to diesel generefor starting to =inimi= wear cm ammag parts wincti are not
lubricated unless the engine is operahng. The second Noes prohibits i J ---- = of &
Survatt-~. in MODE 1,2, 3 or 4. Performance of & Survedlance requires that '

ofNte power be removed from the 4160V emergency buses which will peraub the
elecicical distribution system and could challenge continued steadyete opershoe and
safetyaelated equipment. The third Note acknowledges that credit may be taken for '

unplanned events that sabsfy & SR. I
!

SR 3.8.1.20

This Survedlance A-===fustes that the diesel guerstor starting dependence has not been

w-yiemised. Also, & Surveillance demonstrates that each engine can achieve proper
speed within the specified time when the diesel generators are started simultaneously.

The ten-year Frequency is consistent with the reco==anAntions of Regulatory Guide
1.108 (Ref.11) and Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Raf.12).

This Surveillance is modified by a Note which allows an engine prelube period prior to
diesel generator startmg to minimi= wear on moving parts which are not lubncated
unless the engine is operahng.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-24
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AC Sources - Operanng
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEIIIANCE paesel Generator Test Schashale

REQUIREMENTS
(r'ana=-8) The diesel generator test schedule (Table 3.8.11) implements the n====dahana of

Revision 3 to Regulatory Onde 1.9 (Raf. 2). The purpose of this test schedule is to
pnmde timely test data to ====Wie a confidsmos level associated with abe goal to

~

maintain diesel generator rehabahty above 0.95 per demand.

Accorchng to Regulatory On le 1.9, Revision 3 (Ref. 2), each DO unit should be tested
i

at least once overy 31 days. Whenever a DO has exponenced 4 or more valid failmes !

in the last 25 valid tests, the ratimun time between tests is reduced to 7 days. Four |
-

failures in 25 valid tests is a %)nre ra.e of 0.16, or the threebold of ==re=Ma DG |
performance, and hence may be an early indication of tbo degradation of DG rehabihty. I

When commdered in the light of a long history of tests, however, 4 failures in the last 25 '

valid tests may only be a stenshcally probable distribution of random events. Increasing

the test Frequency will allow for a more timely --itahi of additional test dass upon
which to basejudgment of the rehabdity of the DG. The increased test Frequency must ,

be maintained until seven consecutive, failure free tests have been performed.

The Frequency for accelerated testag is 7 days, but no less than 24 hours. Therefore,

the interval between easts abould be no less than 24 hours, and no more than 7 days. A

successful test at an interval of less than 24 hours should be considered as invalid test
and not count towards the esven consecutive failure free starts. A test intervalin excess
of 7 days constitutes a failure to meet the SRs.

Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11) dennes the diesel generator unit as consistag of the
engine, generator, ==8== air system, cooling water system up to the supply, fuel oil
supply system, :. Q oil systeem, starting energy sources, auto start controls, manual

controls, and the diesel generator breaker. Inoperabdities of diesel generatoso caused by
| failures of equipment that are not part of the defined diesel generator unit are categoriand

as invalid failures in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.108 since the failure would not

have prevented the diesel generator from performing its intended safety fhocean. As
such, they do not impact the Surveillance Frequency of the diesel generator that failed.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR, Appendix A, General Design Criteria 17, ' Electric Power Systems.'

2. Regulatory Guide 1.9, " Selection, Design, and Qualification of Diesel Generator

Units Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants,' |
Revimos 3.

I

I

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8.
|

|
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AC Sources - Operating
;

B 3.8.1
i

BASESi

!
,t

REFERENCES 4. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.
,

(C a d = =f) !;

j 5. CESSAR DC, Chapter 15.
1
1

j 6. ANSI C84.1-1982.

i
' 7. ASME Boder & Pressure Vessel Code Secanon XI.
i

i s. Regulatory Guide 1.93, "Availabihty of Electric Pomw Sources," December
) 1974.
A !

3

4 9. Generic Letter 8415, " Proposed Staff Actions to Improve and Maintain Diesel

1 Generator Fah=hikey,* July 2,1984.
!

j 10. 10 CFR 50, General Design Criteria 18, ' Inspection and Teenag of Electnc
f Power Systems."

.i 1

j 11. Regulatory Guide 1.108, * Periodic Testag of Diesel Generasor Unite Used se ;
j Ondte Elecenc Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants," August 1977.

'

i

12. Regulatory Guide 1.137, " Fuel Oil Systemas for Standby Diesel Generators,"
,

; October 1979.
';

13. CESSAR-DC, Section 9.5.6.3.;

!

$ 14. IEEE-3081978, 'IEEE Standard Criteria for Class IE Power Systems for
| Nuclear Power Generstag Stabans."
j

1

1

:

|
J

i
l
1

<

i

i

!
i !

| |
j

l
;
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.

E 3.8.2

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
| $6|kC159- B 3.g.2 AC Sources - Shutdown

.

BASES
i

.

BACKGROUND A description of offsite and easne AC Power Sounns is provided in the Banas for LCO'

3.8.1, AC Sources - Operatung.

APPLICABI.E De OPE IL}TY of the annihman AC g s% Lac MODES 5 and :

SAFETY ANALYSES l '"**(M * * Af5 pM(R%
De unit can ne ==== din me somsown Er renannag condition for extended

,

's.
Panods;

.

b. Sufficient insinussotation and control capabGity is svadable for smoeitonag and - ro

annintainmg abs imit status; and j

c. Adequess AC eisetrical p,ower is primded to mingnes eveses posedsand danag
'

shutdown, such as as inadvertant drasadows of abs vessel or a Anst handhog

accident.M he+ y % /d.#,uncM.

In general, wbse abs unit is shut down, abs Technical tparine=*iaan requuemmens anmus
that the unit has the capakshty to mitigens the ===7===a== of pa=aiw accidsets.
However =====ap a angle initure and acecuneet loss of all offuits or an aesne power
is not reqared. As reasonale for this is based as Ibs fact abat many Design Basis :

Accidsets (DBAs) that are analyasd in MODES 1,2, 3, and 4 have ao speci5c analyses t

in MODES 5 and 6. Worst case bounding events are deemed not credible in MODES 5

and 6 because the smargy contained within the reactor pressure boundary, reacsor coolant
,

tw..;.- and pressure, and the conssponding stresses result is the probabilities of ,

'

occunsoce being significandy reduced or ah==nead, and in ==nimmt consequences
Dese dmations from DBA analysis assumptices and design regareassets during |

shutdown conditions are allowed by the LCO for reqmrod systems.

Dunng MODES 1,2, 3, and 4, vanous dmances from the analysis assumpoons and
design requiremsets are allowed within the Required Actons his eBowance is in |

'

recognition that certain testing and maintenance activities out be conducted provided an

acceptable level of risk is not exceeded. Dunng MODES 5 and 6, perfonnance of a j
significant number of required testing and maintmance activities is also reqmrod, la !

MODES 5 and 6, the activities are generally planned and =d==imentively controlled.
Relaxations from MODE 1,2,3, and 4 LCO reqmnasets are acceptable during
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APPUCABLE abadown modes beasd on: '

SAFETY ANALYSES

De fact that time in an outage is harted his is a risk pnadset goal as well as |(Contimed) a.

a utility economic canaderanos. '

.

b. Reqmnas appropnate x _, --7 measures for certain oceditices. naes may
include adminstrative controls, rehance on systems that do not ascessm9y anst
typical design reqmruments apphed to systans credited in operenng MODE
analy , or both.

Prudent stility canaderation of faz ri^ mociated with multiple actmnes thatc.

could affect undaple systems.

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to perform reqmrod Ametions
(even if not asetag MODE 1, 2,3, and 4 OPERABIUTY regaremsets) with
systems assumed to funenos during an event.,

. *

In the event of an acculant daring simadown, this LCO ensures the capabdity to support !

systems necessary to avoid ===A* difficulty, ===mung either a loss of all offsite
poner or a loss of all emaite diesel gamerator (DG) power.

N AC sources satisfy Criterica 3 of the NRC Pohey Smr -

- -

.

(tw WL o&J
LCO One offsite 't capable of applying the oasite Class 1E power distribunca

subsystem (s) LCO 3.5.10, "Dunnhaan Systems - Sbundown.' ensures that all
reqmrod loads are pomered from onsite power. An OPERABLE DO, ==aaanad with
a distribution . regered to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10, ensures a diverse- '

-

power source is to pnmde elecencal power support, assumsag a loss of the
;

offsite circurt. Together, OPERABILITY of the reqmrod off' ite circuit and DG ensures
4

a

the svadabdity of sufficient AC sources to operate the imit in a safe manner and to
mitigate the consequences of postulated av ts dunng abundown (e.g., fuel handhng g

accidents and reactor vessel drmadownh lie 4dg 44*/ /h /*

ne qualified offsite circuit amat be capable of maintaimag rated frequency and voltage,
and occapang required loads dunng an accident, while e=aar ead to the Engineered
Safety Feature (ESF) bus (es). Qualified offsite circuits are aboos that are described in

the CESSAR DC and are part of the licensag basis for the unit.

Inoperable AC Sources do not necessarily result in inoperable components (which are

designed to receive power from that source) unless specifically directed by Reqmred
Actions (refer to LCO 3.0.7).

He DG must be capable of startag, accelerating to rated speed and voltage, eaaaarmag

to its respective ESF bus on detection of bus undervoltage, and accepung reqmrod lands.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.5-28
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, zoj LCO nis aequence man be --- " ' withinpef secaeds. De DG meet be capable of

(Coonnued) acceptag repured loads wikin the esemned lon&ng sequence intervals, and meet
i

j continue to operate until onsits power as be restored to the ESF beans. These
i capahlities are required to be met from a vansey of initial conditions such as DG in |
i mandby with the anges bot, DG is needby at ambient conditions, and DG opereneg in |
| a parallel nest mode.

| Proper esquences of loads, inclueng tnypes of acessemanal loads, is a rapared
j functice for DG OPERABILUT.

k In addition, proper esquencer operance is en inesgral part of oNeies circuit
OPERABILITY ifits inoperaklityin any way impacts on the ability to etert and ===e==.

j
energued any loeds requued OPERABG by LCO 3.8.10.

i

j Canam diesel generator support systems are addressed in other LCOs. Dunag
i

nopernhlities in these support systems, moperable diesel steeretors do not ascessarily

J t unless specificeDy ersesed by Raquuud Accoes (refer to LCO 3.0.7). .

-

J

!
APPIJCABILUY The AC power sources that are requued to be OPERABM in MODES S and 6 and when

'

} handhag irre&ated fuel assembbes pnmdes asserence that:

1. Systems to prcmde adequase coolant isivestory makeup are sveilable for the
,

. irre&sted feel =====ma= in the core in caos of se inadvertent draindown of abe1

; reactor veneel,
t
; 2. Systems needed to soitigets a feel handhng accedsat are svedable,

3. Symnes ascessary to mitigste the effects of events that can need to core damage;

dunng almadown are avadable; and
1

j 4. Instrumentation and control capabdity is avadable for scaisonag and
i

maintauung the unit in a cold abutdown or refuehag condition.nm aa wska ** " % M tsm~~th Ag5
4 AC power roquarements for MODES 1,2, 3, and 4 are addressed in LCO 3.8.1, 'AC MW
j Sources - Opernung."

]
!.ACDONS L1 3,yg g VI.h H*

.

! An offsite circuit would be consi moperable ifit were not available to coe
Although two are requund by LCO 3.8.10 the ma= with

[ /$ ' " '

wer available may be capable of suppornag sufficient requued fenaues to allow
J

o
j continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and/or operances with a
i potential for drauung the reactor vessel. By the allowance of the opban to declare j
] requund features inoperable, with no offsite power available, appropnate restrictions will I

j be implemented in ad i~e with the affected required features LCO's ACDONS.
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3 3.8.2
BASES

_ ., ,

pg,t 4,.17 p.F' g,,9
ACTIONS A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. A.2.5. B.1. RE RK Rf=d R# ,g,

(Contimmed)
* *

wie the offaite cucet not availaue e au requi-@ ee :,non would sin aim to
declare all requued fasesrae i= ; - Sinos ans opnan may savolve undesned

**

aduumisassive effons, es anowenos for sernciasey oneservaar;. acenes is made. wie
the requusd DG inoperable, abe miasmun regered diverusty of AC power sources is not
available. 1;is, eerefors, requued to suspeed CORE ALTERA110NS, movenset of

i
irradiasad fuel ====him any assivities est could potenhaUy result in saadvertent
dramag of the reecear vessel, and operances involvingpontive reactivity additions which
would exceed limits specP in 140 3.1.2 or LCO 3.1.9. The Raquusd Achos to I

suspend positive reactivity t.iiiDc5s'does not prochade aceces to maastaa or increase
i

snactor vessel eventary provided abs required SDM is maintemed. |
1

Suspension of these activities does act ,. * " aa pt=aa- of actices to esembhah a safe
commervative condition. These accoms =i==== the probability or abs occurruece of,

pr=adas=d events. It is futbar requued to i===A=a=8y initises acnom to russare the * |.

requund AC sources and to coonmus this aceca natil ressoreham is : , '" ' in order (
to provide the ancessary AC power to the unit safety systems. |

|

NotwiAmmaeaf Performance of es oneservasive Required Aceans, the unit is still I
without afficient AC power sources to operuse is a safe mammer. Therefore, acean umst i

be initissed to ressors the ===== requued AC power sources and ocetume until the
,

LCO requusenets are ressored. '

The Completion Tume of "-- " ^ * is ====* wie abs requwed times for acoces,

requanag prompt ===ha= The restoremos of the requued AC elecencel power sources
abould be complesed as quickly as poemible in order to ==i== the time dunng which
the unit aafety sysssems may be without safficaemt power. 6

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution Syman's ACTIONS are not entered even if all

AC sources to it are inoperable, resulting in degeergiannon. Therefore, the Requued
Actions of Condition A are undified by a Note to indicate that when Conditico A is
entered with no AC power to one ESF bus, the ACT10NS for LCO 3.8.10 nmst be

-maAandy entered. This Note aDows Condition A to provide requusants for the loss
of the offsite circuit, whether or not dMmerstand. LCO 3.8.10 provides the
appropnate restrictices for the situanon in ving a degeergiand of /g/, g f g

- -?- w,
,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1

REQUIREMENTS
SR 3.8.2.1 requuss the SRs fromi LCO 3.8.1 that are -ey for ensunng the )
OPERABILITY of the AC sources in other than MODES 1,2,3, and 4. SR 3.8.1.17 |

|
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BASES

SURVEII. LANCE is not repured to be must baren- the requusd OPERABG DG(s)is not reqmred to
REQUIREMENTS undergo permds of be og synchronued to the offsite circuit. SR 3.8.1.20 is exaspeed

(Continued) 6== starting % is not required with DG(s) that are act regated to kw
OPERAB M.

His SR is anodined by a Note. The reason for the Noes is to preclude requaring the
OPERABG DO(s) frass ksg paralleled with the offuite power antwork or oeberwise
rendered M-;--d *_: With limited AC Sources avadable, a single event could
comprosuse both abe required circuit and abs DG. k is abe intent that these SRs maast

still be capable of being amet, but actual perfonannae is not regered during penods when
the DG is reqmrod to be OPERABM. Refer to the correspondang Bases for 140 3.8.1
for a discussion of each SR.

REFERENCES None..

..

|

-

.

|

|
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DC Sources - Openeng
B 3.8.4

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.4 DC Sources - Operannt

Y)/gp0BASES

BACKGROUND 'llie Class 1E DC Power Systesa provides control power for C emergency peer
sysissa. It also primdes both motive and control power selected safety-velaasd
equipment and primdes circuit breaker control power for 600 vahs and lower AC ps
distribution system. The DC Peuer System is source of sower for abs N*

- orm to alb '; - ' =,,instrumentanon buses via inverters. The six DC M -,- '-
-

>

'
red wi of to CFR 50 Appendix A. ODC-17, Regulatory Guide

1.6 (Ref.1), -308 (Raf. 2 and General Design Criesria 17 (Raf. 3). The six
batteries are. Yo e >-r - (MO

G-l h u ,"f% D A~ = = eu

DmmonI d Division II ( ir.-/ .# 1hp

DivisimiI Battery Division U Battery
thaa.1 A Bausry Qisenal B Benary
thaaal C Banery demanal D Bausry

Each DC subsystem is energund by a dedicated 125 vok banery and ===ri=*=d 125 volt i
battery charger. Each banery is exclusively ==ri=*=d with a single 125 voit DC bus and

each battery charger is supphed by its ===ari=*=d AC load groep.
f

[ Each of the six DC subsystems is made up of the fouownag:

'A [120 oell lead.celcium battery] rated at [1650] Ah for eight hours to [108) !-

volts at 77'F; i

l

l
A static banary charger rated at [400) amps with 0.5 % voltage regulation with 1-

an AC supply vananon of 10% in voltage and 5% in frequency; and

associated switchboards and distnhation panels.-

However, in order to fulfill the benery cepecity criteria: 'to supply one division
battery's loads and one eh=aal ofloads," the bemeries may be cross-tied to allow coping
strategies to be impla==*=d in accordanos with the cepecity sizing. Additionally,
the batteries provide a Station Blackout (SBO) coping capability which, assmaing manual
load she&hng or the use ofload management programs, exceeds two hours, and as a
mmimum, permits operanng the instrumentation and control leads associated with the;

turbinewiriven emergency feed water pumps for 8 hours.

|
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! DC Sources - Openmag
i 3 3.8.4:
.

i BActc
j

] BACKGROUND Battery operatag vohege is 125 volts and each banery has adequate storage to supply tbs |

j (rh==ad) divimon bettery and one channel of loads for two hours without recharsag (Ref. 4).
Capacity is adequate for all loss of coolant accident (LOCA) oceditions or any osbar'

! emergency shutdown.

The DC power distribution sysessa is described in smoso detail in the Bases for LCO

i 3.8.9, * Distribution System Operetnag," and for LCO 3.8.10, *Distn1mision Systems -

| sbandown.'
;

i Each 125 voit DC Class 1E bettery is separately housed in a ventilated roosa apart from i

! its charger and distninmos camaer. Each subsysessa is locased is an area separated
physically and electncaDy from other .J , ' to ensure that a sangle failure in one

,
,

subsystem does not cause failure in abs r=A=d==t subsysseat. In nonnat shgnment, these'
'

is no sharing betwasa redundant Qass 1E sJ,., c such as betteries, bassary chargers, ''

j or dist ibution pemels Cass 1E benenes of the same division may be cross-tied together

; for accident copag (SBO) and/or 140 purposes. ;

i

; AD bemeries are siand to produos aquired capecay at 90% of nameplats renag,
I conospoodsag to warressed at and<4-li]> cycles and the 100% assign demand.
i Banary sim is based required cepecity, sad aner seleccion of an av=1. hie /1F 7e

{ w -Q bettery, e a banery cepecity in sucess ofrequired cepecity. /SD 70 i

| De voltage design limit is [9 volts per call windi __, ' to a total mini ====
j voltage output of [9 voks per banery beak.

;

;

i Each bettery charger has ample power <nstput cepecity for es steady-state operanos of

! connected loads required dunas normal opassion while et en same time maintaining its

| battery benir fuBy charged. Each bettery charger has sufficient capacity to restore abe
; banery bank from the design aminimma charge to 95% of its fuDy charged state in

| [12] hours while supplying nonnel steady-state loads (Ref. 4).

i

!
'

APPLICABLE De in:tial creditions of design basis transient and acci&=* analyses in CESSAR-DC,

i SAFETY ANALYSES Q iapters 6, Engmeering Safety Features, and 15, Accidset Analyses, aamune
Engmeered Safety Features (ESP) systems are OPERABLE. The DC power subsystem
provides normal and anerg.ney DC power for tem diesel 3 rwars, anergency,

j amiliaries, and for control and switching during all MODES of operanos. De
i OPERABILIIY of the DC power sources is ~====' with the initial assumptions of the
(

2

|

* Values to be determmed by system detail design.

i
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j DC Sources - Operenag
8 B 3.8.4
1

| BASES
1

]
APPIJCABLE -d==* analyses which are tamed upon ===e==ar abs sequued DC poww sources and
SAFEIY ANALYSEF associated disenhuan systems OPERABLE danag accidset ocediticas in the event of(1)3

| (Coenamed) an assumed loss of ofEnto AC power or au caerts AC power; and (2) A worst caos angle
failure. 1,

i i

'

Tbs DC power pources senefy criterica 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

! w:-- J M :i A --. _ - - a p M af *rapiand'ao'bs OPELCO The Dmmon 1 and 2 DC alamical poner subsyneses
'

j ensure availability of the regered poner to shutdoes Ibs reactor sad manatein it in a emie
i condition after an anticipated operanomal occurrence or a posadated design basis accident.

| Imes of any one of the DC power subsystems does not prevent the mianmuniinisty
; funence from being puformed. Back DC alecencal poww subsynem is ocasuered i
j OPERABLE if tbs 125 voit bouwy and -a*=t banery charger musty the applicabh |

| Swv m = - --
t

:

| An OPERABLE DC elecencal power subsystemi requires au required benenes and
{ mopectiv charges to be opersnag and h to the -=*=1 DC buses.

,

j a
j Inop=abis DC sauroes do not necessercy maat in inopwebk oon,o.a s. unhas
; specificaHy duected by Regamd Acnons (afer to 140 3.0.7). Tbs elatrolyte

pummeter limits rehtionelup to the OPERABDITY of DC souross is covwed by LCO ,

3.8.6, Banary Cell Parnanoters. Dunng penods when banery ceE parameters are not,

j within limits, DC sources are act necessarUy inoperable unless specifically directed by
'

the Requued Acaces of LCO 3.8.6, Bemery Ceu Parameters. ?

f
. .i

)
APPLICABILTN The DC electrical power subsystems are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,*

,

3, and 4 to seems enfe plant operanon and to ensure Ibst:

:
'

1. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary limits a,* |,

| act exceeded as a result of anticipated operanceal oxurrences or abootm!
,

: treaments; and
,

1 '

. .

| 2. Adequate core coohng is provided, and coo *=a-' integrity and other vital
i functions are maintaaned in the event of a poendated DBA.

l.

| DC power requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are addressed in the Bases for LCO 3.8.5,
1 'DC Sources - Shutdown."

l

4

;
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4 i

,
<

BASES

ACITONS A.1 and A.2.

With one of the six DC electrical power subsystems inoperable, the cross-ene may be
utdimi to allow the r= naming two operable subsystems watina the division to power the
loads of the inoperable power source and fulAll the SBO copag capabahty. This is

| possible since each bettery is siand to primde the one division bettery loads and cae I
channel of loads. Tinas, the two r===ining operable bettenes may power the inoperable i

'

bettery's loads while it is being restored to OPERABILIIY. This design feature abeeld j
be neai=t with the intent of restoring the %---l*: compcasets in 72 hours.

]
f {
; B.1 and B.2

| With two of &e ;oquired DC riectrical power subsystems inoperable, the r====ing DC
electrical power subsystems have the cepecity to support a safe shutdown and to mitigste,

an accident condition. However, since a subsequent worst case single fadure would
| result in the loss of the 125 voit Class 1E bettery systesa, continued power operation

should not exceed two hours. The two hour Consplation Tune is based on Regulatory
| Guide 1.93 (Raf. 5), sad engmeering judgment considenng the number of svadable
j systems and the time required to r==namhly complete the Required Actions.
1

C.1 and C.2

h plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the DC
. electrical power subsystesa cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the associated i

Completion Tune. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours and
'

in MODE 5 in 36 hocra. h allowed Completion Times nas reasonable based on
opersang expericoce to reach the required MODES from full power without challenging
lP ant systems.,

;

j

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1 |

REQUIREMEhTT.
Verifying battery termmal voltage while ce float charge for abe 125/250 volt Class 1E |
banery helps ensure the effectiveness of the chargmg system and the ability of the battery !

to perform its intended function. Float charge is the condition where the charger is
supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the intanal losses of a hartary (or
bettery cell) and maintain the banery (or betterf cell) in a fully charged state. The
voltage requirements are bened on the nomip4 ilesign voltage of the banery and are
consistent with the initial voltages ===>=ad in the banery sizing calcha. The
seven-dsy Frequecey is consistant with the annoufacturers' recom-dan === and

( IEEE-450 (Ref. 6).

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-42
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}i DC Sources - Openmng
a 3.s.4

.\
)1 BASES |;

1.

j SURVEILIANCE SR 3.8.4.2 l

j REQUIREMENTS
.| (% -d) Visualinspe : tion to detect conoeion of the banery cells and aa===*a== on measurument

1

j of abe resistance of each ceu and tenmaal connecnon pamde an i=&=*ia= of physical '

; damage or abeonnel deterioranon which could potentinny degrade hemory perfonnance.

| The aa==ae*ien renstance value is a ceihng value a*A83A=1 by the benary ===f=ce==er '

| based ce calcuhatices tabag into ocasideration the physical coangwetion of the bemaries. i

; The 92 day Frequency is suf5cient for detecting trends in theos conditions indicative of

{ any problems. A more complete inspectica is perfonned in congamonom with the !

I Preventive maintenance prograan conducted during refuehag outages.
.

| '

i SR 3.8.4.3
1,

f Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and banery racks provide an i=Ac=*ia=
} of physical ^ : or abeonnel detenoration which could potnotiaDy degrade bettery |
j perfonnance. 1be [12Facoth Frequency is aa==im=* with IEEE - 450 (Raf. 6).

;

SR 3.8.4.4 and 3.8.4.S
7

!,

i,
d Visual inspeccions and rumstance measuremsses of the cou-to cell and tennmal

'connections provide en indicence of physice! damage or aboonnat deterioration which;

i could indicate degraded bettery perfonnance. The anti oorrosion material is need to help
i ensure good elecencal aa===*ans sad to reduce tenniaal detenorstica. The visual
+

1

( inspection for corramon is not intended to rapure removal and inspectica under each
j tenmaal ra==areion. The ev==ar*ian resistance value is a ceihng value estabhshed by the |
j manufacturer based on calculations tabag into na==idacation the physical configuranca |

of the baneries. The [12Finanth Frequency is aa=id=t with IEEE 450 (Ref. 6).4

1
i

! SR 3.8,4.6 i
[ ;

Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 7), requires that the bettery charger supply be beesd on the |.

; largest combined demands of the various steady state loads and the charging capacity to
; restore the battery from the design ===i=== charge state to abs fhlly charged state,

i+;ive of the status of the unit during which these An-ende occur. The minimun
required amperes and durabon ensures that the DC load requirements ces be satisfied

(refer to SR 3.8.4.7). The Frequency is based ca engineering judgment and industry
*

j accepted practice considering the unit conditions required to perfonn the test, and is
intended to be cosastant with expected fuel cycle lengths.4

<

: This surveillance is modified by two Notes.1he first Note prohibits performsace of thisj

surveillance in MODES 1,2,3, or 4. Performance of this test requires the mamari=*=d,

} DC Division to be inoperable during the test. Therefore, this test sniet be perfonned in
}
4

h SYSTEM 90+ B 3.5 43
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DC Sowcas - Opesenng
B 3.8.4

BASES
.

SURVEILLANCE MODES 5 or 6. De second Note allows credit to be taken for amplanned events abat
RFQUIREMENTS satisfy this Surveillance Pqi ^

(i'.ontinued)
SR 3.8.4.7

Regulatory Omde 1.32 (Ref. 7), reqmros the sfw-- = of a banery service test in
accordance with IEEE-450 (Raf. 6) at intervals not to exceed [18] mostbs. A bettery
sorwee test is a special cepecity test to desmonstrate the cepehihty of the bettery to most

the system analyzed response igi --- . Reference 4 provides the load regaremsets
for the battenas.

This survallance is modified by three notes. The Erst Note aDows a snoditi
performance dwharge test in lieu of a sorwoe test once per 60 meeths.

'

De modified performance discharge test is a ==it=ead duty cycle commsting ofjust two
rates; the one minute rate p=T*i for the battery or the largest cunset load of the duty
cycle, followed by the test rate employed for the performance test, both of whidi
envelope the duty cycle of the sorwoe test. Since the -- ---P;-.e reasoved by a reesd
coe minute discharge represents a very small portice of the bettery cepecity, the test rate

can be changed to that for the performance test without comproanang the results of the
performance discharge test. The battery tarannal voltage for the modified pf =

discharge test should remain above the .. . ~ .. bettery tenniaal voltage specified in abe
battery service test for the duratice of time equal to anat of the service test.

A modi 6ed discharge test is a test of the banery cepecity and its ability to provide a high i

rate, short duratica load (usually the highest rete of the duty cycle). his will oAen
cufirm the banery's ability to meet the critical period of the load duty cycle, in addition ;

to determming its percentage of rated cepecity. Initial conditions for the modified
performance discharge test should be identical to those specified for a serwoe test.

De second Note prohibits performance of this survemmar* in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4.
Performance of this test requires the associated DC Division to be inoperable dunng the
test. Herefore, this test must be perfumed in MODES 5 or 6. De third Note aDows
credit to be takee for unplanned events ti.e satisfy this Surv.maa~ Requirement.

SR 3,8,4.8 ,
i

I

IEEE-450 (Raf. 6) reco===de a performance discharge test for each hanary at
60-month intervals. A battery perfonnance test is a capacity test of the banery in the 'as
found' condition, aAer being in service, to detect any change in the capacity as !

determmed by the new battery w ;*~ test, ne test is intended to deterame overall
banery degradation due to age and usage.
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DC Source - Operstag
B 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEII LANCE A battery modified performance discharge test is described in the bases for SR 3.8.4.7.

REQUIREMENTS Either the banery gim = W east or the modified perfonnance discharge
(continued) test is accepenble for saasfymg SR 3.8.4.8; however, only the mo&fied , ;m y3

A-harge test may be um: to sansfy SR 3.8.4.8 while sansfyug the requuements of SR
3.8.4.7 at the same tims.

IEEE-485 (Ref. 8) recommtads that the battery abould be replaced ifits cepecity is below

80% of the manufacturer's reting. A capacity of 80% shows the batsery rate of
deterioration is increasmg even if there is ample capacity to meet the load requusensets.
Ibe acceptance criteria for this Surveillance specifies an [805] capacity based on the
extension of the Frequaacy for SR 3.8.4.7 from the IEEE-450 reco==aada*== of

[12] months to [18] months.

IEEE-450 (Ref. 6) reco====da a 60-month Survama- Frequency or a 81ma
&acharge test should be performed every [12] months for any banery that abows signs
of degradation or has reached 85% of the service life expected of the applicanon.
Degradation is indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 10% of rated capacity
from its average on previous performance tests, or is below 90% of the manufacturer's
rating.

7be Frequencies are consistant with the recommendation in IEEE-450 (Ref. 6).

!
This surveillance is modified by two Notes. The first Note prohibits performance of this |

| surveillance in MODES 1,2,3, or 4. Performance of this test requuss the assoetated
! DC Division to be inoperable durmg the test. Therefore, this test must be performed in

MODES S or 6. The second Note allows credit to be taken for unplanned events that
satisfy this Surveillance R-ph---- ^

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Gmde 1.6, 'IndW Between Redundant Standby (Onsite)
Power Sources and Between Their Distnkdon Systems,' March 10,1971.

2. IEEE 3081974, 'IEEE Standard Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

3. 10 CFR General Design Criteria 17, 'Electdc Power Systems."

4. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8.

5. Regulatory Guide 1.93, * Availability of Elecede Power Sources," Dar*=ha
1974.
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BASES

REFERENCES 6. IEEE-4501980,"IEEE Recommandad Practice for Main % Testing and
(C d-1 Rgt-t of Large Lead Storage Battenes for Generstag Statmos and

Subsymems.-

7. Regulatory Onde 1.32, " Criteria for Safety-Related Electric Power Systems for
Nuclear Power Plants," February 1977.

8. IEEE-48S 1983, Rh Practwes for Smag Large Land Storage
Battenes for Generating Stabons and Substations." June, 1983.11

9. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

10. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

I
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DC Sources - simaksen ;

B 3.8.5

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.3.8.5 DC Sources -aankma f E[L4 t 4'q

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC Power Sources is prtmded in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4,
"DC Sources - Operanag."

APPLICABLE '1h idi * conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient analyses in abs
SAFETY ANALYSES CESSAR DC, Qapter 6 and Chapter 15, assens that Engmeered Safety Feature (ESP)

systems are OPERABG. Tbs DC electrical power system primdes nonnat sad
emergency DC electrual power for the Dos, emergency arramries, and control sad
switching dunng all MODES of operation.

The OPERABIIJTY of the DC subsystems is aa==an==r wish the initial ==== pew == of
the accident analyses and the rqs- - for the supported systems' OPERABIIJTY.

The OPERABILITYof the - .' .. .. specified DC Power Sources dunng MODES 5 mod
6 ensures that: (1) The plant can be maintained in the almadown or refuehag condition
for extended time panods; (2) Suf5cient instr-*=* ion and control capabdity is
available for monitoring and ==intaining the unit status; and Ibs CESSAR-DC only
addresses boundag analyses, such that a specific design basis is not always stated for
operation in MODES 5 and 6. The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
$tafeenant !

< -

140 In MODES 5 and 6 and when handhng arradaated fuel assemblies, one DC Power Source

Division is required to be OPERABG. This ensures the availability of sufficient power !

to recover from paand=*=d events in MODES 5 and 6 and when handhng irradiated fuel
(e.g., fuel handling accident and inadvertent reactor vessel dreandown).

A description of OPERABIIJTY requirements for the DC Power Source Division is
provided in the Bases of LCO 3.8.4, 'DC Sources - Operates".

'

The electrolyte parameter limits relationship to the OPERABIIJTY of DC sources is
dictated by 140 3.8.6, "Bauery Cell Parameters."

I
I
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BASES

APPUCABIIIIT 1he DC Power Sources required to be OPERABLE in MODENgand when
headling k N - 77Q & j rg,,pQ ,j,g, @wm$-

,

1. 1erprovals inventory amoup are available
for tbs inediated fuel assemblies ie the core in case of an inadvertset draindown
of the reactor vesent;

2. Required features needed to mitigets a Anel bandhog =ceid==# are available;

3. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events abat can lead tr= ~.v

damage dunng abundown are avadable; and

4. Instru-e=*ian and control capabdity is available for aceitonag sad
maintaining the unit in a cold abutdown or reAsshag conditica.

DC power i-6 for MODES 1,2,3, and 4 are addressed in 14 0 3.8.4,
DC Sources - operenne .

The Applicability is modified by a NM. This Nm alerts the operator to possonal
additional elecencal power source . q _ whenin REDUCED RCSINVElfTORY.

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2. A13. A.2.4. and A15

If two divisions are required per LCO 3.8.10, the remaining divimon with DC power
avadable may be capable of supporting suf5cient systems to anow continuatice of CORE
ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential for draining tbs reactor

veneel. By allowing the option to declare required features inoperable with the ===ar4= tad

| DC power source (s) inoperable, appropnate reatnctions will be impla-sad in
; Ec -4-sce with the affected requued features 140 ACTIONS. In many i==#==c=, this

option may involve nedenrod ad===*stive efforts. Therefore, the allowance for
sufficiently conservative actices is made (i.e., to maspeed CORE ALTERATIONS,
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, any activities that could result in inadvertant
draming of the reactor vessel, and operations involving positive reactivity additions). The

Required Action to suspeed positive reactivity additions does not preclude actices to
maintain or increase reactor venest inventory, provided the required SDM is maintained.

Suspension of these activities aball not preclude completion of actions to establish a safe
conservative conditica. These actions minimi= probabdity of the occurrence of
postulated events. It is further required to i==n.vlinealy initiate action to restore the

j

| required DC electrical power subsystems and to continue this action until restoration is

SYSTEM 30+ E 3.8-48
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BASES |

ACDONS accompiinhad in order to provide the m DC elecencal pcmr to the unit safety
(P" "--9 systems. j

i
'

Notwie"aa per#ormance of the above conservative Required Acticas, tbs unit is still
without sufficient DC pcmr sources to operate in a safe manner. Derefore, actice naast |

lbe initiated to restore the minin== requared DC power sources and continued until the
LCO rapurements are restored.

he Completion Time of i==aAntaij is ocenstant with the required timss for actuma
requinns prompt attention. Tbs ressorstion of abs required DC electrical power
subsystems should be cosupleted as quickly as possible in order to minimiss the tirse
during which the unit safety systems may be without sunicient power.

SURVEILLANCE The Bases provided for SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.8 in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, '

REQUIREMENTS 'DC Sources - Operating *, are applicable.

L

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

i

I

i

|
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Battery Cell Parumstersi

| B 3.8.6

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

:

; 3 3.8.6 Battery Cell Paramatars

I

i BASES

[.

BACKGROUND LCO 3.8.6 Call Parameters, utdians Table 3.8.61 to dalma=e= Ibe limits on
I

electrol level, Sost voltage, and specific gravity for the DC Power Source benenes.
A discussion of these bestenes and Ibeir OPERABILITY requir== anna are provided in,

the Bases for LCo 3.8.4, DC Sources - Opmanag, and LCO 3.8.5, DC Sources -<

| Shutdown. Within this table, Category A defines the limits for sech & i,c-9dp. lot cell
and Category B does the same for each canaaread cell

1

De Categosy A limits for the designated pilot ceII's float voltage k 2.13 volts and a
specific gravity of k 1.200 (0.015 below the manufacturer's fully charged noannal 1

j specific gravity) or a battery chargmg currem $st had stabilued et a low vahne) is
'

] charactenstic of a charged cell with adequate cepecity, ne limits on electrolyte level
ensures no physical damage to the plates occurs and adequate electron transfer capabdsey

is maintained in the event of trenaient conditions.,

}

The Category B limits for each ~==ac+ad cell's float voltage and speci5c gravity k 2.13

volts and a specific gravity of a 1.195 (0.020 below the manufacturer's Adly charged .

.: nominal specific gravity with an average specific gravity of all the ===acead cells k
'

. 1.205 (0.010 below the manufacturer's fully charged nominal specific gravity) ensures
the OPERABIIITY and capability of the battery. The limits on electrolyte level ensure
no physical damage to the plates occurs and adequase electron transfer capability is,

maintained in the svent of transient conditions.

The limits are bened upon manufacturer's reco==== dad values to ausure the
. OPERABIIJrY and capability of the banery. De specific gravity limits assure a

manufacturer's recommended fully charged nominal specific gravity of 1.215. Specific
gravity must be conected for electrolyte temperature and level, and the float voltage
limits may be conected for average electrolyte temperature. neae Notes provide for
correction of the measured values in wd.sce with manufacturer's m===da*==
when the values reflect transient conditions as opposed to battery cepecity.

Category C defines alloweble values of electrolyte level, float voltage, and specific
gravity of each r ' cell. These values represent degraded battesy conditions.
However, operation is permined when Category C limits are met since sufficient capacity
exists to perform the intended function. These values are discussed in more detail in the

Actions section of this Bases.
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Battery Cell Parameters

B 3.8.6

BASES

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and MA-t analyses in CESSAR-DC
SAFETY Chapters 6, Engineenng Safety Features, and 15, Accadent Anal,~ses, assume an
ANALYSES Engineered Safety Features (ESP) systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power

systems provide normal and emergency DC power for the Dos, emergmey -in ,ies,
and control and switchtng durmg au MODES of operation. The OPERABILITY of the
DC subsystem is conastent with the initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is
based upon maintaining one division of DC power sources and associaJed distribution
systems OPERABLE durmg acendet conditions in the event of(1) An ==mwt loss of
all offsite AC power or all onsite AC power, and (2) A worst case single fmDure.

Battery cell parameters sansfy C. iter' ion 3 of the NRC Policy Statemnst.

LCO Battery cell parameters must remam within acaptable limits to ensure availability of the
required DC power to shut down the reactor and maintam E in a safe condition after an
anticipated operational occumece or a pa Ma+=d DBA. Electrolyte limits are
conservatively established, allowing continued DC electrical system function even with
Category A and B limits not met.

APPLICABIUTY The banery cell parameters are required solely for the support of the ha'ad DC
electrical power subsystems. Therefore, battery electrolyte is only requtred when the
DC power source is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability discussion
in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5.

ACTIONS A. I. A.2. and A.3

Operation with one or more cells in one or more hatteries parameters not within limits
(i.e., Category A limits not met, or Category B limits not met, or Category A and B
limits not met), but within the allowable value (Category C limits are met) specified in
Table 3.8.6-1 is permitted for a limited period since sufficient capacity exists to perform
the intended function. The pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage are required to
be verified to meet the Category C allowable values within one hour (Regt.ared Action
A.1). This check will provide a quick indication of the status of the remainder of the
banery cells. One bour provides time to inspect the electrolyte level and to confirm the

float voltage of the puot cells. The Completion Time is based on engineeringjudgmmt
taking into consideration the time required to perform the Required Action.

Verification that the Category C allowable values are met for all cells (Required Action
A.2) will ensure that during the time to restore the parameters to the Category A and B
limits that the banery will still be capable of performing its intended function. Twenty
four hours are provided to complete Required Action A.2 because specific gravity
measurernents must be obtamed for each ccenected cell. As such, the Completion Time

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-51
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) Bettery Cell Parameters !

! B 3.8.6
i

{ BASES

!

| ACTIONS is based on engineenngjudgment tabag into canaderation the time required to performs |
; (cann= % the Required Action and the nearence provided by Required Action A.1 that the hemory !

cell parameters are not severely degraded.
'

Continued operation is only pennitted for 31 days before bettery cell perunesers suest be

restored to within Category A and B limits with Ibe considerstica that, while banery
capacity is degraded, maf5cient cepecity exists to perfonn the (=*==A=A hection and to '

j allow time to fully restore the hanary con parameters to nonnal limits. 'Inis time is
; acceptable prior to declaring the bettery inoperable. During this 31<lsy period:

1 (1) the allowable values for electrolyse level (above the top of the plates and not
over6owing), ennres ao physical damage to the pleses with an adequase electron;

transfer capabdity;
i

(2) the aDowable value for the everage speci5c gravity of all the caus at [1.195
; [0.020] below the manufacturer's m=== dad AaBy charged nominal speci5c

gravity), or a banery charging current that had stabdiand at less than (2)
,

j amperes on a Sant charge is the manufacturer's m=== dana = and seemes

j that the decrenes in cepecity will be less than the asargin pnmded in sizing;

(3) the allowable value for en individual ceR's spec Sc gravity [0.020] below the
everage of all the connected cous ensures abat en individual ceU's specific

j gravity will not be [0.040] below the manufacturer's fuUy charged noenmal
j specific gravity. This is the value r====== dad by the manufacturer to ensure

| the overall capabdity of the banery win be maintained within an acceptable

]
limit; and

) (4) the anowable value for en individual cell's Soet voltage [> 2.07] volts ammres
5 the banery's capabdaty to perform its design function.
}

} The 31-day Completion Tune is based on engineennsjudgment tabag into considerstaan

! : hat while banery capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended
j function and allow time to hilly restore the battery ceu parameters to normal limits.

|
3 When any banery parameter is outside the Category C aDowable value, sufficient capacity

; to supply the maximum expected load requirements is not assured and Condition B would

be entered.'

i

M
i
i
j With one or more batteries with one or more battery ce!! parameters outside the
! Category C Allowable Value for any connected cell, sufficient capacity to supply the

manmum expected load requirement is not assured and the w, A DC electrical
power subsystem must be declared inoperable. AdditionnUy, other potentiaHy extreme-

!
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Bemory Cell Parameters
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3 3.8.6

BASES

ACTIONS conditions, such as not completing abe Required Actionsof Condition A withinte
(c=*===d) required Cogletica Time or average electrolyer temperature of representative eens

falhas below 60*F, are also comes for ' "
' declanng the ===ai=*ad DC else ricali

power subsystem moperable.
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1

REQUIREMENTS |

This SR verifies that Category A bettery cou parameters ars =aaimme with IEEE450 !

(Ref. 1), which m==da regular battery i== par +ia== (et least one per aceth)includag
voltage, specific srevity, and electrolyte temswetro of paat caus. ;

.

SR 3.8.6.2
;

The quarterly iaapae*i- of spec Sc gmvity sad voltage is aa==i=*=' with IEEE450 j
(Ref.1). In addition, within 24 hours of a battery discharge < [110] V or a bemery :

overcharge > [150] V, the banery must be demonstrated to meet Category B limits.
i

This inspection is also -m-e with IEEE450 (Ref.1), which r=aa====da special [
aspections fonowns a severe escherse or ovwcharge, to ensum est no agni5 cent '

degradation of the beamry occuse as a onesequence of each escharge or overcharge.
.

SR 3.8.6.3 '

This Survedlance verine=*ian that the everage temperates of representative oeus is
> [60]'F is aa==im=e with a reco===ad=h= of IEEE450 (Ref.1), wiuch states that
the temperature of electrolytes in ..r- - 'e cells abound be determined ca a quarterly .

. basis.
i

| Lower than normal tempmetures act to ininWt or reduce battery capacity. This SR |
ensures that the operating - -+.; is remain within en acceptable operating range. !
This limit is based on manufacturer reca===d==

i
|

Table 3.8.6-1
| !

This table daliaant= the limits on electrolyte level, float voltage, and specific gravity for I

three different categories. The meaning of each category is discussed below. i

'
i
'

t

Category A defines the normal r -- _ limit for each designated puot cell in each
battery. The cells selected as pilot cens are those whose temperature, voltage and

ielectrolyte specific gravity approximate the state of charge of the entire battery.

| The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level are based on manufacturer
j recommendations and are eaaaim=' with the guidance in IEEE450 (Ref.1), with the I

| |
! SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-53 ||
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| BASES

!
gURVEII1ANCE extra M inch eBowenos above abs high waterlevel indumtion for operating margia to

i REQUIREMENTS account for temperatures and charge effaces la addition to his allowance, im esote a to
; (Continued) Table 3.g.6-1 permits the electrolyes level en be above abs spec Sed maxit ama level

i

j dunas equalmas charge, provussa it is not over5 unng. nees limits emmes that ibs |
! plates suffer no physical damage, and that adequate electros transfer capabihty is
j maintamed in the event of treament conditions. IEEE450 (Raf.1) secomunavis Ibet
! electrolyte level rea&ngs abould be made only a5er sbs banary has besa at Sost charge

| for at least 72 hours.

$ The Category A limit speci5ed for 5 . -M m is a 2.13 V per onll. His vales is
! based on a reco-h ofIEEE450 6d.1), which states that prolonged operation
! of cens < 2.13 V can reduce the life expectancy of caus. ;
| ;

j De Category A limit speci5ed for specinc gravsty for each pilot cou is k [1.200] (0.015
3 below the manufacearer fintly charged ma-inal specine gravity or a battery charging !

| current that had stabihand at a low value). His valas is chareceanshe of a charged een '

j with adequate capacity. Accortbag to IEEE450 (Ref. 3),6e specisc gravity rendags i
'

j = based on a temp =sture of 77'F (25'C).
i
j De speci5c gravity ren&ngs are correceed for sceuel electrolyte tempereenre and level.

] For each 3*F (1.67'C) above 77'F (25*C),1 point (0.001) is added to the reading;
j 1 point is subtracted for each 3*F below 77'F. The speciSc gravity of the elecnolyte ;

j in a ceu inensees with a loss of water due so electrolyas or evaporeboa. Footnote b to
i Table 3.8.6-1 requires the above Ma==d conection for electrolyes level and 'i

; ,~.e. , with the excephon that level correctaan is not required when beamry4

; chargag curnet is < [2] amps on Sant charge. His curruet providas, in general, en

| indication of overall bemery condition. |

4 ;

j nar - of specise gravity gr d-*= ibat are produced during ib maargias m,
j delays of several days anny occur while waiting for the spec 5c gravity to stabihas. A
! stabilized charger current is an acceptable alternative to specinc gravity mennusment for .

; deternuning the state of charge of the designated pilot cou. His 7 = is
j discussed in IEEE450 (Ref. 3). Footnote e to Table 3.8.6-1 anows the Goat charge
4 current to be used as an alternate to speci5c gravity for up to [7 days) foHowing a banery ,

equalmng recharge.
|

j Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each aaaaac+=d cou. De tenn
; ' connected ceu' excludes any banery cell that may be jumpered out.
i
j The Category B limits specified for electrolyte level and float voltage are the same as
j those specified for Category A and have been discussed above. De Category B limit
j specified for specific gravity for each ananae+ad cou is k [1.195] (0.020 below the

manufacturer fully charged, nominal specific gravity) with the average of au ==ar*=d
: cells > [1.205](0.010 below the manufacturer fuuy charged, nominal specific gravity). |

I ,

i |

?
'

4 SYSTEM B0+ B 3.8-54
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|' Bauery Cell Paraammers
i 3 3.8.6
l 1

j BASES
,

|*

SURVKHLANCE hoe values are based on emanufacturer's W 'Ibo ====== epec Sc
j REQUIREMENTS gravity value rapured for each cell ensures that abe effects of a highly charged or newly

^

j (Continued) installed cell will not mask overall iT'-% of abs benary. Footmees b to
! Table 3.8.6-i rapures correction of specinc srevity for electrolyte temperenne and level.

This level correctaan is not rapured when banery charging cairrent is < [2] amps on
; Sont charge.
.

| Category C dennes abe ABowebis Values for each h cou. These values,
j although reduced, provide aneurence that sufficient cepecity exists to perform Ibs intended

function and maineida a margin of safety. When any batte., premeter is cuande the,

j Category C ABoweble Value, abs assurance of sufficient cepecity described above no
j longer exists and the battery asust be declared inoperable.

!

1he Category C Allowable Values speci5ed for electrolyte level (above the top of the I
i plates and not overSowing) ensure that the plates suffer no physical damage and maatam

| adaluate electron transfer capability. The Category C ABowable Vdue for Sont vahage
is based on IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which states that a cnB voltage of 2.07 Y cr below, under ,

; float conditions and not caused by elevated temperature of die cell, imbcases internal ceB -

| problems and may require cou ._,_. ,

! '

: The Category C Anowable Value of average specific gravity k [1.195] is bened on
| manufacturer m=aada*w== (0.020 below the noenufacturer :===== dad fuBy
j charged, nominal specific gravity). In addition to that lisait, it is required that the ;
j specific gravity for each h cou naast be no less than 0.020 below the average of
; all mane #ad cells. This limit ensures that the offect of a highly charged or new cell
j does not mask overall degradanon of the battery. 'Ibe footnotes to Table 3.8.6-1 are

i applicable to Category A, B, and C specific gravity.

| REFERENCES 1. IEEE-4501980, 'IEEE Reco==aadad Practice for Main'=='v=, Testing, and
Repler,w=t of large Imed Storage Batteries for Generstag Stations and

i Substances.'
l,

i 2. IEEE-3081978, 'IEEE Standard Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems for
! Nuclear Power Generstag Stations.*
i -

4

; 3. CESSAR-DC, Qimpter 6.

f
j 4. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

:

i
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.7 Inverters-OneratinF

BASES

BACKGROUND The invertars are abs preferred source of power for the AC vitt buses becense of the j
stabdity and r= lam 1ity they achieve in being powered fross the 120 VDC haan=ry sauros.

The functma of abs inverter is to convert DC electrical power to AC electncel pomer,
thus providaag an uninterruptible power source for the instnnosatation and controis for

|
the Reactor Protective .5 t n 02 7) wl tbs RC -M Safety Feature Acsushan Systeam
(ESFAS). Speci6c details on inverters and their operenng charactenstics are found in ;

the CESSAR-DC, Qapter 8 (Ref.1). |

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accadent (DBA) and transient analysse in the
SAFETY ANALYSES CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6 (Ref. 2) and Qapter 15 (Ref. 3), assene #t M Safety

Feature systems are OPERABIE. The DC to AC inverters are designed to provide the
rapured capacity, Thiay, %, and rehabdity to ensure the availaiahty of
necessary power to abe RPS and ESFAS instnuosatation and controls so abat abs funt,

Reactor Coolant Sysmen, and ocetanument design limits are not exceeded. These limits
are discussed in smre doesil in the Basse for Secean 3.2, Power Distribunos Ilmits;
Sectica 3.4, Reactor Cooisnt System (RCS); and Section 3.6, cantsia===nr Systems.

.

The OPERABILTTY of the inverters is ar==ime==t with the initial assumptions of the
accident analyses and is based on meeting the design basis of the amit. This includes
maintaining required AC vital buses OPERABLE dunng accident conditions in the event
of:

An ===naad loss of an offsite AC electrical power or all onsite AC electricala.

power, sad

b. A worst case single failure.
|
.

! I
'

Inverters are a part of the distribution systemi and, as such, sansfy Criterion 3 of the |
NRC Policy Stataramat-

LCO The inverters ensure the avadability of AC electrical power for the systems
i

instrumentation required to shut down the reactor and enaintain it in a safe condition after !

an anticipated operational occurruoce (AOO) or a postulated DBA. |

|
.

| |
i

I
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BASES

LCO Maintaming the required inverters OPERABG ensures that the redundancy incorporesed
(Continued) into the design of the RPS and ESPAS instri ===*=* ion and controls is ===*=i==d The

six battery powered invariers (three per division) ensure an aninterruptible supply of AC
eiectncal power to the AC vital buses even if tbs 4.16 kV safety buses are do.energiand.

I

OPERABLE inverters require the ===aciatad AC vital bus to be powered by the inverter,

which has the correct DC voltage ([120] V) apphed from a battery to the inverter input,
and inverter output AC voltage and frequency within tolerances.

This LCO is modified by a Note that allows one inverter to be aamnaacted from a
benary for s 24 hours, if the vital bue(es)is powered froen a Class IE canse : voltage

,

transformer dunng the penod and all other inverters are operebis. This anows an I

equahnng charge to be placed on one battery. If the inverter (s) were not et= -- =?
i

the resulting voltage condition might damage the invertes(s). These provisions ===i=== |

the loss of equipment that would occur in the event of a loss of offeito power. The
24 hour time pened for the aHowance ====i== the time durmg which a loss of offaite
power could result in the loss of equipment energized from the affected AC vital bus

i

while takmg into consideration the time required to perfonn an equahang charge on the |

battery bank. When =ahnny the aDowancs, if one or more of the provisions is act met |
(e.g.,24 hour time penod exceeded), LCO 3.0.3 must be entered inunedsately. 1

I
The intent of this Note is to limit the an=har of inverters that may be A=aaa--ead j
Only those inverters associated with the single battery undergoms an equalizing charge a

may be dianannar*ad. All other inverters must be aligned to their associated batteries,
regardless of abe number ofinverters or unit design.

APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABE in MODES 1,2, 3, and 4 to ensure that:

Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pnesure boundary limits area.
,

not exceeded as a result of AOOs or aboonnal tranments; and
I

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and contaia= ant OPERABIL'TY and other

vital functions are maintamed in the event of a postulated DBA,
.

Inverter requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases t;:e LCO 3.8.8,
' Inverters-Shutdown."
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BASES

AC110NS A.1 and A.2

Reqmrod Acton A.1 allows 24 hours to Ex tbt inoperable inverter and seenra it so
serwoe. The 24 hour limitis bened upon engineeringjudgment, taking into consideration

the time regared to repair an inverter and the additional risk to which the unit is espoemd
because of the inverter inoperabihty. This has ta be balanced against the risk of an
i===Aam shutdown, along with the potential challenges to safety systeous such a
abundous might esteil. When the AC vital busis powered frossits onesamtvohage
souros, it is relying upon interruptilde AC electrical power somose (offeite and cemite).
The uni # , P.'J ~ary backed inverter sourw to the AC vital buses is the preferred
source for powenng matrn-*=* ion trip astpoint devices.

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable dewees or components cannot be restored to OPERABIE stems within
the reqmrod Completion Time, the unit amet be brought to a MODE is wWh the LCO
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit suust be brought to e ienst MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The aBoued Compleman Times are
raaannaht*, based on opersang expenance, to reach the required unit oceditions fross Adl

power conditions in an orderly manner and without chauenging unit systems.
,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1

REQUDLEMENTS
This Survahna verifies abat abe invert =3 are h*"; property with au regered
circuit breakers closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The veri 6cenon

of proper voltage and frequency output answes that the required power is readily
available for the instruauntation of the RPS and ESFAS connected to the AC vital buses.
The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant capabdity of the inverters and
other indications available in the control room that alast the operator to inverter i

malfunences, j

<

|
REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8. ,

i

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
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Inverters
B 3.8.8

j
;

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

Inverters
"p.14

iE 3B 3.8.8

|

|

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the avertas is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.7,
"Inyntm-operstms.-

APPLICABLE De initial conditions of Design Basis Acculent (DBA) and transient analyses in the
SAFETY ANALYSES CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chaptar 15 (Ref. 2), ==== Engmeered Safety

i

Feature systems are OPERABLE. He DC to AC inverters are designed to provide the
requuod capacity, capabdity, rM 7, and rehability to ensure the avadminlity of
-==ry power to the Reacsor FMee System and Engmeered Safety Features
Actuation System instrumentation and controls so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System,
and contammant design limits are not exceeded.

-

ne OPERABILITY of the inverters is commstant with the initial assumptions of the
accident analyses and the requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.

| The OPERABILUT of the ... . .. inverters to each AC vital bus dunng MODES 5
and 6 ensures that:

a. De unit can be maintainad in the shutdown or refueling condition for extended
periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring and,

maintalmng the unit status; and

Adequate power is available to mitigste events postulated during shutdown, suchc.

as an inadvertent dramdown of the vessel or a fuel handhng accident.

The inverters were previously identified as part of the distnhtion system and, as such,
satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy St=t-mat

LCO De inverters ensure the availability of electrical power for the instrumentation for
systems required to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an

anticipated operational occurcence or a postulated DBA. He battery powered inverters
provide uninterruptible supply of AC electrical power to the AC vital buses even if the
4.16 kV safety buses are de-mergued. OPERABILITY of the inverters requires that the

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-59
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B 3.8.8

BM"

LCO vital bus be pcmared by Ibe inverter. This ensures the availabihty of suf5ciset inverter ;

(r'a=*=ad) power sources to oferete Ibs unit in a safe manner and to mitigate Ibs consequences of ;

postulated events du ing abukkma (e.g., fuel bandhag accidents and inadvertsma reecear

vessel draindown). ;

APPLICAB11J1T The inverters require.t to be OPERABLE in MODEM 6 dunng movessant ofj
irrachased fbal assembu- - ---S -- =* ~~

- .

$pW%YY |
Systems to .w3 adequate coolant inv ; , mazeup me svuunnis for thea. r

irrn&sted luel in the core in case of an inadvertsat draindown of the reactor !

vessel; *

:
f
'

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel bandhng accident are available;

c. Systeens necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can lead to core damage
dunng shutdown are available; and I

d. Instr - =*=han and control capahdaty is available for monitanag and
maintauung the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refuehag conditaan.

Inverter requir====*= for MODES 1,2, 3, and 4 are covered in LCO 3.8.7.
,

'
|
l

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and W

| If two divisions are required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distriination Systems-Shutdown," the
; remaining CPERABLE inverters may be capable of supporting sufficient requued

features to allow tmnhnnahan of CORE ALTERATIONS, fbel movement, operanons
with a potential for draamag the reactor vessel, and operaticas with a posannat for
positive reactivity additions. The Required Action to suspend positive reactivity additices

does not preclude achans to maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory, provuled the
required SDM is maintained. By the allowance of the option to declare required features
inoperable with the anwimsmi inverter (s) inoperable, appropriate restnetions will be

;

implemseted in accordance with tbs affected required features LCOs' Required i
ACTIONS. In many ind , this option may involve undesired =Amialerative efforts.

1bersfore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative achoes is made (i.e., to suspeed
CORE ALTERA110NS, movenset ofirradiated fuel assemblies, activities that could
potentially result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel, and operances i'avolving
positive reactivity additions).

i

|
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B 3.8.8

BAm

ACI10NS Sospension of abase activities aball not preclude completion of acaces to sotabhak a safe

(Continued) raamarvative condition. These acaces ====i= the probability of the occurruece of
postulated events. k is further required to i===d=*aly intante acaca to restore the
required inverters and to continue this actxas until restoreboa is E--- "* ' in order
to provide the necessary inverter power to the unit safety syssesus. 3

'

Notwi'u--d - performanos of the above conservative Required Actices, the unitis
still without sufficient AC vital power sources to operets in a safe manner. Therefore,
achen umst be initiated to restore the - . .. .. requi:ed AC vital power sources and
continue until the LCO requirements are restored.

h Completion Tinne of immarkanaly is ==Imaar with tbs required times for acaces
requmng prompt attentica.1he restoration of the required inverters should be completed
as quickly as possible in order to mini === the time the unit safety systems may be
without power or powered from a canemat voltage source transfonner.

1
1 SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.R.1

REQUIREMENTS
1his Survedl=are verifies that the inverters are fonctioning properly with all required
circuit breakers closed and AC vital buses energtand from the inverter. The verification
of proper voltage and frequency output ensmus that the required power is readily
avadable for the instrumentation cana-ead to the AC vital buses. The 7 day Frequency

,
takes into account the redundant capability of the inverters and other indications avadable |
in the control room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions. I

i

|
;

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6. ;

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15. 1

i

|
I

|
|
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Distnweian Symems . Operatag,

j B 3.8.9

] B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
!
4

{ B 3.8.9 Distribution Sntsms - Onorating
;
,

1

BASES
'

BACKGROUND Theonsite Class 1E AC, DC, and AC Vital Elecencal Power Distribution Systems are
; divided into two redundant and indapandant drvisonal subsystems.
j

] The pnmary distributice of the casies AC Pome Distniution System is at 4160 volts.

{i
Thors are two 4160 voit emergency buses. Powee is distnhead to the 4160 voit buses
from the offsite pour sources as desented in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, 'AC Sources -

< Operstag.' Control power for abs 4160 volt breakers is supplied from the Class 1E

] battenes as described in the Bases for I.00 3.8.4, 'DC Sources -Operstag.'

'Ibe mamadary plant distn%utica is at '480 volts. The 400 volt distnheion system
j includes load centers [*]. I.med centers [*] are connally suppbed from 4160 volt buses

'

[*], respectively, through their own transfonners. The 480 voit load centers are locsasd
in separate nooms in abs control buikhag. Centrol power for the 480 volt breakers is
supplied from the dass IE betteries as desen%ed in the Bases for 140 3.8.4, 'DC4

j Sources . Opmates.- '

| The safety-related 480 volt AC motor ocatrol centers are fed from load centers [*]. The ;
i 120 voit AC vital buses are arrsaged in six load groups (A, B, C, D, Division I, B) and
; are monnally powered froun their 125 voit DC swinehhameds, respectively via the

associated DC/AC inverter. The alternate power supply for the vital buses is a Class 1E
,| constant voltage source powered from the same Division as the maaaria*=d inverter. Use

of Class 1E inverters is governed by 140 3.8.7, " Inverters Operating."'

7 The 125 volt DC load groups distn%ution centers are normally powered from their
battery charger. The battery chargers are powered from their Divisional 480 voit MCC..

] A loss of AC power or failure of the battery charger places the assocuted battery in
service to supply its 125 volt DC switchboard.

,

;

The list of all required distn%utico buses is located in Table B 3.8.9-1.

;

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in CESSAR-DC
SAFETY ANALYSES Chapters 6, Engineenng Safety Features, and 15, Accident Analyses, assume Engmeesed,

Safety Features (ESP) systems are OPERABLE. The AC, DC, and AC Vital Electrical;

:
,

! * Value to be determmed by system detail design.

l SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8 62
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j Disenheim Symems . Openhag
! B 3.8.9
;

; Bem i

i
1

APPUCABE Power Dianhhos Symmes am designed to provide afficiet myocity, capabihty, !,

j SAFETY ANALYSES redundancy and rehabihty to ensure the availabahty of necessary power to ESF systems
: (caa.-- 4) so that the fuel, Ranctor Coolant Syman, and contamment design limits are not monaded.
j hees limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for 140 sections 3.2. (Power
| Disenhuan Units),3.4 (Rancear Coolant Symasa), and 3.6 (Costamment Systems).

| '

no OPERABEITY of Ib. Electrical Power Dianheien Symans is censisset with the
1 initial -% of the socidset analyses and are lased opca ===*==iar at lems on.
'

of the casite AC, DC, and Vital AC power sources and Matad dinnheios systems
OPERABG dunng accident oceditions in the event of(1) an ======d loss of all offsite

j power or all casite AC power, and (2) a worst case single inders.

; -

i %e distribuhan systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Pobey Statement.
1

i

j

! LCO %e Power Disenhhan System Drvisions listed in Table B 3.8.7-1 assure the availabihty
| of AC, DC, and Vital AC Electrical power for abe systems required to almadown the
j reactor and maintaan it in a mie condition aAer an M; 1' opershoeal occurrence-

d (AOO) or a pa=enta*=d deman basis accident. Two Divisons of the AC, DC, and AC
j Vital Electncal Power Disenheion Systems are requuod to be OPERABLE. |

Maintaining two Dmmons of AC, DC, sad AC Vital Electrial Power Distnheion.

j Systems OPERABLE ensures that the reduadowy incorporated into the design of ESF
j is not defeated. Either Dmaion of the distnhhan system is capable of providing the
: - y electrical power to its corresponding ESF Division. Derefore, a single failure ;

; within any system or within the electrical distnhhon systems will not prevent safe ;

| shutdown of Ibe plant. !

|!
:

OPERABIIJTY is met, as it applies to AC and DC Distnkhon Systems, provided the
'
; associated bus is energiand to its proper voltage. De AC vital bus is OPERABLE when
; it is poured from its associated inverter and DC bus at proper voltage [and frequency).
1

,

;

j Inoperable distnhtion systems do not meily result in inoperable ooaponents unless !

] duected by Requised Achoes. j
j |
:

} APPUCABILITY De AC, DC, and AC Vital Elecedeal Power Distnheion Systems are required to be
! OPERABLE in MODES 1,2,3, and 4 to ensure that:
1

i
1. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary limits are

$ not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occunences or abnormal
transients; and

a
'

SYSTEM B0+ B 3.843
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Disenhhan Systems rb --* ;
B 3.8.9

BASES

APPLICABIIJIY 2. Adequate core coolnag is provided, and ==*=i====t integrity and onbar vital
,

(ca=*=nad) Aanctions ars =miniminad in the event of a pa===l=*=d DBA. ~
{

AC, DC, and AC Vital Elecencal Power Distnheion System requireasons for MODES
5 and 6 are covered in the Bases for 140 3.8.10, "Disenheien Systems - Shutdown.'

ACTIONS Ad
!

With ces or more required AC buses, load osoters, motor control enmeers, or distnhhos

panels, except AC vital buses, in ces division inoperable, tbs r==aiaiar AC eledncal j

power distribution subsystem in the other divison is capable of supporting Ibs =imi-
eafety funchoes noosemary to shut down the reactor and ===ani= it in a safe shutdown -

condition, assumag so magle fadure. Tbs verall reliability is reduced, however,
because a single failure in abs r== mining power distnhhan subsystems could result in
the ====== required ESF functions not being supported. Therefore, the required AC
buses, load centers, motor control centers, and distribunos panels must be restored to
OPERABLE status withm 8 hours.

;

Condition A worst amenario is one divison without AC power (i.e., no offsits power to
the divince and the -=*4 DO inoperable). In this ocodition, the unit is more !

vulnerable to a complete loss of AC power. It is, therefore, impershve that the unit *

operator's asention be focused on =ial-inar the possetial for loss of power to the
- *

=*an=1'"at abs unit, sad on reasonag power to abe
,

bour time before requiring a unit abandown in this condition is acceptable because ;-

of:
-

1

**
The potenhal for decreased safety if tbs unit operator's attention is diverted *a.

the evaluatices and actions manaamary to restore power to the ,

the actions a-=*=d with taking the unit to shutdown within this time lian ; and

b. The potsatial for as ,in conjunchon with a single failure of a redundant
component in 'tk AC poser. '

., ,

~

The seccod Completica Time for Required Action A.1 =='ahl==h== a limit en the -
.. rims showesi for any combination of required distnheica subsystems to be.< ..

snoperable dunng any single contiguous occurruece of faibag to inset the LCO. If
Coodition A is senered while, for instanos, a DC bus is inoperable and _=P 7-My
restored OPERABIE, the LCO may already beve been not est for up to 2 hours. Thisi

! oculd lead to a total of 10 hours, since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the AC
distnheion system. At this time, a DC circuit could again become inoperable, and AC i

distribution restored OPERABLE. This could continue indefinitely. )
l

SYSTEM 30+ B 3.844
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<

|

l ACTIONS The Complance Time snows for an asceptma to the mannal * time aero* for bassamma
3 (caah===rt) b shd omage b 'h* This wiu rd in ==*= Wishing h *tism m* a b
j time the I CO was initially act amt, instead of the time Candition A was entered. The
l 16 hour Completion Tune is an =aa p*=M. limitation on this potannat to feil to meet ste
| LCO indenstely.

,

i

| El '

i
! With ces AC vital bus inoperable, the r===iaint OPERABLE AC vital buess are capable
. of supporting the ==h safety fMa== ascemeary to abuidown tbs unit and ===saia
! it in the este abundoes condition. However, evenu rehobdity is reduosd sinos en
i additional single failure could result in Ibe minimum required ESF funcnons not being
i supported. Therefore, the regered AC vital bus must be powered froan its ahorante

) Class IE ca==n==' voltage sewoe transfonner within two hours.
J

) Condition B repressate one AC vital bus without power; poseenaHy both the DC soures
i and tim Masad AC source are aanf=ehaning. la this situanon, the unit is
! significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of au moninterruptible power. It is,
j therefore, imperative that the operator's amantion focus on stabihang the unit, =iai===g
*

the potential for loss of power to the remainmg vital buses, and restoring power to the
affected vital bus. -

i

$ This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Tunes eBomed for the vast
} majority of components that are without adequate vital AC power. Taking exception to

LCO 3.0.2 for components without adequate vital AC power, which would beve the,

!
Required Action Completion Tunes aborter than 2 hours if declared inopemble, is

; =reptable bec ues of.-
a

The potential for decreased safety by requiring a change in unit conditions (i.e.,, s.

| requinng a abundown) and not allowing stable operations to continue;
i

| b. The potential for decreased safety by reqmring entry into numerous Applicable
$ Conditions and Required Actions for components without adequase vital AC
i power and not providing auf5cient time for the operators to perform the
j necessary evalumbons and actions for reasonas power to the affected division;
: and
1

c. The posantial for an event in coqiunction with a single failure of a redundant,

; ComPonset.

1

!
4

!

.
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1
i BAen i

ACTIONS The 2 hour Complenom Taas takes into =aa==t abs importance w anfaty of resWag abs ;

i (Connamed) AC vital bus to OPERABG status, the rdandsat capability afforded by the other
,

1 OPERABG vital buses, and abs low probabihty of a DBA occurring danag this period. !

i |
<

{ h seccad Completion Tune for Requued Action B.1 Mah== a lisait on the ,

; ==vi=== allowed for any aa=h3==*== of required distrilanos subsystems to be ;

i inoperable during any sinsle oostiguous occunemas of 8silias to most ** 140. If
! Condition B is entered while, for instmace, an AC bus is inoperable and _"- ;- "y

returned OPERABG, the LCO assy already have basa mot est for up to 8 hours. This
;i

,

could lead to a total of 10 hours, since * ' of abs LCO, to restore abe vital bus

| distributica system. At this time, an A could again become inoperable, and vitalj .

j bus distributica restored OPERABLE. could costume meermutely. N
i
: This Compistion rune snows for an exception to em nonnal tism ame for begments ,

the allowed outage tisme ' clock.' '1his will result in estabhsbing abs "tims aero' at abs s

i time the LCO was inreiaBy not met, instead of the tims Conditica B was sotared. 'Inc !

16 hour Completion Tune is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to n.:ast the,

LCO indefimtaly.
.

,

1,
*

k U
1

. With DC bus (es) in one division inoperable, the remainag DC electrical power
] distribution subsystems are capable of supporting the minin== safety functices necessary I

'
to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown ocodition, assunung no single i

. failure. The overall reliabihty is reduced, however, because a single faihus in the !

| mininf DC electnect power distribution subsystem could result in the =iai=== ,

| requued ESF functiers iot being supported. Therefore, abs [ required] DC buses must :
'

be restored to OPERABG status within 2 hours.
i

i

Condition C represents one division without adequate DC power, potnotiaHy both with |

) the bettery significantly degraded and the associated charyr mosfunenoning. In this j
i

situanon, the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all DC power.
4 It is, therefore, imperative that the operator's attention focus on stabdinng the unit, ,

mi==inng the possonal for loss of power to abs ;- - " restoring power
4 to the affected divinica.

- , ,g,

:
4

4

a

! -

i
i

i
!
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BASES
!,

ACTIONS This 2 hour limit is more covervative than C pletion Tunes allond for the vast |
(CA=d) majority of c -g+---a which would be without power. Taking excepten to LCC 3.0.2 |

for -+;-r** without adequate DC power, which would have Requued Action |
Completion Times shortaa aban 2 hours, is acceptable because of:

)
n. ne poe-e at for decreased safwy by requirms a change in unit conditions (i.e., j

requmng a shutdo vn) rAnile allowmg stable operations to ~=t ane-

b. The potential for decreased safety by requinns entry into numerous apphosbic |

Conditions and Requuod Actions for components without DC powr and not |
providing sufficient time for the operators to perform the necessary evaluations J

and actions for restonag power to the affected division; and

c. b potential for an evert in coqjunction with a single faihue of a r-i'=daat
co ,- '

The 2 hour Completion Tune for DC buses is ===r=t with Regulatory Oude 1.93
(Ref.1).

The second Congletion Tune for Requued Act>on C.1 establinham a limit on the
maxunum time allowed for any combination of requund distribution subsystems to be
inoperable duricg any single contiguous occurrence of falhng to asse the LCO. If
Condition C is entered while, for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently
recuned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for up to 8 hours. His
could lead to a total of 10 hours, since initia.1 failure of the LCO, to restore the DC
distribution system. At tius time, an AC division could again become iroperable, and
DC distribution restored OPERABLE. This could continue indefinitely.

This Completion Tune a!!ows for an exception to the nonnal ' time zero* for beginning
the allowed outage time ' clock.' This will result in establishing the ' time zero* at the
time the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time Coodition C was entered. The

16 hour Completion Tune is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the
LCO indefinitely.

p.1 and D.2

If the inoperable distnhtien subsystem cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within
the requued Completion Tune, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. b allowed Complaion Tunes are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full

power conditions in an or15erly manner and without challenging unit systema.
.

I
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Distnhuan Systems - Operanng
B 3.8.9

BASES

SURVEIIIANCE KR 3.8.9.1
REQUIREMENTS ,

,

' Ibis Survam- verifies that the AC, DC, and Vital AC Elecencal Power Disenhnon I

Systems are functioning properly with all the desirtd circuit breeLa closed sad the buses

energtand from normal poner 'Ibe verification of proper voltage availabihty on the
buses ensures that the requesd power is readily available for motive as well as control

funcnons for critical system loads enaw to these buses. ' Ins 7 day Frequency takes
into account the M=daat capabdity of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution subsystems, and other indications available in the control roose abat alert the

operator to subsystem malfunences.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.93, * Availability of ElecNe Power Sources,' Dara =h r 1974.
;

I2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6. j
l

3. CESSAR-DC, Ospear 15.
'

|

'

|

l

|

|

.

l

|
|
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i BASES

1 Table B 3 8.91
1

) M WCIltICAL POWER DISTRIB1 MON SYSTrut
t

'

TYPE VOLTAGE DIVISION 1 DIVISION 2
1

AC Emergency 4160 VAC [*] [*]
Buses

480 VAC [*] [*]
DC Buses 125 VDC [*] from banery [*] from bemerf

[*] fmm charser [*] [*] fmm charger [*]

[*] fmm banery [*] fmm bemry

[*] fmm charger [*] [*] fmm charger [*]

AC Vital Buses 120 VAC [*] fmm inverter [*] fmm inverter

[*] fmm inveter [*] [*] fmm invener [*]

* value to be determmed by system danil desisn.
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

/Eh'5
B.3.8.10 Distnhation Systems - Ebundsen I '

BASES

BACKGROUND A desenption of the AC, DC, and AC Vital Power Distnheen Symans is pnmded in
the Bases for LCo 3.8.9, Disenhaan systems - Operating.- .

i

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and tranment analyses in ti.;
SAFETY ANALYSES CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assuns 87 :.4 Safety

Feature (ESF) systems are OPERABIA The AC, DC, and AC vital bus elecewal
power distnhtion systems are designed to pnmde suf5cient capacity, capahdity,

;

1.dwf, ama rehabdity to msme the avalability of neo esary po r ao BSF symems
so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and contaia===t design limits are act exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus elecencal power distnhaan
system is raammaat with the initial assumphons of the accident analyses and abs
requarements for the supported systems' OPERABIII!Y.

The OPERABIIJIT of the niinin=== AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical poew
distribution subsystems dunng MODES 5 and 6 assures that:

i

The unit can bo =iatalaa=I in the diutdown or refueling condition for extended ;s.
Penods; i

b. Sufficient instrwasatation and control capabdity is available for monitoring and -
maintaining the unit status; sad

Adequate power is pnmded to mitigate events postulated during shutdown, such I
c.

as an inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fuel handhng accident.
{

The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy S'a'-'

LCO Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and components are required
OPERABI.E by other LCOs, dependag on the specific unit condition. Implicit in thoes
requirements is the reqmrod OPERABIUTY ofnecessary support required features. This

LCO explicitly requires energintion of the ponior.s of the electrical distn% tion system
nea==ary to support OPERABIUTY of required systems, equipment sad components-all
specifically addressed in each LCO and implicitly required via the definition of
OPERABILITY.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-70
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Distnhdon Systems - Shutdown
3 3.8.10

3pect

LCO Maintaining esse portices of the distnheios systess energiand ensures the availability

(o=*i==t) of sufficient power to operate the unit in a safe manner to estigste the ca===q===a== of

postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fast handtag. accidents and inadvertant reactor

vessel draindown).

APPLICABHJfY he AC, DC, and AC Vital bus electrical voser distribdos subsysemos seguimd to be
,

OPERABLE in MODE 6'6 and when handhag irre&sted feel assemblies assures*

5 p:$ $Y&
l. sysuuns to 3.m -- , coosant anventory maksep is available for the

-

irre&sted fast n. the core in case of an inadvesteet draindown of to reactor
vessel;

2. Sysseams needed to mitigate a fuel handhng accidset are available, and

3. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can lead to cose damage

dunng simadown are avadable; and

~

4. Instnunsetation and control capabihty is available for monitonag and
maintaming the unit in a cold shutdown or refuehag conditica. ;

AC, DC, and AC Vital electrical power disinhhan - Mj? __ requisemaets for-

MODES 1,2, 3, and 4 are addressed in LCO 3.8.9, 'Disenheion Systems - Operstag * !

e t * |

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. A.2.5. ange,gg,g
|
i

Although redundant required festeres may require trains electrical power . . . - '

*
distribution subsystems to be OPERABLE, one OPERABLE disen c yr-- |

*

may be capable of supportug sufficient required features to anow continuance of CORE '

ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operosions with a possetial for draining the reactor j
vessel. By allowing the ophos to declare required features - *d with an inoperable !
distnhtion subsystem inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implesmented in accordance l

with the affected distnhtica : 3 ^-- - LCO's Required Actices. In many instances, |
!this option may involve undesired admininhative efforts. Derefore, the aDowance for

sufficiently conservanve actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTEltATIONS,
movement of irradiated fuel assembbes, any activities that could result in inadvertset
drammg of the reactor vessel, and operations involving positive reactivity additions).

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.8-71
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! Disenlanos Systems - Simadown |
| 3 3.8.10 |
t

! EMBR
.

j ACIlONS Suspension of these actmanes aball act practeds -- a "m of actions to estabbsb a safe
j (r'a=*==ad) conservative condition. These acticas menissias the probability of abs occurrenos of

;

postulated events. It is further required to i===A=aa8y instiete actice to restore the
required AC sad DC electrical power distnlmtion subsystems and to ocomune this ammoa

! until restoration is accomplished in order to provide abs necessary power to the unit
safety systems,

j

i Notwiewaad=g g. -- of the above conservatiie Required Acasons, a required
shutdown cooling symes (SCS) may be %-- "- In this cess, these Regared Accoes
of Condition A do not adequately addreet the concerns relatag to n y ; . t.%2 and

j best removal. Purenant to LCO 3.0.6, abs SCS ACTIONS would 3.ot b entered.
j Therefore, the Regared Actoes of thdition A direct declaring SDC inoperabia, which
j results in takag the appropriate SDC actices.
t

: The Completion Then of i==aaa*=8y is aa====* with the required times for anions
i requmng prompt anesman. Tbs restoration of tbs required disenlmtica subsystems should !

f be completed as quicidy as poenline in order to =iai=im abs time the unit safety systems
j may be without power.

!
;

} SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.10.1

| REQUIREMENTS
i This Survainaar* veri 5es that the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electncal power distribution i

i
system is functioning property, with all the buses energiand. The verincation of proper
voltage availabihty ce the buess ensures that the required power is readily evadable for,

; motive as well as control fenemons for critical system loads an=aaread to these buses.
I

'

The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant capabdity ofIbn electrical poner

||
distribution subsystems, and other indications available in the control room that alert the
operator to subsystem malfunctions.

3
i

j REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Qispear 6.
1

| 2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

3

)

i
i

:

:
'a

)
; i
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B.3.10 SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS t

B.3.10.6 AC SOURCE-SHUTDOWN N
I

A&lE.1

Backaround J

,

AC power must be available to a certain degree of reliability since
decay heat removal capability must be maintained. AC power includes '

both the offsite sources to the class IE distribution systei and the '

diesel generators. The electrical distribution system provides the ;

necessary redundancy, flexibility, and diversity to reduce the
likelihood of losing decay heat removal due to a loss of electrical
power. The features of the design, the Technical Specifications, and
the procedure guidance allow shutdown activities within certain limits
and provide operational guidance for system flexibility and assurance
that a loss of the decay heat removal is extremely unlikely. .

Acolicable Safety Analysis

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources during MODE 5 and MODE 6 with
water level in the refueling cavity less than [23'.0) above the reactor
pressor vessel flange ensures that:

The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling conditiona.
for extended periods;

'

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for !monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate eventsc.
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent drain down of the -

vessel, loss of decay heat removal, or a fuel handling accident.

In general, when the unit is shutdown the Technical Specification (TS) !
requirements ensure that the unit has the capability to mitigate the
consequences of postulated accidents. However, assuming a single ,

failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or loss of all onsite power !is not required. The rational for this is based on the fact that many
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in MODES 1,2,3, and 4
have no specific analyses in MODES 5 and 6. Worst case bonding events
are deemed not credible in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained
within the reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant temperature and
pressure, and the corresponding stresses result in the probabilities of
occurrence significantly reduced or eliminated, and minimal

1
consequences. These deviations from DBA analyses assumptions and design 1

System 80+ B-3.10-20
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i
i requirements during shutdown conditions are allowed by the LC0 for
j required systems.
!

! During MODES 1,2,3, and 4, various deviations from the analysis
i assumptions and design requirements are allowed within the ACTIONS..

This allowance is in recognition that certain testing and maintenante1

| activities must be conducted provided an acceptable level of risk it; not
i exceeded. During MODES 5 and 6, performance of a significant number of

required testing and maintenance activities is also required. In MODESi

| 5 and 6, the activities are generally planned and administrative 1y
j

: controlled. Relaxations from typical MODE 1,2,3, and 4 LC0 requirements |
j
2 are acceptable during shutdown MODES based on: |

a. The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is'a risk prudent
|

goal as well as utility economic conside'ation.

! b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for certain conditions.
] These may include administrative controls, reliance on systems that
: do not necessarily meet typical design requirements applied to
] systems credited in operating MODE analyses, or both.

,

!

! c. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated with multiple
j activities that could affect multiple systems.

I d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to perform
"

required functions (even if not meeting MODES 1,2,3, and 4
j OPERABILITY requirements) with systems assumed to function during an

.

; event. '

,

I In the event of an accident during shutdown, this LC0 ensures the
i capability of supporting systems necessary to avoid immediate i

! difficulty, assuming either a loss of all offsite power or a loss of- all
! onsite (diesel generator (DG)) power.

'

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

! Electrical power sources need to be carefully managed during shutdown
| operations to maintain a desired level of safety. This is especially

true during reduced inventory operations. Reduced inventory requires,

! heightened awareness to manage the risks of maintaining an electrical
. source to the Class IE buses and of insuring an alternate source of
{ power is available. The potential for a complete loss of decay heat
4 removal due to the loss of electrical power is lowered when the |
; electrical supply requirements for shutdown modes and reduced inventory I
l are managed properly. !

$ The management and operation of these electrical sources will be guided
! by Technical Specifications for shutdown operations and reduced.
'

inventory. The operation of the electrical distribution system during
shutdown modes and reduced inventory can be guided by procedures for

;

j System 80+ B-3.10-21
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,

; nomal alignments and for aligning alternate electrical sources if
j normal sources are interrupted. 'i

The electrical distribution system design will provide flexibility and;

i redundancy to allow for the management of competing priorities during
i shutdown. These competing priorities include the need to perfom.
! maintenance on electrical system equipment versus the need to have

|
electrical sources available to provide power to the Class IE buses.

The issue regarding vulnerability during shutdown modes to a loss of;

i decay heat removal (DHR) is resolved by the design features for the
| Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), instrumentation and controls, electrical

power distribution system, new technical specifications and procedure4

! guidance. These features demonstrate the reduced potential for
i significant radiological releases from fuel claddinC failure'due to'

postulated events and radiological releases from a loss of DHR due to
loss of SCS events. In particular, features of the SCS and electricala

; distribution system provide the necessary redundancy, flexibility and
j diversity to significantly reduce the likelihood of losing DHR.
;! The electrical distribution system provides diverse sources of power to

the Class IE buses during shutdown modes and reduced inventory in the4

! reactor coolant system and provides redundancy and flexibility to insure
j re-energizing the Class IE buses if power is interrupted. The LCO
] requirements will maintain an adequate margin for the operability of the )
; AC power sources (Ref. 1).

,

'
|

LCQ

[ One offsite circuit capable of supplying onsite Cisss IE power
i distribution subsystem (s) of LCO 3.8.10. " Distribution Systems-

. Shutdown," ensures that all required loads on Division 1 and Division II
| are powered from offsite power. Two OPERABLE DGs available in standby
i to supply electrical power to required OPERABLE features via the
; associated Engineered Safety Features (ESF) buses that are required to

be OPERABLE by LC0 3.8.10, ensures a diverse power source is available,, ;

! assuming a loss of the offsite circuit. Together, OPERABILITY of the |
! required offsite circuit and DGs ensures the availability of sufficient i
; AC sources to operate the plant in a safe manner and to mitigate the
; consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling
' accidents, reactor vessel drain down, and loss of decay heat removal).
: 1

. The qualified offsite circuit must be capable of maintaining rated
! frequency and voltage while connected to ESF buses, and of accepting

.

i required loads during an accident. The qualified.offsite circuit'is
either the normal or alternate preferred power circuits to the AC

: Electrical Power Distribution System that are described in the CESSAR
i and are part of the licensing bases for the plant. The normal preferred
'

,

! System 80+ B-3.10-22
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1
- circuit consists of the switching stations breaker to the main
; transformers, the generator breaker, the disconnect links to the unit

auxiliary transfomers, and the circuit path from the offsite'

1
i transmission network to all of the 4.160 kv ESF buses required by LC0 :

; 3.8.10 including feeder breakers at the 4.160 kv ESF buses. The !
^ alternate preferred circuit consists of the switching station breaker to ;

the reserve transformer and the circuit path from the offsite i

i transmission network to all the 4.160 kv ESF buses required by LC0 l

3.8.10 including feeder breakers at the 4.160.kv ESF buses. '

1
,

!

The LCO requires that two independent sources of AC power to each ,

1 division supplying the Class IE distribution system shall be operable. !
| This is accomplished by providing two independent divisions of AC l

i Electrical Power. Each division has two 4.160 kv Safety Buses with !

| three sources of' electrical power.

| Each required DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to rated
! speed and voltage, and connecting to its respective ESF bus on detection
3 ;

of bus undervoltage, and accepting required loads. This sequence must ;
be accomplished within 20 seconds. Each DG aust also be capable of -

accepting required loads within the assumed loading sequence intervals,
j and must continue to operate until offsite power can be restored to the
; ESF buses. These capabilities are required to be met from a variety of
; initial conditions such as: DG in standby with the engine hot, DG in
j standby with the engine at ambient conditions, and DG operating in
i parallel test mode.
; -

| Proper sequencing of loads, including tripping of nonessential loads, is
| a required function for DG OPERABILITY. [In addition, proper sequencer
i operation is an integral part of offsite circuit OPERABILITY if its
i inoperability in any way impacts on the ability to start and maintain
j energized any loads required OPERABLE by LC0 3.8.10.]

| During a shutdown condition, it is acceptr.ble for a single offsite power
circuit to supply all required divisions of electrical power.,

! .

; As described in Applicable Safety Analyses, in the event of an accident
|

j during shutdown, the TSs are designed to maintain the plant in a
condition such that, even with a single failure, the plant will not be
in immediate difficulty.

,

i The normal source of power to the Safety Buses has three sources of <

j electrical power. The three sources are: (1) Normal - The division !

; related Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT) being powered from Switchyard
Interface I through the Unit Main Transformer (UMT), (2) Alternate The:

! division related Reserve Transformer being served from Switchyard
| Interface II, and (3) Emergency Diesel Generators which are backed-up .by
3 the Combustion Turbine. One diesel generator may be replaced by the
| combustion turbine if its operation has been verified in the past seven

(7) days.i

,

System 80+ B-3.10-23;
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Therefore, the Class IE Safety Buses have the potential to be fed from
four different ultimate sources during shutdown modes;and reduced
inventory operations. These sources are:

1. Switchyard Interface I,
2. Switchyard Interface II,
3. Diesel Generator, and
4. Combustion Turbine.

L
This distribution system provides the flexibility to perform shutdown
activities on one source of power to a division 4.16 kv Safety Bus and.

1

still maintain other diverse sources of reliable electrical power to the
4.16 kV Safety Bus. )

|

Anolicability

This LCO is applicable in MODE 5 and MODE 6 with reduced RCS inventory.
The required AC power sources provide assurance that decay heat removal
systems are available to maintain heat removal capability. The LC0 !
provides minimum acceptable electrical distribution alignments.
Guidance is also provided by procedure to the operation staff to insure
available source alignments are identified whenever shutdown activities
are in progress. Additional procedural guidance is provided for
aligning any available source (s) to the Safety Bus (es) if power to the,
bus (es) is interrupted. ,

The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5 and MODE 6 with water
level in the refueling cavity less than
pressure vessel flange provides assurance [23'.0] above the reactorthat:- ,

Systems are available to provide adequate coolant inventory makeupa.
to maintain irradiated fuel in the core covered with coolant in case
of an inadvertent drain down of the reactor vessel;

i

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling-accident are available; i

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can lead to
core damage during shutdown are available; ;

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for shutdown
condition or refueling condition; and

e. Systems are available to remove decay heat from the irradiated fuel
in the core. i

The AC power requirements for MODES 1,2,3, and 4 are covered in LCO
3.8.1; and for MODES 5 and 6 with the water level in the refueling

!
i
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cavity less than (23'.0) above the reactor pressure vessel flange, in |LCO 3.8.2. '

|
,

ACTIONS

A.1.1 and A.1.2

An offsite circuit is considered inoperable if it is not available to
both the required ESF buses. If two ESF buses are required per LCO
3.8.10, division (s) with offsite power still available may se capable
of supporting sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential for draining
the reactor vessel for an 8 hour period. This 8-hour period is
reasonable proviced the Required Actions of LC0 3.8.10 do not apply.

However, if after e hours, should any required features still have no
power available from an OPERABLE offsite circuit, Required Action A.I.2 i

requires declaring such features inoperable so that appropriate
restrictions can be implemented in accordance with the affected required
feature (s) LCOs' ACTIONS.

A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4

Within 8 hours of determining the required offsite circuit is inoperable
(not available to all required ESF buses), Required Action A.I.2 allows
the choice of declaring affected required features inoperable. Since
this option may involve undesirable administrative efforts, Required
Actions A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, and A.2.4 alternatively allow performance
of other sufficiently conservative actions, thereby avoiding any
undesirable administrative efforts. With the required offsite circuit
inoperable (unable to supply all required ESF. buses), the minimum
required diversity of AC power sources is not available. It is,
therefore, required to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the secondary containment, and activities that could
potentially result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel.

)
'

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions
to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize the
probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further
required to initiate action innediately to restore the required offsite
circuit to OPERABLE status and to continue this acticn until restoration
is accomplished in order to provide the necessary (and preferred) AC
power to the plant safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required Actions,
the plant is still without sufficient AC power sources to operate in a
safe manner. Therefore, action must be initiated to restore the minimum

System 80+ B-3.10-25
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required AC power sources and continue until the LC0 requirements are
restored. '

>

l

The Completion Time of inmediately for restoring the required offsite
circuit to OPERABLE status is consistent with the required times for
actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the required AC
electrical power sources should be com:1sted as quickly as possible in !
order to minimize the time during whici the plant safety systems may be )without sufficient power.

|Pursuant to LC0 3.0.6, the Distribution System ACTIONS are not entered '

even if all AC sources to it are inoperable, resulting in de- i

energization. Theref:re, the Required Actions of Condition A have been . '

modified by a Note to indicate that when Condition A is entered with no
AC power to one ESF bus, ACTIONS for LCO 3.8.10 must be immediately ;
entered. This Note allows a dition A to provide requirements.for the '

loss of the offsite circuit A ther or not a division is de-energized.
LCO 3.8.10 provides the appropriate restrictions for the situation
involving a de-energized division.

ILI. B.2. and B.3

With one required DG inoperable,14 days are allowod for restoring the :

DG to OPERABLE status provided the combustion turbine generator (CTG) is !verified to be functional through testing within I hour and its breakers
are verified to be aligned to the ESF bus associated with the inoperable
DG within I hour and every 8 hours thereafter. As long as the' CTG is
available to serve as a backup to the inoperable DG, shutdown activities
(that would otherwise be prohibited in a low water level condition) in

' MODES 5 and 6 are permitted. This 14-day Completion Time is considered
reasonable because of the relicbflity and convenience of the CTG, the
low probability of a shutdown transient (e.g., loss of decay heat '
removal) occuring during this time period, and the availability of at-
least one other OPERABLE DG.

The CTG is considered functional when the requirements of Section-
of the CESSAR-DC are satisfied and the CTG is verified to start from !
standby conditions and achieves steady state voltage [4160 kv] and
frequency ;t 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz within 2 minutes.

C.I. C.2. C.3. C.4. and C.5 !

When a Required Action and Completion Time of Condition 8 are not met
(either the CTG is not functional or alienable to the required ESF bus,
or one DG cannot be restored to OPERABLE status), or when two required
DGs are inoperable, the required diversity of AC power sources to plant
safety systems is not available. Required Actions C.1, C.2, and C.3,
therefore, suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the secondary containment, and activities that could

System 80+ B-3.10-26
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potentially result in inadvertent draining of the r! ctor vessel.
Suspension of these activities shall not preclude t. lation of actions
to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize the
probability of the occurrence of postulated events. .It is further
required to initiate action immediately to restore the required DG(s) to
OPERABLE status and to continue this action until restoration is

! accomplished in order to provide the required diversity of AC power
sources to plant safety systeem. '

|

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.10 1

For AC sources required to be OPERABLE, the SRs of Specification 3.8.2
are applicable.

.

:

REFERENCES |
t

| 1. CESSAR-DC, Appendix 19.8A, Shutdown Risk Evaluation Report,
! Section 2.4.3. -

2. CESSAR-DC, Section 16.11.1. '

|
t

| ?

i

L
,

|

|

;

i
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Site
4.1 1

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

14.1 Site t

|
4.1.1 Site and Exclusion Area Botsddes

|
|

The site and exclusion area boundaries [shall be as described or as shown in Figure 4.1-1].
1

!

!
4

4.1.2 Low Population Zone (LPZ)
_.

The LPZ [shall be as described or as shown in Figun 4.1-2].
P

i

|
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This figure shall consist of [a snap of] the site area showing the LPZ boundary. Features such
as towns, roads, and recreational areas shall be indicated in sufficient detail to allow identification

of significant shifts in population distribution within the LPZ.

,

_
_

1

!

i

1

i
|

|

FIGURE 4.12

LOW POPULATION ZONE
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Reactor Core

4.2

4.0 DESIGN FEATURESj

4.2 Reactor Core

|

4.2.1 Fuel Assemblies

The reactor shall contain [241] fuel assemblies. Each assembly shall consist of a marnx of zirconium allo d/88
fuel rods with an initial composition of namral or slightly enriched uranium dioxide (UO) as fuel material.
Limited substitutions of zirconium alloy or stainless steel filler rods for fuel rods, in accordance with
approved applications of fuel rod configurations, may be used. Fuel assemblies shall be limited to those

,

! fuel designs that have been analyzed with applicable NRC staff approved codes and methods and shown

; by tests or analyses to comply with all fuel safety design bases. A limited number of lead test assemblies
that have not completed representative testing may be placed in nonlimiting core regions.

4.2.2 TControl Rodl Assemblies

:

} The reactor core shall contain [92] control element assemblies (CEAs). The control material shall be

] [ silver indium cadmium, boron carbide, or hafnMm metal) as approved by the NRC.

.

1

-j

j

j

.
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Fuel Storage
4.3

,

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

4.3 Fuel Storare

J

4.3.1 Criticality

4.3.1.1 He spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall be maintained with:

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U 235 enrichment of [5.0] weight percent;

b. K,n s 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water, which includes an allowance for
uncertainties as described in [Section 9.1 of the SAR];

[c. A nominal [9.78] inch center to center distance between fuel assemblies placed in [the
high density fuel storage racks];]

[d. A nominal [9.78] inch center to center distance between fuel assemblies placed in [the
low density fuel storage racks];]

[e. New or partially spent fuel assemblies with a discharge burnup in the " acceptable range" ,
of Figure [3.7.20-1] may be allowed unrestricted storage in [either] fuel storage rack (s);

and]

[f. New or partially spent fuel assemblies with a discharge burnup in the * unacceptable
range * of Figure [3.7.20-1] will be stored in compliance with the [ san, grc>6

pe~+ms ' Perr C:: c!b.d Sgd" :M. er e,te? 1.. --s. . p.[,,,,,g rou c d
* (* * der *j,,.e ., n ..

- #Ca;

. .., . . a
4.3.1.2 He new fuel storage racks are designed and shall be maintained with:

Fuel assemblies having a maximum U 235 enrichment of [5.0] weight percent;a.

b. K,3 50.95 if fully flooded with unborated water, which includes an allowance for
uncertainties as described in [Section 9.1 of the SAR];

K,n 0.98 if moderated by aqueous foam, which includes an allowance for uncertaintiessc.

as described in [Section 9.1 of the SAR]; and
;

i

d. A nominal [9.78] inch center to center distance between fuel assemblies placed in the
storage racks.

|
i

l

SYSTEM 80+ 4.3-1
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Fuel Storage
4.3

4.3.2 12tginggt

ne spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be ==intaineA to prevent inadvertent draining of the pool

below elevation [143 ft-0 in).

4.3.3 Capacity

ne spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintamed with a storage capacity thnited to no more

than [907] fuel assemblies.

-

l

.

*
'

. , - ,

. ,
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3 Responsibility
;

5.1
!

i 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
l

| 5.1 Resoonsibility
i

5.1.1 'Ibe [ Plant Superintendent] shall be responsible for overall unit operation and shall delegate in writing the
succession to this responsibility during his absence.

The [ Plant Superintendent], or his designee, in accordance with approved admialmative pino, shall
approve prior to implementation each proposed test or crymi-set and proposed changes and modifications
to unit systems or equipment that affect nuclear safety.

5.1.2 The [ Shift Supervisor (SS)] shall be responsible for the control room command function. A management
directive to this effect, signed by the [ highest level of corporate or site management] shall be issued

annually to all station personnel. During any absence of the [SS] from the control room while the unit.is
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, an individual with a valid Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) license shall be
designated to assume the control room command function. Dunng any absence of the [SS] from the control

room while the unit is in MODE 5 or 6, an individual with a valid SRO license or Reactor Operator license
shall be designated to assume the control room command function.

/

,

I

i

!
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5.2

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

l
5.2 Otranization

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Organizations |

Onsite and of' site organizations shall be established for unit operation and corporate management,
respectively "De onsite and offsite organintions shall include the positions for activities affecting the
safety of tie ninear power plant.

a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall be defined and established for the

highest management levels, through intermediate levels, to and including all operating orgamzation
pesitions. These relationships shall be documented and updated, as appropriate, in the form of

organization charts, functional descriptions of departmental responsibilities and relationships, and
job descriptions for key personnel positions, or in equivalent forms of documentation. These
requirernents shall be documented in the [SAR];

b. The [ Plant Superintendent] shall be responsible for overall safe operation of the plant and shall

have control over those onsite activities necessary for safe operation and maintenance of the plant;

The [a specified corporate executive position] shall have corporate responsibility for overall plantc.

nuclear safety and shall take any measures needed to ensure acceptable performance of the staff

in operating, maintaining, and providing technical support to the plant to ensure nuclear safety;
and

d. The individuals who train the operating staff, cany out health physics, or perform quality
assurance functions may report to the appropriate onsite manager; however, they shall have
sufficient organintional freedom to ensure their independence from operating pressures

5.2.2 Unit Staff

The unit staff organization shall be as follows:

Each on duty shift shall be composed of at least the minimum shift crew composition shown ina.

Table 5.2.2-1.

(cst hNu c 0

i

!

i
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5.2

5.2.2 Unit Staff gontinued)

b. At least one licensed Reactor Operator (RO) shall be present in the control room when fuel is in
the reactor. In addition, while the unit is in MODE 1,2,3, or 4, at least one licensed Senior

Reactor Operator (SRO) shall be present in the control room.

c. A [ Health Physics Technician) shall be on site when fuel is in the reactor. The position may be
vacant for not more than 2 hours, in order to provide for unexpected absence, provided immediate

action is taken to fill the required position.

d. Either a licensed SRO or licensed SRC limited to fuel handling who has no concurrent
responsibilities during this operation shall be present during fuel handling and shall directly
supervise all CORE ALTERATIONS.

c. Administrative procedures shall be developed and implemrated to limit the working hours of unit
staff who perform safety related functions (e.g., licensed SROL licensed ROs, health physicists,

auxiliary operators, and key maintenance personnel).

Adequate shift coverage shall be maintamed without routine heavy use of overtune. The objective

shall be to have operating personnel work an [8 or 12] hour day, nominal 40 hour week while the
unit is operating. However, in the event that unforeseen problems require substantial amounts of
overtime to be used, or during extended periods of shutdown for refueling, major maintenance,

or major plant modification, on a temporary basis the following guidelines shall be followed:
.

1. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16 hours straight, excluding
shift tumover time;

2. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16 hours in any 24 hour period,

| nor more than 24 hours in any 48 hour period, nor more than 72 hours in any 7 day
period, all excluding shift turnover time;

3. A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between work periods, including shift
turnover time;

{Ce dt'na e

i
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5.2.2 Unit Staff dontinued)
*

;

|
'

-
-

4. Except during extended shutdown periods, the use of overtune should be considered on

an individual basis and not for the entire staff on a shift.

Any deviation from the above guidelines shall be authorized in advance by the (Plant
Superintendent] or his designee, in accordance with approved administrative procedures, or by
higher levels of management, in accordance with established procedures and with darnmentation
of the basis for granting the deviation. )
Controls shall be included in the procedures such that individual overtime shall be reviewed
monthly by the [ Plant Superintendent] or his designee to ensure that excessive hours have not been |

assigned. Routine deviation from the above guidelines is not authorized.
!

DE !
-

-

!
._

The amount of overtune worked by unit staff members performing safety related functions shall
be limited and controlled in accordance with the NRC Policy Statement on working hours (Generic )
Letter 8212). i

-
-

!

f. The [ Operations Manager or Assistant Operations Manager] shall hold an SRO license.
|

g. The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) shall provide advisory technical support to the Shift Supervisor
(SS) in the areas of thermal hydraulics, reactor engineering, and plant analysis with regard to the |
safe operation of the unit.

!

i

'

1
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Table 5.2.2-1 (pjeed *{ |b;

i

MINIMUM SHIFT CREW COMPOSITIONW |

[ Single Unit Facility)
- -

MINIMUM CREW NUMBER
POSIT 10NN

UNIT IN MODE UNIT IN MODE
1, 2, 3, OR 4 5 OR 6

SS 1 1
4

| SRO 1 None

RO 2 1

AO 2 1

STAM 1 None*

!

(a) The shift crew composition may be one less than the minimum requirements of Table 5.2.2-1 for v.ot more

than 2 hours to accommodate unexpected absences of on-duty shift crew members provided immediate
action is taken to restore the shift crew composition to within the mmimum requ6.ats of Table 5.2.2-1.,

This provision does not permit any shift citw position to be nnmanned upon shift change due to an,

oncoming shift crewman being late or absent.

;

(b) Table Notation:

1 SS - [ Shift Supervisor) with a Senior Reactor Operator license;
SRO - Individual with a Senior Reactor Operator license;
RO - Individual with a Reactor Operator license;

i AO - Auxiliary Operator;
STA - Shift Technical Advisor.

| (c) The STA position may be filled by an on-shift SS or SRO provided the individual meets the Commation
Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift.

i

_ _

i

.
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Unit Staff Qualifications
5.3

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.3 Unit Staff Oualifications

[5.3.1) Each member of the unit staff shall ineet or exceed the minimum qualifications of [ Regulatory Guide 1.8,
Revision 2,1987, or more recent irvisions, or ANSI Stamfard acceptable to the NRC staff]. The staff not

covered by [ Regulatory Guide 1.8] shall meet or exceed the mimmum qualifications of [ Regulations,
Regulatory Guides, or ANSI standards acceptable to NRC staff]. In addition, the Shift Technical Advisor

shall meet the qualifications specified by the Commission Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on
Shift. ,

,

!

,

,
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5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.4 Training

5.4.1 A retraining and replacement training program for the unit staff shall be maintained under the direction of
the [ position title) and shall meet or exceed the requirements and recommendations of Section [ ] of [an
ANSI standard acceptable to the NRC staff],10 CFR 50.120,10 CFR 55, and, for appropriate designated
positions, shall include familiarization with relevant industry operational experience.

.

.|

,

1
1

P

i
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Reviews and Audits
5.5

.

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRO!E

5.5 Reviews and Audits

-

,J[[he licensee shall describe the method (s) established to conduct P' reviews and audits. De
methods may take a range of forms acceptable to the NRC. Dese -rhade may include crestag an
organintional unit or a standmg or ad hoc committee, or assigning individuals capable of conductag these
reviews and audits. When an individual performs a aview F-'8a= a cross disciplasy review
deteririnatico is necessary. If deemed necessary, such reviews shall be performed by the review personnel
of the appropriate discipline. Individual reviewers shall not review their own work. Ragsidless of the
method used, the licensee shall specify the Ametions, organivarian=I arrangement, respossibilities,
appropriate ANSI /ANS 3.1-1981 qualifications, and reporting requirements of each funcuonai element or

unit that contributes to these processes. .' ' 't /.,:" ^ ' " S ;;i : ';; ; .t.!! i_. ap --- ' x "-
.

n :! b':;-- b' .=2 ' cf ,. .Y * ' -

Reviews and audits of activities affecting plant safety have two distinct elements. De first element is the
reviews performed by plant staff personnel to ensure that day to day activities are conducted in a safe
manner. Rese reviews are described in berian 5.5.1. De second element, described in Section 5.5.2,
is the [offsite] reviews and audits of unit activities and programs affecting nuclear safety that are perfonned
independent of the plant staff. De [offsite] reviews and audits should provide integration of the reviews
sad audits into a cohesive program that provides senior level utility management with an anacasa-ar of
facility operation and recommends actions o improve nuclear safety and plant reliability. It should include
an assessment of the effectiveness of reviews conducted according to Section 5.5.1.

_

5.5.1 Plant Reviews
_ _

j[ihe licensee shall describe provisions for plant reviews (orgamration, reporting, records) and the
. appropriate ANSI /ANS standard for personnel qualification.T''''

.

5.5.1.1 Functions

ne [ plant review method specified in Specification 5.5.1] shall, as a minimum, incorporate
functions that:

.

Advise the [ Plant Superintendent] on all matters related to nuclear safety;a.

b. Recommen to the [ Plant Supenntendent] approval or disapproval of items considered
under S,pecifications 5.5.1.2.a through 5.5.1.2.f7tior to their implementation, except as
provided in Specification 5.7.1.3; i

Determine whether each item considered under Specifications 5.5.1.2.a through 5.5.1.2.dc.

constitutes an unreviewed safety question as dermed in 10 CFR 50.59; and

(con ~Nn ec |}c
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5.5 |

1

5.5.1.1 Functions (A'i=d)P
i

I
d. Notify the [Vice President - Nuclear Operations] of any safety significant disagreement ;

between the [ renew organization or individual WAM in Specification 5.5.I] and the |

[ Plant Superi *'] within 24 hours. However, the [ Plant Sg ^ '=r] shall have |p

responsibility for resolution of such disagreements pursuant to Specification 5.1.1'. 5
*

5.5.1.2 Responsibilities
<

The [ plant renew method WAad in Specification 5.5.1] shall be used to conduct, as a :

mimmum reviews of the following: [
t

a. All proposed procedures required by Wh 5.7.1.1 and changes thermo;
,

!
b. All proposed programs required by Specification 5.7.2 and changes thereto;

c. All proposed changes and modifications to' unit systems or equipment that affect nuclear ;
safety; !

d. All proposed tests and si that affect nuclear safety;
;

i

c. Review and documentation ofjudgment concerning prolonged operation with protection {
channels placed in bypass since the last [ plant review meeting] and the repair of these -

|
channels; and ~

. i
f. All proposed changes to these Technical Specifications (TS), their Bases, and the k

Operating License. ;.. ,

i
*

5.5.2 f0ffsitel Review and M i

" '

. ;

j[the licensee shall describe the provisions for reviews and audits !='-:i-:r'=t of the plant's staff |'

(organization, reporting, and records) and the appropriate ANSI /ANS standards for personnel |
qualifications. These individuals may be located onsite or offsite provided organizational k'-:;='= |
from plant staffis maintained. The [ technical] review responsibilities, Specification 5.5.2.4, shall include !

several indi.. duals located onsite.}4 - j__

5.5.2.1 Functions '

!

The [offsite review and audit provisions specified in Specification 5.5.2] shall, as a minimum, ;

incorporate the following functions that:
~

c. Advise the [Vice President - Nuclear Operations] on all matters related to nuclear safety; |

(Cn;YNtCc0
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Reviews and Audits |
5.5

5.3.2.1 Functionspotinued)

b. Advise the management of the audited organizauon, and [its Corporate Management and |
'

Vice President - Nuclear Operations), of the audit results as they relate to nuclear safety-
)

c. Recommend to the management of the audited organization, and its management, any
corrective action to improve nuclear safety and plant operation; ?nd )

d. Nodfy the [Vice President - Nuclear Operanons) of any safety significant db.sgm '

between the [ review org== nan or individual specified in Specification 5.5.2] and the
[ organization or function being .. hdj within 24 hours.

5.5.2.2 [Offsite] Review Responsibilities

The [ review method specified in WWon 5.5.2) shall be responsible for the renew of:

a. The safety evaluations for changes to procedures, equipment, or systems, and tests or
expenments completed under the provtssons of 10 CFR 50.59, to verify that such acuons
do not constD.v an urna.4 safety ituestion as defined in 10 CFR 50.59;

b. Proposed changes to procedures, equipment, or systems that involve an s,' J safety
I question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59; -

| c. Proposed tests or experiments that involve an unreviewed safety question as defined in
10 CFR 50.59;

i d. Proposed cht.nges to TS and the Operatmg I.3 cense;
;

i

Violations cf codes, regulations, orders, license requirements, and internal proceduresc.

or instructisns having nuclear safety signifirmane;

f. All Licensee Event Reports required by 10 CFR 50.73;

g. Plant staff performance;

h. Indications of unanticipated deficiencies in any aspect of design or operation of structures,
systems, or co,-a that could affect nuclear safety;

i

| 1. Significant accidental, unplanned, or uncontrolled radioactive releases, including

| corrective action to prevent recurrence;

j. Significant operating abnormalities or deviations from normal and expected performance
of equipment that affect nuclear safety; and

(coch'naed)
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5.5

5.5.2.2 [Offsite) Review Responsibilitiespued)
.

k. The performance of the corrective action system.
i

Reports or records of these reviews shall be forwarded to the [Vice President - Nuclear
Operations] within 30 days following completion of the review.

5.5.2.3 Audit Responsibilities

The audit responsibilities shall encompass:

a. The conformwe of unit operation to provisions contained within the TS and applicable
license conditions;

b. The traming and qualifications of the unit staff;

c. The implementation of all programs required by Specification 5.7.2;

d. Actions taken to correct deficiencies occumng in equipment, strucnues, systems,
components, or method of operation that affect nuclear safety; and

e. Other activities and d~m~nts as requested by the [Vice President - Nuclear Operations). |

Reports or records of these audits shall be forwarded to the [Vice President - Nuclear Operations)
within 30 days following completion of the review.

I

5.5.2.4 [ Technical] Review Responsibilities !

The [ technical] review responsibilities shall encompass:

a. Plant operating characteristics, NRC issuances, industry advisories, Licensee Event
Reports, and other sources that may indicate areas for improving plant safety;

b. Plant operations, modifications, maintenance, and surveillance to verify independently
that these activities are performed safely and correctly and that human errors are redr.ced

as much as practical;

c. Internal and external operational expencoce information that may indicate areas for
improving plant safety; and

d. Making detailed recommendations through the [Vice President - Nuclear Operations) for
revising procedures, equipment modifications or other wm ofimproving nuclear safety
and plant reliability.

{ cod 0naed)
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Reviews and Audits !
-

5.5 \
';

5.5.3 Records |
1

I

Wrinen records of reviews and audits shall be maintamed. As a minimum these records shall include: I

a. Results of the activities conducted under the provisions of Section 5.5;

b. Recommendations to the management of the organization being audited;
,

c. An assessment of the safety significance of the resiew or audit findings;

'

d. Recommended approval or disapproval ofitems considered under Specifications i.5.1.2.a through
5.5.1.2[and

e..

Determination whether each item considered under Specifications 5.5.1.2.a through 5.5.1.2.c7! e.
I constitutes an unreviewed sa.'ety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59.
j

-

1 1
~

I

|

| <

l

|

:
1

1

|
|

|

|

|

i
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TS Bases Control l

5.6 I

5.0 ADMINISTRATD'E CONTROLS

5.6 Technical Speci6 cations (TS) Bases Control

5.6.1 Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate Mm nistrative controls and reviewed
according to Specification 5.5.1.

5.6.2 Licensees may make changes to Bases without prior NRC approval provided the changes do not involve
either of the following:

a. A change in the TS incorporated in the license; or

b. A change to the updated SAR or Bases that involves an unreviewed safety question as defined in
10 CFR 50.59.

5.6.3 The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure that the Bases are maintained consistent with
the SAR.

5.6.4 Proposed changes that meet the criteria of(a) cr (b) above shall be reviewed and approved by the NRC
prior to implementation. Changes to the Bases implemented without prior NRC approval shall be provided
to the NRC on a frequency consistent with 10 CFR 50.71.

-

I
1

1
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. Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
j 5.7 i

|
'

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.7 Procedures. Programs. and Manuals

5.7.1 Procedures

5.7.1.1 Scope

Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the following
activities:

,.

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2
Appendix A, February 1978;

b. The emergency operating procedures required to implement the requirements of
NUREG4737 and to NUREG4737, Supplement 1, as stated in [ Generic Letter 82 33];

I

c. Security plan implementation;
|

d. Emergency plan implemenation;

Quality assurance for effluent and environmental monitoring;e.
,

f. Fire Protection Program implementation; and

g. All programs specified in Specification 5.7.2.

Modification of core protection calculator (CPC) addressable constants. These

procedures shall include provisions to ensure that sufficient margin is maintained in CPC

type I addressab!c constants to avoid excessive operator interaction with CPCs during
reactor operation.i

Modifications to the CPC software (including changes to algorithms and fuel cycle
specific data) shall be performed in accordance with the most recent version of 'CPC
Protection Algorithm Software Change Procedure". CEN-39(A)-P, which has been
determined to be applicable to the facility. Additions or deletions to CPC addressable
constants or changes to addressable constant software limit values shall not be

|

implemented without prior NRC approval.}" I
- -

h'o nffm oceN)

i
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals |-

5.7

5.7.1.2 Review and Approval

Each gwe- of Specification 5.7.1.1, and changes thereto, shall be reviewed in accordance |

with Specification 5.5.1, approved by the [ Plant Sugi - --=] or his designee in accordance'

|with approved adminiersive procedures prior to implementation and ira ! 44;4as set
forth in admmistrative procedures.

5.7.1.3 Temporary Changes
,

Temporary changes to procedures of Specification 5.7.1 may be made provided:

a. De intent of the existing gn. is not altered; '

..

b. He change is approved by two members of the plant management staff, at least' one of

whom holds a Senior Reactor Operator license on the unit affected; and

c. He change is darnmentad and reviewed in accordance with Specification 5.5.1 and
approved by the [ Plant Superintendent] or his designee in accordance with approved
admimerative procedures within 14 days of implanantarian

5.7.2 Programs and Manuals

The following programs shall be established, implementad, and mamininad -

5.7.2.1 Radiation Protection Program :

Procedures for personnel radiation protection shall be prepared consistent with the requirements
of 10 CFR 20 and shall be approved, maintained, and adbered to for all operations involving

,

personnel radiation exposure.

5.7.2.2 Process Control Program (PCP)

ne PCP shall contain the current formulas, sampling, analyses, tests, and determinations to be
made to ensure that processing and p=4=ging of solid radioactive wastes will be accomplished to
ensure compliance with 10 CFR 20,10 CFR 61, and 10 CFR 71; state regulations; burial ground

|
requirements; and other requirements governing the disposal of solid radioactive waste.

Licensee initiated changes to the PCP: |
\.

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be retained. This |

-i-- ==tation shall contain: I

(cem-hkacd]!

i
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Procedums, Programs, and Manuals

5.7

5.7.2.2 Process Control Program (PCP)(C=imed)

b fkB4.

1. ' Sufficient information to support the change (s) and appropriate analyses or evaluations

justifying the cliange(s); and;

2. A determination that the change (s) maintain the overall conformance of the
solidified waste product to the existing requiremenn of Federal, State, or other ,

applicable regulations.

b. Shall be effective after review and acceptance by the [ review method of Specification
5.5.1) and the approval of the [ Plant Superintendent].

;

' 5.7.2.3 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)t

.

a. The ODCM shall contain the methodology and parameters used in the calculation of
; offsite doses resulting from radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation of

gaseous and liquid effluent monitoring alarm and trip serpoints, and in the conduct of the
Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program;

b. The ODCM shall also contain the Radioactive Effluent Controls and Radiological
Environmental Monitoring programs required by Specification 5.7.2, and descriptions of

' ' ' " ' ' " ' ' ' " ' " ' * " ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' " ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ^ " " " ' ' * * ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " " " ' ' " " * " ' ' '
An??ve/[ ' Operating, andE9 # Radioactive Effluent Release Reporpl required by

/ Specification [5.9.1.3] and Specification [5.9.1.4].
.

Licensee initiated changes to the ODCM:

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be retained as per Section
5.10.3. This documentation shall contam:

1. Sufficient information to wpport the change (s) together with the appropriate,

analyses or evaluations justifying the change (s);

2. A determination that the change (s) maintain the levels of radioactive effluent
control required pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1302,40 CFR 190,10 CFR 50.36a,
and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and not adversely impact the accuracy or reliability

*

of effluent, dose, or serpoint calculations.

, b. Shall become effective after review and acceptance by the [resiew method of j
'

Specification 5.5.1) and the approval of the [ Plant Superintendent], j
|

{c.s n*fYn K'
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5.7

5.7.2.3 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)ptinued) |
:. ..

c. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete, legible copy of the entire
ODCM as a part of or concurrent with the 8supdinual Radioactive Effluent Release
Repon for the period of the report in which any change in the ODCM was made. Each

; change shall be identified by markings in the margin of the affected pages, clearly
d

indicating the area of the page that was changed, and shall indicate the date (l.c., month
and year) the change was implemented. )

5.7.2.4 Pnmary Coolant Sources Outside Containment f%rjene y Feed-4 /cr S~y.s-/cm

This program provides controls to mini =l** leakage from those ponions of systems outside<
*

containment that could contain highly radioactive fluids during a serious transient or accident to

i levels as low as practicable. The systems include [the be i=~ Ne Enny m;p or
3 C c;; g y, n ..ian.1 u ,2, n,ma 1, o.., var c-- g g gm. cm.ur, hydrogen recombiner,4d

process sampling. M ""y n., r-r]. The program shallinclude the following:

^

a. Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection requirements; and

b. Integrated leak test requirements for each system at refueling cycle intervals or less.

5.7.2.5 in Plant Radiation Monitoring -

This program provides controls to ensure the capability to accurately determine the airborne iodine

concentration in vital areas under accident conditions. This program shallinclude the following:

a. Training of personnel;;

b. Procedures for monitoring; and

c. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment.

j 5.7.2.6 Post Accident Sampling

This program provides controls that ensure the capability to obtain and analyze reactor coolant,

radioactive gases, and paniculates in plant gaseous effluents and containment atmosphere samples
under accident conditio * The program shall include the followinr: _

-

in ces e nsea at wIf4 le CFR fo*3Y(f$(VUi)
a. Training eipersonnes;

-

.

'

b. Procedures for sampling and analysis; and

c. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment.,

(donf/bMb
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5.7.2.7 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program

This program conforms to 10 CFR 50.36a for the control of radioactive emuents and for
maintaining the doses to members of the public from radioactive emuents as low as reasonably
achievable. The programs shall be contamed in the ODCM, shall be implemented by operating
procedures, and shall include remedial actions to be taken whenever the program limits are
exceeded. The program shall include the followmg elemann:

Limitations on the f=-'ianal capability of radioactive liquid and gaseous monitoringa.

instrumentation including surveillance tests and setpoint determinanon in accordance with

the methodology in the ODCM;

b. Limitations on the concernmions of radioactive material released in liquid emuents to
unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 times the concentration values in Appendix B, Table
2, Column 2 to 10 CFR 20.1001 - 20.2401.

Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and gaseous emuents pursuantc.

to 10 CFR 20.1302 and with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM;

d. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose commitment to a member of the
public from radioactive materials in liquid emuents released from each unit to
unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I;

,

Determmation of cumulative and projected dose contributions from radioactive emuentsc.

for the current calendar quaner and current calendar year in accordance with the
methodology and parameters in the ODCM at least every 31 days;

f. Limitations on the functional capability and use of the liquid and gaseous emuent
treatment systems to ensure that appropriate portions of these systems are used to reduce

releases of radioactivity when the projected doses in a period of 31 days would exceed
2 % of the guidelines for the annual dose or dose commitment, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I;

g. Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive material released in gaseous
effluents to areas at or beyond the site boundary shall be limited to the following:

1. For noble gases: less than or equal to a dose rate of 500 mrr a T to the total

body and less than or equal to a dose rate of 3000 mrem /yr t~ 1% kin; and

2. For iodine-131, triti and for radionuclides in panicular form with half-lives

greater than 8 days. ess than or equal to a dose rate of 1500 mrem /yr to any
organ;

D o 1t h M e d)

SYSTEM 80+ 5.7-5
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5.7.2.7 Radioactive Effluent Controls Programpantia)

h. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting from noble gases re. leased in

gaseous efDuents from each unit to areas beyond the site boundary fv. Lg to
10 CFR 50 Appendix 1;

i. Ilmitations on the annual and quanarly doses to a member of the public from iodine-131,

lodme-133, tritium, and all radionuclides in particulate form with halflives > g days in
gaseous effluents released from each unit to areas beyond the site boundary, conforming
to 10 CFR 50 Appendix I; and

J. Limitations on the annual dose or dose commitment to any member of the public due to
releases of radioactivity and to radiation from uranium fuel cycle sources, s,ef g ;
to 40 CFR 190. |

5.7.2.8 Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program

nis program is for inonitoring the radtarian and radionuclides in the environs of the plant. Tbe i

program shall provide reprmnrative measurements of radioactivity in the highest potential
'

exposure pathways and_ verification of the accuracy of the efDuent monitoring program and
modeling of environmensat exposure pathways. The program shall be cantalaad in the ODCM,

shall conform to the guidance of 10 CFR 50, App = Air I, and shall include the followag-

-

Monitoring, sampling, analysis, and reporting of radiation and radionuclides in thea.

environment in accordance with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM; -

b. A land Use Census to ensure that changes in the use of areas at and beyond the site
boundary are identified and that modifications to the monitorms program are made if
required by the results of this census; and

c. Participation in an laterlaboratory Comparison Program to ensure that w= adent checks
on the precision and accuracy 'of the measurements of radioactive materials in
environmental sample matrices are performed as part of the quality assurance program
for environmental monitoring.

5.7.2.9 Component Cyclic or Transient Ilmit

his program provides controls to track the CESSAR-DC, Chapter 3 cyclic and transient
occurrences to ensure that components are maintained within the design limits.

5.7.2.10 Inservice Inspection Program '

This program provides controls for inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3
3

components, including applicable supports. The program shall include the following:
]

SYSTEM 80+ 5.7 6
;
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| 5.7.2.10 Inservice Inspection Program fntinued)
!

a. Provisions that inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 components shall
be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code and applicable Addenda, as required by 10 CFR 50.55a;

b. Provisions for safety-related snubbers in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a. 'Ihe only
snubbers excluded from this rgeat are installed on nonsafety related systems and j

then only if their failure, or failure of the system on which they are led, would not
have an adverse effect on any safety-related system.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the frequencies for performing inservice
inspection activities;

j Inspection of each reactor coolant pump flywheel per the recommendations of regulationc.

pcration c.4.b of Regulatory Guide 1.14. Revision 1, August 1975; and

d. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code shall be construed to supersede
the requirements of any TS.

|

5.7.2.!! Inservice Testing Program

| This program provides controls for inservice testing of safety ated components including "
| applicable supports. The program shall include the following: ss

Provisions that inservice testing of safety [ lated pumps, valves, and snubbers shall bea.

performed in accordance with Section XI$f the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

and applicable Addenda as required by 10 CFR 50.55a;

b. Provisions for safety related snubbers in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a. Safety lated

snubbers include those installed on safer (elated components and those installed on |nonsafe lated components if their failure or failure of the component on which they
1

are instal would have an adverse effect on any safe fr' elated system;
|

.. . . .

ded/h uc
|'

| |

. . .

"

.
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5.7.2.11 Inservice Testing Program [ntinued)J

Testing frequencies specified in Section XI of the ASME Boller and Pressure Vesselc.
Code and appilcable Addenda as follows:

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel;

Code and applicable Addrada Required frq% for
terminology for inservice testag performing inservice testing

'

activities activities

i Weekly At least once per 7 days

] Monthly At least once per 31 days

Quanerly or every 3 months At least once per 92 days,

Semiannually or every 6 months At least once per 184 days

Every 9 months At least once per 276 days

Yearly or annually At least once per 366 days

Biennially or every 2 years At least once per 731 days

d. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the above required Frequencies for
performing inservice testing activities;

.

,

c. The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to inservice testing activities; and
'

.,

f. Nothing in the ASME Baller and Pressure Vessel Code shall be construed to supersede

the requirements of any TS.

'

5.7.2.12 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Suiveillance Program
.

Each SG shall be demonstrated 'OPERABl.E by performance of an inservice inspection program.;
'

The program shall include the following:
1

J a. SG tube sample size selection, sample size expansion, and inspection results classification

criteria. Sample selection and testing shall be in accordance with [ Regulatory Guide

1.83G gehti.ry [Qh+Q,
b. The establishment of SG tube inspection frequency dependent upon inspection result

classification. Inspection frequency shall be in accordance with [ Regulatory Guide 1.83f
an..,, n,a2

c- SG tube plugging / repair limits. These limits shall be [40]% of the nominal tube wall

thickness consistent with [ Regulatory Guide 1.83f/; 4,r5/o,, f.7, de/ e J ,

"SYSTEM 80+ 5.7-8
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5.7.2.12 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Programptinued)

;
d. Specific definitions and limits for SG tube inservice inspection acceptance criteria

consistent with [ Regulatory Guide 1.83he,p/3 /o ,; [4 d dG,

The content and frequency of mitten reports shall be in accordance with Speci6 cation 5.9.2..

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to SG Tube Surveillance Program inspection frequencies

except those established by Category C-3 inspection results,

a

5.7.2.13 Secondary Water Chemistry

This program provides controls for monitoring secondary water chemistry to inhibit SG tube
j degradation and low pressure turbine disc stress corrosion cracking. The program shall include:

a. Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical variables and control points for these

.

variables;
1

b. Identification of the procedures used to measure the values of the critical variables;

#

Identification of process sampling points which shall include monitoring the discharge ofc.

the condensate pumps for evidence of condenser in leakage;2

.

d. Procedures for the recording and management of data;

; Procedures defining corrective actions for all off control point chemistry conditions; ande.

i f. A procedure identifying the authority responsible for the interpretation of the data and the
sequence and timing of w!ministrative events, which is required to initiate corrective

;
action.

5.7.2.14 Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VITP)

A program shall be established to implement the following required testing of Engineered Safety.

Feature (ESF) filter ventilation systems at the frequencies specified in [Regula ory Guide 1.52],
and in accordance with [ Regulatory Guide 1.52. Revision 2, and ASME N510-1909] at the system;

flowrate specified below [i 10%).

7 (On t ' ve 0

1
i
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5.7.2.14 Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) ptinued)

a. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test of the high efficiency
particulate air (HEPA). filters shows a penetration and system bypass < [0.05]% when,

te' tedin accordance with [ Regulatory Guide 1.52 Revision 2, and ASME N510-1989,s

at the system flowrate specified as follows [i 10%):

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate

_ _ _ _

Subsphere Building
Fuel Building Exhaust *

Control Complex .

_., Annulus _ _ _

b. Demonstrate for the Control Complex Ventilation System that an inp! ace test of the
charcoal absorber shows a penetration and system bypass < [0.5]% when tested in
accordance with [ Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, and ASME N510-1989] at the
system flowrate specified as follows [i 10%]:

Flowrate
- _ _ _

Control Complex *

| .
- _ _ _

e. Demonstrate for the Control Complex Ventilation System that a laboratory test of a
sample of the charcoal absorber, when obtained as described in [ Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2], shows the snethyl iodide penetration less than the value specified below when

tested in accordance with [ ASTM D3803-1989] at a te+s- of :s [30*C] and greater
than or equal to the relative humidity (RH) specified as follows:

Penetration RH
- - - _ __

,

;

Control Complex * *

- - - - -_

l
-

(conh5 wed]

I i
' '

* Values to be determined by system detail design.

SYSTEM 80+ 5.7 10
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5.7.2.14 Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP)p'id)

d. For each of the ESF systems, demonstrate the pressure drop across the combined HEPA -

filters, the preflhers, and the charcoal absorbers is less than the.value specified below- *

'

when tested in accordance with [Regulatoty Guide 1.52, Revision 2, and ASME N510-
1989] at the system flowrate W&d as follows [i 105]:

ESF Ventilation System Delta P Flowrate

_ _ _ .- - -

Subsphere Building
Fuel Building Fihme * *

Control Complex !
'

Annulus _ _ _ _ _

i

e. Demonstrate that the heaters for each of the ESF systems dissipate the following specified

value [i 10%) when tested in accordance with [ASME N510-1989): ;

\- - . -
'ESF Ventilmian Sysism Wanage

- _ __
'

Subsphere Building

|Fuel Building Exhaust *
-

Control Complex |
.-. Annulus _ . , _

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the VFTP test frequencies.

5.7.2.15 Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Ptogram

nis program provides control for ~htly explosive gas mixtures contained in the [ Waste Gas
Holdup System], [the quantity of radioactivity contained in gas storage tanks or fed into the offgas
treatment system, and the quantity of radioactivity contained in unpro*ected outdoor liquid storage
tanks). The gaseous radioactivity quantities shall be determined following the methodology in
[ Branch Technical Position (BTP) ETSB 11-5, ' Postulated Radioactive Release due to Waste Gr.s

System Leak or Failure"). The liquid radwaste quantities shall be determmed in accordance with

| [ Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.3, ' Postulated Radioactive Release due to Tank Failuns").

(Cn$/7)M N

i * Values to be determined by system d| 211 design.

SYSTEM 80+ 5.7-11
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5.7.2.15 Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Montoring Program pati")

! The program shall include: !

l
j a. The limits for the concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen in the [ Waste Oss Holdup
j System] and a surveillance program to ensure the limits are maintained. Such limits shall

i be appropriate to the system's design criteria (i.e., whether or not the system is designed

j to withstand a hydrogen explosion);

;

b. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of radioactivity ma'aiaad in [each gas

j storage tank and fed into the offgas treaunent system] is less than the amount that would
; result in a whole body exposwe of at 0.5 rem to any individualin an un esencted area,

I in the event of [an uncontrolled release of the tanks' contents]; and

i
j c. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of radioactivity ==mainad in all

outdoor liquid radwaste tanks that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls, capable,

j of holding the tanks' contents and that do not have tank overflows and surroundmg area

j drains connected to the [1.iquid Radwaste Trearnwar System] is less than the amount that
would result in concentrations less than the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 AWh B, Table,

; II, Column 2, at the nearest potable water supply and the nearest surface water supply .
.~

in an unrestricted area, in the event of an uncontrolled release of the tanks' contents. !

l

} The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Explodve Oss and Storage '
| Tank Radioetivity Monitoring Program surveillance frequencies.
i

-

.,

j 5.7.2.16 Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program
i ;

| A diesel fuel oil testing program to implement required testing of both new fuel oil and stored fuel
! oil shall be established. The program shall include sampling and testing requirenents, and
: acceptance criteria, all in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. The purpose of the

program is to establish the following:-

; a. Acceptability of new fuel oil for use prior to addition to storage tanks by dmi Jning that
; the fuel oil has:
!

1. An API gravity or an absolute specific gravity within 11miu; -;
,

I

| 2. A flash point and kinematic viscosity within limits for ASTM 2D fuel
|oil;i

1
=

| 3. A clear and bright appearance with proper color.
s

i

| (cn,&;u ed)
h
4

i

| |
J:
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j 5.7.2.16 Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program gaa'id)

i b. Other properties for ASTM 2D fuel oil are within limits within 30 days following
i sampling and addition to storage tanks.

GM bb
Total particulate concentration of the fbel oil is "" y' 1M tested every 31 days' c.

|
in accordance with ASTM D 2276, Method A 2 or A-3.

5.7.2.17 Fire Protection Program
,

| This program provides controls to ensure that appropriate fire p.4 measures are maintainad
i to protect the plant from fire and to ensure the capability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown
j in the event of a fire is maintained. .

. ..

5.7.2.18 Common Mode Failure Evaluation Program

} This program provides controls to ensure that appropriate software and hardware evalunion
i procedures, to protect the plant from common acde failure, are established to ensure that

j redundant system capability is not adversely affected. This program shall evaluate the cause of
; the inoperability, the affected components, and the plans and schedule for completing proposed

remedial actions. If a determination is made that a common mode failure exists within>

j independent channels or independent systems credited to provide functions controlled by Technical -
: Specifications, then a Special Report shall be submitted in accordance with *=riAem'laa [5.9.2.f].
:

I
.

i '

!
,

*

.

!

l
'

.

i !

!

l
:

4

4

*e

.
'

3 1
' '

1
I

!

:

.

!
i
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5.8

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.8 Saferv Function Determination Prorram (SFDP)

5.8.1 This program ensures loss of safety function is detected and appropriate actions taken. Upon failure to

meet two or more LCOs at the same time, an evaluation shall be made to determine ifloss of safety
function exists. Additionally, other appropriate limitations and remedial or compensatory actions may be
identified to be taken as a result of the suppert system inoperability and corrapanding exception to entering

, supponed system Condition and Required Actions. This program implements the requirements of 140
| 3.0.6.
1

5.8.2 Tbc SFDP shall contain the following:

Provisions for cross train checks to ensure a loss of the capability to perform the safety functiona.

assumed in the accident analysis does not go undetected.
I

( b. Provisions for ensuring the plant is maintained in a safe condition if a loss of function condition
j exists.

Provisions to ensure that an inoperable supponed system's Completion Time is not inappropriatelyc.

extended as a result of multiple suppon system inoperabilities. '

d. Other appropriate limitations and remedial or compensatory actions.

5.8.3 A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concurrent single failure, a safety function assumed in

the accident analysis cannot be performed. For the purpos- of this program, a loss of safety function may
exist when a suppon system is inoperable, and:

A required system redundant to system (s) supponed by the inoperable suppon system is alsoa.

inoperable; or

b. A required system redundant to system (s) in turn supponed by the inoperable supponed system
is also inoperable; or

A required system redundant to suppon system (s) for the supponed systems (a) and (b) above isc.

also inoperable.

| s n*//w e N
I
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Generic Example:

IramA Train B

System i System i +-Case C

4 4

System ii +-(Support System System 11

4 Inoperable) 4

System 111 System ill . <.ase A

4 4

System iv System iv * Case B

5.8.4 The Safety Function Determmation Program identifies where a loss of safety function exists.
If a loss of safety function is determined to exist by this program, the appropriate Conditions
and Required Actions of the LCO in which the loss of safety function exists are required to be
entered.

.

-

,
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5.9

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.9 Reooning Rewimwents

5.9.1 Routine Recons

The following repons shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4.

5.9.1.1 Stanup Repon

A summny repon of plant startup and power escalation testing shall be submitted following:

I
a. Receipt of an Operaung License;

b. A-ndment to the license involving a planned increase in power level;

c. Installation of fuel that has a different design or has been manufactured by a different fuel
supplier; and

d. Modifications that may have significantly altered the nuclear, thermal, or hyc'-"'ic
performance of the unit.

The initial Stanup Repon shall address each of the stanup tests identified in CESSAR DC, -

Chapter 14, and shall include a description of the measured values of the operating conditions or

characteristics obtained during the test program and a companson of these values with design
predictions and specifications. Any corrective actions that were required to obtain satisfactory
operation shall also be described. Any additional specific details required in license conditions
based on other commitments shall be included in this repon. Subsequent Starn:p Repons shall
address startup tests that are necessary to demonsnate the acceptability of changes and
modifications.

Stanup Repons shall be submitted within 90 days following completiu of the Stanup Test
Program: 90 days following resumption or commencement of commercial power operation; or 9
months following initial criticality, whichever is earliest. If the Stanup Repon does not cover all
three events (i.e., initial criticality, completion cf Startup Test Program, and resumption or
commencement of commercial operation), supplementary repons shall be submitted at least every
3 months until all three events have b 1 completed.

on}|nue0
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5.9

5.9.1.2 Annual Repons

_ _

NOTE
A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal should combine sections
common to a!! units at the station.

_ _

Annual Repons covering the activities of the unit as described below for the previow calendar

year shall be submitted by March 31 of each year. [Re initial repon shall be submit'ed by March
31 of the year following initial criticality.]

Repons required on an annual basis include:

a. Occupational Radiation Exposure Report

The tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station, utility, and other personnel
(including contractors) receiving exposures > 100 mrem /yr and their associated man rem

exposure according to work and job functions (e.g., reactor operations and survei!!ance,
mservice inspection, routine maintenance, special maintenance [ describe maintenance),
waste processing, and refueling). This tabulation supplements the requirements of
10 CFR 20.2206. The dose assignments to various duty functions may be estimated
based on pocket dosimeter, thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD), or film badge
measurements. Small exposures totalling < 20% of the individual total dose need not
be accounted for. In the aggregate, at least 80% of the total whole body dose received
from extemal sources should be assigned to specific major work functions; and

[b. Any other unit unique repons required on an annual basis.]

5.9.1.3 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Repon

-
-

NOTE
A singx ubmittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal should combine sections
common to all units at the station.

~

@kY '& I ~

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating n covering e operation of the unit
during the previous calendar year shall be submitted y my o each year. The repen shall
include summaries, interpretations, and analyses of trends of the results of the Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Program for the reponing period. He material provided shall be
consistent with the objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM), and in
10 CFR 50, Appendix 1, Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3, and IV.C.

(conf |ngee0
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5.9

5.9.1.3 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Repon ntinued)

The Annual Radiological Enviivmuesta! Operating Report shall include the results of analyses of
all radiological environmental samples and of all environmental radiation measurements taken
during the period pursuant to the locations vecified in the table and Sgures in the ODCM, as well
as summarized and tabulated results of these analyses and measurements in the format of the table

in the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position, Revision 1 November 1979. [The
repon shall identify the thermoluminescent d*~ (TLD) results that represent collocated
dosimeters in relation to the NRC TLD program and the exposure period associated with each

result.] In the event that some individual results are not available for inclusion with the repon,
the repon shall be submitted noting and explaining the reasons for the missing results. The
missing data shall be submitted in a supplementary repon as soon as possible.

5.9.1.4 Radioactive Effluent Release Report

-
-

-NOTE
A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The submittal should combine sections

common to all units at the station; however, for units with separate radwate systems, the
submittal shall specify the releases of radioactive material from each unit.

l
-

_

|-

The Radioactive Effluent Release Repon covering the operation of the unit during the previous
year shall be submined prior to May 1 of each year in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36a. The
repon shall include a summary of the quantities of radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents and

solid waste released from the unit. The material provided shall be consistent with the objectives
outlined in the ODMC and Process Control Program (PCP) and in conformance with 10 CFR
50.36a and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Section IV.B.I.

j
5.9.1.5 Monthly Operating Repons

Routine repons of operating statistics and shutdown experience [, including documentation of all
cha!!enges to the pressurizer safety valves.] shall be submined on a monthly basis no later than

the 15th of each month following the calendar month covered by the report.
-

.

5.9.1.6 Core Operating Limits Repon (COLR)

Core operating limits shall be established prior to each reload cycle, or prior to anya.

remmmg ponion of a reload cycle, and shall be documented in the COLR for the
following:

[The individual specifications that address core operating limits must be referenced here.)

1

[C6n$$MLCc0
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5.9

5.9.1.6 Core Operating Limits Repon (COLJt) )
,

b. The analytical methods used to detenmne the core operatag limits shall be those
previously reviewed and approved by the NRC,7th18y those described in the
following daen=*me:

[ identify the Topical Repon(s) by number, title, date, and NRC staff approval document,

or identify the staff Safety Evaluation Repon for a plant specific methodology by NRC

leuer and date.]

c. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all applicable limits (e.g., Aiel
thermal wuchanical limits, core thermal hydraulic limia Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) limits, nuclear limits such as SDM, transient an.dysis limits, and accident
cnalysis limits) of the safety analysis are met.

d. The COLR, including any mid cycle revisions or supplements, shall be provided upon
issuance for each reload cycle to the NRC.

5.9.1.7 RCS Pressure and T+. Lac Limits Report (PT1.R)

h
RCS pressure and temperature limits, including bestup and cooldown rates %riticality, and

hydrostatic and leak test limits, shall be established and documented in the PTLR. The analytical '
methods used to determine the pressure and temperature limits including the hearup and cooldown

rates shall be those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC in [ Topical Repon(s), number,

title, da:c, and NRC staff approval document, or staff safety evaluation repon for a plant specific
methodology by NRC leuer and date). The reactor vessel pressure and temperature limiu,
including those for bearup and cooldown rates, shall be determined so that all applicable limits
(e.g., heatup limits, cooldown limits, and inservice leak and hydrostatic testing limiu) of the
analysis are met. The PTLR, including revisions or supplements thereto, shall be provided upon
issuance for each reactor vessel fluency period.

5.9.2 Special Recens
f,,r e r-t- x

' Special Repons shall be submined in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4 within the time period specified for I

each re p n.

The followit g Special Repons shall be submitted:

In the event an ECCS is actuated and injects water into the RCS in MODE 1,2, or 3, a Speciala.

Repon shall be prepared and submined within 90 days desen%ing the circumstances of the
actuation and the total accumulated actuation cycles to date. De current value of the usage factor
for each affected safety injection nozzle shall be provided in this Special Repon whenever its value
exceeds 0.70;

[OnhNt/Cd
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f ISpecial Reporu may be required covering inspection, test, and maimienance activities.;

7 Dese special reporss are determined on an individual basis for each unit and their
-

preparation and subtrUttal are designated in the Technical Specifications.
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5.9.2 St>ecial Retens (dor.:inued)
r

-

b. If an individual emergency diesel generator (EDG) experiences 4 or more valid failures in the last

25 demands, these failures and any non valid failures experienced by that EDG in that time period
shall be reponed within 30 days. Repons on EDG failures shall include the information
recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3. Regulatory Position C.5, or existing
Regulatory Guide 1.108 reponing requirement; and

_ _

c. When a Special Repon is required by Condition B, F, or G of LCO 3.3.11, * Post Accident
Monitoring Instrumentation (PAMI)," a repon shall be submitted within 14 days. The report shall
outline the preplanned alternate method of monitoring, the cause of the inoperability, and the plans
and schedule for restoring the instrumentation channels of the function to OPERABLE status,

d. Following each inservice inspection of steam generator (SG) tubes, in accordance with the SG
Tube Surveillance Program, the number of tubes plugged and tubes sleeved in each SG shall be
reponed to the NRC within 15 days.

The complete results of the SG tube inservice inspection shall be submitted to the NRC within 12
months following the completion of the inspection. The repon shall include:

1. Number and extent of tubes impeceM,

2. Location and percent of wall-thicbess penetration for each indication of an imperfection, '
and

3. Identification of rubes plugged and tubes sleeved.

Results of SG tube inspections which fa!! into Category C-3 shall be reponed to the hTC prior
to resumption of plant operation. This repon shall provide a description of investigations
conducted to determine cause of the tube degradation and corrective measures taken to prevent
recurrence.

When a special repon is required by Section 5.7.2.18, * Common Mode Failure Program,* a |c.

repon shall be submitted to the NRC within 30 days. The repon shall include a description of
the cause of the failure, the affected components, and plans and schedule for completing proposed
remedial activities.

i
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5.10

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.10 ' Record Retention

5.10.1 The following records shall be retamed for at least 3 years:

"a. All License Event Reports required by 10 CFR 50.73;

b. Records of changes made to the procedures required by Specification 5.7.1.1; and

c. Records of radioactive shipments.

l
I5.10.2 The following records shall be retained for at least 5 years:

a. Records and logs of unit operation covering time intervals at each power level;

b. Records and logs of principal maintenance activities - inspections, repair, and replacement of
principal items of equipment related to nuclear safety;

Records of surveillance activities, inspections, and calibrations required by the Technicalc.

Specifications (TS) and the Fire Protection Program:
-

d. Records of scaled source and fission detector leak tests and results; and

e. Records of annual physical inventory of all sealed source material of record.

5.10.3 The following records shall be retained for the duration of the unit Operating License:

Records and drawing changes reflecting unit design modifications made to systems and equipmenta.

described in the SAR;

b. Records of new and irradiated fuel inventory, fuel transfers, and assembly burnup histones;
!
|

Records of radiation exposure for all individuals entering radiation control areas;c.

d. Records of gaseous and liquid radioactive material released to the environs;

I
Records of transient or operational cycles for those unit components identified in CESSAR-DC. I

e.

Chapter 3; j

f. Records of reactor tests and exp-.4;

g. Records of trammg and qualification for current members of the unit staff;

SYSTEM 80+ 5.10-1
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5.10.3 ued)

h. Records of inservice inspections performed pursuant to the TS;

i. Records of quality assurance activities required by the Operational Quality Assurance (QA)
Manual not listed in Specification 5.10.1 and which are classified as ps cn= records by
applicable regulations, codes, and standards;

j. Records of reviews performed for changes made to procedures, equipment, or rmews of tests and
expenments pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59;

k. Records of the reviews and audits required by Specification 5.5.1 and Specification 5.5.2;

1. Records of the service lives of all hydraulic and mechanical snubbers required by &- = where
stubber requirements relocated to, including the date at which the service life commences, and
associated installation and maintenner records;

Records of secondary water sampling and water quality;m.

Records of analyses required by the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program that wouldn.

permit evaluation of the accuracy of the analysis at a later date (these records should include

procedures effective at specified times and QA records showing that these procedures were '
followed);

Records of reviews performed for changes made to the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual and theo.

Process Control Program;

p. Records of steam generator tube sun'elllances.

)

|

|o

l
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High Radiation Area
5.11

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.11 Hizb Radiation Area

As provided in paragraph 20.1601 (c) of 10 CFR Part 20, the following controls shall be applied to high radiation
areas in place of the controls required by paragraphs 20.1601 (a) and (b) of 10 CFR Part 20:

LlL1 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates not Wine 1.0 remfhour:*

A. Each entryway to such an area shall be barricaded and conspicuo'usly posted as a high radiation
area. Such barricades may be breached only during pei * of perscr.iel entry or exit.

|B. Access to, and activities in, each such area shall be controlled by means of a Radiation Work |

Permit (RWP) or equivalent that includes specification of radiation dose rates in the immediate

work area (s) and other appropriate radiation protection equipment and measures.

C. Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures (e.g., health physics technicians) and
personnel continuously escorted by such individuals may be exempted from the requ2rement for

an RWP or equ <alent while performing their i; signed duties provided that they are following
plant radiation protection procedures for etary a, exit from, and work in such areas.

D. Each individual (whether alone or in a group) catering such an area shall possess:
1

i(i) A radiation monitoring device that continuously displays radiation dose rates in the area
(* radiation monitoring and indicating device"); or

(ii) A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the radiation dose rates in the

area and alarms when the device's dose alarm setpoint is reached (* alarming dosimeter"),
with an appropriate alarm setpoint, or

NMe*ph
(iii) A radiation monitoring device that continuously transmits dose rate and cumulative dose

to a remote receiver monitored by radiation protection personnel responsible for
controlling personnel radiation exposure within the area, or

(iv) A self-reading dosimeter and,

(a) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the RWP, while in the area, of an
individual at the work site, qualified in radiation protection procedures, Syy-4
with a radiation monitoring and indicating device who is responsible for
controlling personnel radiation exposure within the area, or

-

_

(enbruecD
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5.11

5.11,1 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates not Exceedine 1.0 rem / hour htinued)
_ _

(b) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the RWP, while in the area, by means
of closed circuit television, of personnel qualified in radiation protection
procedures, responsible for controlling personnel radiation exposure in the area.

E. Entry into such areas shall be made only after dose rates in the area have been determined and

entry personnel are knowledgeable of them.
_ _

ilL2 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates Greater than 1.0 rem / hour. * but less than 500 rads / hour **
I

A. Each entryway to such an area shall be conspicuously posted as a 1.igh radiation area and shall be

provided with a locked door or gate that prevents unauthonzed entry, .md in addition:

(i) All such door and gate keys shall be maintained under the d=inierative control of the
ahlft foreman or the health physics supenisor on duty.

(ii) Doors and gates shall remam locked except during periods of personnel entry or exit.

I B. Access to, and activities in, each such area shall be controlled by meant of an RWP or equivalent
that includes specification of radiation dose rates in the immediate work area (s) and other
appropriate radiation protection equipment and measures.

C. Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures may be exempted from the requirement
for an RWP or equivalent while performing radiation surveys in such areas provided that they are

| following plant radiation protection procedures for entry to, exit from, and work in such areas. j

D. Each individual (whether alone or in a group) entering such an area shall possess:

(i) An alarming dosimeter with an appropriate alarm setpoint, or
ju(oout$50tt

(ii) A radiation monitoring device that continuously transmits dose rates and cumulative dose

to a remote receiver monitored by radiation protection personnel responsible for ,

controlling personnel rndistion exposure within the area with the means to communicate
with and control every indiddual in the area, or

(iii) A self-reading dosimeter and,

(a) Be under the suncillance, as specified in the RWP or equivalent, of an
individual qualified in radiation protection procedures, equipped with a radiation

monitoring and indicating device who is responsible for controlling personnel
exposure within the area, or

-
-

hou+I? tac |)
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5.11

LlL2 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates Greater than 1.0 rem / hour. but less than 500 rads /bourptinued)
_

.

_

(b) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the RWP or equivalent, by means of
closed circuit television, of personnel qualified in radiation protection
procedures, responsible for controlling personnel radiation exposure in the area,,

j and with the means to communicate with and control every individualin the

j area.

5 E. Entry into such areas shall be made only after dose rates in the area have been determined and

entry personnel are knowledgeable of them..
.

J

! F. Such individual areas that are within a larger area that is controlled as a high radiation area, where
i no enclosure exists for purpose of locking and where no enclosure can reasonably be constructed

| around the individual area need not be controlled by a locked door or gate, but shall be

| barricaded, conspicuously posted as a high radiation area, and marked by a conspicuous flashing

j light activated at the area as a warning device which is clearly visible from all access points to the
area.

*

\

|.

At 30 centimeters (12 inches) from the radiation source or from any surface penetrated by the radiation.*
.

1

j At I meter from the radiation source or from any surface penetrated by the radiation.**
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